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Abstract

Improving soldier, leader and unit performance is the main goal of the After-Action Review (AAR) which is a professional discussion on a training event that focuses on identifying what happened, why it happened and ways to improve training. This discussion allows participants to quickly and consistently learn (the most) from their experiences. AAR is supported by a sequential four-phase process: Planning, Preparation, Conduct and Follow-Up. Observers-Controllers-Trainers (OCTs) from Canadian Army are professionally, operationally and institutionally credible soldiers who accompany an organization during training and implement the AAR process. Their duties include, among others, identifying training objectives, observing events, collecting data, controlling activities, performing data analysis, teaching doctrine, coaching and mentoring.



The OCT’s role is particularly critical during the Conduct phase of the AAR process. OCT must guide the discussion within the training audience on relevant events extracted from the Preparation phase. Identifying and capturing these events for the Conduct phase represent a great challenge. Fortunately, OCT can benefit of tracking systems to augment their personal analysis of the training sessions. The Canadian Weapon Effects Simulation system, that captures status and actions of units during a live training, is one of these. The Virtual Battle Space 2 training simulator integrates similar functionalities to address the virtual training purpose. Finally, Joint Conflict and Tactical Simulation-based exercises benefit of Aramis, a replay software, to analyse and capture key training events for constructive training. Regardless of whether the training is live, virtual, constructive or even blended, OCT’s observations should lead to the same objective: conducting an efficient AAR session supported by a strong analysis. 



The continuous improvement of synthetic simulators, often inspired by the video game industry, slightly encourages the shift of live training to synthetic training. OCT should be aware of these upcoming capabilities to maximize the benefit of training. Nevertheless, emergent and mobile technology trends also open new opportunities for live training. OCT should consider the potential of these new devices to support their duties especially on the field for collecting data, controlling activities and performing data analysis. These technological trends do not only influence the way to do training, but also the way to perform the AAR. The Augmented After-Action Review project, led by Defence R&D Canada, aims to support the AAR process by taking into account of these technological improvements in order to develop OCT’s competencies and also OCT’s learning.



This paper presents technological innovations which could be introduced into the AAR process in order to support OCT in their duties and also their own learning.







Note: There no restrictions regarding presentation neither during the conference nor of the publication of the paper in the Meeting Proceedings.


1.0	Introduction

Canadian Army (CA) has invested efforts in the implementation and institutionalization of the After-Action Review (AAR) process within their training activities. This initiative aims to increase the benefit of training by providing independent feedback to commanders and trainees. CA has mandated the Observer-Controller-Trainer (OCT) personnel as a mean to accompany units in the application of the AAR process. Their duties include, among others, identifying training objectives, observing events, collecting data, controlling activities, performing data analysis, teaching doctrine, coaching and mentoring. Considering the workload they face, CA is looking for means to ease or simplify OCT’s duties. Emerging technologies such as smart phones, tablets and cloud systems are few examples that could bring opportunities to lighten OCT’s workload.

Meanwhile, CA is involved in modernization effort of their training systems where technologies and simulation are taking more space. The acquisition of Virtual Battle Space 2 (VBS2) simulator [9] for virtual training, and the deployment of the Canadian Weapon Effects Simulation system (CWES) [8] for live training are two examples that confirm the trend. OCT personnel should be aware of these new training capabilities in order to support the achievement of their responsibilities.

The working environment of OCT personnel is evolving. Emerging technologies and modern training systems do not only influence the way to do training, but also the way to perform the AAR. The Augmented After-Action Review project, led by Defence R&D Canada, aims to support the AAR process by taking into account of these technological improvements in order to develop OCT’s competencies and to enhance his efficiency. 

The next section presents a general overview of the AAR process as defined and operated by CA. Thereafter, a list of potential technological improvements is suggested to support the application of the AAR process. Finally, a conclusion summarizes accomplished work and presents future actions.

2.0	After-Action Review Overview

Approximately thirty years ago, the U.S. Army began to develop the “AAR concept” as part of the redesign of its training strategy. This redesign initiative occurred just after the Vietnam Conflict and originates directly from it. “At the peak of the conflict it became apparent that foot soldiers in the field had far more knowledge about what was going on than headquarters. AARs were introduced to pass timely relevant learning within and between teams of soldiers at times when waiting for a full evaluation report would mean waiting too long”[20]. 

Throughout these thirty years, the original AAR concept, an unstructured debrief after an event/operation, has evolved up to a structured process encompassing the event/operation to dissect [1]. Today, the AAR process is considered as one of the most important phases of the training process and a tool to facilitate “learning while doing”, to improve team working, to increase confidence in leader and also to lead to a more cohesive and proficient armed force. This process has helped the U.S. Army to accumulate success in sustaining and improving performance at all levels (individual, collective, operational, strategic...). “Originally developed to support training exercises, the AAR is now used within the U.S. Army for purposes ranging from improving operations efficiency to dealing with the impact of frequent assignment rotations. It is viewed as an expression of core Army values such as readiness and leadership” [21].

Furthermore, the AAR process is viewed as the best example of a long-lived emergent learning practice used by a team to improve its planning and performance. “The practice is simple and repeated; the team uses its own current challenges as its field for learning; and the team relies on tapping into its own experiences and shared thinking as the primary vehicle for improvement. With such a practice, learning emerges from the team’s own work, rather than (or in addition to) coming from the traditional method of classroom education. An emergent learning practice creates immediate performance gains while simultaneously building a team’s capacity for improvement and generating as a second-level artefact a body of validated lessons learned. Simply put, emergent learning is about getting better at getting better by weaving learning into ongoing work. AARs are the best example we have uncovered of a long-lived (more than 19 years) emergent learning practice. It is our study of this practice from which we have adopted this article [23]” [22].

Considering the U.S. Army success, the other U.S. military services and the Civilian sector have rapidly adopted the AAR model [22] [24-26]. 

2.1	Canadian AAR Process

The Canadian AAR process is a direct adaptation of the U.S. AAR process. The first documents related to the AAR process appeared in the 90’s and were written and published by the Canadian Army Lessons Learned Centre (ALLC) [3]. But since several months, the AAR process (and related activities) is no longer governed by ALLC but is the responsibility of the Canadian Manoeuvre Training Centre (CMTC). Documents and information are currently available on both websites [2][5], but a part is redundant due to the duplication of the effort on a certain laps of time.

Since its official introduction in the CA training, the Canadian AAR process has evolved to become a well-established sequential four phase process used as well for live, virtual, constructive as blended training (from the first Canadian documents [3][19] to the most official ones [2][5]). The AAR process can be applied at all levels, from individual to brigade and higher. The four phases are: Planning (before the Training Session – TS, in close collaboration with the training staff), Preparation, Conduct (both during the TS) and Follow-Up (after the TS). The Conduct phase, the AAR itself, is the most visible aspect of the process because leader and soldiers (TS audience) are gathered to discuss about the TS. This phase should not be considered as a critique, a typical post-mortem or retrospective. It is not a gripe session or intended to fix blame and embarrass anyone. The AAR goal is not to limit the discussion to an assessment of TS failure or success. The AAR is a living learning practice and has to be leader-guided, soldier-centered, focused on learning objective.

Figure 1 summarizes the Canadian AAR process, its phases and their key activities, as it is applied for each TS. Figure 2 presents some examples of available software systems used during the TS (Preparation phase) and during the AAR session itself (Conduct phase). CWES [8] captures the status and actions of units during a live training. VBS2 [9] training simulator integrates similar functionalities to address the virtual training purpose. Finally, Joint Conflict and Tactical Simulation (JCATS [10])-based exercises benefit of Aramis [11], a replay software, to analyse and capture key training events for constructive training. During the AAR session, some replay artefacts are used to support the discussion. Other supporting mediums are combined to support the discussion. 



Figure 1: (Typical) AAR Process and OCT’s duties/activities



Figure 2: Example of available systems for LVC training exercises and AAR sessions

2.2	AAR Process and Facilitators - OCTs

Like all learning activities involving feedback and “formal evaluation”, the AAR process requires highly qualified personnel to help to dissect what the leader and soldiers do not have done adequately during the TS. In the CA, these qualified personnel are called Observers-Controllers-Trainers (OCTs). Generally, OCT is an experienced soldier who accompanies an organization during training. Normally OCT personnel are not from the immediate chain of command of the organization being supported. They have the ability to provide independent feedback as they have no stake in the outcome of the training. The ultimate purpose of OCT is: to enable the TS audience and the Army to learn more from a training event; to enable the training director to monitor all facets of the TS (training) in order to adjust the TS activities and tempo as necessary; and to assist commanders in the conduct of confirmation. OCT’s responsibilities are to observe, control, teach, coach, and assist in the confirmation. OCT’s duties spread over the AAR process, from the pre-training (the Planning phase) to the post training (the Follow-Up phase). OCT’s responsibilities require strong competencies in verbal and written communication, leadership, teamwork and also well-developed analysis and synthesis skills. Figure 1 details the tasks performed by the OCTs within the four phases of the AAR process. These tasks are realized either individually, in collaboration with the training staff itself, in synergy with the whole OCT team and finally in active participation with the TS audience. Further details about OCTs are directly available on the ALLC and CMTC websites [4][6].

2.3	Benefit of the AAR Process

The AAR process is the cornerstone of the learning in training. The peak of the process is the AAR session, the most tangible aspect because AAR sessions gather the team, its leaders and the facilitators to address questions about actions during the TS. An AAR session is not a punctual activity occurring when time permits. It is an activity planned before the training (for each scheduled TS), from the perspective that learning and improvement must happen throughout the training. The AAR process is a continuing practice that is focused in the long-term, generating lessons to be learned and applied immediately (local benefits), in the mid-term, and over the long run. Figure 3 shows the links that can be drawn between the key players of a TS, the TS audience (i.e. the team and its leader) and the facilitators (i.e. OCTs). The TS supported by the AAR process identifies failures and proposes corrective actions appropriated to similar events / exercises or not. The course of a TS not supported by the AAR process (neither by the OCT personnel) will never lead a team to a level of experience as high as when the AAR process (driven by the OCT personnel) is applied [21]. 



Figure 3: AAR Process Benefit – (Left) The necessary intricateness, (Middle) The right balance, (Right) The performance loss.

3.0	Improvement roadmap

This section presents improvement trends aiming to assist the OCT personnel into their duties and to help them in their own learning. This section does not suggest any change to the AAR process itself. The proposed improvements are supported by technological innovation domains not limited to virtualization, mobility, augmented reality, visualization, e-learning and serious gaming.

3.1	Digitalize and Virtualize the AAR Process

The Canadian ALLC has initiated the digitalization of the AAR process by making available, through its website [2], several course packages, doctrine manuals, forms and presentations covering each aspect of the process itself and the OCT’s duties. This initiative encourages the Army to collect, analyze, assimilate and distribute experiences as lessons. Unfortunately, numerous of AAR sessions stay informal and do not generate any follow-up report because of the workload required to produce it. It results in a loss of knowledge where costly errors could happen again.

To mitigate the loss of valuable knowledge, three improvement steps are suggested. The first step is to pursue the current digitalization initiative while by introducing “mobile” versions. The intended effect is to encourage digital note taking habit, even in the field. Once data is in digital format, it becomes easier to share it and reuse it for subsequent phases (or sub-phases) of the AAR process, such as the Conduct or Follow-Up phases. In addition, this first improvement step should include efforts to develop intertwined links between documents, especially for forms, in order to avoid redundant information entries. Prefilled forms based on previous entries, predefined fields and auto-completion fields have the potential to reduce typo errors and save time required to generate the final follow-up report for instance. 

The second step consists to initiate the virtualization of the AAR process by adding a shared storage capability to the mobile one (i.e. private cloud storage). The intent is to increase the data accessibility as well for the OCT personnel as for the training audience. In one hand, OCT personnel could benefit of virtualization by simplifying their tasks related to centralize, merge and consolidate data gathered during exercises. In the other hand, training audience could benefit of virtualization by accessing the content of the conduct session and the follow-up report provided by OCT personnel. Of course, several software services should support this step in order to ensure data integrity, security and accessibility functionalities. 

Up to now, only the generic use of documents mentioned above for supporting the AAR process was considered. The last step is to initiate reflections about specific visualization requirements depending of the type (LVC), the scope (from individual to collective), the audience (intelligence, artillery, medics, supports ...), and the intent of the training. This complex step should offer to the OCT personnel the capability to obtain flexible and on-demand user interfaces that fit with its current needs. This step could get inspired by numerous video games and application interfaces designed for tablet devices. Some of these have developed esthetical graphics interfaces able to manage outstanding representations for large datasets.

3.2	Improve Situational Awareness Capabilities

Besides taking notes or exchanging key information among themselves, OCTs usually take pictures and record videos of TS. These evidences of training actions are fundamental to justify their observations and gain the respect of the training audience during the Conduct phase.

The challenge is simpler for virtual and constructive training than for live training. Current simulator systems, such as VBS2 and JCATS (supported by Aramis) are able to generate snapshots or audio/video recordings. Here, OCT personnel have the opportunity to replay the mission and have the capability to add complementary data (such as geo referential positions, unit names, life status, line of shot...) over the evidences to strengthen their observations. The challenge here is not about getting access to the data, but more about figuring out what is the best visualization representation to present the evidence.

For live training, OCT personnel have to develop means to mitigate their limited situational awareness capabilities induced by the vastness of training field. OCT personnel have to synchronize their displacements among themselves in order to follow the training progress. Some OCT personnel have integrated the use of a smart phone within their activities. During the TS, they could benefit of many advantages such as taking pictures and videos, sharing information, consulting local map, referring manual procedures, recording personal notes and so on... Up to now the smart phone is use on an individual basis. The next step should regulate and institutionalize the use of smart devices to support OCT personnel.

With their camera and touch display, smart devices open widely the door to Augmented Reality (AR). AR superimposes a computer-generated image on a user’s view of the world, thus providing a composite view.  Numerous examples demonstrate the large potential that could offer the combination of databases, live tracking system and/or computer vision algorithms with smart devices [12][13][14]. For OCT personnel, it could open the way to new observation capabilities such as identifying units on the field (i.e. trainees, OCT personnel, vehicles, enemies, building, road ...), consulting information associated to these units, (i.e. health status, functions, location log, communication log ...), attaching personnel data (i.e. notes, time markers, videos ...), and even projecting actions or results by using artificial intelligence algorithms. The potential of AR applications for OCT personnel is very large and stay to be defined.

3.3	Prepare Clear Evidences for Discussion (AAR Session)

After TSs, OCT personnel must prepare the AAR session by identifying relevant topics for discussion. When available, OCTs use CWES, VBS2 or Aramis replays to create multimedia content, and prepare maps, graphs, charts, pictures, videos and references to support discussion topics. Usually, the created content is inserted into a slide presentation that respects an outline suggested by best practices.

According to OCT experts, discussion topics brought to AAR sessions are often the same. OCT personnel could benefit to use predefined visualization templates dedicated to support these recurring topics. The community of Visual Analytics [15] presents inspiring examples having the potential to enable the viewer to understand the information. This improvement could reduce time to prepare clear evidences. 

In order to accelerate the TS analysis, visualization templates could be fed in real time by tracking systems. Combined with mobile devices, it could offer to OCT personnel the possibility to consult various predefined visualization representations during the Preparation phase (directly during the TS). The intent is to inform the OCT personnel early in the training phase in order to let them the possibility to focus on particular aspects of the training or even to adapt the ongoing scenario. 

Semi-automated analysis represents another axis that could support OCT personnel in their task of preparing clear evidences. This approach aims at pointing out automatically, through training system logs, specific trainee’s behaviours or basic sequences of actions that might not meet military standards or procedures. Of course, results generated by this kind of system must be validated by OCTs before to be identified as a discussion topic. 

3.4	Conduct Effective AAR Sessions

As mentioned previously, an AAR session is not a typical post-mortem. Training audience should discover by itself what happened and how they should react if the same situation happens again. OCT personnel must be proactive by disclosing prepared evidences or references that support the discussion. However, be proactive within a linear slide presentation requires preparation. Frequently, the presentation outline drives the AAR session which has the effect of curbing the discussions among the training audience. 

Instead of supporting an AAR session with a linear slide presentation, OCTs should have the capability to disclosure the appropriate information (charts, graphs, videos ...) on-demand. This shift would shape and personalize the course of the presentation in function of the training audience style. However, OCTs should have access to advanced presentation tools where they would be able to select and broadcast information on-demand using a tablet device and a large display projection system.

3.5	Develop and Maintain OCT’s Competencies

Large training exercises (such as Maple Guardian 2011 [7] ) require part-time OCTs. CMTC provides the essential foundations of AAR process theory through its OCT Academy class. Time required for this training could be reduced by introducing e-learning sessions focused on specific competencies (see section 2.2) that an OCT must have, improve or develop. Besides the fact that e-learning sessions could be used to suggest complementary training for future OCTs, these sessions have the potential to identify good candidates for key position. For instance, strong speaking and leadership competencies are required to conduct an AAR session in front of a military audience.

3.6	Integrate Physiological & Psychological States Review

Future training systems look for adding biometrics sensors and affective dimension to exercises. These new training opportunities, based on human behaviours, are inspired from emergent gameplay styles of the video game industry (i.e. adaptive gaming[footnoteRef:1], biofeedback gaming[footnoteRef:2] and affective gaming[footnoteRef:3]). Thereby, future AAR session could benefit of these new data sets in order to provide physiological and psychological states review of the training audience. [1:  An adaptive game provides a more appropriate level of challenge, smooth the learning curve, and enhance the gameplay experience for players regardless of experience [16].]  [2:  A biofeedback game exploits player’s biometrics measurements to modify the gameplay experience [17]]  [3:  An affective game supports the recognition and expression of user and game character emotions [18].] 


4.0	Conclusion

This paper highlights that OCT working environment is influenced by technological breakthroughs. Technologies take more space within training activities and open opportunities to support OCT personnel in their duties. Based on an initial issue identification phase, a first set of technological improvements is proposed to support the application of the AAR process.

The following step of the Augmented AAR project includes a refinement phase of suggested improvements and an official endorsement of the roadmap by Canadian OCT authorities. These efforts should lead to define the optimal implementation timeframe of the roadmap (i.e. today, tomorrow or future).

In addition, this project will initiate two exploratory works. The first one foresees the development of an e-learning application prototype aiming to support part-time OCT competencies. The second one wants to assess the benefit of using smart devices on the field during a live training. The upcoming results should help to assess the relevance of these improvements in function of CA organisational constraints.
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Simulation of a combat training program for Norwegian pilots 
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The simulation model is called TREFF and has been developed in the FFI project ”Support to the F-35 Program Norway”. TREFF is now being used to perform analyses of the planned training concept for F-35.
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Introduction

Introduction of new combat aircraft and new advanced simulators implies

An extensive combat training program (CTP) with various missions and events

Possibility to train a larger amount of missions in simulators compared to the existing F-16 training program



Considerable changes in the pilot’s everyday training







FFI is developing a simulation model of the training concept, TREFF



How will the changes affect the pilot’s ability to stay combat ready?
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Overview

We define the training concept to involve: 

Pilots

The training system, comprising a number of aircraft and simulators

A CTP with a set of missions  

Daily training schedules specifying how to organize training



A scheduling algorithm determines how pilots are allocated to aircraft and/or simulators each day based on training schedules and training requirements in the CTP  



A training mission includes the following activities:















Simplifications and assumptions (1)

Pilots

All pilots have the same average level of experience

All pilots can be part of any training unit, i.e. squadrons are not taken into account



Training system

The number of aircraft available per flight period is modelled by a Gaussian distribution

Simulator availability is modelled by a uniform distribution







Simplifications and assumptions are based on an iterative process with the F-35 Program Norway. In addition we visited two of the F-16 squadrons to get an impression on how the pilots work.



..Gaussian distribution.. This is in line with resultas from another FFI simulation model called FLYT2#, which focuses on aircraft availability.
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Simplifications and assumptions (2)

		ID		Mission
Name		Blue air				Average sorties pr year				Red air				Time to plan [h]				Time to brief [h]				Time to debrief [h]				Pilots planning				Ratio of missions red/blue swap

						Min		Des-ired		LIVE		SIM		Min		Des-ired		LIVE		SIM		LIVE		SIM		LIVE		SIM		Min		Des-ired		

		1		Mission 1		1		1		2		1		1		1		1,5		1		1		1		1		1		1		2		1

		2		Mission 2		2		2		3		1		1		2		1		1		1		0,5		1		0,5		1		2		0,5

																																		

		n		Mission n		4		4		1		1		0		0		1,5		0,5		1		1		1		1		1		2		0







































Daily training schedules define combinations of training activities that can be performed by a pilot a given day

Model representation of the CTP





The F-35 Program Norway is developing a basis for the F-35 combat training program, and in TREFF the CTP is given on this format.



There are some constraints on how often a pilot can choose a schedule with two training events
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Scheduling

Each day, the pilots are prioritized according to their progression in CTP



The mission to be trained is determined based on the following criteria for the pilot with the highest priority

He/she has not accomplished all sorties on the mission

Sufficient aircraft, simulators and pilots available

Constraints regarding daily training schedules

Planning criteria



Pilots with least hours on the determined mission are prioritized for blue air



Pilots with most hours on the determined mission are prioritized for red air



When a mission is set up with sufficient number of pilots and aircraft and/or simulators, the scheduling process starts all over with the remaining pilots
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TREFF 
– simulation model of the training concept

Purpose

Identify and comprehend factors affecting the pilots’ ability to maintain their status as combat ready with respect to the CTP



Example results

Utilization of simulators and aircraft

Time for all pilots to complete the CTP

Use of daily training schedules

Etc… 



TREFF is implemented as a discrete event simulation using the AnyLogic simulation package







The pilots are modelled as entities going through this process
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TREFF



Basically a process consisting of the defined training activities 





TREFF





Basically a process consisting of the defined training activities 







TREFF







Pilot entities are generated in ”initiate”. At the beginning of each working day, the pilot entities go from this queue and into the process. At the end of the day the gather in this queue again.

All the rounded rectangles are hierarchical elements containing subprocesses.
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Training in TREFF













Sensitivity analysis

The purpose of the model is to identify and comprehend important factors, which is accomplished by performing sensitivity analysis.



Some important parameters that can be varied in simulation experiments are:

CTP: the number of required missions, the number of pilots that is needed to conduct a mission, proportion of missions trained in aircraft versus simulator

Resources: availability of pilots, aircraft and simulators 

Alternative daily training schedules, i.e. how the training is organized







Input and output data is stored in a spreadsheet

Input for a simulation experiment is collected in one column of the sheet ”input”

Results from the experiment are written to the same column, below the input data



Alternative CTPs are stored in sheets in the same file. The name of the sheet is given as an input to the model



The output are processed (tables, plots, etc.) in other sheets in the same file 
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Two simulation experiments

Simulation experiment 1

6 aircraft, 4 simulators, 20 pilots 

CTP with 24 missions, where approximately 35% of the sorties are accomplished in simulator



Simulation experiment 2

6 aircraft, 4 simulators, 20 pilots 

CTP with 24 missions, where approximately 50% of the sorties are accomplished in simulator

		Exp1		35% sim sorties

		Exp2		50% sim sorties







TREFF can be used to find out how well dimensioned the training system is for these CTPs.
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Time



		Exp1		35% sim sorties

		Exp2		50% sim sorties







The average time for all pilots to complete all sorties in the CTP is 304 days in experiment 1 and 277 in experiment 2
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Other results..





Use of simulators and aircraft

Scheduling effiency

Use of daily training schedules

		Exp1		35% sim sorties

		Exp2		50% sim sorties







The number of days an average pilot has followed a training schedule  with combination of simulator and live training is highest in the experiment with more simulator missions.

In experiment 2 with approximately 50% simulator sorties, the difference in utilization of simulators and aircraft is less than in experiment 1

For both experiment the scheduling there are few extra sorties per mission compared to minimum requirements in the CTP
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Summary

The requirements for pilot training for future combat aircraft exceed those of the F-16. It is consequently especially important to design a highly efficient training concept



FFI has developed the simulation model TREFF in order to analyse how various factors of the training system affect pilot workload and training efficiency. 



The model is designed to be flexible, easily accommodating different CTPs and training facility characteristics like simulator and aircraft availability. 



TREFF is currently in use to support the F-35 Program Norway in planning the future training concept for F-35
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Abstract


Today we all are faced with very dynamically changing circumstances and characteristics of military conflicts. Additionally MOD’s have to struggle with incessantly reducing budgets. This affects also the recent requirements of modern training systems. It’s related with minimizing the costs and potential losses of people and infrastructure and maximizing the efficiency in the achievement of military goals. The rationales behind the idea of optimizing the LVC trainings into the most effective methods are presented in the paper. At various levels of military education, systems from the L, V or C domain can be employed. These synergies and overlapping of educational areas are presented. Also a sample of technical capabilities of today modern training systems to integrate the LVC domains has been presented. However the technical possibilities are much mor broader then the needs of MIL-training. Also a very important aspect of working with modern LVC systems is the use of the results for military Operations Research. Few benefits from this area have been presented. For the author it is clear that synthetic based training methods will not complete replace the live training or LIVE Simulation. There are much situational trainings what can be undertaken only by LIVE Simulation, what has to be tactile for trainees. In the paper this conclusion is emphasized.

1. Introduction

There are enough examples in the world of todays changing circumstances and characteristics of military conflicts. Beginning from the Gulf Wars, the war in Afghanistan or in Libya, we see how fast and specific the conflicts are ([1], [2], [3], [4], [5]). Soldiers today have to be prepared to deploy on special missions in a short time and to fullfill their tasks in most effective ways. Additionally MOD’s have to struggle with incessantly reducing budgets. This affects also the recent requirements of modern training systems. In general terms, main requirement, which have to be fulfilled with state-of-the-art training equipment, is to support the prepartion of soldiers for their military duties. It’s related with minimizing the costs, reducing potential losses of people and infrastructure and maximizing the efficiency in the achievement of military goals. 


These facts started to change methods of traditional training to new approaches using the LIVE, VIRTUAL or CONSTRUCTIVE Simulation&Training tools. This trend prompts still the new ideas of further development of training systems. In this paper we will discuss some ideas of further development of the LVC tools and will ask questions about which direction should be chosen for maximising the benefits of the end users. The main focus here is on land based forces but the examples are also applicable in the other type of armed forces.

Training supporting tools from L, V, or C systems can be applied at various levels of military education. Based on proposition from Lt Col Uebersax [6], the education system for a military personal can be expressed in a form of pyramid, see figure 1.




Figure 1: Military education system with application of LVC S&T [6]

The education starts from the basic training of weapon handling and basic military skills on the level of individual soldier. Further soldiers have to be trained to work in the small groups as e.g. squad level and force on force fighting techniques. On the higher level of complexity the tactical training on e.g. battalion level will be realised, where the focus will be on the decision making by commanders from the squad to battalion level. On the theatre/campaign level mostly commanders of brigade and divisions will be trained within the planning and development of the possible conflicts scenarios.


On the left hand side of figure 1 a structure of the education divided into the various simulation domains has been proposed. From the training of individual soldier level up to mission & battle, tools from VIRTUAL Simulation can be applied. If the training of commanders from the platoon up to the brigade level has to be considered, than a CONSTRUCTIVE systems will be used. Other tools will be provided where the realistic environment, real weapons, real human reactions and interaction and factors as a stress, tiredness will be in the main focus of the training. In such case, the LIVE simulation will be applied on levels from individual soldiers up to the joint forces training.


Regarding the time scale, the education process of the soldiers can be presented as in the Figure 2.




Figure 2: Enter text (RTO Table Caption)


Figure 2: Military education system on a time scale


Also the live shooting training has to be considered, which will be mainly executed on the basic level expressed on the pyramid, on the figure 1.

These representations of a military education is mirrored by a product structure of the company Ruag Defence as a supplier of complete solutions for LIVE and VIRTUAL simulation and supporting services, see Figure 3.




Figure 3: Complete system solution of company RUAG in LIVE and VIRTUAL S&T


Every level of the education has another focus, starting from individual skills up to the executing of military operations on the brigade or higher level. As we have seen on the Figur 1 the various levels are today supported more by LIVE and another more by VIRTUAL or CONSTRUCTIVE training systems.


Main and common goals of the S&T systems can be expressed as:


· Reduce Cost (no real ammunition, no wear of operational systems)


· Fulfills Constraints (environmental polution, safety requirements)


· Increases Efficiency (more realistic, objective evaluation, certification) 


· Supports all Phases of Training where ever possible

Most companies offer training solutions which are strong specialised in the own business area. There are only few producers where the LV&C systems are designed as a one compatible system.


2. Synergies and Integration


Looking comprehensive on the market of LVC S&T merging possibilities or integrating the solutions from one domain into the other can be recognized.


Much broader spectrum is available if we look what is generally not only today technical possible, but maybe tomorrow. To find out the right direction of future developments the customer needs to clarify its training needs.


From the technology point of view, the solutions used in LVC products are based on recent achievements of engineering developments. Additionally the training equipment is not going to be used as combat equipment, what allows using the always newer high tech and faster changing technology solutions.


As an example of using the synergy can be mentioned a idea of using the computer Generated Forces with integrated Artificial Intelligence from VIRTUAL Simulation in the LIVE Simulation.


Similar to the project MARATHON [7], [8], as on the figure 4, forces can be replaced with a 3D shooting targets moving on the platforms as segways. 


 

Figure 4: 3D shooting targets on a moving platforms.


Such target could be made destroyable by the laser shoot generated by LIVE Simulation tools. The acting of the simulated forces is based on Computer Generated Forces equipped with an Artificial Intelligence software engines. How the simulated forces will move and react during the military episode can be fully programmed according to the certain doctrine or reactions scheme. The devices can be fully automatically or controlled by the operator.


The benefit of here presented 3D targets integrated with a LIVE Simulation and using the solutions of CGF from VIRTUAL Simulation could be reducing the personal working as statists or enemy forces during the LIVE S&T exercise.


The technical challenges needed to be solved, before such idea will be applicable into the LIVE Simulation is a function of shooting back by the moving targets. After looking a little bit more carefully, it next technical limitations of present solutions can be rapidly recognized. The system proposed today is limited to the training area where the vehicles can move without any obstacles. So, actually only training in the open field on the good prepared surfaces is possible. 


Another example of using the synergy between LVC domains is adapting the software module of CGF from CONSTRUCTIVE Simulation, into the VIRTUAL simulation. Today, almost every NATO country is using some kind of virtual simulation for a driver, gunner and whole crew of MBT and so on. The software behind those simulators is already today using the Computer Generated Forces with applied Artificial Intelligence specially suited to the needs of VIRTUAL S&T.


The here presented idea can help to enhance the one domain by involving the solutions developed originally for another domain. Such possibilities can be surely found in many other points.

Another direction of a development of the future training systems could be the arrangement of a common training with integrated elements from the LVC systems. 


Mostly the military training is based today on playing some episodes from the subject areas as exposed in the table 1.


Table 1: Training of defined episodes with LIVE Simulation


		Episode Area

		Characteristics

		LIVE Simulation support



		Conventional War




		In open, maneuverable terrain that is available to attacking or defending forces


In complex urban environment with plenty of actions packed in time and space

		Combat Training Centers (CTC and


Direct Fire Weapon Engagement Simulators (DFWES, mainly Laser Simulators)

Military Operations in Urban Terrain Training Centers (MOUT) and DFWES



		Asymmetric Warfare

		Peace enforcement and support operations (transports, medical and human aid, Three-Block-War situation) Comprehensive training for Operations Other Than War (asymmetric warfare, care for civilians)

		Peace enforcement and support operations use DFWES and IED Simulators



		Activities against IED attackers and suicide bombers

		Counter Terrorism Tactical Training to avoid IED attacks and for proper action after IED attacks

		DFWES and IED Simulators





For the purpose of discussing the integration of various systems, let us consider theoretically a military training on battalion level. We assume, that parties as armoured infantry, area weapons, close area support, HQ also civilians etc, are involved, as showed on the figure 5.
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Figure 5: Theoreticaly defined MIL training on the battalion level.


The idea is to use training supporting equipment simultaneously.


The Infantry and whole training centre could be equipped with training systems, as e.g. the GLADIATOR from RUAG (figure 6).

Universal Helmet Unit


Integrated Harness Unit


Integrated Laser Unit


LIVE Simulation




Figure 6: RUAG equipment for a single soldier - GLADIATOR


Area weapons as artillery represented by a howitzer can be applied inform of a VIRTUAL simulation. Today it is already not a big issue to project the combat situation from the LIVE arena into the computer graphics of the V-Simulators. The battery of howitzer could be placed completely in another location than a mil exercise camp and if the commander from the field requests an attack in an certain area, the battery commander in the V-Simulator will execute this order. The results of his decision, the artillery attack will be visualised and represented back at the LIVE training area, using the radio links and pyrotechnics, as already available today.


The same possibility could be used for attacks from air with a deployment of fighting jets.

What about other Virtual Simulators like helicopters or Main Battle Tanks (MBT) – could they be also integrated into such training? Here technical challenges are much more sophisticated.


It is quite clear today for engineers, how to transfer and project the scenario in a quasi real time from LIVE battlefield into the virtual reality. But how to do this task vice versa, how to show to the soldiers, located at LIVE exercise place, a helicopter or MBT that is physically somewhere else in a VIRTUAL training facility? Additionally the helicopter or MBT simulators must be destroyable by certain weapon types carried by soldiers.


One possibility is to use vehicles like UGV from BaseTen [9]. This kind of vehicles can be fully instrumented with devices needed for S&T and safety reasons and can be remote controlled from the VIRTUAL simulator, see figure 7.



Figure 7: UGV of a BASE Ten company [9].


Another possibility is to mix the LIVE and VIRTUAL S&T by augmented reality. Soldiers could be equipped with already for military applications used head mounted displays, which are partially transparent and where virtual objects could be projected. The technology of such displays would allow this kind of application already today, but the bottle neck is located more by a software power and localisation of the soldier position and interacting with the projected objects ([10], [11]). (Network latency, Area Data Base )


Similar situation or scenarios could be defined with the deployment of UAV’s. Those could be used as a representation of VIRTUAL-simulator of helicopters. On the civil market the UAV’s are developing very fast and today the main technical challenge regards the autonomy and weight.

Small UAV’s instrumented with video cameras could be also help to merge the CONSTRUCTIVE with a LIVE and VIRTUAL simulation. In the introduced training scenario, the HQ can be based on the CONSTRUCTRIVE Simulation. Some of the tasks or orders could be forwarded into the LIVE Training and V-Simulators, were the real actions will be executed. The feedback will be prompted as digital information about the status of the forces, his positions etc. and additionally also a video stream from a UAV’s can be used. Also STAR tasks (surveillance, target acquisition, and reconnaissance) can be supported by the mentioned UAV and the information can be transferred to the CONSTRUCTIVE simulator as a supporting tool for decisions.


This all is today technically possible. Though, to build this kind of solution a certain amount of resources would be needed. Is this a direction the end users will need in the future? 

3. Operations Research

A very important aspect of employing the modern LVC systems is the possibility of using the collected data for military Operations Research. For the following purposes can the OR benefit from the LVC ([12]):


· verification of new doctrines


· collecting the statistical data for building a new models


· verification of efficiency of new weapon types.


The LIVE training system is controlled from the central station called Exercise Controll (EXCON).


Already today those systems are collecting in the background information like:


· who on who and with what kind of weapon shooted

· what status of the healthy has a exercise participant.


· what injury has been induced with what type of weapon?

· statistical data about the number of forces, number of injured or destroyed disabled „killed“


· with what type of weapon what level of damages has been provoked.

· amount of ammunition which has been used and is still available for logistical purposes

· localisation of the shooter and target with the distance between them

The system can also collect for example the path length which has been made by soldiers during the exercise. Also statistical data of using the radio communication system can be stored. It looks very important to be a information about the reaction time, how long it take to the attacked troops to stop, recognize the position and type of attack and answer with proper fire.


Today with sensors integrated in the textile it is also possible to collect the values of vital functions parameters, like blood pressure, heart pulse, stress level. The purpose would be to check those kinds of parameters during the training and know what impact plays the situation mostly on key persons like a group leaders.

Whole this kind of data collected during the LIVE Simulation exercise can help to build new models of Computer Generated Forces (specific for a terrain or type of troops) or can support the process of definition of new doctrine or procedures of using a new type of weapons. This potential, in the opinion of the author, has not been used sufficiently today.

4. Conclusions

For the author it is clear to envisage that synthetic based training methods will not complete replace the live training or LIVE Simulation. There are much situational trainings what can be undertaken only by LIVE Simulation, what has to be tactile for trainees. In the paper this conclusion is emphasized. What has been recognized, there is a lot of synergies between the S&T domains from LIVE, VIRTUAL and CONSTRUCTIVE. Using them is today or in a close future technically possible. The question is what is actually important and will be required for the end user of LVC equipment. Also the army is still ongoing equipped with a new kind of material like UGV’s, UAV’s or new weapons and for them ongoing a new training episodes and supporting S&T equipment will be needed. Finally the amount of data collected during the exercises is enormous big and with growing capability of IT infrastructure will be even bigger. All those kind of data could be used for a operation research purposes. Only the close cooperation between the end users and industry can drive the development of the future LVC simulation and training equipment in a good direction into optimal solutions.
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In today’s joint and multi-national operations the ground commanders’  mission is highly demanding and complex. They must perform at peak-efficiency in very difficult environments requiring high standards, currency and proficiency. Since effectiveness of their missions depends heavily on how well they can communicate and coordinate their efforts there is a requirement for a command team training capability that allows  commanders to conduct collective training and exercises.

Abstract
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Integrated solution

*

LVC Simulation for Training of Ground Commanders

IRAS*Comm

Radio Simulation By IFAD



		The idea grew from that the Danish army had acquired a new  BMS system from Systematic

		A need to train with the system and integrate it with other systems

		Steel Beast an armored vehicle trainer – virtual and constructive 

		Sitaware BMS – live system

		IFACTS – virtual system

		JCATS – conctructive

		TerraStim Terrain toole

		IRAS* Comm Radio simulation
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ITEC’2011 Scenario

*

		Setting is the “Terrastan Valley”



		Assets in the scenario

		EAGLE IV 

		Leopard 2A5

		IFV CV90/35

		UAV 

		F16 

		Tiger Gunship 

		MRH90 



		Tactical Air Control Party (TACP) 





		Insurgents and civilians at compound
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Challenges

*

Interconnectivity    –          Terrain                –        Radio Com

LVC Simulation for Training of Ground Commanders



- After we had created a scenario the challenges were now to connect the systems and create a common environment for the training including establishing a way for the commanders to communicate over the radios

*









Interconnectivity and Radio Com - Challenges

*

		Different companies – systems – protocols



 

		Protocols and Data Model

		What data to exchange? 





		Selection criteria

		Open – Documented 

		User base – Support 

		Technical Requirements

		Costs



		Radio Communication



LVC Simulation for Training of Ground Commanders



		Different companies and even from different countries and different time zones 

		Each system was running a different protocol – existing systems. Not possible to change the protocol 

		The protocols and data models are highly linked – need for bridging or translation of the data.

		Some of the protocols were proprietary and an interface was needed to access the protocol and data model. Requires work and time.

		There is a need to setup which selection criteria you are going to use when selecting the “right” protocol 

		Closed vs. Open

		Runtime and development costs 

		HLA vs DIS

		New an fantastic vs. Old and tried 
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Interconnectivity and Radio Com - Solution

*

		DIS selected



		Reuse of infrastructure 

		Existing bridges 

		Supported by some of the systems



		Voice over DIS



		After Action Review - Audio and Data sync



		Bridge between DIS and proprietary protocols
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		The choice fell on DIS

		Existing experience 

		No runtime cost. If on HLA each system would cost one Federate. Possible many BMS systems

		Using and existing radio simulation solution for radio communication on DIS

		Simpler setup when doing after action review. Fewer protocols to keep in sync 

		A bridge was created to map between the proprietary protocols and DIS 
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Interconnectivity BMS - Solution

*

		BMS – DIS bridge GUI



		Running on the BMS unit



		Links the BMS with a DIS entity 



		GPS is stimulated from entity location 



		Enables filtering of entities



		Blue force tracking
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		Picture of the Old DIS-BMS gateway GUI

		This is used to create a link between the BMS units GPS and a entity on the network

		Enabled blue force tracking via the GUI
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Terrain - Challenges

*

		Different systems – different models



		2D vs. 3D



		Correlation – Location, Visual, Features



		Geo-specific vs. Geo-typical



		Live (Real World) vs. Synthetic  
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		Each of the systems used a different scene graph/visual system

		Mix of 2D and 3D systems (BMS, JCATS vs SB, IFACTS) 

		When connecting different simulators it get even more apparent how important it is that terrains and features are correct correlated 

		If thing are not at the same place when doing a Talk on, students get confused and the training will be ruined leading to the simulator not getting used

		You need to “See” the same thing in all “world”. There need to be a match to a degree where students can be sure that they are talking about the exact same thing

		If only working with at synthetic world it is no problem and easier to just go geo-typical, this is not always doable when working with live systems. Depending systems involved. 



*









Terrain - Solution

*

		Used TerraTools from TerraSim for the job



		Same Input – output in different formats



		Minimizing the risk of correlation errors



		Same 3D models  
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		One tool that support and aid in creation of terrain databases and supports many output formats – or make sure that all use the same database format not an option in our case.

		By using the same tool to all databases it is easier to adjust and control the output and make sure it correlates

		Due to the different formats/systems it can be difficult to get an exact match real vs. synthetic
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		Battle Management System (Sitaware BMS)



		FAC trainer (IFACTS)



		Armored Vehicle Simulator (Steel Beasts Pro)



		Joint Conflict And Tactical Simulation (JCATS)



		Final Integration



*

Integrated solution

Components
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SitaWare BMS
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IFACTS



Forward Air Controller Training Solution

*
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IFACTS



Forward Air Controller Training Solution

*
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Steel Beasts Pro



Armored Vehicle Simulator

*
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IFACTS and JCATS

*
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Final Integration 

*
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IFACTS and BMS

*
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Steel Beasts Pro and BMS

*
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Lessons Learned

		The right tool for the job



		3D content 



		Integration – data model and protocol 



		It can be done 
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		Figure out what is the right tool for the job – data/model/terrain

		Content, Content, Content – make sure you have control of it and have a good pipeline for it

		Use open and widely accepted standards where possible - making the integration job so much easier – both regarding protocol and content

		Well yes, it can be done
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Future Work

		Extend the setup



		More live – more realism



		Additional simulators



		Geo-specific and live terrain
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		Extend the setup to include more systems – from all domains 

		Add more live systems to feed the virtual simulators – geo-specific terrains of real training ranges 

		Other simulators that can add additional value to the training setup – Flight Sim, Infantry, UAV,  Helicopter, Other Vehicle 
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Future Work, cont

		Current status 

		Simulation gateway (SimGW) released

		In service at two training centers in DK









		SimGW Instructor GUI



		Running on one single machine



		 Enables simpler control of many units 
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		Instructor  selects which BMS unit is connect to what DIS unit

		16 – ca 30 units
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*

Conclusion

Show cased a working LVC solution with:



		Joint scenario

		Joint terrain 

		Joint assets and weapons effects

		Joint radio communication and intercom

		Joint enemy threat







The solution supports 

realistic near-to-life team training of ground commanders
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www.terrasim.com
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www.eSimGames.com
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Systematic

	

Defence



Customers

in 40 Countries

      Healthcare





       Integration services

	

 Intelligence and

 National Security







Simplifying

critical

decision

making

		Established in 1985

		Privately owned

		Turnover €47.5M



		Main office Aarhus, Denmark

		USA, UK, Finland

		Privately owned

		450 Employees













Here’s Systematic’s Business Units. This presentation is mainly about Defence Business Unit.  It means products and services to: Land, Navy, Air and Joint as well as to different security organisations



We have a good balance within our quite different business areas – we are not only depending on defence trends – that is why we are a safe choise
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  Provider of simulation solutions

Mission critical training                 .…  Anytime - Anywhere

IFAD TS

 Training and Simulation

 www.ifad.dk
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   Thank you for your attention!



Questions?
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The fast moving nature of simulation technologies used for training, experimentation, and analysis continues to influence and challenge current processes and procedures. The evidence indicates that there are no simple answers to the question of how best to approach the question of live versus synthetic balance. However, by examining trends in the development and use of synthetic or immersive environment, it may be possible to identify where the balance of capability currently lies for selected activities and to make a prediction on future trends. 

This paper will explore trends in immersive environments to identify where the balance of capability currently lies for selected activities. The paper will make recommendations on how the trends can be incorporated as capabilities to enhance training, experimentation and analysis.

1.0
INTRODUCTION

“Every human being is interested in two kinds of worlds: the Primary, everyday world which he knows through his senses, and a Secondary world or worlds which he not only can create in his imagination, but which he cannot stop himself creating."
 

Virtual worlds are increasingly evolving into environments where large groups of people meet and interact in real-time while experiencing a shared sensation of being there together. This enables richer and more dynamic social interaction and collaboration across national and cultural boundaries. These virtual worlds appear to be especially applicable to training applications.


During 2009 and 2010, Allied Command Transformation (ACT) conducted an investigation into the use of virtual worlds (VW) for several application areas. As can be seen from figure 1, this included two independent commercial technology reports, three 3 day workshops in whole or in part dedicated to VW, two Limited Objective Experiments, presentations and demonstrations at five ITECs and ITSECs and also at GameTech. All of this was to gain information to aid in determining how NATO could best exploit this technology. 



Figure 1: The two year campaign to investigate virtual worlds.

In addition to the information outreach campaign, ACT built three virtual worlds environments.  One of the worlds, Boarders Ahoy! was made into a prototype game and won the Peoples Choice award at ITSEC 2012. All of the prototype work was done in Nexus, a product of ECS Orlando. The production of these virtual worlds prototypes stimulated several groups within NATO but in particular those responsible for training. ACT has selected VBS Worlds as its platform of choice and is currently porting the VW prototypes to the VBS Worlds software for use by several NATO training centres. 


2.0
VIRTUAL WORLDS


Defining “virtual worlds” is important as some persons use the term only to refer to virtual meeting spaces such as Second Life. At ACT, the term is used inclusively, encompassing not only meetings, spaces and communities tools, but also massive multiplayer online games; immersive data visualization; and some virtual simulations such as Bohemia’s VBS and some serious games. 

At Reference A it was pointed out repeatedly that all good simulations, VW and other similar environments are, in fact, immersive environments. 

Immersive technology refers to technology that blurs the line between the physical world and digital or simulated world, thereby creating a sense of immersion. Levels of immersion are relative. US soldiers involved in Future Immersive Training Environment (FITE)
 training see only what the trainer wants them to see yet are able to move and respond appropriately at far higher levels than allowed for through previous technology. Immersive environments do not need to be extremely technology sophistocated. Users do not necessarily need to use head mounted displays and other attachments to be considered immersed. In figure 2, these children are definitely immersed in what they are doing, yet they have only controllers.



Figure 2: There can be no doubt that these two children are fully immersed in their game.

It can be believed that immersive technologies will be significant contributors to future innovation.  Innovation economists believe that what primarily drives economic growth in today’s knowledge-based economy is not capital accumulation but innovation. A competitive advantage, which is what causes economic growth, is the ability to satisfy the customer needs for example product reliability, durability or cost better than the competition. Immersive technologies can be a major player in upcoming technology innovation. There are many areas that can benefit from immersive technologies. Some of the areas are; meeting and collaboration, rapid prototyping, training and education, skill building, data visualisation and analysis, and outreach.

2.1
Collaboration


Forester Research at Reference B released a report encouraging businesses to consider virtual worlds as a necessary next step in helping collaboration among team members and businesses. Many businesses and government agencies did just that including Allied Command Transformation. Just as the Internet revolutionized the way we communicate with each other, immesive technologies are having transformational effects on the way we communicate and collaborate. One example of such use from Allied Command Transformation was when the command hosted MSG-078, Exploiting Commercial Games and Technologies. As part of the MSG dealt with VW, it only seemed appropriate that Second Life was one of the available methods of participation. About 12 of the 80 attendees participated via Second Life. The real and virtual groups could both see each other and speak to each other. The organisers admitted that it was not easy. The event was held at the Virginia Modeling, Analysis and Simulation Center and even the technicians there were not familiar with Second Life. Even though they could do all of the IP, video camera and other common work, a Second Life technical expert needed to be found to assist.


Of the three virtual worlds built by Allied Command Transformation the first was of the Headquarters Supreme Allied Command Transformation building. Within the virtual building all eight of the conference rooms were built to exact specifications in the hope that personnel would use them for work related meetings. Unfortunately, due to security regulations about software downloads, personnel were not allowed to use the software while at work. Another challenge and lesson learned. 

2.2
Prototypes


Innovation thrives when creative people meet, exchange ideas in a non-combatant environment and quickly visualise or prototype their ideas with little cost. It is attractive to envision a design process where there is no need for physical models or prototypes. What if product development could be done without the delays and expense needed for the development of physical prototypes or experimenting? With advances in computing power, software applications and imaging systems, it is becoming increasingly feasible to use virtual prototypes instead of physical prototypes.

The second virtual world built by Allied Command Transformation was that of the Combined Joint Operating Centre (CJOC) and surrounding buildings of ISAF Headquarters. The purpose of this world was to experiment with “right seat ride” training in a virtual world for individual augmentees going to ISAF Headquarters. What was discovered is that the situation centre could be reused as an environment for other experiments that HQ SACT was conducting. The additional experiment that had the most success dealt with civil military interaction. Whereas the ISAF CJOC was a true military situation centre filled with uniforms and military related maps, the Civil Military interaction situation centre had many more civilians and maps and other objects of civil concern.

There are many examples of training being conducted in immersive environments. An example from Canada is from the Canada Border Services. Before September 11, 2001, Customs and Immigration students spent three weeks closely tailing professional border guards to experience the daily routine of their future job. In a post-911 environment however, this was no longer allowed. Training suffered until the schoolhouse catalyzed a virtual border crossing simulation in Second Life for students. The amazing results of the training and simulation program have led to significantly improved grades on students' critical skills tests, taking scores from a 56% success in 2007, to 95% at the end of 2008 after the simulation was instituted. 

2.3
Skill Building

Skill building or practice is not necessarily the same thing as education and training. The third virtual world built by Allied Command Transformation was made into a game called Boarders Ahoy! which is currently being used by the NATO Maritime Interdiction and Operational Training Centre (NMIOTC) in Crete. The game is meant to provide threshold level training to students before they attend NMIOTIC courses. As can be seen from figures 3 the game is very life like and allows students to actually immerse themselves in their work. With more than 200 searchable objects (some hidden) the students seek a high score by doing a thorough and complete job. Michael Peck of wired.com
 stated that this was the most boring game that he had ever played and that this was exactly as it should be. Interdiction is methodical and dreary work. It is also extremely dangerous and any tool that we can use to make our sailors and soldiers safer while doing this work is good.





Figures 3: Screenshots from the game Boarders Ahoy!

2.4
Data Visualisation

There are several programs that have been developed to visualise data within virtual worlds. One software that appears to work well is, Glasshouse by Green Phosphor. Glasshouse lets you take data from a data query and place a 3D representation of it into a virtual world environment where it can then be explored interactively. In a virtual world such as Second Life, avatars can manipulate the visualisation of the data by drilling down into it, re-sorting it, or even just spinning it around to see it from all angles. 


The benefits to working with data in this way are enormous. Many businesses already perform data visualisation, often using expensive software. This type of software is interesting because it is a way to economically leverage the power of virtual worlds.


2.5
Outreach

Venturing into Second Life shows that there are definite possibilities to increase showcase product and perform outreach in virtual worlds. A prime example is Well's Fargo who built Stagecoach Island in Second Life as the first virtual reality (online) financial literacy game. 


This free Internet-based game allows students to create a character on Stagecoach Island and the ability to interact with other island members. Although most activities are free, such as sky diving and paintball, other experiences require money and can be earned by attending a Virtual Learning Lounge and answering basic banking questions. The topics covered in these sessions include budgeting, saving, managing money and were derived from a Well's Fargo signature program called "Hands on Banking". By creating a trendy and entertaining setting, Well's Fargo engages this younger generation by interacting with the theWell's Fargo ATM machine while associating their brand with banking services. 

3.0
immersive environments and technology


Iimmersive environments are part of the technology that is becoming omnipotent in our lives. They are a part of all that is happening around us. From simple arcade games to sophisticated flight simulators, the technology is finding its niche and seeking out new ones. This is especially true in the field of entertainment. It is believed by some that immersive environments are a key element to training and training simulations of the future. 

Many published technology predictions deal with  social networks, computing power, location and policy. Immersive environments deal with all of these elements. 


If all the topics covered in technology through the media during the last two years are taken together, they fall into just a few categories.
 Explicit problems including cyber-security, privacy concerns, and crime incidents made up a third of the technology coverage. Stories about social and cultural trends and the power of technology made up a quarter of all stories. Reviews about the release of new gadgets and products made up 16% and a combination of corporate news and policy legislation stories rounded out 22%. 

According to the media report, the single biggest topic of coverage was the discussion of social and cultural trends making up a fifth of the coverage. Included were technology’s positive effects on human interactions, like parents’ texting with their children and the opposite effects of less face-to-face connections. Also included were stories about how immersive environments, serious games and social networks can be used for training.
 

4.0
conclusions


Virtual immersive environments are a category of emerging technologies that encompass virtual worlds, gaming, and simulations that have a social component and closely mirror working with someone in the same physical space. In the areas mentioned above, people emerge from the immersive environments with real-life experiences they’ve actually participated in, not just imagined. In virtual immersive environments, participants can fail safely and create memories that improve performance when recalled later.
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Why is Security an Issue in CMS ?

		We will never fight alone! Thus we need to train together, within and between nations. 



		However, in any such scenario’s it is likely that some or all of the information may be classified at some level and need protection, be it: 



Scenarios

Weapons, Sensor capabilities

Doctrines

Etc



		Current solutions prevent truly interactive training or are too expensive or unmanageable, and do not provide the interactivity needed in simulation.









Why is Security in CMS different from Security in other domains ?

		Ground Truth exchange



Weapons, Sensor capabilities

Doctrines



		Ground Truth and Perceived Truth Analysis



Deduce Weapons and Sensor capabilities

Deduce doctrines, procedures etc



		Effects take place in the information domain



		Need for truly interactive information exchange



Two-way information exchange for training

Performance (latency, bandwidth)

Potentially richer information exchange









Use cases: Overview & Samples

One Branch

One training

system

Several branches

Joint and combined

Several training

systems

Several training

systems and C2

”C-IED”

”Naval Virtual & Live”

”Multi-national

Close Air Support”







Use case : Close Air Support





A typical example is that of training for Close Air Support (CAS) operations (see diagram above) in which three nations participate: Nation A is providing the F16 fighter capability, Nation B is providing the FAC capability and Nation C is providing the simulated naval target including its self-defence mechanism.



Multiple security concerns can be identified in this use-case:

-the sensitive information stored within the F16 fighter simulators (e.g. sensor and weapons) are classified as Nation-A SECRET.

-The FAC simulator does not by itself contain classified information. However, the voice information and procedures used are classified.

-The naval target platform and its known self-defence capabilities may be Nation C classified. 
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Visual observation


Communication


Visual observation


Marking target


Images


Images


Time / Position















Concerns / Risks / Threats

		Unintended disclosure/leakage of 



Planned mission

System performance / capability

Task force composition

Tactics / doctrines

Facilities

		Unwanted/misleading/corrupt tactical and strategical analyses.

		Negative learning (e.g. Sensor capabilities)	

		Lost access to training facilities or analysis capabilities.





These risks and threats originate from the current situation regarding System High and the desire to work together and share information. In CMS environments there’s a lack of security mechanisms for instance to enforce who receives information because once it’s transmitted to the HLA bus any party connected receives this information. Furthermore there are challenge wrt determining and enforcing the sharing of information from a simulator to the HLA bus.

*









Approach 1: ”System High”

		Re-classify all trainers to highest level.



Replace all data media.

Possibly reclassify entire facilities.

Secret

Confidential

Restricted

Trainer A

Trainer C

Trainer B

Trainer C

Trainer B



Problems wrt CMS:

		Reclassification requires alot of effort (evaluating the security classification of all information objects, upgrading security measures regarding personnel/physical environment)

		Prone to errors

		Negative impact on training experience due to the inability to share information (or lack of desire)

		Necessity to sanitize the simulators afterwards (again, alot of effort required)

		Lack of flexibility











Approach 2: ”MSL” – Multiple Single Level of Security

		Physical separation of System High environments



Separation through different systems and locations

Side-effect: information exchange through human-in-the-loop 



Restricted



Secret

Training Facility A

Training Facility B

Sim

Sim

Sim

Sim

Sim

Sim

Sim

Sim

Sim

Sim

Sim

Sim

Integrating Architecture

Integrating Architecture



Problems wrt CMS:

		No reclassification required, but no true interaction between different environments (System High environments)

		Negative impact on training experience due to the inability to share information

		Security risks in side-effect of information exchange (e.g. human in the loop)
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Approach 3: Data diode

		Unidirectional data flow. 

		Directional filter on data level

		No two-way interactivity





Restricted



Secret

Training Facility A

Training Facility B

Sim

Sim

Sim

Sim

Sim

Sim

Sim

Sim

Sim

Sim

Sim

Sim

Integrating Architecture

Integrating Architecture







Problems wrt CMS:

		No reclassification required, but no true two-way interaction between different environments (System High environments)

		Can be usefull in specific scenarios (Staff and command level training)
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Approach 4: Cross Domain 		     Solutions

”Domain boundary”

		Enables controlled cross domain information exchange

		Filtering on information level

		Requires labelling of information objects

		Release decision by release mechanisms based on security policy



GUARD

(Release Mechanism)

GUARD

(Release Mechanism)



Problems wrt CMS:

		Technology still in development (no products available for highly classified environments)

		Does provide the ability to control the information flow on the information level

		Requires both high assurance labelling of information & high assurance release mechanisms for the release decisions for information objects.

		Remaining challenge wrt policy-management, high assurance solutions, integration within CMS
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Approach 5: ”MLS”

True Multi-Level Security

























Sim 1

Sim 3

		Enables controlled information sharing

		No more System High

		Requires labelling of information objects

		Release decision by release mechanisms based on security policy



Guard

Guard

Sim 2

Guard



Problems wrt CMS:

		Future desire, not yet available

		Requires shift from System High to MLS (large change for e.g. accreditation organisations)

		Does provide the ability to control the information flow on the information level

		Requires both high assurance labelling of information & high assurance release mechanisms for the release decisions for information objects.

		Remaining challenge wrt policy-management, high assurance solutions, integration within CMS, creation of high assurance MLS environments
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”Trusted”

Early Experiment 1: 

Swedish MLS-demonstrator

		An HLA-based infrastructure including Guards that can enforce MLS policies has been produced and demonstrated



Fed 1

Guard

Fed 2

Guard

Fed 3

Guard









Note:

		Feds publish everything to trusted env.

		Guards only release data when Fed is allowed to have access to the data

		The policy that is implemented by the guards is defined by a single authority 

		Demonstrator has no protection against intentionally false classifications











Early Experiment 2:

The Netherlands – Labeling & Release

		Security concept of labelling and release mechanism within simulations.

		Consists of two main building blocks:



Classification

Release

		Focus is to prevent unauthorized leakage of information.



Collective Mission 

Simulation

Communication 

Network







NATO MSG-080 Approach

		Common terminology



		Investigate the problem space



		Investigate technical solutions and policies and procedures for accreditation



		Provide recommendations to NMSG for information security methods and processes that better meet current and future needs.



		Recommendations for Experimentation





Establish a common understanding of the terminology associated with M&S security issues.

Investigate the problem space by identifying and examining use-cases from the national and NATO domain.

Investigate possible solutions and their applicability for specific aspects of the problem space. This may include some experimentation.

Investigate policies and procedures for security as part of the M&S development process.

Investigate policies and procedures for the accreditation processes.

Provide recommendations to NMSG for information security methods and processes that better meet current and future needs.



Experimentation to test new technical solutions and the accreditation issues related to these solutions











Conclusions & Road Ahead 

		We will never fight alone!



Collective mission training is a requirement.

Both national training and training with coalition partners raises the need for effective security solutions.



		Many current security solutions prevent truly interactive training or are too expensive or unmanageable.



		NATO MSG-080 is currently addressing these issues. Experimentation will be needed for proof of concepts: candidates needed!





Invite CAXForum delegates to provide candidates for future experimentation.

Invite delegates to participate in future MSG080 workshops











BACKUP SLIDES











Approach 3: ”MILS” Multiple Independent Level of Security

		Physical separation of System High environments



Side-effect: information exchange through human-in-thel-loop 



Restricted



Secret

Training Facility A

Training Facility B

Sim

Sim

Sim

Sim

Sim

Sim

Sim

Sim

Sim

Sim

Sim

Sim

Integrating Architecture

Integrating Architecture









Approach 3: ”MILS” Multiple Independent Level of Security

Virtual separation of System High environments

Separation implemented in software

Side-effect: information exchange through human-in-the-loop







Approach 5: Information Exchange Gateway

Gateway

”Border”

Gateway

		Creates interconnection between different nations

		Filtering on protocol level (e.g. MMHS, directory services)

		Protects against network level attacks

		Useful when there are several security authorities involved that do not necessarily trust each other.









Approach 7: ”MLS”

True Multi-Level Security

System T

Trusted System – permitted to mix information with different classifications

























”Need-to-know”

Yellow and Blue

”Need-to-know”

Yellow and Green

Sim 1

Sim 2







NATO MSG-080

		MSG-080 – Security in Collective Mission Simulation

		Participants:



SWE, NLD, GBR, USA, FRA, NOR, EST, CAN, NC3A.

		Terms of Reference (ToR):



There is an increasing need for a security solution that enables the sharing of simulation information across different security domains to establish collective simulations without a potential information leakage and confidentiality breach. 

		Technical Activity Proposal (TAP):



The activity will focus on how information within different security domains can be protected with a minimal impact on the operation of the collective mission simulation. Furthermore the activity will focus on a solution that does not require configuration per simulation as is the case today due to the ‘system high’ approach.
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Abstract


The integration of Live, Virtual, and Constructive (LVC) simulations is already used extensively for training and experimentation. In order to guarantee high-quality results manifold validity requirements are imposed on such couplings. With regard to military training and experimentation fair fight requirements regularly deserve special attention. Fair fight requirements are part of the validity requirements and as such they need to be addressed on all levels of interoperability (i.e. on technical, syntactical, semantic and pragmatic level). Consequently, ensuring fair fight in distributed simulations is one major goal of the VIntEL-development of the German Federal Office of Defense Technology and Procurement (BWB, P1.3, Koblenz). VIntEL (“Verteilte Integrierte Erprobungs-Landschaft”, engl. “Distributed Integrated Test Bed”) is a multi-year effort aiming at increasing the reliability and applicability of distributed simulations and strengthening the credibility of the simulation results. 


Regarding architectural and technical issues, VIntEL defines a service-oriented reference architecture and provides guidelines for technical interoperability issues. Besides architectural and technical aspects, the need for a wide-ranging organizational support was quickly identified. The VEVA procedure model (“Vorgehensmodell für den Einsatz der VIntEL-Architektur”, engl. “Procedure model for application of the VIntEL-architecture”) is the German approach towards operationalizing the DSEEP and addresses the organizational issues when planning, developing and executing a distributed simulation.


In this paper, we present at first a thorough definition of fair fight and describe the relations of fair fight and validity requirements in general. Afterwards, we describe the VIntEL architecture which aims at easing the creation of distributed simulations, allows the coupling of simulation systems with real systems (e.g. C2 systems, sensors, or weapon platforms) and how the VIntEL architecture contributes to ensuring fair fight. As fair fight cannot be completely achieved with technical measures only, we present the tight integration of fair fight issues into the VEVA procedure model. We describe how interoperability criteria relevant to fair fight are identified, structured and integrated in the VEVA. Within the VIntEL development actual checklists are derived from these interoperability criteria. By presenting these checklists we demonstrate how fair fight issues may be addressed in a practical and manageable way.


1.0
Introduction


Distributed simulation experiments are highly complex projects. On the one hand, this is due to the variety of stakeholders involved and on the other hand, this complexity stems from the various simulation systems (virtual and constructive) and real systems (live) to be interconnected. Inhibiting typical project characteristics (aim focused, many persons, time/resource constraints, uniqueness), distributed simulation experiments have to be executed using a strict procedure model.


Several procedure models are proposed: The DIS standard defines recommended practices on exercise management [10], the HLA standard proposes the Federation Execution and Development Plan (FEDEP) [17]. Last but not least and in contrast to the standard-specific approaches, the Distributed Simulation Engineering and Execution Process (DSEEP) [11] provides a generalized, high-level framework which has to be tailored to the individual needs.


With these approaches in mind, a detailed procedure model for distributed simulation experiments called VEVA (“Vorgehensmodell für den Einsatz der VIntEL-Architektur”, engl. “Procedure Model for Application of the VIntEL-Architecture”) was developed [19], [20], [21]. The VEVA procedure model is grounded in the VIntEL-development of the german Federal Office of Defense Technology and Procurement (BWB, P1.3, Koblenz) [7], [8]. VIntEL (“Verteilte Integrierte Erprobungs-Landschaft, engl. “Distributed Integrated Test Bed”) is a multi-year effort aiming at increasing the reliability and applicability of distributed simulations and strengthening the credibility of the simulation results. Besides architectural and technical aspects, the need for a wide-ranging organizational support was quickly identified and is addressed by the VEVA procedure model.


2.0  
interoperability and fair fight in distributed simulation


2.1 Interoperability and the Levels of Conceptual Interoperability Model


Interoperability in distributed simulation is an issue of discussion and research for many years. Various standards at different levels have been developed such as e.g. the Aggregate Level Simulation Protocol (ALSP), Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) [12], [13], or the High Level Architecture for Distributed Simulation (HLA) [14], [15], [16]. All those approaches try to enable coupling of existing models and simulations with as little as necessary additional effort. ALSP and DIS have been developed for the distributed simulation of models of the same type, constructive and interactive simulations, respectively. The HLA was introduced in order to support type-heterogeneous simulations, allowing the construction of distributed simulation environments using components from live, constructive, and virtual simulation systems, as well as different types of time management. However, it soon became clear that in fact neither a low level nor a high level architecture standard can guarantee that the outcome is a useful simulation environment that stands the test of verification and validation (V&V) for a given purpose. Consequently, a discussion about criteria that must be met by simulation environments in order to enable interoperability as well as interoperability definitions in the first place is going on since many years (see for example [1], [6], [9]).


A systematic approach in the direction of structuring the discussion about interoperability definitions and criteria has been proposed by Tolk et al. [23], [23]. In the so-called Levels of Conceptual Interoperability Model (LCIM), six levels of interoperability are identified and characterized. In the following, we only give a very brief summary of the LCIM, a detailed description can be found in [23] and [25]:



· Level 1: Technical interoperability: Communication infrastructure and corresponding protocols exist.

· Level 2: Syntactic interoperability: Common structures for information exchange such as common data formats exist.

· Level 3: Semantic interoperability: Shared meaning of data.

· Level 4: Pragmatic interoperability: mutual awareness of methods and procedures between simulation systems.

· Level 5: Dynamic interoperability: interoperating simulation systems are also mutually aware of changes in assumptions and constraints over time.

· Level 6: Conceptual interoperability: a fully documented overall conceptual model exists.


An overview of the LCIM is depicted in Figure 1.




Figure 1: The Level of Conceptual Interoperability Model (figure taken from [23]).

2.2 Fair Fight

A special issue in the context of simulation interoperability is the fair fight problem. Frankly speaking, fair fight means that two or more simulation systems that are part of a distributed simulation environment interoperate in a way that does not lead to a systematic advantage or disadvantage for one of the systems. There is no single agreed-upon definition of “fair fight” for distributed simulation, some examples are listed as follows: 


„Two or more simulations may be considered to be in a fair fight when differences in the simulations‘ performance characteristics have significantly less effect on the outcome of the conflict than actions taken by the simulation participants.“ [1] 


„Fair-Fight exists among two simulation systems if the differences in representing and mapping reality in the simulation models does not lead to a systematic model immanent advantage and consequently unrealistic simulation results for one of the simulation systems.” [24] (translated by the authors of this paper).


“Fair Fight is obtained when the systems are interoperable and the system performance capabilities of the simulators are complimentary for a given task throughout the simulation environment.  Fair Fight is also task dependent and includes items such as similarity in the equality made in use of the synthetic environment features, automated force behaviors, etc.  Equality of use is determined within pre-determined tolerances.” [4]

All these definitions have in common that a violation of fair fight is based on differences in the simulation systems behavior that leads to unrealistic simulation results. Given that, a distributed simulation environment with unfair fight situations cannot be considered valid.  In this sense, the fair fight problem is in fact a V&V problem, i.e. a special subset of issues that should be dealt with by V&V-activities. 


There are many different reasons for fair fight violations, the following examples try to provide an overview of typical causes. For example, fair fight problems may arise due to:

· Different environment representation: consider the situation where a river is represented only in one simulation participant preventing it from moving forward, whereas in another simulation system the same position can easily be passed. 


· Different object representation: for example, a house may not be represented in one simulation system allowing a tank to continue driving “through” that house as it is represented in another simulation system.

· Different definitions of capabilities for entities: for example, in one simulation, a tank may be able to pass narrow points with a width of 6m, whereas in another simulation system an entity of the same type may not pass the same bottleneck.


· Different computation of visibilities: for two entities in two different simulation systems that should be visible to each other, entity A sees entity B, but not vice versa.


· Different weapon effect computation: the same hit by the same ammunition at the same target causes different effects in two simulation systems, because different algorithms to calculate the weapon effects are used.


· Time management inconsistencies: for example, a tank in one simulation system is always shown an airplane at an “old” position, which makes aiming and firing at that plane virtually impossible.


· Different bandwidth in communication of simulation data: One simulation system may lose data packets with simulation data due to low communication bandwidth. Consequently, the resulting incomplete information about other entities or objects may lead to a disadvantage and thus to unfair fight.


As can be seen from the above examples, the root cause of a fair fight violation may be located in any of the LCIM levels: the last example given has its reason at Level 1 (technical interoperability), whereas for example using different algorithms for the calculation of weapon effects would be located in Level 4 (pragmatic interoperability).

2.3   Fair Fight and V&V


Although the reasons for fair fight violations may be located at any of the LCIM interoperability levels, the fair fight violations themselves have to be considered violations of pragmatic interoperability. Consequently, fair fight violations can only be detected at the pragmatic (or higher) level. However, the definitions of fair fight stated above always take into account the problem and application context. I.e., what may be fair fight in one distributed simulation experiment or application may not be fair fight in a different setting. This means that fair fight is required only to an extent such that the purpose of a specific distributed simulation experiment is not violated. As a consequence, in the course of V&V of a distributed simulation environment, requirements concerning fair fight behavior have to be defined at the pragmatic level, i.e. by describing behavioral aspects of the distributed simulation environment.


From the requirements definitions at the pragmatic level, validity requirements at the other (lower) levels have to be derived. Anyway, an important open question is, how can fair fight requirements be described in unambiguous and quantifiable way? In addition, mechanisms for testing a distributed simulation environment whether fair fight requirements are met, are still also subject of research.


3.0 
Service-based approaches 


3.1 Simulation Services for Reusability


The application of service-oriented approaches, respectively service-oriented architectures (SOA) in the modelling and simulation world is not a novel approach. Striving for reusability and component-based simulation, a number of research activities in this direction are reported. Examples in that direction include the works published in [2], [5], and [22]. A comprehensive overview of service-oriented simulation frameworks can be found in [26]. However, in these approaches, the proposed frameworks aim at increasing reusability of model components and not at increasing fair fight in distributed simulation environments. 

3.2 Simulation Services as Support Functions


A different approach to services in the context of distributed simulation can be found in the HLA (High Level Architecture for Distributed Simulation). Although one important goal for the development of the HLA has been to increase reusability and composability of distributed simulations, the HLA services as defined in the HLA Federate Interface Specification [15], are not the simulation components. HLA services provide functionality that is commonly used in distributed simulation models (structured along the lines of the well known service categories federation management, declaration management, object management, ownership management, time management, and data distribution management). These services rather serve as a support for simulation programmers as well as a common understanding for coupling existing simulation models than for increasing fair fight. 

3.3 Simulation Services in VIntEL: Increasing Fair Fight


In the context of the VIntEL-project (“Verteilte Integrierte Erprobungs-Landschaft”, engl. “Distributed Integrated Test Bed”) initiated and led by the German Federal Office of Defense Technology and Procurement (BWB, P1.3, Koblenz), increasing fair fight in distributed simulation environments is the driving force for introducing a service-based approach [18]. Consequently, the main issue in the service-based architecture is not to provide repositories for components that can be integrated in a newly composed distributed simulation model as services, including mechanisms for describing and finding appropriate services. The proposed architecture is supposed to serve as a framework for using a predefined set of services addressing a number of simulation computations and mechanisms that typically appear as sources for fair fight problems. Such services include (but are no restricted to) the following topics:

· Weapon effect service (WES): the effects of a hit at an entity are not computed by the entity itself, but by a service which is used by all participating simulation systems. Consequently, the same algorithms and levels of detail are used in calculating weapon effects. For example, a cause for unfair fight that was found in distributed simulation experiments was the observation that some entities took the rotational position of the target entity into account, whereas others did not. Unfair fight situation likes these can be avoided by using a common weapon effect service.

· Communication effect service: similar to the way different calculations of weapon effects can cause unfair fight situations, also different calculation of communication abilities may violate fair fight requirements. In order to support fair fight in the context of simulated communication abilities, a communication effect service (CES), calculating the probability of a radio connection between two geographical points, can be used which guarantees the use of equal algorithms, constraints and side effects in calculating the communication behaviour between entities.

· Geo-referenced environment, object and infrastructure service (GOIS): using a common service to provide initial synthetic environment al data as well as dynamic updates of this data (such as changes in the represented objects or changing weather) supports fair fight by providing equal environmental constraints and conditions to all participants.

Similar to the services described above, also other physical sub-models that are used for the calculation of behavioural aspects of participating entities could be “outsourced” from the entities models and provided as services. For example, line-of-sight computation may be outsourced into a dedicated service.

The service-based architecture proposed in [18] uses a number of different busses for connecting the components of the distributed simulation: a simulation bus to connect the simulation systems (e.g. based on HLA), a service bus for providing the services, a data bus for transmission of high volume data (e.g. geo-referenced data or radio communication data), and one or more tactical busses to integrate C2-systems (e.g. MIP or Link). Figure 2 depicts a sketch of the service-based VIntEL-architecture. A detailed description of the architecture including a short report about experimental results is given in [18].



Figure 2: Service-based architecture for distributed simulation used in the VIntEL-project
(figure taken from [18]).

3.4 Need for Conceptual Interoperability


Although service-based approaches, as described in the previous section, can contribute to the reduction of fair fight violations, they do not guarantee the absence of unfair fight problems. Considering and comparing the types of simulation services provided e.g. by the HLA to the types of services employed in the VIntEL-project, we observe that the HLA services are located at level 2 (syntactic interoperability) of the LCIM interoperability categorization. Consequently, using such services leaves a wide open space for fair fight violations in the higher LCIM levels (as described in the previous section).


However, even the use of a service-based architecture including services like the weapon effect service or a communication effect service cannot prevent fair fight violations on their own. There are two reasons for this observation:


· Using services in the context of potential fair fight problems (like for example WES or CES) is always restricted to known unfair fight causes. A more detailed discussion how fair fight issues can be dealt with in the context of a meta-process for distributes simulation development is discussed in Section 5.


· Even within the respective context (e.g. weapon effects), a corresponding service will only provide a (semantically agreed upon) reply to a service call. In other words, these services support semantic interoperability. However, the consequences of such a reply in the calling simulation entity may vary between different federates. I.e., what is done with the data supplied by a service is subject to pragmatic interoperability (see Figure 3). 


Consequently, although well-chosen services in a service-based architecture as introduced in the VIntEL-project may significantly reduce the number of fair fight violations, in order to take into account the pragmatic, dynamic, and conceptual LCIM levels, a common well-documented conceptual model of the overall distributed simulation environment is required. Only at the higher LCIM levels, agreements between simulation sub-models exist that define the behaviour driven by service replies.


A development process based on approaches like the Distributed Simulation Engineering and Execution Process (DSEEP) [11], tailored for the specific needs of VIntEL-project – called VEVA – is described in the next section.




Figure 3: Service-based approaches and the LCIM (figure modified from [23]).


4.0 
integration of fair fight treatment in VEVA


As fair fight is considered being a subset of pragmatic interoperability, it may not be achieved with technical or architectural measures alone. Systems engineering processes like the Distributed Simulation Engineering and Execution Process (DSEEP) [11] provide guidance for planning, developing and executing a distributed simulation. As the DSEEP is a high-level framework, it does not treat fair fight aspects in detail and also needs to be adapted to individual applications. The VEVA procedure model (“Vorgehensmodell für den Einsatz der VIntEL-Architektur”, engl. “Procedure model for application of the VIntEL-architecture”) is the German approach towards operationalizing the DSEEP. Besides providing a very detailed, yet tailorable, procedure model which tries to guide the users as much as possible, the VEVA features a tight integration of fair fight issues.


A comprehensive overview of the VEVA is given in [19] and [21], a detailed comparison of the DSEEP and the VEVA is given in [20]. Figure 4 illustrates the phases defined by the VEVA, as well as the Documentation and the Products to be developed during the process.


Fair fight is addressed in several phases of the VEVA:


· In phase 1 (“Goal Definition“) the user or Subject Matter Expert (SME) has to specify the objectives of the simulation environments as well as requirements regarding validity and fair fight. These requirements will typically be stated in terms the user or SME is familiar with (e.g. military terms). Both objectives and fair fight requirements form the basis for all subsequent phases and all V&V-activities.

· In phase 3 (“System-Dependent Planning”) the actual simulation systems have to be selected and the data exchange model (e.g. FOM if HLA is used) has to be developed. Once the simulation environment has been designed the next step within this phase is the Feasibility Check. The aim of the feasibility check is to carry out an explicit Verification and Validation (V&V), particularly focusing on fair fight aspects, at an early time. Once all participating systems are selected and the data exchange model (including aspects like communication and interaction of objects) is developed, the fair fight and validity requirements specified in phase 1 may be verified for the first time.

· Phase 4 (“Execution Preparation”) deals with setting up the simulation environment and integrating all participating systems. An essential part of integration and test activities is to identify possible problems (e.g. regarding interoperability and fair fight) and sort them out before executing the simulation environment.

· During simulation execution (phase 5) all simulation runs are monitored and possible problems and fair fight violations are recorded. Although most problems should have been identified during integration and test, in practice many (if not most) problems are identified during execution. Obvious disadvantages of identifying errors this late are delays in the simulation execution and usually limited possibilities for corrective measures. Recording problems and fair fight violations is therefore oftentimes the only possible option and of high importance for correct interpretation of the simulation results.


· Phase 6 (“Analysis”) contains an activity “Plausibility Check” which is specifically dedicated to analysing the simulation results to find out whether the data are suitable for analysis and interpretation. This includes determining whether logical relationships have been portrayed correctly in the simulation environment (and, as a consequence, in the simulation runs) as well as identifying obvious mistakes and violations of quality standards. Also, any problems observed during the simulation execution have to be analysed and possible fair fight violations identified. The results of the plausibility check have then to be taken into account during analysis and evaluation of the simulation results.

· In Phase 7 (“Follow-Up”) fair fight problems identified during the course of the whole process are to be documented as well as possible solutions. The key idea is to generate and constantly update a body of knowledge regarding fair fight (observed fair fight violations, identified reasons for these violations and possible solutions).

As mentioned before, fair fight cannot be achieved by technical measures only. Yet, it is also not possible to achieve fair fight by “just” using a systems engineering process. The VEVA tries to improve fair fight by two means: First, by specifying dedicated fair fight activities to make sure the user or SME provides the necessary information for achieving fair fight and related validation activities. Secondly, and probably even more important, the VEVA aims at creating a body of knowledge regarding fair fight. This “fair fight database” contains observed fair fight violations, identified reasons for these violations and possible solutions. 


5.0  
meta process for fair fight reduction


Observations in many distributed simulation experiments have shown that numerous sources for fair fight violations can be located at every LCIM level. The procedure model described in Section 4 tries to check for fair fight violations and their sources as early as possible, notably in phase 3 (system dependent planning) and phase 4 (execution preparation) of the development and use of a distributed simulation environment. In phase 3, selected participating systems are checked against fair fight requirements defined in phase 1 of the VEVA. In phase 4, a major focus of integration and testing activities is on identifying possible fair fight problems in order to solve them before executing the complete distributed simulation environment. 


In order to systemize and structure such V&V activities, a categorization including a list of known fair fight problems and their sources has been collected [8]. Using the experiences of many experiments, reports about fair fight violations, as well as expert knowledge acquired in numerous interviews, this list was generated as a starting point for a living document that can be used in VEVA phases 3 and 4. However, due to the complexity of distributed simulation and the dynamic progress in the field, no such list can claim to be complete. In order to get input for this dynamic fair-fight-related knowledge collection, an important issue in phase 5 (simulation execution) of the VEVA is to monitor all simulation runs and to record identified fair fight violations. Phase 7 (follow up) in VEVA includes the task of documenting and reporting identified fair fight problems, reasons for fair fight violations, as well as possible solutions or work-arounds. A standardized report form for that purpose is described in [8].


6.0  
summary and conclusions


In order to obtain high-quality and useful results in distributed simulation experiments, fair fight between participating simulation systems and components is an important factor. Fair fight has been identified to be a special issue in the domain of verification and validation (V&V). In the context of the VIntEL-project (see [7] and [8]), we have identified many typical reasons for fair fight violations and mapped these reasons to the levels in the well-known Levels of Conceptual Interoperability Model (LCIM) [23], [25]. As part of the VIntEL-project, a service-based architecture for distributed simulation environments (including coupling of live and C2 systems) has been developed [18]. The aim of that architecture is not primarily the use of services in order to allow (e.g. a grid-based) composition of simulation models using existing model components; the proposed architecture uses services to reduce unfair fight situations with a focus on such simulation aspects that are well-known and typical sources for fair fight violations (e.g. weapon effects, communication abilities). 

However, although unified service-based computation and provision of such simulation aspects may reduce the number of fair fight violations, it cannot guarantee fair fight. In fact, as fair fight requirements can only be defined at the pragmatic or higher LCIM levels, fair fight must be dealt with at the conceptual level. I.e. in order to obtain fair fight, a well-documented overall conceptual model is required. Consequently, within the VIntEL-project, a procedure model, tailoring the DSEEP (Distributed Simulation Engineering and Execution Process) [11] to the needs of the VIntEL approach has been proposed [19], [20], [21]. VEVA integrates many activities in order to reduce fair fight problems. Documenting and collecting identified fair fight problems and possible solutions accompanies the VEVA process, allowing for a dynamic and “learning” knowledge base that can be used in VEVA phases in order to avoid fair fight problems already during the design and preparation of a distributed simulation environment.

The feasibility of the proposed approaches has already been shown in first experiments [18], [19]. However, collecting more practical experiences is subject to ongoing research. Since fair fight violations are not always obvious during a distributed simulation run, future research may also be done in the direction of finding V&V tools assisting in the systematic identification of fair fight violations.
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Abstract 


In recent years, simulation has proved its relevance for tactical training and preparation to large exercises, while the limitations of live training and availability of training ranges have not improved. Initiatives for integration of live assets with virtual and/or constructive assets are growing using embedded simulation as well as via datalink. At the same time, training methods are maturing to use the various training media more effectively. This paper presents an overview of NLR’s M&S activities and training research programs, and works towards a comprehensive perspective merging developments and experiences in technology and training approaches. The M&S activities include a number of technological innovations that provide the warfighter with unique solutions for operational mission training including for example electronic warfare or virtually inserted scarce military assets. Training research activities in the Netherlands have lead to a pragmatic competency oriented, whole task training approach in which a set of scenarios or use cases guide the analysis and design phases. This approach ensures the most essential elements will be covered in an optimized training curriculum, using appropriate, economic training media. This paper illustrates how the technical and didactic approaches complement or strengthen each other, and where challenges are seen for further development and research.


Introduction 

Modern military operation requires a high level of efficiency and effectiveness, both individually and as a team, a result from changed world politics. Military forces all over the world are transforming to adapt to these changes. Examples of operational changes are more expeditionary operations, joint and combined operations, information data management, and distribution of information. This transformation is facilitated by technological advances in many ways from flight control systems to netcentric systems, and from mission training to rehearsal. However, life of the pilot has not really been made easier. The challenge for air crew has changed gradually from psycho-motor flying skills and lower-level cognitive skills to information managing skills and other higher-order cognitive skills. At the same time systems, weapons, theaters, tactics, ROEs, etc., can change rapidly. The need for flexible skills is high. Classic training ranges simply are insufficient to train pilots towards flexibility. Threats will need to be various and realistic. Teams need to cope with a variety of operational conditions like weather, quality of intel, team composition, etc.

Current training technology combines live, virtual and constructive assets in various ways. Fully integrated, scalable, joint/combined application of LVC is still under technological development. This is however the most promising and complete perspective available. LVC exercises have not been optimized yet for fitting training perspectives, which are by itself in progress. In this paper it is attempted to combine technological and training perspectives relevant for LVC. 

LVC TecHnological PERSPECTIVE

Developments during the last decade in modeling and simulation technologies enable, potentially large scale, exercises in combined and joint settings within a mixture of a live and synthetic battle space. Mixing the live and synthetic battle spaces is a new training technology, Live-Virtual-Constructive (LVC), where:

· Live = training involving real people operating real systems. For example a pilot operating a real jet.


· Virtual = training involving real people operating simulated systems. For example a pilot operating a simulated jet.

· Constructive = training involving simulated people operating simulated systems. Real people may stimulate these simulations, but are not directly involved in determining the outcomes. By themselves these simulations are often used to train decision making at higher levels of command. Connected to Virtual or Live training assets, constructive forces form the basis of training scenarios, providing friendly, neutral, and opposing forces.

Actually LVC is not one single new technology, but it is the confluence of several underlying technologies with the goal to further expand the horizon of training enabling capabilities. At the basis of LVC lie technologies from the following domains:


· Training through Distributed Mission Simulation (MTDS): standards have matured over the last three decades: experimental in the 1980’s, initial standardization through the Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) standard in the early 1990’s, and the further evolution and standardization with the High Level Architecture (HLA) in the 21st century.

· Test & Training Range: a similar interoperability standardization effort as seen for MTDS was performed by the training range community, resulting in the Test & Training Enabling Architecture (TENA). Though designed for a different primary purpose, and thus different in significant ways, TENA shares many properties with HLA and DIS.

· Embedded Training: as technology further matured in the 1990’s and 21st century, embedding simulations on-board operational platforms became an option. Initially seen on ships and air missile defense systems this technology is now successfully implemented also on fighter aircraft, even with multi-ship synchronized scenarios.

The USA has laid out an LVC Architecture Roadmap (LVCAR) [1], with the goal to define an LVC integrating Architecture to provide the foundational structure and framework for integrating live, virtual, constructive systems into an integrated war-fighter’s training environment. LVCAR does not select one particular enabling technology, but endorses that these technologies (and others) exist and must be made available to interoperate with each other. Future developments of these technologies should be aligned and ideally converge into one single base technology for LVC. Four major technologies currently in active use are considered by LVCAR:

· CTIA: The Common Training Instrumentation Architecture is primarily focused at the live training community. CTIA is not standardized. CTIA is unique in that it is a service oriented architecture.


· DIS: The Distributed Interactive Simulation standard primarily focuses on interconnecting virtual and real-time constructive simulations. It is an IEEE standard [2]. DIS uses a simple peer-to-peer broadcast/multicast architecture without central control.


· HLA: The High Level Architecture primarily focuses on interconnecting virtual and constructive simulations. It is also an IEEE standard [3]. HLA uses a publish-subscribe peer-to-peer message passing architecture with a central infrastructure that provides coordinating services.


· TENA: The Test and Training Enabling Architecture focuses on live training and testing. It is not an international standard like DIS and HLA, but it is controlled by an architecture management team. TENA, like HLA, uses a peer-to-peer message passing architecture.

In The Netherlands, research on networked simulation dates back to the mid 1990’s taking up speed in the 21st century. Various national and international research programs have been executed which revealed insight in issues, limitations, and how to tackle them. Most if not all of the challenges encountered in such distributed mission simulations are also encountered in LVC exercises, often even getting more pronounced due to more limiting networking means. Some relevant networking limitations are: bandwidth, latency, reliability and availability. 


Networking is not the only concern for interoperability; security is a general concern applicable to all forms of interoperability especially in international settings. Avoidance of security issues often results is a degradation of ‘fair play’. Nations are often not willing or prohibited from sharing performance data of weapons, systems, and platforms. This is often circumvented by either:


· Agreeing on performance data, which has the distinct issue of having impact on tactics and thus the induction of negative training;


· All participants calling ‘kills’ by their own rules, which obscure any ‘fair play’ considerations.


Furthermore, adding simulated platforms and systems to live exercises introduce some specific semantic concerns that are not applicable to pure live training. A simulation is by definition an abstraction of a real-world live platform, system, or weapon. As such simulations will never exhibit 100% fidelity and can vary largely in fidelity depending on the intended use of such simulation. Again also security comes into play as fidelity of simulated models is often reduced due to security classification. Variance in fidelity can cause significant ‘fair play’ issues; this is true for both MTDS as well as LVC.


The Levels of Conceptual Interoperability Model (LCIM) as devised by Tolk et.al. [4]
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 \* MERGEFORMAT [5], defines a layer model to order interoperability issues at different levels of abstraction. The latest version of the LCIM defines 7 layers of interoperability, from no interoperability (level-0) to conceptual interoperability (level-6). Each of the intermediate levels represents an increasingly complete level of interoperability, with conceptual interoperability being the Holy Grail. This is not say that level-7 is needed for every MTDS or LVC training environment to be effective, but having interoperability at lower levels always will present uncertainties and interoperability concerns. Common protocols like DIS, HLA, and TENA typically focus on ensuring syntactical interoperability, i.e. interoperability at the relatively low level-2. This paper focuses on the intermediate levels of interoperability.

LVC training is nowadays conducted in several places in the world, but in most of these cases the training is set up on an ad hoc basis. In other words, commanders would set up LVC training for a specific exercise at a specific location, then tear it down when the exercise was finished. If a similar exercise were scheduled at a different installation, the same LVC environment would have to be reconstructed from the ground up.


The current state of affairs on LVC activities in The Netherlands is that NLR is actively involved in contributing to a national MoD concept development and experimentation (CD&E) exercise. In this exercise a Joint Common Operation Picture (JCOP) is created using data from simulators as well as live systems. For this purpose one of the research fighter simulators (F4S) is integrated into this exercise through a connection with the fighter command and control systems. Furthermore, also for this exercise the operator station of an experimental Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) simulator is integrated with NLR’s own research aircraft that can as such operate as a UAS player with the safety of having in-aircraft pilots controlling the plane. In a related programme the transition from DMS R&D to implementation in The Netherlands armed forces is performed under the name Orange WAVE (Warfighter Alliance in a Virtual Environment). Furthermore the Embedded Combat Aircraft Training System (ECATS) is a Netherlands developed embedded training capability that provides a designed in growth path for easy incorporation of ECATS equipped weapon systems into LVC exercises [6].

How to head into the future is now the question at hand. LVC has been a mostly technology driven affair. By means of this paper the authors make clear their vision on the evolvement of ways and means of training and the technology to support it. What should be driving LVC technology development is training requirements. The LVC technology should provide appropriate services to deal with the training requirements, which will exhibit a large diversity of demands with a large diversity in complexity and involvement of other operators. As training has many aspects to it over the life-cycle of educating and training any operator, involving training at diverse levels of complexity and interactivity, it is adamant to provide technology that scales with the training requirements.

LVC is a conglomerate of technologies, existing as well as still to be developed technologies. To be able to flexibly adapt to training requirements an LVC architecture should be able to be used not only in its full glory, but also in down-scaled subsets. As a matter of fact MTDS is a subset of LVC, namely Virtual-Constructive simulation. As is an Embedded Training capability, being an implementation of Live-Constructive simulation.

To address the problem of providing LVC technology in line with training requirements a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) [7] perspective is adopted. SOA is a design paradigm that is used to great extend in IT-environments, notably web-based environments. The table below lists the standard SOA principles and presents from the LVC perspective their relevance and applicability:

Table 1: SOA principle versus the LVC perspective

		Training SOA principle

		LVC perspective



		Standardized service contract

		Interoperability in LVC is based on commonly agreed communication standards, e.g. HLA, TENA, and DIS. Especially HLA and TENA provide a standardized flexible way to put a communication contract between participants in place.



		Service loose coupling

		Platforms and systems participating in an LVC exercise are highly independent by nature. Also their location is often very volatile. This makes a loose coupling in LVC environments an essential property.



		Service abstraction

		When looking at the underpinning technologies of LVC, most particular HLA and TENA, the implementation of a participant is abstracted to a data communication agreement.



		Service reusability

		Live, virtual and constructive components participating in an LVC exercise should be reusable in other exercises. Due to the nature of the LVC participants this is strongly bounded to the designed usage profile of the operational platforms.



		Service autonomy

		Each participant in an LVC exercise operates under its own autonomy; this is also one of the principles behind the HLA, TENA, and DIS standards.



		Service granularity

		In an LVC environment there is less design freedom then in a SOA application designed from scratch. Live platforms and virtual simulations are provided LVC components. The constructive parts of an LVC exercise may allow for more design freedom, depending on the resources in use. As such in an LVC environment there is less room for granularity optimization.



		Service statelessness

		Here LVC deviates significantly from SOA applications in that for an LVC exercise at least a common exercise state is desired; depending on the design and capabilities of the participants this is enforced using different methods and varying degrees of automation.



		Service discoverability

		Service discoverability is currently limited in LVC exercises.



		Service composability

		This is a property that especially HLA and TENA also strive to and is directly related to the reuse of LVC resources in different exercises.





From Table 1 it becomes clear that the principles upon which SOA is based largely map to demands for a successful LVC implementation. This comes as no surprise since SOA is targeting highly flexible distributed applications. Thus much of the SOA architecture and principles can be applied to LVC, although the primary application domain of SOA is very different from LVC.

Besides the obvious leverage that can be taken from SOA experiences, taking a service oriented perspective has a major advantage in designing LVC applications to fulfill specific training requirements. The training requirements can be translated into service contracts, which can then often be implemented using multiple technical solutions. The other way around, existing services provided by LVC applications can be taken by training designers to make the most reuse out of existing LVC services. Service orientation also has merits in that adequate handling of quality of service contracts can facilitate getting to higher levels of interoperability. There are however also some properties of an LVC environment that are very different from normal SOA services. SOA generally assumes the availability of a liberal amount of communication capacity. LVC, especially connecting live-live and live-virtual, has often only very limited communication capacity available by the nature of having to use wireless (medium to long distance) data-links in military operational conditions. This is also one of the main discriminating factors when comparing LVC to MTDS (VC). 

As already noted, the CTIA uses a service oriented architecture. CTIA by itself however has some limitations in that it is not an international standard and is not designed with virtual and constructive simulations are primary participants in a training exercise. The concept of applying service oriented concepts to LVC will need further investigation to evaluate its potential merits and if viable the development of LVC specific service structures and quality of service concepts
. 

TRAINING pERSPECTIVE

In the last decade, leading training concepts in the Dutch armed forces are competency based. Competency based training can be developed in a variety of ways and for a variety of educational levels. The NLR competency model [8] includes knowledge, skills, attitudes and the ability to integrate them while performing under operational conditions and standards. The skill, or set of skills, is the core of the competency. In this model an attitude or knowledge does not constitute a competency on its own. This definition links competencies to concrete, task-oriented skills in a direct way. The competency profile for a Chinook pilot for example will include task-oriented competencies, such as ‘navigate’. The more abstract competency descriptions often found in competency profiles such as ‘flexibility’ or ‘prioritize’ are supportive to more than one task-oriented competencies and are therefore categorized as ‘supportive competencies’. 

In military pilot training, certain elements from a competency-based training perspective are already covered implicitly. Consider the strong focus on practice and safety critical issues, like Emergency Procedures, in any pilot training program. However, the instructional program does not always fit to the learning capabilities of students. A structural orientation on competencies can benefit the efficiency and effectiveness of the entire pilot education and training program. Implementing the following three principles to pilot training [9] is expected to make the difference:


1. Apply whole task training from the start. This principle forms the core of the competency-based approach. In contrast to a building block principle, which is basically a part task concept, instructor pilots are invited to address, as far as possible, the full set of competencies and related tasks already in the very first training event. Naturally, this will not be possible without minimizing the challenges (operational conditions) and maximizing instructor support (e.g., talk through or demonstrate). Part-task practice will still be required and can be scheduled in support of whole task learning process. Throughout the syllabus, several training events can be scheduled to bring particular skills to a certain level of automaticity. 

2. Tailor training to personal needs. Competency-based programs may be expected to reveal a wider variety of strong and weak capabilities of students in an earlier phase of training. This is a result of being subjected to the wider set of tasks that may require more or less support from the instructor. Instructors can use this information to adapt the training the individual student needs. To use this option successfully, instructors need to acquire enhanced coaching skills, if possible, supported by improved performance assessment and performance logging technology. This principle may also be used to optimize the obligatory training events in recurrency training programs

3. Mix theory and practice. Theory may be provided in a just-in-time and just-enough manners. Along the training program, theory will be provided in greater detail to support deeper insight. A competency-based program does not support a deliver, check and forget strategy. Theory will require to be repeated and elaborated, in close connection to the flights and sorties scheduled. Therefore, while initially less theory time is consumed than in regular training programs, over the full training program, the same amount of time on theory may be consumed in a competency-based program, but resulting in better retained knowledge and insight.

These principles, further worked out in the RNLAF competency-based pilot training approach [10] are based upon the Four Component Instructional Design (4C/ID)[11] and its pragmatic version ADAPTIT [11], which strongly focus on the optimization of cognitive load during training. Training that successfully implemented these principles is expected to benefit on the following effects:


· Improved skills acquisition;

· A steeper learning curve with smaller integration dips (i.e., natural side effects of integration of skills that are trained in separation of each other);

· Reduction of training sorties.

Applying the principles above will require considerable insight in both the operational tasks and demands. Design of competency-oriented training flights and sorties requires analysis of the operational tasks and missions, analysis of the operational conditions the pilots have to deal with, and identification of the competency profile. During the design of training scenarios, media will be selected (apart from pragmatic options and constraints) on the basis of e.g., the selected competencies to train, particular instructional strategies to apply, particular operational conditions to provide, and the level of proficiency of the student [11]. 

The NLR/RNLAF pilot training approach has been applied in several projects: 

· Developing syllabi (a prototype F-16 IQT/MQT syllabus, an Instructor Pilot syllabus);


· Identification of competency profiles for current and future air crew (all flying platforms of the Netherlands) and other (foreseen) functions such as a UAV operators, fighter controllers, air traffic controllers;

· Requirements to training media (Eurotraining TNA; Helicopter Multi-ship/Multi-type simulator).


The nature of (soft) training services are quite different from software services as referred to by the SOA design paradigm. However, when applying the paradigm, a useful training development model can be provided, not so much a process model, as many training approaches (ISD, SAT, TNA) suggest, but more a product-oriented model, where each product (service) can be given certain qualities (principles) that support it. 

Soft Training Services (content) as opposed to Hard Training Services (media) may include the following: 

· Training approach


· Syllabus


· Training Objectives / Selected competencies 


· Selection of LVC services

· Scenario events


· Planning


· Briefing content


· Instructor strategies/ interventions


· Debrief content


· Performance Measures / Assessment


· Training Evaluation


Such soft training services for LVC are products that may have a function within the higher level of the Levels of Conceptual Interoperability Model (LCIM). Training content affects level 3 in LCIM (semantics) and training methods and procedures affect level 4 in LCIM (pragmatics). 


Soft training services can be described according to what we propose in table 2 as Service Oriented Design (SOD) principles:

Table 2: SOA principle versus the LVC perspective


		Training SOD principle

		Competency based training (LVC) perspective



		service comprehensibility

		Service easiness of use level. Can a planning be set up easily. Are syllabus design guides understandable? Is media selection dealt with (How to select Live or Virtual services)? For example, the selection of LVC services need to reflect the need for cueing, operational situation, competencies selected. Guidelines for selection should be provided and easy to use.



		service consistency 

		Consistency of training approach between various soft training services. For example. briefing content should be consistent to the competency based training approach (next to mission specific briefings, specific information or instructions should be provided in relation to the selected competencies).



		services correlation 

		Consistency between soft training service content. For example, selected competencies in a syllabus need to correlate with appropriate performance measures used in the debrief.



		service manageability

		Making explicit who is responsible for the design, development, usage, and evaluation of each soft training service and how this is coordinated.



		service time consumption

		Design and development of a service may be fast or very time consuming. 



		service flexibility

		Ability to adjust training (whether a full syllabus or a single scenario event) given new requirements or a pragmatic constraint or possibility.



		service explicitness

		Service principles can be implicit (experience based, ‘same as yesterday’) or explicit (‘training evaluation according to Kirkpatric levels’) .





This set of SOD principles may require revision after first application projects.


A Comprehensive Perspective FOR LVC training 

Assuring good quality of LVC training in a dynamic environment is a challenge. This is a result of the fact that LVC services, operational demands, and training approaches are not stable and they are not consistent between technological components, and operational units. While instability may be an inherent quality of  LVC environments, inconsistency should be avoided. One way of reaching consistency is matching the LVC technological perspective and the training perspective as described above and apply this to new LVC events as a normative model. Figure 1 provides a draft for such a model. 
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Figure 1: Comprehensive LVC model: Combining Soft and Hard LVC training services and service elements using the  LCIM framework


At level 3, the link from the soft training perspective to the hard training perspective has been made explicit. The event and lessons learned can be described in terms of (compliance) to the model and may guide further development. 


More detailed description of the services and service elements need to be provided in the model. It will be attempted to bring the best practices and academic models into the comprehensive LVC model. The input from best practices may be provided from lessons learned of LVC research activities as well as LVC exercises. The LVC community is invited to report on the set up and the evaluation of LVC trials in terms of the model. Applying the model will support the particular LVC event (by making LVC users aware of the decisions they make and of potential inconsistencies) as well as contribute to a more specific version of the comprehensive LVC model. 
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The Coalition M&S Community* has recognised the following specific requirements to support Testing/Experimentation and a Distributed Training and Exercise Infrastructure:

		Collaboration Environment

		Networking

		Security

		Simulation Architecture

		Federation Development and Management

		Access to Systems and Capabilities across Nations and

Industry



*

M&S Requirements

*e.g. MSG 068, MAJIIC
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*

DNBL BUSINESS CARD

DNBL the Framework to speed up and simplify Test,

Experimentation and Distributed Training Events



REUSE:   existing capabilities and facilities

through DNBL services



REDUCE: time and cost to prepare and 

conduct Test & Experimentation events



RECYCLE: lessons learned + knowledge 

management from Test & 

Experimentation services and events

in the DNBL community



DNBL Portal: https://dnbl.nc3a.nato.int
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		A Framework to speed up and simplify the preparation and execution of Test and Experimentation Events

		A Service Model to access Capabilities and Systems

		Available to the DNBL Community

		NATO Organisations, NATO/non NATO Nations, Industry, Academia

		 Management Umbrella for the Community

		NATO to provide the Management Capacity, the platform and an initial infrastructure

		DNBL Members can use the Framework bi/multi laterally

		



*

DNBL MISSION

Jointly developed by an integrated team of  ACT, NC3A and NIAG SG 141

NIAG recommends the use of DNBL to NATO Industry 

(NIAG Plenary 11/12 Oct 2011)
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DNBL KEY ELEMENTS

DNBL Portal – Share and Collaborate 

DNBL Governance

DNBL Rules and Processes

DNBL Service Catalogue

Serving the T&E

Customers

DNBL Terms of Reference

DNBL General Terms and Conditions and Operating Model

https://dnbl.nc3a.nato.int

https://dnbl.nc3a.nato.int



To achieve these goals DNBL is organised as a service model where service providers and customers engage on a common play ground and making use of four key elements:

		Defined rules and processes to exchange services and data,

		A governance organisation to manage the framework and support the community

		A service catalogue to offer and select services and

		A portal to share information and collaborate with other members of the community
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DNBL Organisation



DNBL 

Service

DNBL 

Service

DNBL Customer / Service Subscriber

DNBL 

I&S Service

Complex DNBL Event

Supportive Parties

DNBL Technical Authority

T&E Manager

DNBL Event

DNBL 

Service

Members/Users Registration

Service Catalogue

DNBL Portal &

Event Site

Security

Accreditation

Governance

Support



DNBL Governance

Executive & Advisory 

Board
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USERS – MEMBERS - EVENTS

Test & Experimentation events hosted

Afghan Mission Network CIAV - 8 nations – ongoing since 4/2010

MAJIIC 2 Testbed – 9 nations – started 6/2011

JISR Step 1 Testing with FRA (2x), ITA, DEU, GBR (2x)

MEDICS Experimentation – ongoing since 12/2010 

SWE REFNET – permanent link

Today: 28 Member Organisations

Today: >230 Supported Users



This framework and the environment is continuously in operation since April 2010 and being used by a number of important multilateral initiatives like the Afghan Mission Network Interoperability Testing working group and the MAJIIC 2 project as well as by a number of bilateral test events.

Currently the community has 26 member organisations and more than 230 registered users are supported in their daily work or during defined duration events. We expect a growth of member organisations up to 60 and supported users up to 400 until end of 2012.
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SERVING COMMUNITIES

Developing a Set of Common and Specific Services

Delivered by Service Providers from NATO, National, Industry and Academia

in a flexible, federated, and cost effective way



The aim is to support a growing number of communities of interest through a set of basic services and subject specific services dedicated to various communities of interest.

Starting in 2010 with services for Interoperability and Functional Area Services testing, a concept for a Testbed based on federated servcies for Cyber defense and security was developed early 2011. Currently a set of services for Distributed Training and Exercises is in development. We expect that these servcies will also enrich the repository and can be used across the communities. The servcies will be provided by organisations from NATO, NATO and PfP nations, Industry and Academia making use of their specific skills, capabilities and systems.
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DNBL Legal and Security Arrangements

Layered model of the Legal Framework relaxing the need for MOU/Technical Agreement

Processes and Procedures for Security of the networking Options

Handled in a secure NATO Environment (Encryption, Authorities, Equipment) 
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		C4I Interoperability Testing and Experimentation

		Trend from Scripted to Scenario Driven Events

		Sensors/C2 Systems/Scenario Simulations

		Scenario Generation/Data Base/Analysis

		Collaboration Tools and Core Services

		Flexible Coalitions

		Permanent and Temporary Events

		On-site and/or Federated and Distributed 

		NATO/Multi National Air and Joint Fires Training

		Training Environment composed of

national and industry assets

		Scenario Simulation/Visualisation

		Flexible Coalitions

		Permanent and Temporary Events

		Federated and Distributed



*

DNBL M&S Scenarios
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An initial set of services for M&S supported events is:

		Network provision and management

		On-line collaboration

		Federation development and management

		Provision of terrain databases or terrain streaming

		On-line Propagation calculation and adjudication services

		Setting development, including ORBAT, mapping, country books etc.

		Scenario development and sharing

		Spectrum of subject specific simulation capabilities

		Data/Events logging and analysis

		Demonstration and visualisation



*

M&S Services provided through DNBL
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		Legal Framework – relax the need for NDA/MOU/TA

		Service Model – set of M&S subject specific servcies 

		Service Catalogue with standardised Service Descriptions

		Security Arrangement – standardised and matured

		Functional Support – Collaboration Tools / Core services

		Cost and Effort compensation – cost estimates in the service descriptions raise the appetite for customers



*

DNBL benefits for M&S
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Questions
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Abstract

Training via distributed mission simulation has the potential to enhance force readiness and operational effectiveness in coalition operation. An essential condition for an effective mission simulation environment is a correlating representation of the real-world natural and cultural environment in the distributed simulations. Correlating existing environment databases is costly, both in effort and in money, and the end result will always be hampered by technical incompatibilities. A generic and geo-unspecific, widely available simulation environment could overcome these problems. 


In 2008 the NATO RTO task group MSG-071 Missionland started. Its prime objective is to construct a coherent dataset of the static environment, from which databases can be constructed for a wide scope of simulators. These environment databases are generally needed for visual out-of-the-window and sensor views, as well as terrain servers and computer generated forces applications. Based on inputs from military end users the Missionland task group has identified the user needs and requirements for a dataset of a virtual continent, named Missionland. 


The task group created a design of the virtual continent Missionland and set a location in the North Atlantic Ocean for this new continent. The Missionland dataset will cover multiple climate zones, various elevation settings, coastal areas and large continuous land masses. This ensures a suitable environment for a large variety of applications, including training, tactics development, simulation based acquisition and concept development and experimentation. The Missionland dataset will provide end users with terrain elevation data, remote sensing imagery, ground imagery, vector data, 3D models, material coding and meta data. In support of the prime objective, there is the need to implement a deployment and continuation process to ensure proper use and continuation after the life of MSG‑071. This includes guidelines and support in using Missionland.


This paper outlines the approach the Missionland task group takes in developing the dataset. It is discussed what an end user of Missionland can expect from the dataset and what kind of features and areas of interest the dataset will contain. It describes the process, technologies and tools the task group follows to develop the different kinds of data and shares the first experiences of the task group in generating the data. 

1.0
Introduction

Imagine a whole new continent is planted in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean. It is a continent with a variety of climate and eco system types: arctic cold, tropical green, hot deserts and more are represented in this intriguing continent that is populated with a wide variation of cultures. The most interesting feature of this new continent is that it has a very enthusiastic and well-equipped Modeling & Simulation Geodata Office that is capable of delivering whatever data you need to enable simulated exercises on their continent. Everything is available - remote sensing imagery, ground imagery, terrain elevation data, detailed vector data and all required model libraries - to give your simulators a kick-start into (networked) simulation exercises on this continent.

The name of this new continent is Missionland and its creation was initiated in 2008 by the NATO Research and Technology Organisation (RTO) task group MSG(Modeling & Simulation Group)-071 Missionland. The aim of the Missionland task group is to create a common dataset of the static environment that can be used for simulation exercises. The focus is on the content itself, not on the way to store or represent it, as for example the Synthetic Environment Data Representation and Interface Specification (SEDRIS) addresses. For more information on the approach of the Missionland task group see [1].

The paper starts with a short explanation on the background of Missionland. Then it will outline the user needs for the Missionland data set and describe the design of Missionland. Next the paper will discuss the products that will be included in the dataset. The generation of the elevation data for the Missionland is described and some experiences and an approach to produce the vector data and imagery are discussed. The paper ends with some ideas, rules and guidelines for the deployment of the Missionland dataset at the end users. 


2.0 Background of Missionland

The NATO RTO task group SAS-034/MSG-001 demonstrated with the Exercise First WAVE that training via distributed mission simulation has the potential to enhance force readiness and operational effectiveness in coalition operations [2]. The task group created a distributed training environment in which flight simulators and other crew stations in the nations were linked across a secure wide area network. For four days, operational crews planned and briefed daily coalition air missions then flew them in a common synthetic environment and debriefed the outcome. Many technical, operational and training challenges were encountered and addressed, providing a rich source of experience and lessons, with many deficiencies identified and consequential lessons learned. 


One of the challenges for the Exercise First WAVE was to create a common virtual representation of the real-world natural and cultural environment for the participating simulations. Such an environment contains dynamic elements, for example weather, time of day and moving vehicles, as well as static elements, for example vegetation, buildings and infrastructure. When performing distributed (joint) simulations a number of problems exist concerning the selection and use of an environment representation. These problems can either be caused by the different requirements of the participating users or by different technical capabilities.


An example of such a problem, are the different requirements on the level of detail for different forces, while the databases these forces use should still be correlated for the joint simulation. But even if the requirements on the environment database are the same, the difference between the technical implementation in two simulators might still make the reuse of the same simulation environment impossible. Creating different environments for each simulator has its own problems, as it is then required that these databases are correctly correlated with each other. Other limitations arise from a political point of view. For example the distribution of high resolution geographical data of a specific real world area to other countries is often subject to export restrictions due to national security issues. 


To ensure that the correlation issues between the simulator databases were minimised the First WAVE Technical Task Team decided to use a common terrain database source which was used to generate the dedicated visual databases for each of the facilities. Normally, this is the best way to ensure the correlation of environment databases, but it is costly, both in effort and in money. In First WAVE the Canadian organisation Defence Geomatics undertook preparation of the common database, supported by a specialist database working group from the Technical Team. This group addressed issues including the selection of projections and imagery resolution, though this was in fact limited by the availability of source data at the resolution required [2]. 


These problems with the environment representation should be addressed but also the limited availability of source data due to security and political limitations must be addressed. Therefore it is preferable to create a generic and geo-unspecific simulation environment. Using a geo-unspecific environment, would also overcome the objections that result from using a real world area as basis for the simulation environment. And besides that, it also offers the advantage of combining geologically different environments in the same simulation environment. This makes a generic environment much more flexible in performing different types of missions within the same simulation environment. 

3.0 Task group MSG-071 Missionland


In 2008 the NATO RTO Task Group MSG-071 ‘Missionland’ started. An RTO Task Group (RTG) technical team activity aims at allowing researchers in different NATO and NATO Partnership for Peace (PfP) countries to work together in order to solve a particular research and technology problem. In the MSG-071 Missionland activity the following countries and NATO bodies are participating: The Netherlands (chair), Belarus, Canada, Germany, Norway, Sweden, Turkey, United Kingdom and the NATO Joint Warfare Centre. The foreseen duration of the task group is 4 years. 

The prime objective of the Missionland task group is to make available a shared coherent dataset from which environment databases can be constructed for a wide scope of simulators operating in air, sea and land domains. These environment databases are generally needed for visual out‑of‑the‑window and sensor views, but also terrain servers and computer generated forces applications often make use of such databases. An open source development model will be used to ensure that participating nations have full access to the dataset and can feedback changes and improvements made to Missionland. In support of the prime objective, there is the need to complement a deployment and continuation process to ensure proper use and continuation after the creation of Missionland, which includes guidelines and user’s support. 

The task group has divided the Missionland development into three phases:


Investigation phase: In this phase the needs of potential end-users are investigated and captured in a user needs statement containing the user requirements and a prioritisation thereof. Investigation of standards and formats will take place with appropriate recommendations. A preliminary Missionland development model and design will be made and the objectives for the creation phase will be formulated and prioritised. 

Creation phase: In this phase the envisioned Missionland development model is implemented and the creation of the dataset is initiated. An incremental and iterative process refines both design and dataset until the objectives for version 1 are completed. 


Refinement phase: It is critical to the continued value of Missionland to put in place the means for continuous refinement of Missionland after the initial Task Group is finished. 


The task group will address the first two phases and will prepare a Missionland organisation and deployment structure for the refinement phase. 


4.0 User Needs


As a basis for the Missionland user needs analysis, the task group developed and issued a questionnaire. The purpose of the questionnaire was to identify potential users and their requirements for Missionland. To this end, the questionnaire was structured around four main questions:


· Who will be the stake-holders and end-users of Missionland?


· How will Missionland be used?


· What are the requirements for Missionland?


· How is Missionland going to be developed and maintained?


The first question was meant to get an overview of the relevant people and programs in the countries for a possible use later in the program. The latter main question included items on the expected capabilities of countries to generate and contribute content for the Missionland data set. The answers to these questions should provide an impression of the feasibility of Missionland.

The Missionland questionnaire was sent out by the task group to relevant people within each country contributing to the project in February 2009. The national Point of Contact (POC) was responsible for collecting the questionnaire results received and ensuring as wide as possible distribution within their own military organization. 

A total of 40 questionnaire responses were received by the task group. Because the questionnaires were sent by email and we did not ask the questions personally, a few (< 5) of the responses were incomplete. However in most cases the incomplete responses were still helpful to the overall requirements analysis. The respondents of the questionnaire show a good coverage over the nations participating in the Missionland task group and over the different branches of the armed forces (including research institutes), see Figure 1. The level of experience with (international) distributed simulations varies a lot over the respondents, including novice and experienced users. Taking all the results together it can be concluded that the respondents to the questionnaire form a representative group to derive the user needs for the Missionland dataset from.
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Figure 1: Respondents per branch


The primary intended use of the Missionland dataset will be training, both in distributed and stand alone simulations. In addition, concept development & experimentation and doctrine study are also areas where Missionland can be used.

To satisfy the priorities of the different branches in the armed forces, Missionland should contain at least the following 5 terrain types:


1. Coast


2. Mountains


3. Urban, eastern


4. Sea


5. Urban, western


The size of Missionland will have to be at least 1000x1000 km to satisfy most of the potential users, although it should be noted that there is also a significant group demanding an even larger area. The preferred size of Missionland seems not to be affected by the technical capabilities of the simulators, since most of them support database paging.

It is no surprise that the users expect the Missionland dataset to provide a complete range of products. But to be useable the absolute minimum that should be provided is:


· Maps


· Vector data


· Terrain texture


· Medium resolution elevation data


· Medium resolution aerial imagery


· Terrain feature models


Also when looking at the spectra that should be available in the Missionland dataset it can be concluded that the users expect a truly multi-spectral dataset, including not only visual data, but also infrared, radar, night vision and the data required for Computer Generated Forces (CGF) applications. 

The majority of users expect that the Missionland dataset will be supplied using industry standards (e.g. shapefiles, geo-tiff, etc), but there are also requests for Common Data Base (CDB), SEDRIS and compiled OpenFlight. It should also be noted that the format or formats in which the dataset is delivered, does not have to be the format used internally by the task group. For the preferred classification schema for the data SEDRIS Environmental Data Coding Specification (EDCS) was mentioned most often, however the majority of the respondents was either indecisive or did not provide a response.


More details about the user needs elicitation and the user requirements can be found in [2] and [3].

5.0 Missionland Design

Based on the results of the user needs elicitation, the Missionland task group started to create the design of Missionland. The Missionland continent will be located in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean, because that is a real-world location that offers enough space for a new continent. Besides that the Northern Atlantic Ocean seems a suitable location for a NATO activity. Table 1 lists the details about the Missionland location and the grid cells used. Figure 2 gives a graphical representation.





Figure 2: Missionland location


The outer ring of cells has been defined as ocean, to provide a gradual transition from the Missionland bathymetry to the real world bathymetry. In the latitudinal direction this ring is 4 cells in size, in the longitudinal direction 5 cells. Please note that in the south western corner a number of cells had to be removed due to the Caribbean islands located there. This results in an effective land area for the Missionland continent of circa 2000x2000 kilometres (red in Figure 2), with a sea zone around it of circa 400 kilometres in size (blue in Figure 2).


Table 1: Missionland size and location


		Top left

		N43   W64

		Bottom right

		N17   W32



		Cell size

		1 x 1 degree

		

		



		Cell width

		81 – 106 km

		Cell height

		111 km



		# cells width

		32

		# cells height

		26



		# land cells width

		22

		# land cells height

		18





The Missionland continent should provide a wide range of climates. To ensure more realistic transitions between these different climate zones and to assist in positioning the different areas on the Missionland continent a high-level definition of the climate zones has been defined (see Figure 3). The following climate zones have been defined: arctic, temperate, arid and tropical.
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Figure 3: Missionland climate zones


The Missionland continent should provide a wide range of terrain characteristics. This is partly defined by the elevation profile of the terrain. To ensure that there is a realistic transition between the different elevation profiles, a high-level design of zones with a certain elevation profile has been defined (see Figure 4). The following elevation profiles have been defined: flat, hilly, mountainous and cliff/fjord.
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Figure 4: Missionland elevation profiles


The climate zones and elevation profiles give the basic outline for the Missionland continent. From this point the task group started working on filling in the zones with details. In this detailed design the requirements for the content of the dataset are included using the information gathered from the questionnaires. These requirements are stored in design diagrams.


Figure 5 gives an overview of the high level requirements on Missionland.



Figure 5: High level requirements

Some of the features in Figure 5 are an aggregation of more detailed features (e.g. temperate zone). Additional diagrams to zoom in on these requirements are available. The diagram for the temperate zone is presented in Figure 6. In this diagram the features that should be present in the temperate zone are represented. For some of the features more detailed requirements or constraints (minimum length, depth, etc) have been included. 




Figure 6: Temperate zone requirements

6.0 The Missionland Dataset


The Missionland dataset will contain a number of products:


· elevation data


· vector data


· 3D models


· material textures 


· maps


· imagery


To ensure that all the different products in the Missionland dataset remain correlated with each other, it is important to define which products are the core or master products. These master products can be edited directly when new content is added to the dataset, while all other products are derived from them. For creating real world environment databases the imagery is usually used as the master, from which other data, like vector data, is derived.  But since Missionland is a fictitious continent there is no imagery to start with. Therefore it is more practical to create the vector data first and derive the (multi-spectral) imagery products from the vector data, using a material library. Another benefit of generating the imagery is that features can be drawn into the imagery as well. 

A side effect of this approach is also that the total size of the core Missionland dataset is kept down, since it does not contain the high resolution imagery. This imagery can be generated at the desired resolution when required. This means that the elevation data, vector data, feature library and material library will be the core products of the Missionland dataset. All other products are derived from those. Figure 7 gives a graphical overview of the different products in the Missionland dataset. All data is stored using geodetic coordinates (latitude and longitude) in WGS84.
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Figure 7: Missionland dataset


6.1 Elevation data


The elevation data defines the height of the terrain or the depth of the sea areas. The dataset contains different resolutions of the elevation data. The highest resolution elevation data is used for the areas of interest where land forces are employed, while areas of Missionland that are only observed from the air have a lower resolution. In future versions, the areas with high resolution data are expected to grow. Table 2 gives an overview of the resolution that is used for the different areas of Missionland. The elevation data is stored as one Geospatial Tagged Image File Format (GeoTIFF) file per geocell. The resolution of the GeoTIFF file varies between high and low resolution areas.


Table 2: Guidelines for resolution of elevation data


		Area

		Resolution



		High resolution area

		< 15 meter



		Low resolution area

		30 meter





6.2 Vector data


The vector data represents different features in the environment. Vector data consists of point, linear and areal features. The point features are used to define the location of objects, like a house. The linear features are used to define roads, rivers or power lines, while areal features are used to define areas with certain land cover types, for example forest or city, or to define the footprint of a building. Additional information of the feature is captured by the feature attributes. Examples of these feature attributes are the width of a road, the height of a building or the maximum load for a bridge. Table 3 gives examples of the different kinds of vector data that can be found in the Missionland dataset. 

Table 3: Examples of vector data


		Point

		Linear

		Areal



		Feature model placement

		Road

		Land usage 



		Location of point of interest

		Railroad

		Water (lakes, sea)



		

		Country border

		Administrative regions



		

		River

		



		

		Coastline

		



		

		Communication line

		



		

		Pipe line

		



		

		Contour line

		





Vector data is stored as ESRI Shapefile (SHP). For the attribution a Missionland specific schema will be used that relates features to a material texture, a 3D feature model and maps to common schemas as SEDRIS EDCS, Features and Attributes Coding Catalog (FACC) and Data Format Design Document (DFDD).

6.3 Feature and material library


Man-made features, like buildings, bridges and light posts are represented by geometric 3D models in the Missionland dataset, as is also the case for vegetation objects like trees and bushes. The feature library contains all 3D feature models and their textures that are used within the static Missionland environment. 3D moving models are not part of the Missionland dataset. The positioning of these models at the locations where they are used in the environment is done using point vector features. 3D features are stored in the OpenFlight format and their textures in the Silicon Graphics Image RGB format. The material properties for the multi-spectral representation of the 3D feature models should be stored in accordance with the guidelines of the material library.

The material library contains the textures and additional sensor information for the different feature types in the vector data. Material textures are used to give the environment and objects the right representation. This can be in the form of a texture used by the visualization, but also by providing the right parameters to be able to generate a sensor image. The textures are stored in SGI RGB format. The format for storing the non-visual material attributes still has to be defined.


6.4 Derived products


Besides the core products, the end users of Missionland also require a number of products that can be derived from these core products. 

The most important derived product for Missionland is the imagery. The imagery of Missionland will be generated from the core products. The land usage as defined in the vector data and the textures from the material library are the main inputs into this process. But also the elevation data is needed to make sure the effect of varying elevation is represented in the imagery. The same applies to the 3D feature models, they also need to be included in the generated imagery. If real world data is used as the basis for a contribution to the Missionland dataset, real imagery might be available of this area. This imagery could then be used instead of generating imagery from the vector data.

The maps of Missionland will be generated mainly from the vector data. Elements like contour lines can be derived from the elevation data. Since real world maps are also generated from vector data, the process to generate the Missionland maps should be roughly the same. Different types of end-users might require different types of maps, for example nautical or aerial charts. When creating the vector data it has to be ensured that the different kind of data required for these map types is available.

7.0 Missionland dataset generation

A major and challenging task for the task group is to generate the first version of the Missionland dataset. For real world environments geographical data is gathered by recording imagery and measuring the elevations in an area. From this data additional information, like vector data, is then derived. But since the Missionland continent is fictitious this approach of obtaining geographical data for the continent will not work. Therefore, one of the biggest challenges for the Missionland task group is to generate the data for this vast continent.


The task group adopted a basic data generation process for Missionland that starts with the generation of the elevation data. Next the vector data is generated, which has to conform to the elevation data. This helps to ensure that for example rivers are not flowing uphill or that large cities are not located on steep mountains. After both the elevation and vector data have been generated, the next step in the process is the production of the imagery data from these two products. So in a sense the Missionland data generation process is partly the reverse of the data generation process that would be used for real world areas.

The approach the task group has chosen is to generate data with a low level of detail for the whole continent and to fill some dedicated areas, spread out over the different climate zones, with more detailed data. These areas are divided between the participating countries for generating the high level of detail data to spread the work effort. In Figure 8 this distribution is reflected.


7.1 Elevation data generation


The task group first evaluated the possibilities to use procedural terrain generation techniques for the generation of the elevation data. The advantages of such techniques are that elevation data can be generated for a large continent using a limited amount of parameters in a relatively small amount of time, that elevation data can be generated at any desired resolution and that no political or IPR restrictions apply to the data.


The experience of the task group however was that there are not many tools available to generate procedural elevation data at the scale of an entire continent. Current procedural terrain elevation methods are hard to configure and control, which makes it hard to produce the intended results [4]
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 \* MERGEFORMAT [5]. Another drawback with current methods is that the resulting elevation data do not provide realistically looking areas for the different terrain characteristics of the Missionland design. For example the mountainous areas were not mountainous enough, while flat areas were still too hilly. Besides that, the generated procedural elevation data also does not represent large area geographic features, like valleys or rivers, well.



Figure 8: Distribution of high resolution areas


To overcome the downsides of the procedural elevation data, the task group investigated using a blending technique. This means that pieces of real world elevation data are blended into the elevation data. If an appropriate sample of the real-world elevation data is used, this results in much more realistic elevation data with the large area geographic features represented. However, this blending is a manual process and therefore requires more effort. The public domain elevation data from the United States Geological Survey (USGS) is used as the basis for this, so that there are no IPR restrictions. More details about using these blending techniques can be found in [6]. 


Using the approach described above the task group has generated a set of 30 meter resolution elevation data for the entire continent using the Large 3D Terrain generator (L3DT) commercial tool. The task group enhanced this dataset further with the blending approach. For this the Norwegian Defence Research Establishment FFI has developed a dedicated tool, Interactive Terrain Editor (ITED). ITED is not a procedural terrain generator, but it provides a user the ability to produce fictitious terrains with use of real-world elevation data [7]. 


7.2 Vector data generation

When it comes to the vector data of the Missionland continent, two types of vectors should be considered. First there are global features that cover a big part of the continent. Examples of these are rivers or main road networks.  The second type of vector data are the highly detailed features used to represent the areas of interest, for example a city, harbour or airport.


For the global features it is important that they follow the elevation profile correctly. For example a river should take a natural path down from the mountains into the sea. Although these features do not have to be represented in very high detail everywhere, they do cover long distances over the entire continent. Drawing them manually would require a lot of effort. Therefore the task group is looking into the possibilities of generate such features with algorithms, based on the elevation data of the continent.


Figure 9 shows the results of some experimentation with this approach. It shows a river system for Missionland that has been generated from the elevation data using the GRASS plugin for QGIS [8]. Similarly, the task group will also try to use GIS tools to generate a basic road network for the Missionland continent.




Figure 9: Rivers for Missionland generated from the elevation data


For generating the second type of vector features, the high detailed features representing areas of interest, the use of algorithms is also one of the options that the task group is looking into. There are for example multiple tools available that can create a random city using a set of rules. The road network and buildings for the city are then generated by the tool.


However, such tools do not exist for all types of areas of interest. For example a harbour is harder to generate with this approach. Besides that another drawback of such tools is that resulting cities will often look relatively similar. Since the Missionland continent provides a wide range of climate zones and terrain types, the vector data of the areas of interest is expected to differ in these different zones.


Therefore, the task group is also looking at alternative approaches to generate the vector data of the areas of interest. Manually drawing them is not an attractive solution, since these areas are typically very rich in features. Using pieces of real world vector data seems a suitable approach though. Real world vector data is usually already rich in features, so using it will ensure realistically looking areas. See for an example Figure 10.

Like for the elevation data there is a risk of political restrictions on sharing the vector dataset, when pieces of the Missionland continent are recognisable as a certain real world area. But when only a town or airport is used from a certain real world area and placed within the Missionland context it is expected this will not prove to be a big problem.


When using real world vector data and fictitious elevation data, there is by definition a mismatch between the two components. For example when a city from a flat region is placed in a mountainous area the result will not be very realistic because the vector data does not conform to the natural constraints of the elevation data. The hillier the area is, the bigger the problem becomes. One approach is to manually edit the two data components to obtain correlation, but this is potentially a difficult and time consuming process. 

Another approach is to locally blend in the real world elevation data that matches the vector data used. A case-study with the real world data of the Swedish island of Gotland has shown that using real world data is a feasible approach to create a feature rich environment dataset for Missionland. Two important lessons learned from the case-study is that one has to ensure that the distortion is minimized when moving real-world data to the Missionland location and that the feature attributes have to be translated to be consistent with other features in the Missionland dataset. Another lesson learned from the case-study is that the Missionland task group will have to utilize a combination of the approaches to achieve its objectives. For each product in the dataset the most suitable combination of these approaches will be selected to generate the data. The use case is discussed in more detail in [7].



Figure 10: Example of blending real world vector data into Missionland

7.3 Imagery generation


The task group has not started the work on the imagery of the Missionland dataset yet. The reason for this is that the imagery needs to correlate with the elevation and vector data. Therefore it can only be generated once these products have been finished.


The approach for generating the imagery will most likely use rule-based sets to generate imagery based on vectors and elevation data. For each land usage type, as defined in the vector data, a representative material texture will be used to fill the imagery for that area. The information from the elevation data will be used to further enhance the resulting imagery, for example by ensuring that on high altitudes or on slopes different terrain characteristics are displayed. This approach to generating imagery is used in some computer games [9] and also companies in the modelling and simulation world are starting to use this technology. However, such an approach is not widely available in COTS tools yet. This approach for generating the imagery seems very suitable for the Missionland needs. But until the right tools are available, the task group might have to decide to use other approaches which produce imagery with less quality.


It is expected that little use will be made of real world imagery for the Missionland dataset. Technically it would be possible to include the imagery for a real world area that has been used in the vector data. But doing so will make the area much more recognisable and is therefore more likely to result in political restrictions. Besides that the approach of generating the imagery from the vector data, also has the advantage to ease the process of generating multi-spectral representations of the area. To enable the generation of such a presentation, one would also need material information for the other regions of the electro-optical spectrum. The material library of the Missionland dataset aims to provide such information as well.

8 Missionland Deployment and maintenance

Generating the Missionland dataset is one major step, but to ensure the deployment and maintenance of Missionland for a longer term a set of rule and guidelines will be necessary. 


During the life of the task group, the task group controls the distribution of the Missionland dataset. The initial dataset will be deployed by the task group at a selected group of first users to test the utility of the dataset. The task group is guiding this deployment and helps the users in the actual construction of runtime databases for their specific simulators from the dataset. Together with these first users the task group will develop documentation and guidelines to enable the future users to build a runtime database in a structured manner and thereby ensure that optimal correlation maintains between different databases build from the Missionland dataset. After the life of the Missionland task group if is foreseen that the Missionland users are self-supporting in deploying the Missionland dataset. 


After the life of the Missionland task group the Missionland dataset has to be accommodated by a organisation or group that can control and monitor the distribution of the dataset. For this the task group proposes to install a Missionland Data Authority (MLDA). This MLDA could be placed under the umbrella of MS3 (Modeling and Simulation Standards Subgroup) which is a permanent subgroup of the NMSG. To keep control over the use of the dataset the task group has developed a set of use conditions that each user has to agree with. This will ensure that the data will only be used by the NATO countries and NATO PfP countries and that no commercial profits will be made of the voluntary efforts of the participating MSG-071 countries. These use conditions also provide a robust framework for accepting new data, making changes and establishing ownership of the data so that it is freely available to use for NATO purposes.

9 Conclusions

In 2008 the NATO RTO task group MSG-071 Missionland started. Its prime objective is to construct a coherent dataset of the static environment, from which databases can be constructed for a wide scope of simulators. These environment databases are generally needed for visual out-of-the-window and sensor views, as well as terrain servers and computer generated forces applications. Based on inputs from military end users the Missionland task group has identified the user needs and requirements for a dataset of a virtual continent, named Missionland. 

The task group created a design of the virtual continent Missionland and set a location in the North Atlantic Ocean for this new continent. The Missionland dataset will cover multiple climate zones, various elevation settings, coastal areas and large continuous land masses. This ensures a suitable environment for a large variety of applications, including training, tactics development, simulation based acquisition and concept development and experimentation. The Missionland dataset will provide end users with terrain elevation data, remote sensing imagery, ground imagery, vector data, 3D models, material coding and metadata.

The task group developed 30m resolution elevation data for the whole continent using the L3DT tool. As this data was not looking “natural” enough, the task group enhanced this data by blending in parts of real world elevation data. For doing this Norwegian FFI developed a dedicated terrain editor tool ITED. Some areas in the continent have been identified which are provided with higher resolution, at least 15 meter, elevation data. Some tests have been done for generation of the vector data. The task group will use here a mixed approach. Part of the vector data will be made by using algorithms or procedural tools, for example the rivers. This will be complemented by blending in real world vector data.     

Some non-technical issues have also been considered by the task group. The team has put together a document of the Use Conditions for the data set which provides a robust framework for accepting data, making changes and establishing ownership of the data so that it is freely available to use for NATO and PfP purposes. 
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2009

2010

2011

Commercial Technologies 

Report Findings

LOE - VMASC
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Report Findings

Commercial Technologies 

Report Findings

MSG-074 Commercial Technologies

MSG-078 Commercial Technologies

MSG-093 Commercial Technologies (VW)

ITEC

ITEC

ITEC

I/ITSEC

I/ITSEC

LOE - CDE Conference

GameTech

Nexus

Wins RFP

Transformer

MIOTC

Demonstration
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MIOTC

NATO Virtual Worlds Campaign
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Virtual Worlds










MMOGs

Immersive

Data Visualization

Meetings

& Communities

Serious

Games

Second Life

OLIVE (SAIC)

UltiVis (LM)

Nexus

RuneScape

World of Warcraft

Crytek

Unreal Gamebryo

WorldBuilder

(BreakAway)

OLIVE

Immersive technology refers to technology that blurs the line between the physical world and digital or simulated world, thereby creating a sense of immersion.

Immersive Technology

A virtual world is a genre of online community that often takes the form of a computer-based simulated environment, through which users can interact with one another and use and create objects.. Virtual worlds are intended for its users to inhabit and interact.
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Areas Benefitting from
Immersive Technologies

Meeting & Collaboration



Rapid Prototyping



Training & Education



Skill building



Data Visualization & Analysis



Outreach
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Traditional PPT

Second

Life

Adobe

Connect

Control 

Screen

PPT

Control 

Screen

Second

Life

Control 

Screen

Equipment

Control 

Screen

MSG-078 Exploiting Commercial Games and Technology for Military Use

Chairman briefs attendees on alternate methods to participate in the workshop

23 September 2009, Suffolk, USA

Meeting & Collaboration
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Allied Command Transformation is investigating technologies that may be used to augment or replace existing technologies for education and training as well as capability development. One of the investigative streams is in virtual worlds. ACT has placed Engineering Computer Simulations of Orlando, USA under contract to develop two worlds. The world featured here is a representation of how the new HQ SACT and National Liaison Representatives buildings will look when construction is complete in 2010/2011. To the right and below are the entrance and foyer area of NH-31. Below are screenshots of some of the existing conference rooms. These conference rooms have been constructed in detail so that when staff use them virtually for meetings the surroundings will feel familiar. Any questions concerning these worlds should be directed to Wayne Buck at buck@act.nato.int

Virtual Development 

Begins at HQ SACT













Berlin Conference Room

Ottawa Conference Room

London Conference Room

Oslo Conference Room

The Flag Plaza and Entrance to HQ SACT (NH-31)

The Foyer of HQ SACT (NH-31)
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Rapid Prototyping 



Cave Automatic Virtual Environment

The CAVE - wikipedia



Civil Military Fusion Centre
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Training & Education
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Skill Building












“Yo-ho-ho and a vat of anthrax! Checking cargo ships for WMD and contraband isn’t exactly swashbuckling. In fact, as a NATO video game makes clear, it’s actually a lot of dreary, methodical work.”

wired.com
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Data Visualization & Analysis
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Outreach





Army OneSource provides information, services and much-needed outreach to military service members and their families not located near bases. Their goal is to entertain, empower and educate US Army family supporters and give them the opportunity to learn about Army benefits and services
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What is ACT Doing with this Technology?





Reinforce Games Success

VBS Worlds selected as platform of choice



Serious Game - Boarders Ahoy!

Augmented Virtuality - Village Survey







Close Cooperation with Trainers

LGen Viereck (Special Events Program)

Coherent Joint Training Perspective Panel

Holistic Approach To Training



BGen Fungo (Not Published in Program)

  Taking Training to the New Frontier

(Virtual & Mixed Reality; A Conceptual Framework)

Technology and Standards



Supported by MS&T article issued at I/ITSEC





D54 Incorporation of Technological Advances Through Modelling and Simulation

2009-2011 Virtual Worlds Investigation

Virtual worlds

Gaming technology

Tactical level

Result = Boarders Ahoy!



2011-2013 Strategic Decision Making Training through Games

Gaming technology

Serious games

Upper operational and political level

NATO Defense College and others
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MSG-107 Human Behaviour Modelling for Military Training Application

2 December, Orlando, USA following I/ITSEC
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A Dynamic Multi-Resolution Model Based on HLA Interconnection of Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) Simulation Tools

Paper 17

MSG-087 Symposium Bern 2011
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Evolution Of Market

Open standards

Interoperable Commercial Of The Shelf (COTS)









Select for specific needs

Get control

Keep up to date

Reduce costs
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Distributed Training Environments

Interoperability opens up

Increases efficiency and realism

Linking C2, exercise management, live-, virtual-, constructive (training federate)

All systems in a “cloud”

Select and combine

Complete and replace
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Interoperability

Entities co-operate -> common goal

Information interoperability

Ideal connectivity

Maximum independence

Automatic exchange structured information                  						(data models)

Each system specific task

Complete tasks

Take away tasks

Replaced
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High Level Architecture (HLA)

Design for reuse and interoperation

No single system can satisfy all uses and users







Specification of common technical architecture

Virtual simulation

Constructive simulation

Live simulation





Other application

Individual or combination of simulations
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Live, Virtual, Constructive and C2

Issues

Coherency

Disaggregation/ Aggregation

Interaction

6
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www mapping viewer





C2 A





Live





Virtual





C2 B





Constructive



















Live, Virtual, Constructive and C2

Command and Control

Interactions on command level

www mapping viewers

C2 simulation/ stimulation
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www mapping viewer





C2 A





Live





Virtual





C2 B





Constructive



















Live, Virtual, Constructive and C2

Use the best available technologies

Ground

Navy

Air

Division, Brigade, Battalion

8
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www mapping viewer





C2 A
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Virtual





C2 B
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Live
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C2 and Simulation

Stimulate with data to simulate

Simulated Common Operational Picture

Course  Of Action



AI and behavior based

automatic simulation
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www mapping viewer





C2





Constructive  with AI













Virtual – increase rendering quality

Constructive – increase ground area support, simulated entities and amount of information





New scenarios

Including more platforms

Training and operational analysis

More detail on more levels

Get detailed view of specific part

Broader context of conflict scenario
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One Multi-Resolution Model
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Constructive (Company – Platoon)

Constructive/Virtual (Entities)





HLA 15.16e RPR FOM 1.0

API
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Result

Integration smoothly implemented

COTS

Interoperability

API

Logical workflow

Powerful training tool

High level command staff

Focus on part of battlefield
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Potential Evolutions

16

AI and Behavior based simulation

Reducing manpower/ operational costs

More AI

Increased realism

Reduce tedious tasks

Better disaggregation and interactions

Artificial Intelligence

Enrico RAUE,  14/10/2011

Paper 17

MSG-087 Symposium Bern 2011
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Conclusion

Modern simulation COTS products built through the use of existing and upcoming interoperability standards can communicate in an efficient and realistic manner.

This opens up a whole new set of possibilities of using best-of-breed technologies to address the different needs of a broad and large training audience (ground, navy, air, civil, law, medical, humanitarian aspects, …) at different levels (division, brigade, battalion, company, country, city, village, …)
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Live Synthetic Blend Optimisation Study

Barry Kirby – BAE Systems

Graham Fletcher –Quintec 

Dr. Helen Dudfield – QinetiQ 



Sample title slide

Copyright © 2005 BAE Systems. All rights reserved.
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Background

		Aim

		To discuss the issues around the misleading question of Live Synthetic Balance.



		SE Towers - Synthetic Environment Towers of Excellence 

		Statement of understanding between UK academia, MoD and Industry (2006)

		25+ industries

		Delivers projects to meet capability planning group research goals

		Managed by DSTL

		Create a forum for collaboration, expand operational training environments and reduce costs.

		Identify principles for exchange of information, results and data arising from the SE Tower.

		Seven Special interest Groups (SIGS)

		SIG 5 – Exploitation of Synthetic Environments





BAES
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Understanding the Complexity

		Traditional Definitions 

		Live 	- Real Aircraft, Real Kit 

		Synthetic	- Simulator in a building

























		Blended Technologies 

		Simulated Sensors and Weapons?



Live

Synthetic





Live

Synthetic



*

Traditionally the question was simple.  Live was live, real aircraft and real kit. Synthetic was about sitting in a simulator, probably doing your emergency drills or more depending on time and the simulator fidelity (and if it was working).  It really was a balance because the two never met.



However, nothing stays this simple for long, especially where technology is concerned.  The ability to replace real kit with emulators to drive down operating cost as well as feed synthetic data into the aircraft systems for training purposes is blurring that line. 



BAE Systems has already demonstrated the capability of using synthetics on a live individual platform, having had a live Tornado dropping a weapon on an enemy target in Lytham.



Thankfully (or not) this was using a Live Tornado, flying over Lytham, however, using a synthetic weapon and a synthetic sensor. 



You have to ask the question here - was this live training or synthetic training.  



The traditional model is broken and why we have to look at the Live/Synthetic Blend more than anything else.
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Blended Team, Collective & Joint





















EDCT 

1





















Working as a Pair

Live?

Virtual

Constructives

Link

Link

Links

Land

Sea

Other Nations



*

Once we start blending the Live and Virtual assets, the Balance question becomes even more difficult, but the opportunities become phenomenal.



We can have a Live asset flying, with a Virtual and have them, through the use of synthetics, working cooperatively. 



BAE Systems has already demonstrated this capability, flying a live Tornado and the wingman being a Virtual player in Simulator and the data being passed between the two.  This was achieved so effectively that both pilots were fully immersed in the event.   This utilises a synthetic environment that has to be coordinated between the live and synthetic assets.  Is that live flying?  Where does that sit on the scale of things?



What is more, we can add Constructives as Hostile elements.  This allows the opportunity not to send up another sqn of Typhoons as opposition, therefore not wasting their training time.  Added to this can be more Blue forces to look at large scale packages, more COMAO type training.  But if your flying against computer generated forces which are prodding your avionics suite, is this live or synthetic training?  



Looking at the bigger picture, we could link them to Land using CATT and Maritime though MCTS.



We do not work so our own so the capability needs to be there to train with other nations.  And the ability to do this training, at a sensible cost can only really be achieved with the use of synthetics.
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Understanding the Question

		Why do we want a “Balance”

		Metrics

		Validate Expenditure

		Quality of Training?



		Current Live training is expensive

		Live Flying Hours

		Complex Syllabi



		UK Strategic Defence and Security Review must reduce costs around training



		Availability of assets

		Many assets deployed

		Assets U/S (and training sortie abandoned)





BAES



It’s the collective combined piece that while is a very small part, it takes up the majority of the cost.

Rare training.
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Definitions



		Live

		Real person in real-world platform



		Virtual

		Real person in virtual platform (simulator, role-player station)



		Constructive

		Computer Generated Forces – could be fully autonomous or under control of a role-player



		Embedded

		A live platform onboard capability to generate simulated threats – does not require a link to the virtual-world



		Building up a Lexicon/Dictionary to assist common understanding





QinetiQ
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LVC blends 



		Live vs. Synthetic

		Training takes place either using live platforms or simulators



		LVC

		Real-world and virtual/constructive-world blended



		May be Lvc (virtual participants and/or constructive entities solely there to stimulate Live players



		May be LVc (two-way training for real-world and virtual participants)





QinetiQ
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LIVE

SYNTHETIC

Real environment

Complex test of skills

Confidence in weapons and aircraft

Effects of ‘g’

1:1 transfer

Safety

Time compression

Easy to set-up

Rapid turn around

Realistic, complex scenarios

Can train for dangerous tasks

What if?

Gamer generation

Training need – individual vs collective



Criteria

Choosing the right balance

to deliver SDSR and maintain

Critical training needs

Cost – Safety 

Meeting critical and future training needs

Skills fade - Negative training 

LIVE SYNTHETIC BALANCE

More synthetic = less cost

More live = more cost

LVC Blend
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Barriers

		Evidence

		Validity

		Technology

		Cultural change

		Pace

		Commercial

		Future proofing

		Risk
















System refresh


Customer obligations


Specification & use of standards


Intellectual Property


Dealing with consumer companies


Product lifecycle


Barriers to a COTS approach
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Cockpit to soldier

Multi Man

Environmental Exposure

Intimacy of Threat

1

100s

1000s

Near

Far

Controlled

Uncontrolled

Jet

Ship

DCC



A number of dimensions that we are LVC will impact on – but in very different ways

These are general principles

Fast Jet Pilot, within the cockpit, is operating in a fairly stable constrained internal environment, can be defined

Maritime is less controlled, both internally, more people involved, and externally because there is some variability of threat; the environment is less controlled

Infantry soldier operating in a potentially uncontrolled environment, involving many people with a very intimate relationship with the threat



I hypothesise:  1.  the greatest benefit of a shift toward virtual and constructive (synthetic) is for the ground forces and an appropriate LVC blend is likely to establish training opportunities not currently available

		Common understanding of the principles, technologies will allow us to start breaking dowm barriers and consider how we join up collective and joint training across the example domains in this slide





Next slide – further exploration of a complex problem





Dismounted Close Combat



An attempt to show the differences in combat platform ‘preparedness’



Contextual variability (so much easier to simulate a fast jet cockpit environment than a multi man, DCC environment).  But can’t always get at the context that needs training for DCC, so simulation becomes more important



Fast jet – least variable, least platform types and roles

Naval – susceptible to variation in mission, quite a lot of platform types and roles

Land – dependant on the mission variables to determine configuration, methods and preparation.  Many platform types, roles – and man is a platform.
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*

Military Training



To further re-inforce the complex nature of the problem

Talk through to demonstrate complex nature

Describe from bottom up

Recruit
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NATO Training Level

The LVC environment needs to be blended to suit a specific training aim

		1		Individual and Crew

		2		Collective 

		3		Command and Staff



















So it is complicated.

But, when you distil it all down, this is the nature of the training that we have to do
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Taxonomy of Military Simulation



Provenance is google



I just want to show that there is stuff knocking about everywhere – but it isn't joined up
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What are we going to do

		Gather data

		Engage with military stakeholders

		Legacy processes

		Engage with members of our

community

		Develop standard set of definitions – 

lexicon

		An agreed method to establish efficient, cost effective training, blended through the LVC continuum





Of course we’re going to gather data, that’s what we do, we are researchers!

But, for example we want to talk to mangers of both large capital projects and smaller project teams (e.g. UOR) to see what the current approach is.  How can we optimise capability and use this opportunities to drive in efficiency and improve training  

Engage with military stakeholders – vested interest to contribute

Don’t through baby out with the bathwater – we have method embedded within DSAT, JSP 822, single service approaches

We will then work toward a standard set of definitions.  We must all understand that we need to understand each other.  And of course, people who want our services must also now we speak with one voice

And a method – not a tool, not testing that comes later
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Conclusion

		The biggest issues around answering this question is complexity around the definitions and the unspoken drivers for a “correct” answer.



		This is a problem for everyone – we all must make efficiencies!



		A method to inform the decision making

		Mitigate barriers to effective decision making

		Enhance training opportunities

		Standardised method



		





Thales – Be Lord Kitchener – we are all in this together
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Abstract 

Deciding when to use simulation in place of a live trial or experiment is a question being faced frequently by the environmental warfare centres across Canada and other NATO nations.  The decision is complicated by the constant improvement and evolution of simulation capability, the high initial cost of acquiring simulation systems and the cultural reliance on live experimentation as it coincides with operational exercises.   This paper explores how to determine the appropriateness of live versus simulation-based experimentation and discusses the conceptual use of LVC technologies.  Thirty-two indicators were developed in a workshop at Defence R&D Canada (DRDC) in Ottawa that can be used to provide a preliminary assessment of whether simulation or live is better suited to a particular circumstance. For each indicator, the paper provides a qualitative question for the experimenter and an assessment as to whether live or simulation-based experiments are more appropriate if that indicator is considered high value.  The indicators and results are biased by the conceptual model of an experiment as a complex live trial involving many platforms and complex timelines and logistics, with a preliminary synthetic environment used as a preliminary rehearsal.    The thirty-two metrics are ease of iteration, controllability (of experimental conditions), credibility, operational visibility, availability of ground truth, fidelity, cost, repeatability, usability (ease of use),  safety, ethical suitability, environmental impact, collateral training, experimental training, time compressibility, planning cycle suitability, complexity of planning and logistics, developer skill sets, cultural predisposition, maintainability (of apparatus), validity, acceptance, predictive power, interoperability, obsolescence of result, expandability, geographic distribution, ease of data collection, synchronization, and sensitivity to fraud or manipulation.

1.0	Introduction – EXperimentation and Emergence of LVC

As simulations and synthetic environments become more sophisticated, their use in defence-related activities will continue to increase as it has for the past decades.  This is true across the spectrum of use: capability planning, capability or concept development, experimentation or evaluation in support of acquisitions, training and finally support in live operations.   The conventional wisdom on the use of simulation has been to use it only in support of live experiments, evaluations or training.  However, with the costs of live activities increasing due to fuel or other operational costs, simulations are being emphasized equally alongside live counterparts - or replacing live counterparts, as has happened for cockpit training simulators for aviation.   Live experiments will always be needed to validate simulations and build confidence and trust, but the cost, complexity, and above all time required to support live experiments means that live events must be focused and increasingly supported by Synthetic Environment experimentation.  Indeed, the author has had experience at DRDC in several simulated rehearsals, such as that for the Atlantic Littoral ISR Experiment [1], and for the Maritime Incursion Scenario (MIS) – Canada portion of the Maritime Sensor Integration Experiment (MARSIE) [2], and experiments on coordination of first responders [3] and conceptual work on autonomous systems [4].  In each case, mission or system testing or rehearsal in a synthetic environment represented a cheaper, less risky precursor to live experimentation. Even in simulation, rehearsals familiarize personnel with terrain, clarify new or existing operating procedures, and identify potential problem areas. A good experimental plan or cycle will often combine or alternate between simulation and live experimentation.  



This concept of employing Live and SE experiments to increase the overall robustness of the experiment is not new and has been previously described by the United States Joint Forces Command (USJFCOM) [5] through their Joint Concept Development and rapid Joint Prototyping program.  The applicability of experimental results to operational forces in actual military operations is always in question.  It is this ability to apply the results outside of the experiment framework that validates the experiment realism and robustness.  



Figure 1 from [5] shows four experiment methods.  In conducting rigorous so-called warfighting experiments, these four methods must be balanced.  Attempts to satisfy one requirement can negate efforts in satisfying the others.  A comprehensive experimental campaign requires multiple experiment methods that capitalize on the strengths of each method to accumulate experiment validity.  





Figure 1: From [5], Rigorous Experimentation Through Multiple Methods




1.1 Generating Knowledge from Simulation 

An application referenced in Figure 1 and [5] and often discussed in the Canadian experimentation community is the use of simulation to support war-gaming.  War-gaming is used in Canada for traditional operational strategic planning, but has also been used to estimate disruptive potential of new technologies [9].  A conceptual description of appropriateness of simulation has emerged from this application along the lines of the epistemological comment, often attributed to Donald Rumsfeld, regarding so-called unknown unknowns [6] (for a lucid book on reasoning about the dynamic evolution of knowledge, see [7]):  simulation is good at turning known unknowns into known knowns, that is: given a concrete question, simulation is a good tool to find the answer to that question, e.g. what are ideal parameters for a piece of equipment or within a defined tactic or even more broad questions regarding how much a new potential acquisition will improve a common operating picture.  However:  simulation is not good at turning unknown unknowns into known unknowns, that is: simulation doesn’t help us discover what we don’t know.  This is because the design and build of the simulation itself embodies much of the domain knowledge surrounding the experimental question, and if we don’t have that knowledge originally, it is hard to build a simulation that will magically provide it.  It is difficult to provide the flexibility in a simulation at run-time, for human planners, or machine computation, to discover novelty.



This is not to disparage simulation.  Simulation is an unmatched tool to transfer collected wisdom from the subject matter experts, designers and software engineers that generate the simulation infrastructure to the players that participate in training or scientists that use the simulation as an experimental tool.



      A practical point in analytical wargaming is how simulation is used, and there are two main categories.  Stand-alone analytical simulations can support a live table-top / seminar experience in an ‘off-line’ manner by the players in their decision-making.  Broader distributed synthetic-environments can be used to manage the game-play itself.   The issue of repeatability, and statistical significance and predictive power, is also a difficult one in war-gaming, and it is not clear that simulation improves repeatability when humans are in the loop.  However, simulation does often improve the collection of data from sequences of experiments or war-games which supports post-analysis across runs.   



1.2	Emergence of Live / Virtual / Constructive architectures and exploration plans in Canada

A closer coupling of live and simulated activities can be found in the trend in many nations towards the use of so-called Live/ Virtual/ Constructive (LVC) solutions that combine simulation and live activities at run-time to reduce cost while augmenting realism.  In Canada, the experimental centres such as the Canadian Forces Warfare Centre (CFWC), CF Air Warfare Centre (CFAWC), and the Directorate of Land Synthetic Environments (DLSE) have indicated their interest in LVC activities in the future.






There exists concepts similar to LVC, such as Hardware-in-the-loop (HWIL) [8] in which a simulation replaces the plant under control in order to test the real-time embedded systems. While hardware-in-the-loop experimentation is common place in engineering-level development, it could be described as mostly simulation, with the hardware under test as the only live component.  Examples that are mostly live, with only one component simulated are much rarer but are beginning to emerge in augmented reality applications.   LVC architectures are meant to put the live and constructive on equal footing as needed, with the amount of each tailored to the application.   The additional realism provided by LVC offers a major step forward in de-risking new technologies through knowledge generation and scientific validation



Examples of current LVC activities in Canada are few and ad hoc.  Canada is currently considering a facility dedicated to exploring the uses of LVC experiments that would provide full operational capability in the live, virtual and constructive domains and provide connectivity to key existing simulation networks.  The proposed facility would address a capability deficiency by providing the ability to run experiments with live participants, platforms or soldier system concepts alongside real-time computer-based simulations and operator-in-the-loop simulators.    The belief is that an LVC facility offers a richer environment for concept development.  The operational concept for the facility is to learn by doing, and to transition mature concepts, experimental data, assessments of technological readiness as well as lessons learned on the use of LVC experimentation to environmental warfare centres.   A conceptual model of the facility has been developed that includes (i) a live test dome - envisioned as an enclosed, reconfigurable, instrumented, space for physical representations of the battlefield that could include prototype systems, future soldier systems, helmet-mounted cameras, mock-ups of obstacles and projected scenes representing the surrounding environment, (ii) a virtual lab – a flexible space within the facility that could model small command centres, ground control stations, forward operating control centres, or immersive environments enabling telepresence with reachback for operators in the loop.  This is envisioned as a traditional lab space with floor wiring and environmental control.  Through network connections the facility can connect to other virtual components such as a theatre C2 model or existing virtual simulations in partner organizations. (iii) a constructive simulation, i.e. computer-based simulation of people and systems and exercise operations centre that provides computer-generated forces, white and red cells, as well as connectivity to existing constructive simulations  at Defence R&D Canada (DRDC) Ottawa, national and international partners.



The remainder of this paper is dedicated to developing guidance for experimenters on when to use simulation and live experiments. This discussion is informed by a workshop that occurred at DRDC Ottawa in 2004 in follow up to a live experiment and a preceding synthetic rehearsal [1].   







2.0	developing INDICATORS to assess simulation and live experiments

2.1    Workshop Session Summary

The goal of the workshop [10] was to determine the relative value of live and synthetic experimentation in the context of experimentation and generate guidance for experimental planning, i.e. to answer the question How should live and SE experimentation be coordinated in the future?.  In one practical session, the workshop attendees generated a list of thirty-two metrics, subsequently termed indicators, such as cost and repeatability as well as a consensus regarding whether live or synthetic experimentation was more appropriate if this indicator was important.  The appropriateness was measured on a qualitative scale for appropriateness: Very Live, Live, Both, Synthetic, Very Synthetic).  The metrics were originally developed in the context of the live experiment and rehearsal, but abstracted to generic questions in order to provide general guidance for future experiments

2.2   SE / Live Utility Indicators 

Table 1 summarizes the key “Indicators of Utility” and provides the consensus as to which approach (i.e., Live or SE) is the most suitable fit for that indicator.  Additionally, there is an operational question, as well as commentary from the participants that arose during the discussion and justifies the suitability indicator.



		Indicator of Utility

		ID #

		Questions/Issues with respect to the Measure

		Comments upon Dominant Suitability

Very suitable for SE (VSE), Suitable to SE (SE), Equal suitability between SE and Live (B), Suitable to Live (L), Very suitable to Live (VL)



		Iteration Ease

		1

		Are multiple iterations required for the experiment?

		SE experiments are ideally suited, subject to computational complexity, to multiple iterations. For Live experiments this is challenging due to uncontrollable events. – VSE



		Controllability

		2

		To what extent do external variables or events need to be controlled?

		SE trials can be completely scripted, but when there are humans in the loop, i.e. virtual rather than constructive simulation, branching in the scenario execution still occurs. Live trials attempt to follow a script, but are much more susceptible to uncontrollable events such as weather can affect scripts. – B



		Credibility

		3

		Is it important for the results and conclusions to appear credible by decision-makers?

 

		If both experiments are successful, results of Live will be seen as more credible.  If both experiments fail then failure for the SE experiment will generally be viewed as a problem in design/implementation or fidelity; whereas failure in a Live experiment is generally attributed to issues outside of experimental control (e.g., weather) and results will not be viewed as pessimistically. Staff may choose live experiments for this reason. – L 



		Operational User 

Perspective

		4

		What does the anticipated end-user want to see?  (it is assumed that a degree of “flash” or showmanship is necessary to ensure sufficient attention to SE trial).

		Live experiments often do not suffer from this perceived deficiency, i.e. the need for a larger than life demonstration for VIPs.  However, SE experiments do offer the ability for abstract and concrete visualizations that add value to a VIP summary.  While there is a danger that so-called “flash” can be potentially emphasized more than the scientific value, it is an advantage to build on a simulated world where visual summaries are more readily available.  – SE



		Ground Truth

		5

		Is ground truth data required to support evaluations or calculation of metrics in the experiment?  (note this is not a validity question, but simply the availability of the data deemed “ground truth”.)

		Ground truth is generally considered available for SE, when relative measures are needed.  All data is considered available in principle either through data recording or playback.  Ground truth data may not be available as readily for complicated Live trials that include multiple platforms. – SE



		Fidelity

		6

		Does the experiment need to match reality?

		Considered variable for SE – though not always necessary, if, for instance, the experiment is based on a fictitious future world with conceptual systems.  Increasing the fidelity requires more modelling, cost and effort. Live experiments are assumed to be real and therefore maximum fidelity. – VL



		Cost

		7

		What is the cost comparison of an SE vs. Live trial?

		For total costs of a single experiment, these are assessed as equal for SE and Live, due to the potentially high development cost for SE experiments. – B.   

However, for subsequent repetitions and when re-use in another trial is considered, there is an advantage to SE. – VSE



		Repeatability

		8

		Is it important that a repeated version experiment give identical results?  Or slight variations (as in Monte Carlo simulation)? 

		Computer components can be repeated deterministically if identical results are needed, which is almost impossible in Live experiments – VSE, However, when controlling variables, live trials can result in only slight variations trial-to-trial. – SE



		Usability

		9

		Is there a human-centred focus in trial?

		Usability assessed as equal between SE and Live trial with a slight advantage to SE for degree of adaptability to human-centred activities, over the comfort level offered by live experimentation. – B



		Safety

		10

		Is human safety and risk a key requirement for the experiment?

		Assessed as distinct advantage to SE, both in safety to participants and the ability to test risky operational scenarios. – VSE



		Ethics

		11

		Which of live experiments or simulation enables assessment of a broader ethical spectrum?

		The live trial spectrum is limited, e.g. nuclear effects or explosive echo ranging cannot be tested easily.  Ethical dilemmas can be posed to participants as easily in an SE experiment. – VSE



		Environmental Impact

		12

		Which form of experiment has lower environmental impact?

		For SE, impact comes from power consumption for manufacturing and at run-time, as well as obsolescent equipment waste.  This is considered minimal in comparison to Live trials, that may damage ecosystems and generate industrial-scale debris. – VSE



		Training

		13

		Is the experiment designed to train war fighters? (Rather than optimize system parameters, for example.)

		Considered more applicable to Live trials because of realism.  – L.  Considerable debate on whether sophistication of simulation could lend additional training value to SE in the future.



		Experiment Training

		14

		How good is the training that can be delivered? 

		Considered equal. – B



		Collateral Training

		15

		Is there ancillary training that was not designed in experiment?

		Assumed unlikely in a SE, apart from machine learning, whereas highly likely mission-relevant training occurs within Live trial. – L



		Time Compress-ibility

		16

		Is it important to compress time in this experiment?  i.e. skip long transits or operational delays.

		Not possible in Live trial – SE is well suited. – VSE



		Planning Cycle (time)

		17

		How long does an experiment, from conception, through planning, execution and analysis, take?

		May be based on experience level of planners. Assumed equal. SE experiments may become faster in the future based on standardized processes. – B



		Planning and Logistics Complexity

		18

		Assuming physically distributed participants, how complex is the planning?  

		For SE this can be minimized with a collaborative engineering environment, but integration of disparate simulations is a complex task. It is assumed equally difficult for Live trials due to operational schedule constraints and materiel logistics. – B



		Skill Set of Developers

		19

		Are personnel with the appropriate skill set available for developing the experiment?

		For SE, the requisite skills are not widespread at present although this will change for younger recruits (leading to advantage for SE).  Skill sets supporting Live trial development exist within most western militaries. – L



		Culture

		20

		Is there an organizational predisposition to the use of live or simulation?

		Existing experience shifts advantage to Live trials. – L



		Maintainability

		21

		Is the experimental infrastructure robust and continually available?  Will it degrade over time?

		If a SE is maintained and available at all times then there is an expectation of higher maintenance costs. Live trials are usually designed for specific events only, but individual components may be reused, but may require improvements or refurbishment.  The expectation of persistent SE may be unrealistic and potentially a damaging bias. – B



		Validation

		22

		To what extent is the experiment valid, or valid to a given specification?

		For SE, validation can only be done based on an input specification.  Matching to reality requires SME assessment, or computational comparison to live experimental data.  Live trials are considered “real” so deemed valid for that moment in time and experimental circumstances. – VL



		Acceptance

		23

		Will participants and consumers of the results accept these experiments?

		Considered higher for Live Trial (see Culture). – L



		Predictive Power

		24

		Based on the results, is it possible to predict outcomes in situations similar to the experiment?

		Considered much higher for SE trial as it is easier to rerun with slight variation (Monte Carlo style analysis) for statistical significance, whereas Live trials are seen as only one data point (although viewed as a more valid single point). – VSE



		Interoperability

		25

		How hard is interoperability with other nations (allies) and OGDs during experimentation?

		Interoperability for SE is a current technical challenge that may be overcome in the future with emerging standardization.  For Live trials, mechanical interoperability, data formats and organizational mismatches are challenges. – B



		Obsolescence of Result

		26

		How long will the results be of utility?

		More dependent on the content of the experiment. – B



		Expandability

		27

		Is it possible to upgrade the system or approach with additional sensors, features, and added players?

		Particularly suited to SE trials. A last minute addition to a live experiment is not realistic. – SE



		Data Collection

		28

		How hard is it to capture data and playback experiment?

		Not practical in many live experiments without additional costly instrumentation. VSE



		Observability

		29

		How hard is it to observe (key) events?

		Due to availability of ground truth data, observation of key events may be done with simple code additions.  In live experiments, key events may be obscured unless explicitly accounted for.  VSE



		Data Quality

		30

		How good is the data in terms of format, persistence, and coverage

		May be easier to plan for and conceptualize in an SE trial. Also, there is the restart potential to restart SE experiments with additional data recording.  In live  trials, you “get what you get”, but if well planned, can lead to the ideal data set.  – B



		Synchronization

		31

		How hard is it to synchronize elements of the experiment?

		Synchronization problems are easier to recognize in SE trials, but appear in both.  They may be easier to mitigate in an SE experiment. – B



		Sensitivity to Fraud

		32

		To what extent can the experiment be faked or misinterpreted? 

		Assumed easier to manufacture results in SE trial. Also inadvertent manipulation of SE and results possible.  – VL





Table 1 Utility/Features Measures and Qualitative Evaluation of Domain of Suitability



4.0	DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

Before drawing conclusions from Table 1, it is important to note the context in which it was developed.  First, the table is clearly only a preliminary discussion of these indicators.   Further analysis is needed to increase the confidence in the assessed suitability.  Furthermore, the table represents the consensus of a dozen practitioners with a specific concept of what constitutes an ‘experiment’.   The workshop followed a live trial to assess the value of a new sensor platform, and required the coordination of a large number of other platforms.  This is distinctly different from a tightly controlled experimental facility.  Table I provides a qualitative discussion of topic in the context of a large military trial, with all the biases that implies.   The discussion should be of value at the conceptual stage of experimental design, and may indicate components of a live trial that are better suited to simulation.



Given these caveats and potential biases, some consequences of the discussion are as follows:

1. Both acceptability and perceived credibility fall measurably within the Live trial domain suggesting that there are cultural biases that, as yet, limit the broad acceptance of SE-based trials; however, SE-based evaluation of proposed Live trial plans (i.e., to support Live trial planning) is readily accepted;

2. Ground-truthing remains problematic in live trials, and is more easily done in SE trials;

3. Live experiments are generally more expensive, even when including costs associated with validation of synthetic models.  Re-use of synthetic apparatus is vastly cheaper;

4. While the predictive power, controllability, observability, data collection and synchronization favours SE trials, the perception that they are not sufficiently representative of “reality” results in a predisposition to Live trials by the military operational community.

5. Conceptually, a live experiment is a single sample path in an unpredictable space of weather conditions and platform interactions, but is definitively valid. A synthetic experiment has high reproducibility but will never completely match reality.  

6. While the environment of a synthetic experiment is more valuable for a scientific exploration of a concept, the execution of a live experiment overlaps considerably with a typical military exercise (planning, training, deployment, acquiring situational awareness), which gives collateral value to a live experiment that is independent of the experimental results. 



In the future, it may be possible to produce a more concrete scorecard-based decision-aid for experimental practitioners based on Table 1.   This could be done by aggregating the indicators based on a numeric weighting on the indicators.  This is a subject for future work, and requires a more comprehensive review of Table I in other contexts. 
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Case Study 1: UK MFTS

What is UK MFTS?

The UK Military Flying Training System will replace the present flying training arrangements for the Royal Navy, the Royal Air Force, and the Army Air Corps

What are the aims of UK MFTS?

Deliver a coherent solutions

Right balance between the use of live flying and synthetics to provide the quality and quantity of training. 

Exploit the complementary strengths of Industry and the MoD to provide the holistic ‘system of systems’ and associated command and management overlays. 
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UK MFTS – Measures of Effectiveness
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LVC: Costing Training

Traditionally “costing” training has proved difficult, primarily in establish training system boundaries.

Understanding training costs – and where synthetic training is likely to be most cost-effective

There are a number of problems here – we do not know what a new system might cost, or what proportion of live training it might be expected to substitute.
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Costing Training – So what?

Whether a simulation system is economic or not depends upon a number of pieces of information

How expensive the simulation system is

How expensive the live training is

How much the simulation system will reduce the live training

We now have some good information on the cost of live training and the cost of current simulation systems

A critical piece of missing information is the anticipated reduction in live training which new spending on simulation systems can be expected to deliver
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What next? – ‘Optimal’ LVC Balance?


Complex problems lend themselves to suite of solutions.
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Improved understanding of cost but critically based on historical data – effects of governance.

Systems Analysis – developing conceptual model of training, historical skill usage, challenging area...
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An initial review of LVC literature revealed a lack of coherence and consistency amongst the research community with the definition of LVC and the differences between LVC and Live versus Synthetic training. There is tendency to debate the benefits of LVC in a more conventional manner i.e. live versus synthetic (or virtual) training. This is not considered full LVC, which seeks to improve training by blending together live and virtual worlds.





In order to avoid further ambiguity the following LVC definitions have been approved by the UK Defence Training Operational Capability-Air (DOTC-A) Stakeholder Community and states that:





L= Real people in real-world platforms


V = Real people in virtual platforms (simulator, role player station)


C = Computer Generated Forces, these could be fully autonomous or under the control of a role player
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LVC Definitions
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LVC: A combination of live, virtual and constructive players and assets where there is a blend of the real-world and virtual/constructive-world. There may not be the same emphasis on Live and Virtual Training. The training emphasis may be on the Live participants:





where virtual participants and/or constructive entities are solely there to stimulate live players





 or the training emphasis may be on both Live and Virtual participants whereby two-way training is provided for live and virtual players
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			BFJT


						Instructional			14350


						SCT			1395


						Other			900


						Total			16646


			Valley 208 Sqn


						Instructional			10073


						SCT			1244


						Other			375


						Total			11693


			Dominie			(55 Sqn)


						Instructional			5111


						SCT			223


						Other			100


						Total			5434


			TANS


						Instructional			2043


						SCT			201


						Other			40


						Total			2284


			Valley 19 Sqn


						Instructional			7107


						SCT			1238


						Other			375


						Total			8720


			King Air (45 Sqn)


						Instructional			4682


						SCT			771


						Other			51


						Total			5504


			Tucano CFS Linton


						Instructional			3827


						SCT			229


						Other			100


						Total			4157


			NTU Leeming


						Instructional			2010


						SCT			294


						Other			140


						Total			2445








March 2003


									Total						Instructional						SCT						Other


									2002-2003			Mar-03			2002-2003			Mar-03			2002-2003			Mar-03			2002-2003			Mar-03


			Tutor			CFS			3725			300			2684			279			601			21			440			0


						EFT			1333			85			1067			59			156			21			110			5


						NAV			1533			131			1229			112			304			20			0			0


						Total			6591			516			4980			449			1061			62			550			5


			Dominie T1			3 FTS			5425			392			4715			330			610			61			100			0


			Firefly						15412			1134			13850			948			1362			144			200			42


			Squirrel HT0			DHFS			15607			1181			13784			941			1823			119			0			121


						CFS			5078			390			3570			332			1258			51			250			8


						Total			20685			1571			17354			1273			3081			169			250			129


			Griffin HT0			DHFS			4270			448			3713			351			557			79			0			19


						SARTU			2238			148			2004			108			234			34			0			6


						Total			6508			596			5717			459			791			113			0			25


			Hawk T1/T1A			4 FTS			22310			1687			19091			1406			2449			172			770			109


			Jetstream T1			3 FTS			5867			453			4318			354			1109			91			440			8


			Tucano T1			1 FTS			17658			1558			15817			1300			1646			147			195			110


						CFS			4240			280			3751			219			447			20			42			42


						TANS			2396			206			1923			151			449			51			24			4


						Total			24294			2044			21491			1671			2542			218			261			155


			Hawk T1			RAFAT			2620			202			0			0			0			9			2620			194


			Hawk T1			RAFCAM			0			18			0			0			0			0			0			18








Feb 2004


									Total						Instructional						SCT						Other


									2003-2004			Feb-04			2003-2004			Feb-04			2003-2004			Feb-04			2003-2004			Feb-04


			Tutor			CFS			3725			224			2684			192			601			28			440			3


						EFT			1333			82			1067			62			156			19			110			2


						NAV			1533			101			1229			93			304			7			0			0


						Total			6591			407			4980			348			1061			54			550			5


			Dominie T1			3 FTS			5425			396			4715			350			610			45			100			2


			Firefly						15412			606			13850			553			1362			48			200			5


			Squirrel HT0			DHFS			15607			1400			13784			1242			1823			84			0			74


						CFS			5078			380			3570			330			1258			46			250			3


						Total			20685			1779			17354			1572			3081			130			250			78


			Griffin HT0			DHFS			4270			430			3713			329			557			87			0			14


						SARTU			2238			190			2004			164			234			20			0			6


						Total			6508			620			5717			493			791			107			0			20


			Hawk T1/T1A			4 FTS			22310			1422			19091			1133			2449			214			770			75


			Jetstream T1			3 FTS			5867			131			4318			110			1109			20			440			1


			Tucano T1			1 FTS			17658			1279			15817			1156			1646			87			195			37


						CFS			4240			297			3751			232			447			17			42			48


						TANS			2396			171			1923			135			449			35			24			1


						Total			24294			1747			21491			1523			2542			139			261			86


			Hawk T1			RAFAT			2620			240			0			0			0			10			2620			230


			Hawk T1			RAFCAM			0			13			0			0			0			0			0			13








TSS vs Real Year


			Total


									Task						TSS


			Tutor			NAV			1533			974			1649			841			1268 flown in previous year


			Dominie			3 FTS			5425			4942			5792			4689			4445 flown in previous year


			Firefly						15412			12352			15549			12058			12456 flown in previous year


			Squirrel			DHFS			15607			15489			24970			15489


			Griffin			DHFS			4270			4244			7611			4244


			Hawk			4 FTS			22310			22362			22668			20423			20000 approx in year too


			Jetstream			3 FTS			5867			5145			5494			4993			4861 flown in previous year


			Tucano			1 FTS			17658			18543			19080			18097


						TANS			2396			1273			2421			1273			1810 flown in previous year


			SCT


									Task


			Tutor			NAV			304			346


			Dominie T1			3 FTS			610			111


			Firefly						1362			373


			Squirrel HT0			DHFS			1823			1647


			Griffin HT0			DHFS			557			302


			Hawk T1/T1A			4 FTS			2449			946


			Jetstream T1			3 FTS			1109			326


			Tucano T1			1 FTS			1646			936


						TANS			449			94


			Other Flying Requirements


									Task			TSS Supplied			2002-2003			2003-2004


			Tutor			NAV			0			506			4			15


			Dominie T1			3 FTS			100			991			120			70


			Firefly						200			996			438			286


			Squirrel HT0			DHFS			0			910			773			842


			Griffin HT0			DHFS			0			971			198			224


			Hawk T1/T1A			4 FTS			770			3673			1131			987


			Jetstream T1			3 FTS			440			562			151			135


			Tucano T1			1 FTS			195			999			1330			843


						TANS			24			48			73			38


			CFS


									Task			TSS Supplied


			Tutor			CFS			2684			2516


			Dominie T1									299


			Firefly									0


			Squirrel HT0			CFS			3570			2935			3333


			Griffin HT0									497


			Hawk T1/T1A									3139


			Jetstream T1									504


			Tucano T1			CFS			3751			2959			2297








TSS vs Real Year


			





TGDA Task


TSS Demand


Airframe


Airframe Hours


Airframe Hours - TGDA Task vs TSS Demand





TSS vs Real Month


			Total


																					Demand						Supplied


			Tutor			NAV			131			497			452						621			1118			621			1073


			Dominie T1			3 FTS			392			453			447						903			1356			881			1328


			Firefly						1134			1163			1156						1756			2919			1750			2906


			Squirrel HT0			DHFS			1181			1192			1192						2427			3619			2427			3619


			Griffin HT0			DHFS			448			367			367						763			1130			763			1130


			Hawk T1/T1A			4 FTS			1687			2123			1938						3535			5658			3319			5257


			Jetstream T1			3 FTS			453			467			467						876			1343			876			1343


			Tucano T1			1 FTS			1558			1744			1744						3140			4884			3129			4873


						TANS			206			107			107						217			324			217			324
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Command and Control (C2) System

Common operational picture in C2 system

Czech C2 system

3D Presentation layer in C2 system  

Tactical data analysis

Unit visualization 

Tactical overlays visualization 

Conclusion











COMMAND AND CONTROL SYSTEM

Decision support system 

GIS  - military geo-referenced data  

Deployed sensors - high update rates of vital data





  











*

		C2 -  based on the GIS

		System of systems that provides following sets of capabilities to handle geo-referenced data in military domain:

		Input 

		Data management

		Manipulation and Analysis

		Output

		Decison support system

		High demand on availability of input, output, analysis in short time interval



		Deployed sensors with high update rates

		Object (units) position visualized in real time

		Input and output quality and credibility – decision making process  

		











COMMON OPERATIONAL PICTURE



		Friendly and enemy position

		Tactical data - status, fuel, velocity… 

		Tactical overlays

		Map resources - vector data, satellite images, elevation data
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CZECH C2 SYSTEM

First design Ground Forces Tactical Command and Control System (GFTCCS) in 1996

Presentation layer - desktop application 

Limitations:

Speed of interaction operator-system 

Display resolution

2D visualization

















Defense research project (2008-2009): VR devices in modernized conception of implementation of GFTCCS in the Czech Army Forces

Defence research project (2011-2012): Tactical data visualization in 3D















3D PRESENATION LAYER IN C2 SYSTEM

Fully automated 3D terrain database generation on demand



Method of visualization and interaction:

VR devices – HMD, data gloves, tracking devices  - not well accepted by commanders

Multimonitor solution, mouse and keyboard 

3D stereoscopic solution, mouse and keyboard



























TACTICAL DATA ANALYSIS  

Models of units in 3D

Spatial object that corresponds to unit location 

Aggregation of data from inferior units

What type of tactical data is essential?

Symbol APP-6A, operational, person, ammunition and fuel status, radiation, movement direction and velocity 

The way of tactical data visualization in 3D

Bar graph with percentage

The way of tactical overlays visualization in 3D

NATO Vector Graphics – set of graphics primitive 
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UNIT VISUALIZATION











Spatial object  

Main tactical data (operational, person ammunition and fuel status, radiation ) 

Velocity vector







TACTICAL OVERLAYS VISUALIZATION











Main domain: points, lines, areas, directions, tasks 







Implemented 3D presentation layer of C2 system

Tactical data analysis

Methodology of tactical data visualization in 3D

System deployed in Afghanistan 2010

New way of controlling 3D environment 

CONCLUSION
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Abstract

The first publications about Embedded Training (ET) date from at least three decades ago. Since then, the take-off into operational use of ET has been fairly limited. Now that technological and non-technological obstacles have been vanquished, the time has come to exploit its near term benefits. ET has the potential to enable training in all phases of fighter pilot training, from the initial phase, up to operational mission rehearsal in the last moment prior to the actual mission.


To enable Embedded Training (ET), Embedded Simulation (ES) needs to be implemented in the aircraft. For the use of ET, fundamental training capabilities are required, including realistic scenarios, opponents and targets, realistic interactions with sensors, performance assessment and feedback. ET enables a full range of capabilities for aiding, learning and practicing individual and team competencies.


This paper investigates the possibilities that ET provides to improve current and near future fighter pilot training. Three main fighter pilot competencies are indicated for which ET clearly has added value. For initial training these competencies are information handling and weapon system handling, and for the continuation phase these are primarily tactical skills that benefit from ET. 

The paper reviews current training for fighter pilots and indicates the supplemental value of ET in a re-design of existing training. This re-design, taking a Competency Based Training approach, offers the potential of more efficient training. With ET, the improved efficiency can be capitalized. This paper therefore addresses the requirements that operational end-users (fighter pilots and instructors) may impose on the ET. The paper identifies possibilities that ET provides for user interactions, instruction and training management and discusses the affordability of ET. In the identification of these requirements, a two-pronged perspective is advocated: first, a training-needs-perspective and second a system-engineering-perspective.

1.0
INTRODUCTION

The purpose of Embedded Training (ET) is to make use of operational equipment, in this case aircraft, in a way that operators (pilots) can train more effectively. Embedded Simulation (ES) is the enabling technology for an ET system, and comprises simulations that reside within or are appended to the aircraft.

According to the ‘Handbook of Human Performance Technology’ (Pershing, 2006) there is a trend to move training as close as possible to the work situation, both to save time off the job and to increase the likelihood that the worker actually will use the new knowledge and skills. ET removes the learning obstacle of theory’s passivity when stripped of its context (Lesser, 2011)

The possibility to perform ET exercises during deployment, just-in-time for the war fighters to gain or refresh expertise for the actual mission tasks, would increase the combat readiness of the force. The latter advantage is not to be underestimated in an era of shrinking defence budgets and an increasing Ops Tempo, with frequent out-of-area deployments and reduced opportunity for training in the homeland. Extended periods of forces deployment to international theatres of war limits access of war fighters to resources required for training. This particularly affects continuation training, including refreshers, mission training and mission rehearsal. However, when used in the homeland, ET would also increase the efficiency of training, likely with reduced environmental impact (noise and emissions), when compared with traditional ‘live’ training. 

ET enables training of the full mission cycle, on a day-to-day basis, with more realism than with conventional equipment. ET reduces the need of mimicking adversary assets with ‘role playing’ live assets, and reduces the high costs for equipment, logistics, planning and personnel imposed by the use of instrumented ranges.

The training medium or the Embedded Training system of concern in this paper is ‘Embedded Simulation’ (ES). ES is the medium with which ‘constructive elements’
 are added to the air crew’s perceived reality. These constructive elements can take the form of simulated threats, weapons and counter measures, of either the enemy or the own side. The simulation on-board the aircraft may also generate observable effects of these constructive elements, such as signatures and impact effects. The embedding of such constructive elements is a conditio-sine-qua-non for a training scenario containing relevant ‘learning events’. With these scenarios, ET may be an effective and efficient supplement to ‘live training’ at an (instrumented) range and a supplement or alternative for training with ground-based simulators.

Hence, ES, as an on-board simulation technology, is the technical enabler of ET. The interactive simulation may be accommodated in the aircraft systems, or in systems appended to the aircraft or the flight crew. In this paper, we assume that the flight crew is the primary audience for embedded training. It is however possible that ET also provides training value for other audiences, which, connected via data link, are situated at a different location (e.g. a command centre). Instructional means (including instructors) may also be remotely located from the ES equipped aircraft. ET thus provides various possibilities to support individual and team training.

ET can be considered as an uncomplicated version of Live-Virtual-Constructive (LVC) training, that is, LVC without the virtual (V-) elements. These V-elements are the ground-based man-in-the-loop simulations. ET just contains the aforementioned Live (L) and Constructive (C) elements. In comparison to LVC, ET lacks the relative complex organisation of personnel and assets and the associated high costs that accompany the set-up of LVC training.

2.0
ET in A CONTEMPORARY PILOT TRAINING DEVELOPMENT APPROACH 


During the past two decades, a turn has taken place, in both the civil and military training domain, from the rigid hours-based collective training programs, to a more personalised, and flexible Competency Based Training (CBT). The keynote for CBT is the development and establishment of competencies (combinations of skills, knowledge and attitudes). This approach has since been integrated in guidelines relating to training and licensing of air crew. Guiding principle for CBT is the plight that, as a result of the training, trainees are able to demonstrate the targeted competencies under specified conditions and eventually in realistic operational mission conditions. Embedded Training connects well with the CBT approach since the demonstration of competencies under realistic operational mission conditions is almost self-evident in this type of training. Other considerations about ET that promote the effective and efficient implementation of CBT are:

· ET provides the opportunity for detailed and objective assessment of performance. 

· The potential to vary the content, order, repetition and timing of training elements is higher that with the various forms of live training and exercises
. 

· Similarly to LVC training, ET is particularly suited for training in a whole-task/ full mission context.

· Unlike other high-end training media, an ET system is deployable to bare-base conditions.


· The high fidelity of the flight and mission environment reduces the risk for negative training. 

2.0 Fitting ET into a Training Program

2.1 General 


Fighter pilot training proceeds through several stages of initial training and continuation training. It includes elementary training, basic flight manoeuvring, fighter qualification, basic tactics, theatre qualification, advanced tactics and mission rehearsal directly preceding the in-theatre sorties.

The decision to include a certain training method in a training program is usually governed by the expected efficiency and effectiveness of the training method. Expected Transfer-of-Training (ToT) of the training method is a central concept to this decision, because it is a quantifiable measure of the efficiency of the training method. Pilots confronted with an actual battlefield situation (‘situation B’) will try to apply the solutions or operative procedures that they have exercised in training (‘situation A’). When performance in situation B is made easier after training in situation A, transfer is said to be positive. Transfer from A to B could also be negative (or null) when the effects of training on the pilot’s performance in situation B are negative (or absent). ToT of ET would primarily depend on the actual training capabilities of the Embedded Training system (the ES), including its capability to simulate mission scenarios, its capabilities to deliver training and instruction and its usability at the squadron and training-organization. 

Taking the assumption that ET has a positive effect on actual battlefield performance (ToT>0), the position of ET in a training program further determines the magnitude of the effect. ET could be used in the early stages of initial training (i.e. when the ES would be implemented on a trainer aircraft). In such case, different Desired Learning Objectives (DLO’s) would have to be addressed than when implemented on a fighter aircraft for operational use. Secondly, the position of ET in the training program depends on the planned sequence of training activities. This, in turn, depends on such issues as the availability of other training methods, e.g. making use of ground-based simulation or instrumented ranges for live weapons firing. 


2.2 Possible training tasks and learning objectives for ET


In theory, ET can be used for training of all tasks on-board an aircraft that may need to be executed in-flight. However, because of current limitations in technology, such as the limitations in the display of simulated entities, in the visual field of the pilot, other forms of training are still required. These could be, for example, ‘live training’ using mock-enemies or ground-based simulation. Particularly for air-to-ground and close-range air-to-air tasks, realistic visualisation of targets is difficult. Therefore, the focus here is on scenarios in which the visibility of simulated entities in the out-of-the-window view is not a critical component of the tasks to be trained. An example scenario of a typical fighter air-to-air engagement for a flight of F-16’s could include the following tasks (Roessingh, van Sijll and Johnson, 2003):


(1) In the detection and localisation task, locations of targets are communicated by GCI or AWACS or are obtained via the on-board radar display. It is also possible to detect and localize targets using the Radar Warning Receiver or other sensors. All pilots in a flight participate in detection and localisation. Flight members will usually concentrate on different, pre-briefed, sectors. When a possible target is detected, the information is shared with all flight members via radio (voice) and/or via data-link (data-link message). 


(2) Identification (ID) is a mandatory step prior to weapons employment, preferably done via electronic means (Electronic Identification, EID) at longer (BVR) ranges, using IFF equipment, RWR indications, aircraft emissions, radar or IR signature. In some cases, however, Visual Identification (VID) remains necessary. VID would only be possible when the pilot is able to see discernible features of the (simulated) target, such as plane shape, number of vertical tails, inlet shape, etc. In such case the range between the two aircraft is typically inside 5 NM. Once target ID is determined, the pilot must decide whether the target should be declared ‘hostile’.


(3) Targeting, i.e. assigning each flight member’s radar to a unique enemy group such that the maximum number of enemy targets can be engaged, is a standard procedure, typically dealt with in the pre-flight briefing. Flight members target and further divide responsibility for targets (sorting) at a pre-planned range, usually ‘Beyond Visual Range’ (BVR). 

(4) The engagement phase is very intensive, decision times are short and the attack is characterised by a highly dynamic environment and intensive team-co-ordination. To train a ‘Within Visual Range’ (WVR) engagement would pose a considerable challenge for development of an ES (see Roessingh et al, 2003). However, BVR- and other components of the attack phase can be realistically trained with ET. Examples of these tasks are to maintain situation awareness with the other flight members, monitoring the own-ship energy state, weapon selection and (simulated) weapon release.

This scenario samples a few tasks that a flight of F-16’s would need to do with e.g. in a defensive or offensive counter air mission. The actual tasks would be rooted in rules of engagement, game plans, complex tactics and weapons employment that will not be detailed here. The scenario however provides an impression of the type of tasks that may be trained with ET.

2.3 Training program design example: F-16 Wingman training

In order to learn the type of tasks discussed in the previous section, Van der Pal, Rivecourt, & Boland (2009) proposed a new syllabus for the training of the Royal Netherlands Air Force pilots. More specifically, a new syllabus for initial training of the F-16 wing man was proposed. 

Van der Pal’s et al. analysis and the subsequent design and implementation of a training program was based on training analysis, taking into account mission characteristics (mission systems, environment, mission demands and processes), task analysis, analysis of trainees / target groups and training objectives.

The F-16 Wingman competencies were structured in a hierarchical way as shown in figure 1. Five main sets of competencies were identified: ‘Mission planning’, ‘Flying’, ‘Information handling’, ‘Weapon systems handling’ and ‘Debriefing’. The arrows between the competencies ‘Flying’, ‘Information handling’ and ‘Weapon systems handling’ indicate that these competencies may be executed simultaneously. Simultaneous relationships imply complexity, which may be reflected in the training program.


The hierarchy represents a logical skills structure that is relevant when making training decisions: the lower level skill supports or enables a higher level skill. In a whole-task training method, using Embedded Training, most higher level skills would be addressed from the very start, while enabling skills would not be in place yet. The training designer would have to ensure sufficient training support (e.g. through direct instruction) or consider part-task practice on the lower-level skills. 


Competencies that have an enabling function for a multitude of skills or that are in use in various phases of a mission are supportive in a generic sense. Such ‘supporting competencies’ are not included in the hierarchy, since these competencies are more abstract and less task-related than the competencies in the hierarchy. 

Note that a higher level does not necessarily indicate importance. The complete set of debrief skills, for example, is less important than the lower-level monitoring skill during execution of the game plan. Critical or essential competencies are marked by red borders in figure 1. Attitudes, knowledge or personality traits may have been expressed as supporting a particular skill or a set of skills.




Figure 1: F-16 Wingman competencies (Van der Pal et al. 2009)

Considering the full competency profile, it was decided that using the aircraft as a weapon platform, while still familiarizing to the F-16, was deemed unfeasible. This would demand too much from students, increasing workload beyond reasonable limits. A transition block consisting of a single ‘Aircraft Handling’ module has therefore been designed to provide the students with enough basic flying skills to be able to start using the F-16 as a weapon platform. After this transition block, the second block ‘Weapon System Handling’ was introduced in which the whole task principle can be applied. At the end of that second block, the student is mission qualified as a wingman and can be placed at an operational squadron without further formal training. The second block contains five modules which are sequenced from simple to complex, using operational conditions as variables to build up the modules. 


The new approach leads to a considerable reduction in the number of ‘building blocks’. For example, Night flying, Night Vision Goggle training and Air to Air Refuelling are all integrated in the Weapon System handling blocks.


Table 1: current F-16 IQT MQT syllabi compared to the new WM F-16 syllabus



In comparison to current F-16 Initial Qualification Training (IQT) and Mission Qualification Training (MQT) syllabi, the new Wing Man (WM) F-16 syllabus (see table 1) shows a considerable decrease of training hours, while including 4v4 missions and Targeting Pod (TGP) practice. The new syllabus therefore is expected to result in higher overall operational capabilities of the trainees requiring less training time compared to the current syllabus. The reduction in Air-to-Air (A/A) hours seems more drastic than it really is. This is due to the fact that most Air-to-Ground (A/G) focused missions have at least a small period of time reserved for A/A. The reduction in training time is achieved as a result of: 


· retention of both A/A and A/G skills are expected to last longer as a result of the continuous exposure to either A/A or A/G tasks in the majority of sorties;


· expected reduction of integration dips (which results from combining skills that have been trained separately before).

It should be noted that even though the number of training hours will decrease, the new syllabus does require more red and blue air support. The syllabus uses red air encounters in almost all modules and more and earlier sorties are being flown in 2-ship formations. Also, 4-ship formations are introduced in this syllabus where these were currently not included in initial training. 

2.4 How can ET support the proposed F-16 Wingman Qualification Training?


The F-16 Wingman profile consists of five main competencies of which three are required during the mission; Flying, Information Handling and Weapon System Handling. Except for some psycho motor skills, Information Handling and Weapon System Handling consist mainly of cognitive competencies. From (instructor pilot) experience it is clear that these competencies are the most difficult to teach and to learn. The new training approach supports the acquisition of these competencies and ET can support the training approach by providing whole task training, adaptation to personal (trainee) needs, facilitating instructors (training management) and providing savings during whole task missions requiring blue and red air support. These factors are further elaborated on the following paragraphs.

3.0 END user requirements for ET

3.1 General

User requirements for Embedded Training must actually be generated proceeding from two different specialties or directions of thought. 

First, requirements must be generated starting with the need for training for the operational weapon system (i.e. the fighter aircraft). For mapping out these training needs and the eventual requirements imposed on the ET system, training specialists have so called ‘training analysis methods’ at their disposal. As an example we included the analysis for the F-16 wingman training program design in the previous paragraph.

Second, requirements must be mapped proceeding from the operational use of the ET system as an integral part of the aircraft. After all, using the ET system implies using the aircraft.  

This, in turn, stresses the difference between ET and traditional training methods, just using the aircraft without on-board training equipment or just using ground-based simulation. For an ET system, training requirements and operational user requirements are more strongly tied together than with traditional training systems and weapon platforms. These strong ties need to be taken into account by those responsible for weapon system requirements and training systems requirements. The operational requirements people and the training requirements people should adapt their working processes accordingly. 


Since the implementation of an ET system deals with the operational equipment, user requirements should also be identified using a systems engineering approach (see e.g. System Engineering fundamentals, U.S. DoD, 2001, Chapter 4). 


The importance of defining user requirements is fundamental to the success of ET. Although this may often appear to be stating the obvious to the practitioner, the user requirements are the basis for a production or delivery contract, and user requirements that have not been made explicit are unlikely to appear in the end product.

In this paper, requirements are discussed in terms of supposed need, not solution. These user requirements should nevertheless be achievable and consistent with other requirements at the user level. For the purposes of this paper, we make an attempt to classify user requirements under three headings: (1) user interaction requirements, (2) training management requirements, and (3) affordability requirements. 

3.2
User Interaction Requirements


Under ‘user interaction requirements’, five classes of lower-level requirements for ET are subsumed, which are listed in table 2.


Table 2: classes of ‘user interaction requirements’ for ET


		Requirement class

		Meaning



		1

		Realism of the environment

		The required level of realism of the training environment, e.g. in terms of visual cues, motion cues, aural cues, etc.



		2

		Realism of the CGFs

		The level of sophistication of other entities (i.e. other than the human operators) that are required to constitute an effective training scenario. In most training scenarios synthetic entities, e.g. entities representing the enemy, must be included in the scenario to create meaningful learning events. The constituting models of e.g. weapons, behaviours and effects need to have an adequate level of realism. 



		3

		Suitable for training of teams

		When the ET is meant for the training of teams, the ET system should support communication and coordination between team members. 



		4

		User friendly

		The ET system should be user friendly



		5

		Safe

		ET and interactions with the ET system should be safe to use





The authors devised this classification for practical purposes, merely based on experience, covering the most important aspects only. The five classes of human-interaction requirements are shortly discussed in the next sections.


3.2.1 Realism of the perceived environment


The main hypothesis underlying the need for realism in training is that performance of trainees and the processes involved in ToT, are largely linked to the similarity between the tasks the trainees have to perform during training (‘situation A’) and the tasks they have to perform in actual missions (‘situation B’). While legacy training simulators may be based on application of virtual reality techniques, ET systems will more often rely on the application of augmented reality techniques to provide a view on the real world whose elements are augmented by computer-generated sensory input, such as sound or graphics. 

3.2.2. Realistic Behaviour of CGFs

CGFs are fully automated representations of friends, adversaries, or neutral ‘characters’. Just like requirements for perceived realism, user requirements related to CGFs need to be primarily driven by training objectives. The first implementations of CGFs for fighter aircraft (see Krijn & Wedzinga, 2004, Bills et al., 2010) concerned adversary fighter aircraft and adversary ground threats (Surface-to-Air-Missiles, SAMs). 

Most behaviour of CGFs in EVS will be far from trivial. For example, real enemies are, at least to some extent, unpredictable. They seek to manoeuvre themselves into a better position as the tactical situation changes. They react to friend and foe. In other words, they are smart and adaptable in their behaviour. 

3.2.3 Team training


Many weapon platforms are operated by teams, and platforms operate with other platforms in many missions. Obviously, team training is an important area of application for ET. Human Interface requirements need to allow co-ordination among team members and platforms. This may require dedicated communication channels. The use of ET for team training could promote unity in operational procedures and doctrines and help train effective communication techniques. Training scenarios could, inter alia, be based on actual battlefield incidents involving factors related to teamwork.


3.2.4 Usability


Usability concerns the ease of use and learnability of the ET system. An ISO standard for usability is ISO/TR 16982:2002: Ergonomics of human-system interaction—Usability methods supporting human-centered design, which provides information on human-centred usability methods that can be used for design and testing. Usability requirements for an ET system concern (among other things) quick and easy (re-)configuration of the operational equipment from ‘training mode’ to ‘war mode’ and ease and transparency of operation of the ET system for both trainee and instructor.

3.2.5 Safety


The trainee, who is immersed in an embedded training scenario, will build Situation Awareness (SA) on the training situation, with augmented reality. This likely implies that the trainees’ SA on the actual state of the equipment and its environment is diminished. Safety measures need to be installed such that the trainee can quickly recover its SA on the actual situation, when the situation requires. 

In an overview of the use of embedded training for the F-35, Bills, Flachsbart, Kern & Olsen (2010) emphasized safety of flight as a consideration within and following the ‘training’ mode. Trainees should always be aware which information is real and which is simulated.

Other safety requirements may be associated with additional hardware that is attached to the operational equipment. Each implementation of an ET system is likely to bear its particular safety issues. In many cases, the development of a safety case or the execution of a risk analysis (e.g. STANAG 4404, US DOD. MIL-STD-882D) will be an obligatory item.

3.3 Training Management Requirements


The goal of training management is to optimize the available resources, materials, guidance, and time to meet specific training requirements. Relevant functions of training management for ET are identification of training needs, design of ET-scenarios, planning of ET exercises, managing briefing, after-action review, data collection and training evaluation (Andrews and Roessingh, 2011).


Cannon-Bowers (2010) argues that ET is in fact scenario-based, and the supposed training value is based on realistic scenarios as an effective means to accelerate the development expertise. Cannon-Bowers emphasizes that much of the instructional power of ET is actually attributable to the nature of the scenario that is expressed in the simulated environment. Thus, the ET system should be able to run scenarios which address Desired Learning Objectives (DLO’s), by scripting events or ‘triggers’ in the scenario that allow the trainee to practice the DLO’s.

Feedback is an essential element in ET as it is in all forms of training. Feedback must be concise if it is to be useful in actual ET exercises. The ET system may provide feedback to trainees and/or other personnel (instructors, supervisors). Feedback information may be carried from the operational equipment to an off-board system (e.g. via a data link or manually), such that a supervisor or instructor can review performance for the entire (flight) team. Alternatively, the team can review their performance without an instructor present. Generally, feedback via an instructor may be more desirable in initial stages of training, while instructor involvement may not be required for mission rehearsal under deployed conditions. 

In the Netherlands, one of the practical objections against a new syllabus for a part of initial training, when compared to the more regular building block approach, was that the instructor pilot should get an even more important role in assessing the trainee’s workload and adjusting his/her coaching technique or the pace of the training scenario to the trainee’s workload. This notion, in combination with the high operational standards required to instruct the whole task, puts high demands on instructor pilots.

However, ET may diminish direct involvement of the human instructor, because the aircraft that hosts the ET system may not provide physical space for a human instructor. A possible way forward here is to provide ‘intelligent tutoring’ (see e.g. Sottilare, 2010, Jensen, Mosley, Sanders & Sims, 2010).


Another important requirement for training management in ET should be the detection and registration of the trainees’ level of expertise such that subsequent training activities (e.g. follow-up ET scenarios) can be adapted to the appropriate training level.

3.4 Affordability


The decision to introduce ET in the military organisation will be largely based on projected cost savings while combat effectiveness need to be maintained or increased, in other words, making training more affordable. It will routinely be required during an acquisition process to provide:


· an estimate of the value of the added capability of ET (in terms of an increased OPS-level),


· an estimate of the costs of ET, 


· an estimate of the cost savings of ET relative to current training practice, or 


· a cost comparison between alternative training methods. 


A practical example of projected training savings with implementation of ET for the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter is shown in Table 3. ET is planned to be introduced in a specific training syllabus (see Bills et al., 2010):


“In terms of student costs, the projection reduction is 14 Red Air sorties [i.e. sorties with fighter aircraft that mimic the enemy’s tactics], equivalent to 23.8 flight hours for $100k, and Surface to Air Missiles /Electronic Warfare range reductions of 7.2 hours for $25.5k. Looking at start up, calendar years 2015 through 2017, the projected cost avoidance is $411.5M. When the F-35 reaches steady state at calendar year 2030, the projected cost avoidance is $1,046M. Over the expected life cycle of calendar years 2013 through 2057, the program savings could reach $2,976M.”

Table 3: F-35 Embedded Training Cost Avoidance Implementing Activity Model (taken from Bills et al., 2010)

		

		($M)

		Air to Air

		Air to Ground

		Total



		Start Up

		CY15

		$67.6

		$21.6

		$89.2



		

		CY16

		$103.3

		$30.8

		$134.1



		

		CY17

		$146.5

		$41.7

		$188.2



		Steady State

		CY30

		$775.5

		$270.5

		$1,046.0



		Life Cycle

		CY13-57

		$2,370.0

		$606.0

		$2,976.0





It is important to balance all advantages and disadvantages of ET in a cost analysis. By properly defining requirements, advantages of ET can be exploited to the maximum while disadvantages can be minimized or avoided. Advantages are for example (Finly, Alderman, Peckham & Strasel, 1988; Bills et al, 2010; Roessingh & Verhaaf, 2010):

(1) The capability to provide training (e.g. refresher, sustainment, proficiency, continuation and mission qualification training) that is resident in the operational unit, also during extended periods of weapon platform deployment to international theatres of war;


(2) ET is fielded and maintained concurrent with the operational equipment; 


(3) There is a reduced need for other training equipment (simulators, trainers) with potential cost savings in procurement, maintenance, infrastructure and operation of this equipment.


(4) ET reduces wear and tear on operational equipment, thereby decreasing maintenance costs and manpower requirements, e.g. in the case of the F-35, ET eliminates the need to carry actual weapons during a training mission; 


(5) ET reduces the number of ‘live assets’ required for role-playing (e.g. mock enemies) by using constructive entities;


(6) There is reduced need to use large instrumented training ranges. For example, highly realistic day-to-day fighter pilot training for RNLAF pilots could take place in reserved airspace above the North Sea. Through the use of virtual enemy aircraft the required airspace for air-air engagements is further reduced. Apart from logistic advantages, this results in abatement of noise and emission.


(7) There are various options to reduce the training management burden at the operational unit (for example, the ET system provides training capability when an instructor is not present or readily available, see Section 3.3);


(8) Training is standardized across operational units;


(9) As a by product, high quality job-aids for the system could be developed easily from the ET materials.


Also, potential disadvantages must be taken into account, for example:


(1) Costs associated with the operational equipment will increase with EVS;


(2) ET system components may take up space and add weight to the operational equipment.


4.0 Conclusion & discussion

4.1 ET improves current and near future fighter pilot training


Three main fighter pilot competencies have been indicated for which ET clearly has added value. For initial training, these are information handling and weapon system handling, and for the continuation phase these competencies are predominantly tactical skills. 

With the several advantages that ET has to offer, a positive cost-benefit analysis seems to be achievable for many applications. For example, Bills et al. (2010) have calculated that with implementing ET on part of the initial training syllabus of the F-35 fighter aircraft almost US$ 3 billion can be avoided over the expected life cycle of the plane. The majority of the cost reduction is achieved by reducing the number of ‘live assets’ required for sorties with fighter aircraft that mimic the enemy’s tactics by using constructive entities in the Embedded Simulation.

To achieve cost-effectiveness in initial training, learning curves should reach a criterion level as fast as possible. In practice, instructors utilize a minimum learning rate (gradient) of the learning curve and trainees consistently failing to achieve this learning rate will fail the training program. When the learning rate is higher than this minimum, instructors should be able to vary training complexity in order to assess the competency level of trainees. Trainees have to be challenged throughout the syllabus without being overloaded. By nature, ET scenarios offer the capability to constantly challenge the trainee and assess their competencies in a whole task context. A desired number of threats or targets can be introduced to or removed from the scenario to match the trainees’ competencies at that point in the training program. 


A new syllabus for part of the initial training for RNLAF F-16 pilots would use ‘red air’ encounters in virtually all sorties. Most sorties are flown in two-ship formations, particularly in the earlier parts of the syllabus. However, a new syllabus would also feature four-ship formations, where these were previously not practiced in initial training. If the flight hours for ‘red air’ could be taken over by CGFs in the ET system, the flight time needed to produce a ‘limited combat ready’ F-16 wingman could be reduced by a substantial number of flight hours (from the current 145 hours, down to 78 hours). 

4.2 The supplemental value of ET in a re-design of existing training


With ET, complete missions can be flown in multi-ship formations towards a target, encountering ground and air threats, destroying the target and flying back, possibly encountering more threats. In contrast to the ‘building block approach’ this whole task approach ensures a quick acquisition of the big-picture and reduces integrations dips (i.e. the dips in learning performance that accompany transitions in learning phases). The whole task training approach can only be achieved if a variety of threats and targets, on the ground and in the air, can be offered in a flexible way during training missions. ET supports this by providing realistic threats and targets. By varying the training scenarios, trainees are not being taught a fixed trick (‘monkey see – monkey do’) but are being trained agility. In advanced training, threats will have to behave in a realistic, intelligent way. However, for the first stages of initial training only simple threats, behaving in a benign way, are required. ET technology has already been able to do that for some time.

4.3 Possibilities that ET provides for instruction and training management

An ET system should support the instructor in allowing him to vary the complexity of the training scenario (sortie, mission) while the trainees are exercising the scenario. Using this capability, an instructor is able to assess the level of performance of trainees better during one scenario instead of using multiple scenarios. Generally, instruction or instructor mediation may be more desirable in initial stages of training, while instructor involvement may not be required for mission rehearsal under deployed conditions. Generally, ET restricts the role of the human instructor, because the aircraft may not provide space for a human instructor. A possible way forward here is to provide an intelligent tutoring system.


4.4 User Interaction Requirements

The fulfilment of user interaction requirements (realism of the environment and the CGFs, suitable for team training, user-friendly and safe) are thought to contribute to the trust the user will have in the EVS. If the training environment lacks an adequate level of realism, despite the use of operational equipment, end-users will judge an ET to compromise live training opportunities and hence their operational readiness. The trust in the EVS and the assessment that the ET positively contributes to operational readiness will strongly determine he acceptance of ET by the end-user community.
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� These are representations of entities on the battlefield controlled by (software) models (i.e. not by humans). As a matter of definition, we distinguish here between ‘constructive elements’ and ‘virtual elements‘.  Hence, virtual elements are here the representations of entities on the battlefield that are under the control of human, for example controlled via a ground-based simulator. 


� However, it is yet an R&D challenge to develop an appropriate instructor interface. Currently, the possibilities for instructional techniques involving real-time extrinsic feedback (using guidance, cueing, or prompting) by an instructor are limited. Control over the training task by an instructor or scenario manager is obviously more complicated than with ground-based simulation, in which the Instructor  Operating Station is an integral part of the simulator.
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Content of NETN

		 Exercise/Experiment planning & management tools



(Joint Exercise Management Module – JEMM, Joint Exercise Scenario Tool – JEST, etc)



		 Simulation systems



(Live, virtual, constructive simulations, e.g., JTLS, JCATS, Flames, VBS2, F15 simulator, M1 Simulator, etc)



		 Command and control (C2) tools and mediation-ware





		 Experimentation & analysis tools



		 Core services tools



(Operating systems, database management system, HLA (IEEE 1516) components and tools, etc)



		 ADL packages





		 Data



(Scenarios, simulation data, exercise related documents, etc)
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MSG-68 Recommendation for NETN
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NETN

SaaS, PaaS and IaaS

		Shared resources applications like joint exercise management module (JEMM) and joint exercise scenario tool (JEST), simulation systems like joint theater level simulation (JTLS), joint conflict and tactical simulation (JCATS) and virtual battlespace simulation (VBS2) in the form of software as a service (SaaS)





- Central Runtime Infrastructure (RTI) component of HLA, HLA federation execution control tools, exercise logging services, database management systems, Wiki and other web services in the form of platform as a service (PaaS)





- CFBLNet, video teleconference (VTC), voice over IP (VoIP), network control and monitoring, network time protocol servers, servers and other infrastructure elements in the form of infrastructure as a service (IaaS).
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Cloud Concept for NETN
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Advantages of Cloud Approach

Exercise, training and experimentation clouds (ETEC) can reduce the cost of NATO exercises and experiments considerably because:

	- Handheld devices and terminals cheaper than typical

	- Hardware for servers at only one site.

	- Software licenses for only one site.

	- Configurations and upgrades at only one site. 





Nations and Partners can use this architecture not only for NATO exercises but also to train their tactical forces.



It can be useful also for complex civilian crises training, experimentation and exercises. 



Security challenges for ETEC were explained in our CloudCom 2009 paper. 
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NETN Intercloud



		 Distributed simulation: Service is a result of collaborative effort by multiple clouds

		 Intercloud: The cloud (autonomous clouds) structure is transparent to the users, who receive the services from the Intercloud   
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Additional Capabilities by Intercloud Approach

Cloud transparent service set creation



Intercloud service management



Intercloud platform mobility
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Improvements by Intercloud Approach

Better utilization of resources



Promotion of interoperability and reusability



Better collaboration and improved front end services
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Additional Challenges by Intercloud Approach

Composability/Interoperability



Data mapping and preparation



Service module registration and discovery 



Autonomous service and federation management



Front end user interfaces
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Experiment with the Virtualization Technologies
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Physical Server 2



6 (six) virtual machines for
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Physical Server 3



5 (five) virtual machines for

test, shadow and run ahead games and administration
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Virtual machines for virtual desktops
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Physical Server 6
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Experiment with the Virtualization Technologies
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Conclusion

- NETN



- Cloud computing introduces advantages





- Security challenges for ETEC





- More advantages by intercloud approach





- More challenges by intercloud approach



- Experiments prove the feasibility
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Abstract

It is getting ever more difficult to get access to proper training ranges where ground commanders are able to train their skills, both because of the scarcity of training ranges and because the training requirements are becoming more and more complex. This makes it more important that they get the most training value for the time spent when out on the training range.

An excellent supplement to live training on the range is training in a simulator. In this paper we describe a training setup for ground commanders we have created by connecting different simulators with a live BMS system. The integrated solution consisted of; a forward air controller simulator IFACTS and a radio communications simulator IRAS*Comm both provided by IFAD TS; an armoured vehicle simulator Steel Beast Professional from eSim Games; a battle management systems SitaWare BMS from Systematic. The setup was showcased during ITEC 2011, Cologne, Germany in May 2011. The paper also describes the challenges in running a joint scenario and some lessons learned in relation to creating the setup. 


1.0 IntroduCtion


In today’s joint and multi-national operations the ground commanders’ mission is highly demanding and complex. They must perform at peak-efficiency in very difficult environments requiring high standards, currency and proficiency. Since effectiveness of their missions depends heavily on how well they can communicate and coordinate their efforts there is a requirement for a command team training capability that allows commanders to conduct collective training and exercises.


Current practices in team training rely either on coordinated scheduling of personnel local to a base or on training at a dedicated facility. However, limited availability of training ranges and assets, and increasing live training costs, are challenges that make it increasingly difficult to maintain high standards. As a result, there is a requirement for a cost effective mixture of simulators and the use of Live, Virtual, and Constructive (LVC) entities operating in common real and synthetic environments. LVC systems eliminate geographical constraints and allow commanders to train in almost any operating area. In addition they enable commanders to be exposed to more training scenarios in a shorter period of time, and at a substantially reduced cost. 


In this paper we present an integrated LVC training solution and show how this provides realistic command team training. The solution is composed of several fully interoperable simulators that allow users to execute realistic missions, interacting in common realistic scenarios with distributed human and synthetic players from own and other units.


The integrated solution is described in the context of Close Air Support training (CAS). We describe the development of the solution which includes several armoured vehicle driver and gunner simulators (Steel Beasts Professional), several forward air controller and pilot simulators (IFACTS), computer generated forces (JCATS or Steel Beast Professional), a number of battle field management systems (Sitaware), and simulated multi-channel radio communication (IRAS).


During close air support exercises, Steel Beasts Professional, IFACTS, JCATS (Joint Conflict and Tactical System) and live units all stimulate the Battle Management System (BMS) system with dynamic tactical situations. Exercises include realistic, true-to-life scenarios in operational environments where high and low level, day and night CAS operations, talk-on’s and engagements are carried out. Pilots, Forward Air Controller’s (FAC) and ground vehicle crew operate in the same high-fidelity geo-specific terrain facing the same enemy threat. Scenarios may be generated and controlled by JCATS or Steel Beast Professional and include several aircraft, UAVs, trucks, pick-up's, people, and civilians. Simulated radio communication integrated into all systems enables pilots, FAC’s, armoured vehicle crew and live units to communicate simultaneously over several channels. The exercises, including recorded voice, are played back in a synchronized manner during After Action Review (AAR). The total integrated solution was demonstrated at the ITEC’2011 conference in Cologne, Germany in May 2011.

The paper first describes in general terms some of the challenges there are in creating an LVC setup, then describes each system in greater detail. After that we discuss some of the lessons learned during ITEC 2011 and in the preparation for it. The last section touches on some improvements and additional work that could be done regarding training of ground commanders with the aid of LVC. 

1.1 The Training Scenario


The scenario concerns a task force, “Task Force Cologne” (TF), whose mission is to stabilize its area of operations by providing local security to the population of the “Terrastan Valley”. The immediate task is to investigate a report of unexploded ordnance at the southern end of LOC MARS (approx. 5100 S of TF HQ). A patrol of EAGLE IV scout vehicles, accompanied by a Tactical Air Control Party (TACP) are to investigate the location and establish contact with the local population. 


Also in the area are COP ARMINIUS and two additional patrols of EAGLE IV vehicles, currently 2200 NW and 3000 East of the main village. 


A Quick Reaction Force (QRF) is standing by to provide fire support; the QRF consists of one platoon MBT Leopard 2A5, one platoon IFV CV90/35, one armoured recovery vehicle, and one LAV ambulance vehicle. In addition, the TF commander may release a UAV for aerial reconnaissance. For the initial phase of approach towards the UXO site an F-16 bomber jet is loitering until H+40. After that, one Tiger gunship helicopter is on standby for aerial fire support until H+120. Theatre command provides one MRH90 transport helicopter for medical evacuation if needed.


Insurgents by and large resort to ambushes. Their major foothold in the area is a known compound approx. 6000 ESE of TF HQ in the upper part of the “Terrastan River”. 


The main actors who are to be trained in this scenario are the ground vehicle crew and the forward air controller (FAC) from the TACP unit.

The “Task Force Cologne” training scenario includes several actors, e.g. tank drivers, gunners, forward air controllers, pilots, and higher level commanders as well as dismounted crew, friendly forces and enemy forces. They use a variety of specific systems to carry out their actions, and they need to coordinate and communicate their efforts, i.e. act in a combined joint effort to achieve mission success. Hence, successful training requires the integration of a number of different simulator systems (tank simulators, FAC/JTAC and pilot simulators, as well as BMS and CGF systems) to support a joint operation. Furthermore, in order to provide a means for communication all simulators must include radio communication. The integrated training solution described in the following sections was designed to meet these requirements.

2.0 challenges and solutions

There are always challenges when it comes to training soldiers. May it be availability of assets or training ranges or even adverse weather conditions. Some of these can be mitigated in simulation based training: virtual assets can easily be created; virtual ranges can easily be reused; and weather conditions can be controlled to a high degree so that training is optimal. But training in a simulator is never exactly the same as doing live training and it creates some new challenges. In this case we are trying to connect together three different simulation models of the same synthetic environment and a live system. We are therefore not only faced with the limitations in the simulated and the live domain, but also with the problems of connecting these domains. Since the virtual and constructive simulators and the live system are computer based we are left with the challenge of connecting these computers and the systems running on them and then creating a common scenario where the training can take place. 


These challenges and some of their solutions are described in more detail in the sections below.

2.1
Network interconnection


Whenever you have a system that is running on more than one computer (host) you have to establish some way of communication between the different hosts. It can be a challenge to choose the right protocol. And in our case it was not just different hosts; it was different systems from different vendors. 

The different systems were running a mix of proprietary and open protocols that in the end should all be able to communicate with each other. It was both a matter of matching the protocols and the data models that each system was using.


The primary data that needed to be exchanged was the location and type of the different units in each of the systems. Since each system was using a different data model there was a requirement to create some sort of mapping or translator between each system. This translator had to be able to translate bidirectionally between the different data models and types, and also make sure that the location data was translated correctly.

Additionally there was a requirement for exchanging information about the state of the units (damaged, not damaged, destroyed) and also regarding weapon firing and impact. This also required that weapon types were translated correctly between the systems.

Since much of the training would require students to communicate via radio, we also had to create a solution where systems that required radio communication could connect to each other. 


2.1.1
Solution


The solution for the interconnectivity was based upon the DIS protocol. The DIS protocol was chosen for this demonstrator due to its simplicity. A bigger exercise would likely require a connection that handles network traffic more efficiently, and hence scales better (e.g. HLA). Almost all of the systems had either native support for DIS, or had an existing DIS bridge.

The radio communication part was done by integrating a DIS based radio simulation system (IRAS*Comm) into each of the different simulators. By using DIS as the common protocol for both simulation and radio communication it made it easier to provide After Action Review (AAR) since there was a lesser need for synchronising the playback afterwards.

The integration of Steel Beasts Professional in the DIS simulation was done using IFADs Steel Beasts Gateway, (see Figure 2 Overview of the ITEC 2011 setup). The gateway served 3 purposes:


1. DIS-enable Steel Beasts, bidirectionally.


2. Facilitate synchronized AAR playback between Steel Beasts Professional and the DIS simulation.


3. Expose details of all Steel Beasts Professional players’ positions in vehicles thereby providing information on what radios are available to each Steel Beasts player. This allowed a tight integration between Steel Beasts and the IRAS radio simulation.


Systematic’s SitaWare BMS was DIS enabled using IFADs SitaWare SimGateway. The SimGateway provides a user interface for selecting which entities in the DIS simulation are to be tracked on the SitaWare BMS system. 


2.2
Terrain databases


When doing training you need some sort of training range. This is also the case when training is taking place inside a simulator; there needs to be some kind of synthetic world where the training takes place. Depending on the kind of training and the type of simulator it can be quite a big task to create such an environment. 


Since we were creating an LVC setup we had to somehow create a mapping between the real (live) and the virtual and constructive worlds; and in such a way that it would feel correct to the end user. The fact that all systems participating were computer based reduced the complexity to some degree. 

The virtual simulators all required a 3D world in which the user could move around. Since a great deal of the training require students to communicate and move around in the features in the 3D terrain, it is important that they correlate and look alike. If this is not the case then the students will not be able to train correct procedures and will most likely learn incorrect behaviour that they will have to unlearn when participating in full live mission training. This is most undesirable and the end result could be that simulators would not be used for training.  

The live and constructive systems both required digital maps with information about elevation and features. Each system used a different format for the map and 3D terrain so we had to either create or use a tool that could output in formats that all systems could use. The tool also needed to be able to create the output in such a way that the output was correlated and the systems could create a matching visualization of the output.

Since the simulators were a mix of both ground based units and air based units, there was a requirement that the output should be visualized both from the ground commanders’ view and from the air (pilot or UAV view).  


2.2.1
Solution


TerraTools from TerraSim was selected since it already had support for the formats used in the different simulators. By using geo-specific and geo-typical data a hybrid terrain was created. Elevation and most of the terrain imagery was geo-specific, but most of the features (buildings, trees, roads) were geo-specific to create a view of a mountain terrain in a desert area. In addition, a geo-referenced topographical map image was generated to serve as the map background picture for the battle management systems (SitaWare BMS).

As we used a tool that already has support for Geographic Information System (GIS) data, the step to using all geo-specific maps and terrains is quite simple.


3.0 The Final Setup

The setup presented at the ITEC 2011 consisted of the following systems; IFACTS from IFAD TS; Steel Beast Professional from eSim Games and SitaWare BMS from Systematic. A third party system, JCATS, was used as an extra Computer Generated Force (CGF). IRAS*Comm from IFAD TS was running as an integrated part of both IFACTS and Steel Beast Professional.



Figure 2 Overview of the ITEC 2011 setup

Figure 2 illustrates how the different systems were connected. Each ground commander had at his disposal a BMS. Pilot and FAC stations (IFACTS) are virtual simulators. Steel Beasts Professional is both a virtual and a constructive simulator that is used to train battle tank crews. By integrating an additional constructive simulator (JCATS) to the setup further assets and units could be added to the training scenarios.

The BMS setup also includes a headquarters part (Sitaware HQ) but this is only shown for illustrative purposes since it was not running in this setup.

The headsets in Figure 2 indicate which hosts were running IRAS*Comm. In our setup COTS (Custom off the Shelf) headsets were used, but these could be replaced by a combination of live radios (that interface through the simulation software) and fully simulated radios. The radio simulation software (IRAS) was running as an integrated part of the simulators on each host.

All network traffic was running on COTS network equipment; and on a single network. In a larger setup it could make sense to split the networks to distribute the network load.

3.1
Detailed system description


In this section we describe the different systems in Figure 2 in more detail, including functionality and how they were configured and used.


3.1.1
IFACTS


IFACTS is a deployable, PC-based system for training and practising the directing of close air support. It provides a synthetic environment within which the FAC can control aircraft missions using simulated communications and simulated equipment. Equipment includes GPS, ground laser target designators, laser range finders, binoculars, NVG, compass, thermal equipment and ROVER. The system can either be used with the IFACTS ’Easy-to-Fly’ aircraft controlled by the instructor; or with a real pilot-in-the-loop controlling a flight simulator, e.g. F16/ACT; or in a combination of both. 

IFACTS (the IFAD Forward Air Controller Training Solution) is provided by IFAD TS. The solution is in service at the Danish Army and SOF.

3.1.2
IRAS*Comm

IRAS*Comm is a DIS-based simulated radio communication and intercom system used for realistic voice communication in real-time training simulators. IRAS*Comm is delivered stand-alone, integrated with other systems through DIS/HLA or embedded into existing simulators through the Remote Control API. IRAS*Comm is based on COTS and open standards.

IRAS (IFAD Radio Simulation) is provided by IFAD TS. It is in service at several of the Danish Armed Forces' training centres, including the Army's Combat School.

3.1.3
Steel Beast Professional

Steel Beasts is a virtual and constructive simulation of combined arms combat tactics. The simulation follows a vehicle-centric approach and includes virtual crew station of more than 20 armored fighting vehicles, notably the Leopard MBT and CV90 IFV families. It covers the range from the individual crew station to battalion level exercises (and beyond).

Constituent core features are high fidelity ballistic models (of both exterior and terminal ballistics) and also high fidelity vulnerability models to simulate the capabilities and limitations of contemporary direct fire platforms. The software runs on standard Windows gaming PCs and can be interfaced with vehicle and cabin trainer hardware.


Steel Beasts Professional is being employed in a dozen armies worldwide in a broad spectrum of training roles – from desktop stations for part task training to vehicle-appended and classic cabin trainers. Flexibility for the customer is attained by computer-controlled forces and crew stations that allow a single human player to effectively direct an entire platoon of combat vehicles – or to have all crew stations operated by human players against a computer-controlled force, or as two forces under human control against each other.

Steel Beast Professional is provided by eSim Games LLC.

3.1.4
SitaWare Battle Management

The Systematic SitaWare Battle Management solution offers comprehensive situational awareness that enables commanders to respond rapidly to emerging critical situations. Through an accurate, updated overview, commanders are continuously supported in making qualified decisions hence increasing operational capabilities.


Specifically designed for intense tactical situations with a touch screen user interface and carefully targeted to ruggedized equipment, making the solution suitable for use in field. The solution offers a target management module with APIs and functionality for laser range finders, inertia navigator, and weapon system status as well as fire-request/fire guidance functionality. Systematic SitaWare Battle Management solution is currently used by a number of nations as their operational Command and Control system of choice. The solution is built for mobile use, and with its SitaWare Headquarters component, it offers MIP, NFFI and other interoperability capabilities out of the box.


The latest version of SitaWare Battle Management System – SitaWare Frontline – has just been released, and has improved tactical radio and dismounted capabilities.


3.1.5
JCATS


The Joint Conflict and Tactical Simulation (JCATS) program is an interactive simulation tool sponsored by US Joint Forces Command (USJFCOM) and managed from the command's Joint Warfighting Center (JWFC).The military uses JCATS for training, analysis, and mission planning and rehearsal. 


JCATS simulates operations in urban terrain, supports both non-lethal and conventional weapons, and allows users to quickly assemble and disband entities and units. JCATS provides a wide range of operations in a variety of dynamic simulated environments. The simulation models the dynamics of individual soldiers, vehicles, and weapons.  

4.0 Lessons Learned and Future work

From the previous sections it should be clear that it is not trivial to create a convincing LVC setup that can be used in practice. In this section we touch some of the lessons learned from the preparation for and during the ITEC 2011 conference. We will also cover some of the areas where it could be interesting to do additional work to create a better LVC experience for the ground commanders.

One of the lessons learned from this demo is that even with the proper tools to support you it is still no trivial task to interconnect different simulators; and the task is more difficult when combining different simulation domains. 

For example when creating 3D terrains:


· is it not only necessary to have the same tree type in a forest region, but the trees must also have the same height, width and location in order to maintain fidelity in line-of-sight calculations; 

· models of buildings with rooms must provide identical levels of protection against weapon effects;

· there can be no significant deviations in terrain textures, 3D object model artwork, or lighting since such deviations will easily be detected by the users and may lead to exercise friction that would not occur in real life. 

All of this makes it even more apparent that the better the tools and pipeline for creating 3D content are at supporting different simulation systems the easier it is to produce solutions with different simulators running in a joint scenario.

Another big issue relates to the 3D content: how to create the right visual quality of the 3D content and making sure that the simulators perform well when using this content. It is a question of balance between performance and fidelity and finding the “sweet spot” between the two. This is not trivial even in a single system, and when trying to interconnect different systems the issue becomes more apparent.   

In the “Task Force Cologne” configuration described above the BMS system (which is a live system computer based system) did not interact with the live world; it only interacted with the simulators. This made the integration much easier. As an example there was no need to translate weapon effects from the live world to the synthetic world. In this case it was only a matter of stimulating and feeding the BMS device with location and GPS information.   


4.1
Future work

When making a setup like this you always have to somehow try and set a limit for how large and how complex the setup should be. Since the setup was located in an exhibition hall we were limited to what we could put on display.


One interesting setup could be to create a 3D terrain of a live training range and then exchange the simulated battle tanks (or some of them) with live ones and feed their locations into the virtual world. Then the FAC could use the BMS system for blue force tracking; and it could also be used to report targets. Limitations on how detailed the virtual terrain needs to be should be discussed. Since the radio simulation software is able to integrate with live radios all of the radio communication (live as well as simulated) could be running as an integrated part of the simulation. This could then be used as part of the AAR and enable location and movement of vehicles to be replayed.

Another option could be to integrate the “Task Force Cologne” setup in a larger exercise (for example a division level exercise dominated by a constructive simulation). Then ”Task Force Cologne” could be used to play a smaller scenario within the much larger scenario (“Hot spot Simulation”). 

All of the systems described in this setup are in operational use within the Danish Armed Forces. Since ITEC, further work has been done on both the IFAD SimGateway and the Steel Beast DIS bridge. Both solutions are now in operation at different simulation centres in Denmark. Additional work is also planned for adding a DIS bridge to SitaWare HQ.

5.0 Conclusion 


In this paper we have presented an integrated LVC training solution as an excellent supplement to live training. We have shown how we were able to combine several COTS simulator solutions into one integrated training solution. We have shown that the integrated solution provides a realistic team training of ground commanders in a realistic current training environment. We have also touched upon some of the challenges in integrating different simulator systems and the challenges in creating and running a joint scenario. The integrated solution was presented at ITEC’2011 in Cologne. During this event many training sessions in the context of Close Air Support (CAS) were conducted by combat-experienced military commanders who jointly performed missions in the “Task Force Cologne” scenario. 

All solutions presented in this paper are at service in the Danish Armed Forces. Work is currently being done on interoperability issues leading to future cost-effective LVC solutions that can help overcome problems such as limited access to training ranges and increasing live training costs; and allow commanders to train realistically together in almost any operating area.
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Based on NLR and Dutch Space ET concept ECATS for F-16 and F-35

Embedded Combat Aircraft Training System

Based on NLR participation in HFM PANEL 165, together with USAF, USARMY, Canada, Germany and France, and the work we did with LCOL Verhaaf on End User Requirements

Based on a projected New F-16 Wing Man syllabus by NLR and fighter pilots from the RNLAF
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Main Messages

		To make ET a success, a two-pronged perspective is required:

		‘Training Needs’ perspective

		‘Systems Engineering’ perspective

		With ET, the improved efficiency of new training development approaches can be capitalised. 
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Overview

Defining Embedded Training

Training perspective

End User requirements and Systems Engineering perspective

Conclusions and challenges ahead













Defining Embedded Training













Weapon Platform

*

Embedded Training: Any training capability built into or added onto operational systems

Embedded Training System







Embedded Simulation



Embedded Simulation

Constructive world stimulates sensors  / aircraft systems

Sensor output is “displayed” to the pilot

Tactical information is shared with others via data link



The training medium or the Embedded Training system of concern in this paper is ‘Embedded Simulation’ (ES). 

ES is the medium with which ‘constructive elements’[1] are added to the air crew’s perceived reality. These constructive elements can take the form of simulated threats, weapons and counter measures, of either the enemy or the own side.



Constructive elements are representations of elements on the battlefield controlled by (software) models (i.e. not by humans). As a matter of definition, we distinguish here between ‘constructive elements’ and ‘virtual elements‘.  Hence, virtual elements are here the representations of entities on the battlefield that are under the control of human, for example controlled via a ground-based simulator. 



The simulation on-board the aircraft may also generate observable effects of these constructive elements, such as signatures and impact effects. The embedding of such constructive elements is a NECESSARY CONDITION for a training scenario containing relevant ‘learning events’. With these scenarios, ET may be an effective and efficient supplement to ‘live training’ at an (instrumented) range and a supplement or alternative for training with ground-based simulators.













Embedded Training -- compared with --

 Live-Virtual-Constructive (LVC) training

		ET = uncomplicated version of LVC

		without the virtual (V-) elements:



no ground-based man-in-the-loop simulations

		 ET contains LC

		Live (L) elements 



actual aircraft

		Constructive (C) elements



Software models, computer generated:

Forces 

Battlefield conditions



		No complex LVC organisation necessary

		ET = less personnel, assets and costs.
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ET Benefits

		ET provides realistic training ‘any time anywhere’ 

		ET system is fielded and maintained concurrent with the operational equipment 

		reduced need for:

		instrumented training ranges

		‘live’ assets, replaces ‘red air’ 

		other training equipment

		reduces:

		environmental impact (noise, emissions)

		wear and tear on operational systems

		training management







The capability to provide training (e.g. refresher, sustainment, proficiency, continuation and mission qualification training) that is resident in the operational unit, also during extended periods of weapon platform deployment to international theatres of war;

ET is fielded and maintained concurrent with the operational equipment; 

There is a reduced need for other training equipment (simulators, trainers) with potential cost savings in procurement, maintenance, infrastructure and operation of this equipment.

ET reduces wear and tear on operational equipment, thereby decreasing maintenance costs and manpower requirements, e.g. in the case of the F-35, ET eliminates the need to carry actual weapons during a training mission; 

ET reduces the number of ‘live assets’ required for role-playing (e.g. mock enemies) by using constructive entities;

There is reduced need to use large instrumented training ranges. For example, highly realistic day-to-day fighter pilot training for RNLAF pilots could take place in reserved airspace above the North Sea. Through the use of virtual enemy aircraft the required airspace for air-air engagements is further reduced. Apart from logistic advantages, this results in abatement of noise and emission.

There are various options to reduce the training management burden at the operational unit (for example, the ET system provides training capability when an instructor is not present or readily available, see Section 3.3);

Training is standardized across operational units;

As a by product, high quality job-aids for the system could be developed easily from the ET materials.









But ...



		Disadvantages

		Costs to install and maintain

		Consumes space and weight in operational system







		Overall effect:

		“ Looking at calendar years 2015 through 2017, the projected cost avoidance is $411.5M”



(Lockheed-Martin project cost savings of F-35 Embedded Training in the US, 2010)







Training Perspective











ET & Competency Based Training

- Competencies





*





Attitudes



  Skills



Knowledge

Competency

Competency Based Training requires a way to assess and quantify competencies



Rigid hours-based collective training programs, to a more personalised, and flexible Competency Based Training 



The keynote for CBT is the development demonstration of competencies (combinations of skills, knowledge and attitudes) to apply in the real world. 



Embedded Training connects well with the CBT approach since the demonstration of competencies under realistic operational mission conditions is almost self-evident in this type of training.











*

Apply ROE matrix

Select/ Execute flow plan

Assess battle damage (target & ownship)

Execute defensive reaction plan

Execute attack plan

Identify target

(with FAC-er)

Localize threats

Fulfil drop/target / CD criteria

Maneuvring

Deploy self protection means

Execute cont. plans ‘what ifs’

Prioritize

Employ weapon

Execute CAS procedures

Operate F-16 as RNLAF Wingman

Debriefing

Debrief technical / support issues

Execute ops desk debrief

Execute flight debrief

Fault analysis

Project yourself in technician

Apply ROE matrix

Weapon system handling

Check targeting criteria

Fulfil sorting responsibility

Select game plan

Assess threat

Assess own status

Execute game plan

Assessment on the merge (VID)

Energy management

Deploy self protection means

Weapon employment

Monitoring systems, target, abort criteria

Maneuvring

(TCE, LVC)

Apply ROE matrix

Information handling

Monitoring 

(fuel, systems)

Sensor handling & interpretation

Information gathering

Maintain SA

Monitoring 

own status

Predict 

own status

Communication

(Ground / Air)

Multi-tasking

Open minded & decisive

Social 

skills

Obtain goal with minimum risk

(Airmanship)

Apply knowledge “to the situation”

Prioritize

Stress & fear management

Recognize position

Supporting competencies



Mission planning

Time management

Usage of planning tools

Stick & rudder skills

Execute EPs

AAR

Anticipate

Time management

Cooperate

Scan pattern

Stay visual on FL

Flying

Scan pattern

Instrument flying

Formation flying

Perform Checks

Cockpit organising

Legend:



Supporting competency





Enabling competency







Essential competency

 

Main competency



Knowledge

Attitude













Exec. flow plan

flow plan

Maneuvring

Fulfil targeting responsibility

From: van der Pal, Rivecourt & Boland, 2009
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The analysis and the subsequent design and implementation of a training program was based on training analysis, taking into account mission characteristics (mission systems, environment, mission demands and processes), task analysis, analysis of trainees / target groups and training objectives.

The F-16 Wingman competencies were structured in a hierarchical way as shown in figure 1. Five main sets of competencies were identified: ‘Mission planning’, ‘Flying’, ‘Information handling’, ‘Weapon systems handling’ and ‘Debriefing’. The arrows between the competencies ‘Flying’, ‘Information handling’ and ‘Weapon systems handling’ indicate that these competencies may be executed simultaneously. Simultaneous relationships imply complexity, which may be reflected in the training program.

The hierarchy represents a logical skills structure that is relevant when making training decisions: the lower level skill supports or enables a higher level skill. In a whole-task training method, using Embedded Training, most higher level skills would be addressed from the very start, while enabling skills would not be in place yet. The training designer would have to ensure sufficient training support (e.g. through direct instruction) or consider part-task practice on the lower-level skills. 



		Hierarchical order

		Start with main competencies

		List enabling competencies under each main competency

		Below enabling competencies you can have sub/subsub enabling competencies

		Red boxed competencies are essential to succesfully complete the mission (example: execute gameplan)

		Supporting competencies are needed for more than one main competency

		End with knowledge (in red) and attitude (in white)

		Assign knowledge and attitude to specific competencies if required











*

Competency Based Training 

Projected Missions & Hours

** Note. Whole-Task-Approach implies AA aspects in a AG-focused block vice versa

* 1 mission ~ 1.5 hrs

Potential savings, however whole task training requires:

		 More blue air support

		 More red air support



Syllabus



Training

Missions

Sim

Live 

Hours *

General

AA

AG

Incl. Night

 IQT/MQT

94

32

141

15

54

28

16

 WM F-16

52

19+

78

7

25**

20**

7













Don’t worry. I was trained by the Air Force!



*

*

In comparison to current F-16 Initial Qualification Training (IQT) and Mission Qualification Training (MQT) syllabi, the new Wing Man (WM) F-16 syllabus (see table 1) shows a considerable decrease of training hours, while including 4v4 missions and Targeting Pod (TGP) practice. The new syllabus therefore is expected to result in higher overall operational capabilities of the trainees requiring less training time compared to the current syllabus. The reduction in Air-to-Air (A/A) hours seems more drastic than it really is. This is due to the fact that most Air-to-Ground (A/G) focused missions have at least a small period of time reserved for A/A. The reduction in training time is achieved as a result of: 

retention of both A/A and A/G skills are expected to last longer as a result of the continuous exposure to either A/A or A/G tasks in the majority of sorties;

expected reduction of integration dips (which results from combining skills that have been trained separately before).

It should be noted that even though the number of training hours will decrease, the new syllabus does require more red and blue air support. The syllabus uses red air encounters in almost all modules and more and earlier sorties are being flown in 2-ship formations. Also, 4-ship formations are introduced in this syllabus where these were currently not included in initial training. 









ET & Competency Based Training 

Projected Results







Required performance 

Nominal learning curve 

		 Early mental model

		 Improved retention

		 Prevention of integration dips

		 Less variability between trainees



Time 



Performance  

“Integration dip” 



Actual learning curve 





























Natural side effect of integration process of skills that are trained in separation of each other. 









End User requirements and Systems Engineering perspective

















The Ideal Training System

 (End User perspective, Verhaaf & Roessingh, ITEC, 2011) 



		Day-to-Day and last minute availability

		Mission rehearsal potential 

		Range independent

		Realistic scenarios 

		Real-time data sharing 

		Live scenario management and didactic interventions

		Realistic training of the full and/or partial mission cycle 

		Personal Training Jacket







Operational user perspective:

Adequate human interaction

Manageable for training



The importance of defining user requirements is fundamental to the success of ET. Although this may often appear to be stating the obvious to the practitioner, the user requirements are the basis for a production or delivery contract, and user requirements that have not been made explicit are unlikely to appear in the end product.









Adequate Human Interaction

		Realism of the training environment

		Training environment in support of teamwork

		User friendly

		Safe





Realism of the training environment 

 Realistic CGF’s

 Visual presentation

 Stimulate appropriate senses (sound, vision, feel)

 Fog of War simulation

 Prevent ‘simulator sickness’ 



Training environment in support of teamwork

 Enable communication and coordination

 User friendly

 Learnability

 Memorability

 Efficiency









Manageable for Training

		Training scenarios

		Instruction and feedback

		Performance evaluation

		Management of training sessions





Training scenarios

 Keyed to competencies

 Adaptable to user needs

 Instruction and feedback

 Adequate number of feedback-items 

 Timing

 Tailored to trainee proficiency

 Performance evaluation

 What parameters?

 Feed back of data into personal training jacket

 Management of training sessions

 Intelligent tutoring vs role of instructor

 Coupling with Learning Management System









Conclusions and challenges ahead











Conclusion

		Successful implementation on F-16MLU

		 demo showed validity of the concept

		Implementation of ET on F-35 JSF in progress (basic training capability)

		Now time to:



address Training Needs 

capitalise the improved efficiency of Competency Based Training













Main challenges for ET

		two-pronged perspective is required:

		‘Training Needs’

		‘Systems Engineering’

		Danger: segmented organisation 

		‘training needs’ and ‘weapon systems issues’ are dealt with separately

		R&D challenges

		Intelligent CGFs

		Visualisation of targets

		ES in a sensor-fused platform (conformal)

		instruction/ tutoring





Use aspects of ET at different organisational levels to ensure sustained embedding in the Defence organisation

update management

ease-of-use, handling issues

scenario building and update

access issues

additional task load









*

Questions?













*

Competency Based Training - Principles



*

Example: NEW SYLLABUS FOR THE F-16 Wingman Training

Part of initial training on the F-16

This part consists currently of Initial Qualification Training and Mission Qualification Training

At the end of the WingMan training, the student is mission qualified as a wingman and can be placed at an operational squadron without further formal training. 

We applied Competency Based Training principles on initial training and evaluated how training objectives could be met against lower cost using ET (however, we have not yet tested this approach)

These were the main CBT principles used:



SEE SLIDE FROM LEFT TO RIGHT



Whole task training can be considered the opposite of the building block approach. Instead of teaching a tennis player all the strokes before starting to play a match, the first training task will be to play a match. This is done to prevent ending up with a tennis player that is very able to perform all the different strokes but is unable to integrate them in the operational environment, a tennis match.

Managing workload is the main challenge with this approach. Therefore, operational conditions are used to design sorties from simple to complex. In practice this means that the air threats encountered in the first sorties are benign and no require no action from the trainee. They are only there to provide him with the big picture.

The second aspect in managing trainee workload is the Instructor Pilot (IP). The IP has an even more important role in assessing the trainee’s workload and adjusting his coaching technique or mission pace to this workload compared to a more regular building block approach. 



Part Task; However, if SMEs consider the execution of the whole task (from the start) unsafe or unfeasible, a particular set of competencies may be focused upon first, e.g. basic flying skills.



Theory; Practice is leading. That means theory is only provided at those moments when theory directly supports practice. The consequence of this is there will be no separate ground school and flying phases.



Mental Load: The goal is to keep the mental load for the trainee constant during the complete syllabus. Therefore the relatively easy WM tasks are downloaded to the beginning of the syllabus. Even though it is a complete mission, only a limited number of competencies is directly trained and assessed. 












Jan van Geest (NC3A)

Wim Huiskamp (TNO)

NATO LVC - Close Air Support Vignette

November 4, 2010

  NATO JFTC, Bydgoszcz, Poland

  TNO, The Hague, The Netherlands

  Dstl, Porton Down, United Kingdom
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Gaps in Live training



		Training area limitations



		Lack of collective training opportunities (national, NATO)



		Realism, sparse environment



		Cost, risks, availability 



		…
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NATO ACT Programme Snow Leopard, 

         aka NATO Education and Training Network (NETN)



NATO LVC - Close Air Support Vignette

*

Now 4 Projects:

- The Concept and Policy product – developing technical as well as distributed training and exercises conceptual foundation for the deliverable.

- The M&S support to Snow Leopard – investigating and delivering future standards and M&S solutions for distributed training and exercises.

-- Communications and Information Services (CIS) for Snow Leopard – Providing solutions with respect to networks, architecture etc.

 The Shared Scenario product – Delivering a scenario repository for reuse of exercise scenarios.



CONCEPT

Deliver a common concept and supporting policies for Distributed Training and Exercises that enable ACT to support and ACO to conduct distributed joint multinational mission training from the operational to the tactical level. 

Current NATO Training and Exercises Policy documents (Ref A & B) refer only briefly to the conduct of distributed training.  The NATO Training Federation (NTF) initial operating capability provides excellent support to the Training conducted at the JWC but has not yet fully realised the benefits, primarily gained from distribution, that were anticipated in the SNOW LEOPARD Vision (Ref C).  Further advances in technology, the increased availability of NATO and other Networks and the development of JFTC and National training capabilities indicate that there is the potential to further improve the training delivery and toolset.  The aim is to increase availability, enhance realism and improve the efficiency and cost – effectiveness of NATO sponsored training and exercises.  Multiple perspectives exist within ACT, ACO and the Nations on how best this can be achieved.  Therefore an agreed Distributed Training Concept and supporting Policies, building on the NATO Modelling and Simulation Group recommendations (at Reference XXX) are required before significant resources are invested.
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NETN 

NATO-Core

Simulators,

 C2 

NATIONAL 

Simulators,  

C2 & Live assets

Distributed 

over 

Wide Area 

Network

Distributed Training for NATO and Nations
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MSG-068 NLVC Federation Experiment

CAS Vignette 4 Nov 2010













NETN

NC3A

NLD

		Developer Sup by NLD

		 Developer Sup by NC3A

		 Op Sup by NLD

		 Op Sup by DEU. POL

		Op Sup by NC3A



JFTC, Bydgoszcz

TNO, The Hague



NC3A, The Hague

CFBLNet

NETN

Enclave

NLD

NC3A







UK

DSTL/Industry

(Opt)

JWC



FAC

Instr/

CGF

Stealth

JCATS

Pilot station

PVD &

Logger

DIS/HLA

GW





UAV

(VBS2)

Pilot station

UAV

(VBS2)

UAV (VBS2)
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Distributed Multi-National Close Air Support vignette



Bydgoszcz, Poland

The Hague, The Netherlands

Porton Down, United Kingdom

Bydgoszcz, Poland

The Hague, The Netherlands

Validate concept
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		Operational requirement related to ISAF

		Stated by ACT, several nations and NATO AWACS



		Combined and Joint



		Technically feasible



Why Close Air Support? 



NATO LVC - Close Air Support Vignette
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NATO LVC - Close Air Support Vignette

		Red Baron (German FAC, Bydgoszcz, Poland) provides nine-line briefing to Viper 51 (Dutch F-16 in The Hague, The Netherlands)



		Observed from FAC position





Link to Video

*

NATO UNCLASSIFIED

Nine-liner briefing
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NATO UNCLASSIFIED

Stealth View – FAC position
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Interoperability



Possible Targets: Buildings, Vehicles, Individuals (See red circles)
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		After a couple of aborted attacks, Viper 51 successfully engages target vehicles with Mk-82 bombs



		Observed from FAC position, then from UAV 



		Note the F-16 coming in from right upper corner





Link to video

*

NATO UNCLASSIFIED

Mk-82 attack
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NATO UNCLASSIFIED

Stealth View – Targets
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NLVC as the Middle Man

F16 simulator piloted in NLD within the FACSIM simulation 

destroys vehicles generated by JCATS at JFTC 

ALL ON THE SAME SYNTHETIC BATTLEFIELD.
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NATO UNCLASSIFIED

UAV View – Targets
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		Ground commander notifies FAC of escaping vehicle



		FAC is linked to Herti (UAV operator, Porton Down, UK)



		Observed from UAV



		Note vehicle driving out of shelter top right





Link to video

*

NATO UNCLASSIFIED

Vehicle escape
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NATO UNCLASSIFIED

UAV View – Escaping Vehicle
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		F-16 Viper 51 successfully strafes escaped vehicle



		UAV Herti provides Battle Damage Assessment



		Observed from UAV





Link to video

*

NATO UNCLASSIFIED

Strafing engagement
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Distributed Multi-National Close Air Support vignette



Bydgoszcz, Poland

The Hague, The Netherlands

Porton Down, United Kingdom

Bydgoszcz, Poland

The Hague, The Netherlands

Validate concept
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NATO MSG-068 Simulation Reference Architecture

    NATO LVC CAS Demo Nov 2010 & IITSEC 2010
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Distributed Multi-National Close Air Support vignette



FAC, Site C

Fighter, Site A

UAV, Site B

Future concept

AWACS, Site D

Groundforce Sims, …
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LVC programme: Enhance Live Training

Rover
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QUESTIONS ?



COMMENTS ?

Wim Huiskamp

wim.huiskamp@tno.nl 

Tel +31 - 888663965

Jan van Geest

Jan.van.geest@nc3a.nato.int

tel +31-70-3743730

WHEN?

HOW?

Could you...?

I need this!
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Back Up
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LVC is Live, Virtual, Constructive Simulation

		Real People, Real Systems



Top Gun, Red Flag,

    MCTC, Marnehuizen….

KM Bridgesim, F16 ULTs,     FACsim, VBS2, MS Flight Sim…

		Real People, Simulated systems



		Simulated people, Simulated systems



VR-Forces, OneSAF,  JROADS, IWARS, …



NATO LVC - Close Air Support Vignette
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Reference: http://www.dmso.mil (Defense Modeling and Simulation Organization)
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Phase I Architecture

UAV

Ground Control Station

streaming video

commands,video

position data, weapon fire, detonations (DIS or HLA)

MH

terrain

database

Computer Generated Forces

UAV Simulator

Simulated UAV

Rover
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ABSTRACT


The Distributed Networked Battle Labs (DNBL) framework provides an environment for federated Testing, Experimentation and Distributed Training. The scope of DNBL is to reduce time and effort for the preparation and execution of events and exercises through established and accepted legal, contractual, and procedural regulations, without perturbing existing partnerships or adding bureaucracy. DNBL is a service model with a wide spectrum of elements for Testing and Experimentation providing collaboration mechanisms, tools and methods for compensation of efforts.


The DNBL framework and service model is specifically attractive for service providers from the Modelling and Simulation (M&S) community as it facilitates the implementation of complex federations of simulations. In addition, the intrinsic DNBL services can provide the infrastructure for networking of sites and the support to prepare and execute events.


The paper will provide an overview of the DNBL framework; explain the service model and specifically address potential scenarios for M&S events, which allow for identifying the benefits of DNBL for M&S.


1.0 
Overview on the Distributed Network Battle Labs Framework


1.1 
Introduction into DNBL


In the current and future environment for NATO and the NATO/PfP nations no single nation or entity will be able to host the complete coalition spectrum of capabilities and reference systems required for testing, experimentation and distributed training in a coalition. 


This results in the need to “pool and share”, as expressed by NATO Secretary General and SACT
. The federation of existing capabilities and systems is an effective means of pooling and sharing.


The DNBL framework is based on three principles;


· Reuse: existing capabilities and facilities through DNBL services


· Reduce: time and cost to prepare and conduct testing and experimentation events


· Recycle: lessons learned and knowledge management from testing and experimentation services and events in the DNBL community


The Distributed Networked Battle Labs Framework (DNBL Framework) provides the operating model [2] to enable the federated use of capabilities and systems for a wide range of user groups and to exchange services for testing/experimentation/distributed training in a fast and effective way. This will allow the establishment of temporary and permanents networks of Test beds and Battle Laboratories and making use of Reference Systems through the use of elements from a variety of providers in a federated way.


The DNBL Framework is open to organisations from NATO, NATO and PfP nations and industry/
academia.


In order to achieve smooth and consistent cooperation between the DNBL members an effective and transparent service model has been created. The service model promotes solutions where providers and customers of services can engage through a web based platform and make use of its key elements:


· DNBL general rules and processes to exchange services [1] and data


· A governance organisation to manage the framework [3] and support the community


· A Service Catalogue to offer and select services


· A web site based portal to share information and collaborate with other members of the community




Figure 1: DNBL Key Elements.

The DNBL framework and the environment have been in continuous operation since April 2010 and are being used by a number of important multilateral initiatives like the Afghan Mission Network Interoperability Testing working group CIAV and the MAJIIC 2 project as well as by a number of bilateral test events. DNBL has a proven record of success for such Testing & Experimentation events as JISR Step 1, MEDICS Experimentation or SWE REFNET.

The legal framework, which relaxes the need for a bilateral MOU or Technical Agreement has demonstrated its benefits in a number of cases between NC3A and national organisations and industry.

Currently the community has 26 member organisations and more than 230 registered users are supported in their daily work or during defined duration events. It is expected that by the end of 2012 the number of member organisations will raise above 60 with up to 400 supported users.


1.2 
DNBL Organisation

The DNBL players and their relations are essential for the success of the service model and the achievement of the DNBL goals. The DNBL service providers offer their capabilities and systems for Testing & Experimentation (T&E) under the DNBL General Terms and Conditions (GTC) in a service catalogue maintained by the DNBL Technical Authority. Based on the requirements of a customer (Service Subscriber in DNBL terms) a bilateral agreement can be arranged or a complex arrangement making use of a number of services can be composed and contracted with the customer.




Figure 2: DNBL Players and their relations.


The DNBL Governance [3] is providing guidance as required and the supporting parties are instrumental e.g. for security aspects.


1.3 
DNBL Service Model

The DNBL aim is to provide support for growing number of Communities of Interest through a set of basic services and subject specific services dedicated to various Communities of Interest.


The DNBL Technical Authority [3] is developing the DNBL Service Catalogue and supporting the delivering of services to its members through:


· Standardised service descriptions addressing the required information in a structure in-line with the NATO Architecture Framework v3 


· Processes for registering and delivering services 


· Web based information portal and


· Web sites for DNBL Events


The DNBL Service Catalogue is a living compilation of elements that can be used to compose complex federations to support a test, experimentation and/or distributed training event, as well as serving bilateral events. The service catalogue is web based and identifies


· Purpose of the service


· Layer of the service – context to other services


· Provider of the service


· Track record of the application of the service in DNBL events




Figure 3: DNBL Service Catalogue view on the DNBL Portal.



Figure 4: DNBL Service Catalogue documents on the DNBL Portal.

All services are documented in the same structure to meet the requirements of the DNBL framework in standardisation of services.


Through this architecture DNBL is a layered service model with a basic networking layer built by the options of the Combined Federated Battle labs Network which allows to share information up to and including NATO SECRET or through VPN internet tunnels which are limited to the NATO UNCLASSIFIED level of information. On top of this layer we have the Infrastructure and Security Service layer which provides a set of core services and collaboration tools for each supported event. The highest layer is made of subject specific services which are specific for the community of Interest, but could also be used across several communities.




Figure 5: Layered DNBL Service Model.

A rich set of services to support simulation documented in the same way will enable the fast and simple establishment of federations and their integration into hybrid architectures for T&E.


The DNBL service strategy is to support a growing number of Communities of Interest with


· Services for Interoperability and Functional Area Services testing (2010).


· A Concept for a Testbed based of federated services for Cyber defence and security enabled through fourteen specific services (early 2011). 


· The setups required to support the CIAV mission threads for Functional Area Systems T&E and


· A set of services for Modelling and Simulation (in progress). 


It is expected that these services will also enrich the repository and can be used across the communities. The services will be provided by organisations from NATO, NATO and PfP nations, Industry and Academia making use of their specific skills, capabilities and systems. 




Figure 6: DNBL Service Catalogue and Service Strategy.

1.4 
DNBL Security Arrangements


The legal framework of DNBL is designed to simplify and speed up the arrangement of events. DNBL is implementing the NATO guidance on marking of information (AC/322-N(2011)0130) and the handling of classified information C-M(2002)49. This is the aim for events requiring an exchange at unclassified level applying VPN tunnels through internet as the networking option or for higher levels of classification use the Combined Federated Battle Labs network (CFBLNet) services. Note that the following description NC3A is addressed as an example of a DNBL service provider, but this example can be used for almost any other service provider from NATO too.


The structure of legal agreements to support the VPN tunnel option is shown in Figure 7. The General Terms and Conditions cover the basic requirements for exchanging data. The event specific definitions are specified in the Event Support Agreement. The Communication and Information Systems (CIS) of all partners in the event are subject to accreditation by the related accreditation authorities. For unclassified events only an agreement with the site security officer/manager may be required.




Figure 7: DNBL Structure of Agreements for NU VPN Option.

The structure of the arrangement for the exchange of higher classified information is shown in Figure 8.




Figure 8: DNBL Structure of Agreements for CFBLNet Option.

The accreditation of a multinational network for the exchange of classified information is a lengthy process requiring substantial effort. This was the reason to initiate the CFBLNet organisation and provide a permanent infrastructure across a wide range of nations and NATO. A DNBL event can be supported by a CFBLNet Initiative Information Package (CIIP) or piggy pack on an existing CIIP. Each facility will accredit the local CIS for the DNBL subject specific services with their accreditation authority with the condition that it will be connected with the other partners through CFBLNet. The CFBLNet infrastructure is accredited in a joint effort of national and NATO accreditation authorities by the Multinational Security Accreditation Board MSAB. The same way as for the VPN option the GTC cover the agreement between the DNBL members on the exchange of information. The ESA specifies the event specific definitions including the procurement of the CFBLNet service by the event partners for the duration of the event. The conditions for CFBLNet services can be seen on http://nc3a.info/cfblnet/index.php3 as well as related information on CFBLNet security management and templates can be downloaded from this webpage.


2.0 
M&S Requirements related to DNBL


Many of the DNBL services can serve across the different Communities of Interest, but each of them has specific requirements related to the three service layers. Those which are specific for the Modelling and Simulation community will be addressed in the following chapters.

2.1 
Requirements for the Network


Federating simulations is overcoming the challenges of single monolithic software projects and allowing different partners to focus on their specific skills and develop their tools accordingly. Federated simulations are in use for almost two decades now applying a range of standards for federation and exchange of data.


In 2011, the NATO Modelling and Simulation Group concluded task group MSG-068 with the publication of recommendations to the NATO Training and Education Network. With respect to the network, MSG-068 recommended to set up a persistent infrastructure, making use of CFBLNet for classified efforts, and either CFBLNet or VPNs for unclassified efforts.


CFBLNet has a point of presence already in many nations and NATO sites and thus forms a persistent infrastructure. Usually CFBLNet is connected to (persistent) national networks to expand the infrastructure beyond the Point of Presence. In case a nation does not have a permanent CFBLNet connection, an option is to connect to CFBLNet on a monthly basis.


Important requirements to the network in an M&S environment are bandwidth and latency. With respect to bandwidth, high demands come from the need to do collaborative planning, briefing and debriefing, preferably over VTC connections. The bandwidth needed for the actual execution of the event depends highly on the number of entities and interactions. In particular, simulated radio traffic and video exchange are high consumers. However, the bandwidth needs comparable to the needs of other communities and fit well within the CFBLNet and VPN specifications.


Latency is an important factor in particular for real-time simulation events. Both CFBLNet and VPNs have shown to be able to handle the M&S requirements for latency. As always however, latency depends on the actual routing and specific connections may need tailoring to meet latency demands.


Data transfer protocols specific to the M&S community are related to the standards DIS, HLA and TENA. These are supported by exchange mechanisms (RTI) that handle the Wide Area Network traffic over the Internet Protocol (IP). These mechanisms also offer the option to concatenate multiple simulation data packets into larger IP packets. This allows optimisation of network performance, in particular for connections protected by cryptography as used in DNBL.


These requirements need to be complemented by a capable hub and management infrastructure to connect the different partners and maintain the event setup.


2.2 
Security


Many operational training and exercise events are classified, requiring a protected network and a mechanism to accredit the connection of the facilities involved. Much effort is usually spent in implementing the cryptography and creating the security documentation. Within CFBLNet and the NC3A VPN technology, the cryptography is provided as part of the Point of Presence, and the security documentation and accreditation process are highly standardised and well-established. Therefore, CFBLNet and the NC3A VPN technology prove particularly useful for repeated classified events.


2.3 
Simulation Architecture


The architecture of the simulation federation and the related protocol for the data exchange has an impact on the performance and limitations of distributed and federated simulation events.


The following standards are currently in use


· Distributed Interactive Simulation Protocol (DIS) 


· High Level Architecture (HLA) 


· Test and Training Enabling Architecture (TENA)


The most common standards for virtual and constructive simulation are DIS and HLA [5]. TENA is specialised for live simulation architectures with real time hardware in the loop.

The wide area traffic is based on the High-Level Architecture (HLA). One of the reasons is that the VPNs and CFBLNet (as all wide areas networks) do not support the broadcast mechanism that comes with the usage of DIS, the wide area traffic is based on the High-Level Architecture (HLA). However, many sites have legacy DIS simulations. Commercial-off-the-shelf gateways can be used to allow these DIS sites to connect over the WAN [4]. This architecture is in-line with the MSG 068 recommendations. Gateways are also used to connect sites that use different HLA versions and TENA.


In order to foster simulation interoperability within NATO, it is assumed that the MSG-068 recommendations [4] for simulation interoperability (reference FOM, federation agreements) are used to develop federations.


2.4
Federation Development and Management

Development of multi-national and NATO federations is typically done through a collaborative effort involving multiple meetings. A permanent multi-national collaboration infrastructure can be used to progress the development in between the meetings, thus reducing the number of meetings needed.


3.0 
DNBL related M&S Scenarios


3.1 
The NATO M&S Endeavour

Federated M&S involving NATO and multiple nations is not much applied at present. Operational requirements have not been clearly stated by NATO and most nations. 


Due to this situation, and as the NATO and multi-national environment is very dynamic, a rigid, waterfall-type integration effort is not a feasible way to proceed for the short and medium term. The path to operational use of M&S federations with assets present at NATO and national sites consists of an iterative series of development, testing and experimentation efforts. Developing successful federations, for example for training or experimentation, requires a mechanism that facilitates the participation of multiple MoDs and industry partners. By becoming DNBL members, the partners in the development of a federation agree on a mechanism to exchange services in a flexible way while protecting the national and industry interests.


Two use cases stand out at present for collaborative development of federations within NATO:


· C4ISR interoperability testing and experimentation


· NATO/multinational air and joint fires training

3.2 
C4ISR Interoperability Testing and Experimentation


This scenario is representative for a number of initiatives where the Multi sensor Aerospace ground Joint ISR Interoperability Coalition (MAJIIC) project is a well-known one. The aim is to have a simulation driving the scenario along which mission threads are executed. 


A trend in C4ISR testing for the coming years is to do more scenario-based testing, as opposed to script-based testing. Simulations provide input to the C4ISR systems based on actual operations or exercises. The scenario based testing will closes the gap between the script-based mechanism and actual operations. Typically, as the testing gets more comprehensive, more time is needed to prepare for the tests. DNBL fits in here, as it provides permanent connectivity between the members and allows for extensive scripted testing and scenario-driven testing prior to the actual event. Examples of areas where C4ISR testing is conducted are the NATO Response Force (CWIX, Steadfast Cobalt) and the Afghan Mission Network.


As nations participate in NATO or multi-national tests, experiments, training and exercises, some of them bring their own simulation assets. Reasons for this may be that these simulations are closely integrated with the national C4ISR assets participating in the exercise, or that other simulations do not replicate the national assets to the extent needed for the exercise. In this case, there is a clear need to test whether the simulations participating in the exercise actually interoperate together.

The involved systems are real operational system or replicas of those. Through this the ISR applications and/or systems are stimulated and the exchange of data and information can be executed.


Auxiliary tools are required for scenario generation, data recording/analysis and test management. The role of the sensors can be represented by simulated or recorded data which are fed into the ISR systems at the right moment.




Figure 9: Elements for C4I Interoperability Experimentation.

Apart from scenario-based, simulation driven C4ISR testing, a track in this area is simulation-C4ISR interoperability testing. As nations bring their national C4ISR assets to events, their compatibility with the simulations used to stimulate the C4ISR systems needs to be tested beforehand.  Additionally, if nations bring simulations as part of an event, for example a distributed exercise, the interoperability of this simulation with the other participating simulations and with the C4ISR systems needs to be tested. A well tested federation of interoperable simulations provides a rich ground truth environment that stimulates the C4ISR system in a complete and consistent manner.


The DNBL Technical Authority offers for this type of event the web site dedicated to the event party to share information, collaborate for the planning and execution of the event and during the conduct of the event and the test management functionality.


3.3 
NATO/Multinational Air and Joint Fires Training

The air operations community is well equipped for distributed training. Air operations are multinational in almost all cases, and NATO has been training for this for a long time.  Many nations have the assets to conduct distributed training and some are already doing this nationally. The NATO Research and Technology Organisation (RTO) has recommended taking Mission Training through Distributed Simulations (MTDS) further after a multinational demonstration (First WAVE), the NATO Air Force Armaments Group (NAFAG) has installed a working group on the subject (ACG-6 MTDS Working Group) to coordinate the activities of the nations, and the NATO Industrial Advisory Group (NIAG) is conducting a study to provide industry advice on implementation (NIAG SG.162).

An important milestone on the timeline of this use case is the delivery of the NATO AWACS Mission Training Centre (MTC), at the end of 2011. NATO AWACS is building this MTC to conduct combined training by connecting the MTC to national assets over Wide Area Networks. An imminent requirement is to conduct training of NATO AWACS weapons controllers with national fighter pilots as there is a structural lack of opportunities to do this during live missions. 


The proposed path for this use case is to create a multinational environment for virtual air operations training, initially driven by the NATO AWACS requirement for weapons control training. Nations connect their fighter simulators, NATO AWACS connects the MTC and training can start. At a later stage, assets such as national CRCs will be added to the environment and multi-national air operations will be trained. 


Technical coordination of the training events may be done by either Joint Forces Training Centre (JFTC), using their NATO Live-Virtual-Constructive (NLVC) installation, by NC3A, using their Federation Interoperability Test (FIT) facility (based on NLVC), or by any facility with the required capabilities offered by a nation. Operational coordination should be done by the command responsible for the training event.

The multi-national environment will also be the playground for distributed joint fires training, including Close Air Support (CAS). CAS is a common mission where ground troops are supported by aircraft. Personnel on the ground (Forward Air Controllers, Tactical Air Control Parties), be it Army, Air Force or Marines, call for aircraft to deploy weapons against specific targets. Supporting aircraft can be of any type from any nation that happens to be available in the airspace around the engagement site. 

The missions are highly effective, but also carry a risk of fratricide and civil casualties due to coordination errors. Many nations already have simulators for Forward Air controllers, for the aircraft types used in theatre and for the systems used for the coordination between the two. Connecting these over a wide area network facilitates combined CAS or joint fires training before people are deployed to theatre. 


As this use case includes many dissimilar simulation assets, it requires a phased build-up of the training simulation network. Elaborate testing will be needed before assets are actually allowed to participate in network. Experimentation will be needed to further develop the operational concept to conduct networked training missions. DNBL fits in here as it allows for a permanent community to conduct this type of testing and experimentation and to develop the federations that will be used for operational training. 




Figure 10: Multi National Training Simulation Network.

4.0 
DNBL Benefits for the M&S world


This chapter summarises the benefits for the M&S and the DTE community through DNBL.

4.1 
Legal Elements of the DNBL Framework


The Legal Framework of DNBL is composed of two main elements, the General Terms and Conditions [1] and the Service Level Agreement. The aim of the GTC is to define the rules and regulations for the Members to interact and exchange information. This should serve as a Non-Disclosure Agreement (NDA). The DNBL Framework should also relax the need for bi/multi-lateral MOUs and Technical Agreements. As the GTCs are accepted with the application for membership by each Member, no further agreement is required other than the Service Level Agreement (SLA), which specifies the architecture of the event, the involved parties and the event execution plan.


If the members involved in the event identify the need for further definitions these can be specified and added to the SLA.


The service descriptions of each involved service and the SLA are the basic documents for the contracting of the involved parties for the event. The contracting is subject between the involved parties and not part of the DNBL Framework.


4.2 
Service Model 


The DNBL Service model is matching with the architecture of simulation federations where a number of providers connect their specific capabilities into a network. The benefits for the service subscribers are:


· Transparent specifications of the capabilities and systems in a standardised structure


· Defined delivery conditions including cost estimates


The benefits for the service providers are:


· Offers can be standardised and the time for negotiations is reduced


· Teams delivering the services mature and improve their delivering quality


· Capabilities and systems can be better utilised


4.3 
Service Catalogue and an M&S Set of Services

The elements from the DNBL Service Catalogue can be used to compose complex federations to support a test, experimentation and/or distributed training event, as well as serving bilateral events. 

A rich set of services to support simulation documented in the same way will enable the fast and simple establishment of federations and their integration into hybrid architectures for T&E. The structure of DNBL facilitates provision of common elements in federations as services, such as terrain databases, interaction services such as propagation, calculation, adjudication etc. Potential services to be present in a DNBL M&S environment are:


· Network management


· On-line collaboration


· Federation development and management


· Federate compliancy testing


· Provision of terrain databases or terrain streaming


· Propagation calculation and adjudication services


· Setting development, including ORBAT, mapping, country books etc.


· Scenario exchange and development 


· Provision of specific simulation capabilities


· C4ISR compliancy testing


· Event logging and analysis


4.5 
Security Arrangements


The DNBL Framework provides a layered approach to security.


The initial layer is the acceptance of the General Terms and Conditions which address the rules and regulations to exchange data and information at a Non-Disclosure Agreement level. Part of this layer is the platform for the collaboration of the members, the service catalogue and the event sites which is designed and operated in accordance with the NATO security guidelines and policies.


Another layer is provided by the Infrastructure and Security Service which provides the technical means to exchange data during an event designed to meet the requirements for a wide range of classifications. The CFBLNet arrangements clearly support the establishment of classified networks and the connection of classified CIS elements to them relaxing the need for specific bi/multilateral agreements (MOUs).


These arrangements can fully support the M&S and DTE community.


4.6 
Functional Support


The DNBL Framework provides functional support at two levels:


· Through the web based platform provided by the DNBL Technical Authority (TA) and


· Through the basic DNBL services (Infrastructure and Security and Test manager Service) currently offered by NC3A


The DNBL TA service is sponsored by ACT whereas the other DNBL services are sponsored by the customer of the event.


The DNBL TA functional support includes


· Collaboration between the members through the DNBL web portal 


· Service Catalogue and service documents


· Reference library with templates for the service description and the Event Support Agreement (ESA)


· Request for new Service functionality


· Contact data of all members and links to their web sites


· Announcements, Forum and discussions


· Calendar


· DNBL Wiki


· The web site created for each provides in addition to the above

· Event reference library


· Event contacts and users info


· Tasks and event planning functionality including calendar


· Issues tracking


· Event knowledge base


· Shared tools area


· Test management templates that can be developed and loaded with


· Event specific test plans


· On-line test execution 


· Online test recording


The DNBL collaborative workspace and functional support is a good basis for creating the required interoperability products and documentation. The available voice and video conferencing and chat are valuable tools to maintain continuous and direct communication lines during the testing and execution of the federation.

The Collaboration Environment provided through the NC3A Infrastructure and Security Service includes


· Domain Name Server (DNS)


· Network Time Protocol Server (NTP)


· Email


· Instant messaging


· White boarding


· Desktop sharing


· Audio/video conferencing


4.7 
Cost and Effort Compensation

Three main cost elements apply to DNBL:


· No cost for membership are requested to become DNBL member


· The cost to develop a service description has to be covered by the service provider


· The cost to consume DNBL services has to be borne by the customer/sponsor of the event


The compensation of efforts for the consumption of DNBL services can be achieved in many ways but the main aspect is that the customer who is raising the request for an event and receiving the results has the responsibility to compensate the effort of the involved service providers. The support provided by the DNBL TA is sponsored through an ACT project to NC3A.

The repeated and standardised delivery of the services results in cost efficiency where for example the setup and maintenance of a VPN by NC3A is priced at 3k Euro where experience from other events where this is done on an individual basis demonstrates much higher cost.

For awareness for the customer prior to the events preparation a clear indication of cost estimates is instrumental in the service description for each service. This should address the delivery conditions as well. This should contribute to a substantial cost reduction for DNBL events compared to the traditional way of doing business as this result in:


· Reduced number of meetings, 


· no specific MOU or Technical Agreement, 


· less investment in legal arrangements, 


· reduced investment in collaboration tools


5.0 
REFERENCE DOCUMENTS

[1] DNBL General Terms and Conditions – v 1.0 available at https://dnbl.nc3a.nato.int


[2] DNBL Operating Model – v 1.1 - available at https://dnbl.nc3a.nato.int


[3] DNBL Terms of Reference – v 1.1 - available at https://dnbl.nc3a.nato.int


[4] RTO-TR-MSG-068 NATO education and Training Network


[5] ASMP-1 NATO Modelling and Simulation Standards Profile









































� 	Need for closer cooperation between NATO, Nations, Industry and Academia (Smart Defense concept) has been expressed by SecGen (“NATO after Libya-The Atlantic Alliance in austere times- Foreign Affairs July/August 2011).�
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Enhance or Replace: Finding the Right  
Live vs. Synthetic Balance 


(RTO-MP-MSG-087) 


Executive Summary 
The importance of Modelling and Simulation (M&S) and its impact on training, experimentation and 
analysis in NATO and Nations is well known and continues to grow. Traditionally simulation has not been 
seen as an alternative to live training, rather as a means of carrying out training that could not be conducted 
live. However, as simulation technology improves and cost and environmental pressures bear down on live 
training, simulation is increasingly being seen as a viable alternative. Further, simulation is being used to 
augment and complement live training.  


The Conference looked towards sharing the latest thinking on the integration of Live, Virtual and Constructive 
(LVC) simulation and how this might change the shape and nature of training and experimentation in the 
future.  


The Conference explored trends in the live/synthetic balance and how blending these forms of training are 
providing more realistic and effective training, driven by the need to better prepare the warfighter for future 
situations while at the same time deliver this training in a most cost effective manner. 


The NATO Modelling and Simulation Action Plan highlights the requirement for Modelling and Simulation 
(M&S) education in NATO. This Conference provided attendees a forum to advance M&S in the Alliance. 
The combination of M&S users and developers concentrated in this one forum helped educate attendees,  
and also provided fresh ideas for the furtherance and effective use of M&S in NATO. 


The Conference also provided a forum to identify and gain input on and resolution of issues associated with 
NATO simulation policy and the NMSG Action Plan. It also provided overviews of current NATO M&S 
activities pertaining to both the development and effective employment of M&S. Lastly, the NMSG 
Conference highlighted the M&S impact assessments and lessons-learned. 


Two prestigious professors from academia provided keynote presentations and a total of 22 scientific papers 
were presented divided into 7 sessions covering a two-day event. A Technical Evaluation Report was 
produced from a SME in M&S of international prestige and is currently available for download. 
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Renforcer ou remplacer : Trouver le juste  
équilibre entre réel et simulation 


(RTO-MP-MSG-087) 


Synthèse 
L’importance de la Modélisation et la Simulation (M&S) et ses impacts sur l’entraînement, l’expérimentation 
et l’analyse, au sein de l’OTAN et dans les différents Etats est bien connue et continue à croître. 
Traditionnellement, la simulation n’a pas été perçue comme une alternative à l’entraînement en conditions 
réelles, mais plutôt comme un moyen de réaliser des entraînements qui ne pouvaient être menés sur le 
terrain. Cependant, alors que la technologie de la simulation progresse et que les coûts et la pression 
environnementale pèsent sur l’entraînement en conditions réelles, la simulation est de plus en plus considérée 
comme une alternative viable. De plus, la simulation est utilisée pour intensifier et compléter l’entraînement 
en conditions réelles. 


La conférence s’est orientée vers l’échange des dernières réflexions portant sur l’intégration de la simulation 
réelle, virtuelle et constructive (RVC) et sur la manière dont cette dernière peut modifier les aspects et la 
nature de l’entraînement et de l’expérimentation dans le futur.  


La conférence a exploré plusieurs orientations à la recherche d’un équilibre entre entraînement réel/sur 
simulateur, ainsi que la manière dont ces deux types d’exercice associés constituent un entraînement plus 
réaliste et plus efficace, induit par un besoin de mieux préparer le combattant aux situations futures, tout en 
dispensant un entraînement qui soit le plus rentable possible.  


Le plan d’action de l’OTAN en matière de Modélisation et Simulation souligne l’existence de besoins de 
formation en Modélisation et Simulation (M&S) au sein de l’OTAN. Cette conférence a offert aux participants 
un forum d’échange afin de progresser dans le domaine de la M&S au sein de l’Alliance. Ce forum 
réunissant de nombreux utilisateurs et développeurs de M&S a permis d’informer les participants, et a 
également apporté de nouvelles idées quant à la poursuite et l’utilisation efficace de la M&S à l’OTAN.  


La conférence a par ailleurs donné lieu à des débats en vue d’identifier, analyser et résoudre les problématiques 
associées à la politique de l’OTAN en matière de simulation, et au plan d’action du Groupe sur Modélisation 
et la Simulation de l’OTAN (NMSG). Elle a également présenté une vue d’ensemble des activités M&S 
actuelles de l’OTAN portant à la fois sur le développement et sur une utilisation efficace de la M&S. Enfin, 
la conférence du NMSG a mis en avant les analyses relatives à l’impact de la M&S et les enseignements à 
tirer. 


Deux éminents professeurs d’université ont effectué des exposés d’intérêt majeur et un ensemble de 22 articles 
scientifiques a été présenté au cours de 7 séances de débat durant ces deux jours de rencontre. Un rapport 
d’évaluation technique a été rédigé par un expert en M&S de stature internationale et est actuellement 
disponible au téléchargement.  


 








>> How to Ensure Fair Fight in LVC Simulation:
Architectural and Procedural Approaches
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>> Context and Overview
Fair Fight

Interoperability

Verification & Validiation

Development Processes

Service Based Approaches

Fair Fight

Live, Virtual, Constructive
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>> The Levels of Conceptual Interoperability Model (LCIM) 



[Tolk 2003]





„Two or more simulations may be considered to be in a fair fight when differences in the simulations‘ performance characteristics have significantly less effect on the outcome of the conflict than actions taken by the simulation participants.“ 
	[DIS Glossary, 1995] 

„Fair-Fight exists among two simulation systems if the differences in representing and mapping reality in the simulation models does not lead to a systematic model immanent advantage and consequently unrealistic simulation results for one of the simulation systems.” 
	[Ufer et al., 2009]

“Fair Fight is obtained when the systems are interoperable and the system performance capabilities of the simulators are complimentary for a given task throughout the simulation environment.  Fair Fight is also task dependent and includes items such as similarity in the equality made in use of the synthetic environment features, automated force behaviors, etc.  Equality of use is determined within pre-determined tolerances.” 
	[Goldiez, Sottilare, 2008]
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>> Fair Fight
Definitions  





Environment 
Representation

Object Representation

Capabilities of Entities

Computation of Visibility / 
Line of Sight

Weapon Effect 
Computation

Time Management Issues

Bandwith of Communication 
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>> Fair Fight
Examples for Violations 



[Picture: IABG mbh]





Fair Fight is a V&V Issue!

Fair fight violation  violation of pragmatic interoperability

Reasons for violations can be found on all LCIM levels

Fair fight

Requirements must be defined at pragmatic level

Detection is subject to pragmatic level

Validity requirements für other (lower) levels can be derived

Open questions:

Unambiguous and quantifiable description of fair fight requirements?

Systematic and reliable tests for fair fight?
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>> Fair Fight
Verification & Validation 





Usually: Service-Based architecture striving for

Reusability

Composability using existing components offered as services

Or: Simulation  services as support functions

Most prominent example:
HLA and its services (HLA Federate Interface Specification)
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>> Fair Fight
Service-Based Approaches 

Do not explicitely address fair fight
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>> Service Based Architecture
VINTEL 



[Neugebauer 
et al. 2009]





Weapon Effect Service (WES)

Service-Based computation of weapon effects

Unified algorithms and levels of detail within one simulation


Communication Effect Service (CES)

Calculation of probabilities of radio communication between entities

Equal algorithms, constraints, and side effects


Synthetic Environment Service (SES)

Initial synthetic environmental data

Unified dynamic updates of this data
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>> Service-Based Architecture in VINTEL
Examples for Services 
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>> Fair Fight 
Need for Conceptual Interoperability  



[Tolk 2003]









Simulation Environment

Data Recording and Management Plan



Conceptual Model

Data Recording and Management Plan



Configuration and Execution Plan

Data Recording and Management Plan
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Results



Results



Results



Objectives and Requirements
Organization and Execution
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Definition

Conceptual
Planning
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Planning

Execution
Preparation

Execution

Analysis

Follow-Up





















Scenario



Federation Object Model (FOM)

Federation Agreements



InitService Configuration

Structural Plan

Adapted Components

Federation



Simulation Data



Processed and Verified Data



Reusable Components



VEVA phases

Documentation to be prepared according to VEVA

Products to be prepared and additional documentation

IT Security Concept



Final Report(s)

>> Fair Fight Treatment in VEVA






Procedure Model VEVA tries to check for fair fight violations

Phase 3 (system dependent planning)

Phase 4 ( execution preparation)

Supported by

List of known fair fight problems 
structured according to  LCIM

List Updates via

Phase 5 (simulation execution): 
simulation monitoring + identification of  fair fight violations

Phase 7 (follow up): documenting and reporting fair fight violations
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>> Fair Fight 
Meta Process complimenting VEVA 
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>> Fair Fight  



Thank you for your attention.

Questions?

Comments?
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AGENDA

		What we are going to talk about

		MIL-Education Pyramid

		Synergies & Integration

		LVC Common Training
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Simulation Domains

		Domain		Virtual
„Real people use simulated equipment in virtual environments“		Live
„Real people use instrumented equipment in real environment“		Constructive
„Simulated people use simulated equipment in simulated environments“

		Primary object		Training 
Mission rehearsal		Training 		Training 
Mission rehearsal
Evaluation new Army structures
Evaluation new doctrine
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Simulation Domains

Virtual Simulation

Live Simulation

Simulation & Training
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System Solutions

		product structure of the company 

RUAG Defence 

as a supplier of complete solutions for LIVE and VIRTUAL simulation and supporting services 
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LIVE Simulation



CONSTRUCTIVE Simulation



Synergies L-V-C

		possibilities of integrating the solutions from one domain into the other can be recognized.



		To find out the right direction of future developments the customer needs to clarify its training needs.



VIRTUAL Simulation
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CGF from CONSTRUCTIVE

into VIRTUAL Simulation

		First developed for a CONSTRUCTIVE Simulation

		Adapted and further developed for VIRTUAL Simulation
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3D-Intelligent Targets driven 

by Computer Generated Forces

		Shooting targets with own intelligence



		Controlled by the operator



		Destroyable with the weapon simulators, as laser radiation or indirect with radio link
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LIVE Simulation



CONSTRUCTIVE Simulation



Common Training L-V-C



VIRTUAL Simulation
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Training Episodes

*

*

		Episode Area		Characteristics

		Conventional War		open, maneuverable terrain 
complex urban environment

		Asymmetric Warfare		Peace enforcement and support operations (Three-Block-War, care for civilians)

		Activities against IED attackers and suicide bombers		Counter Terrorism Tactical Training to avoid IED attacks and for proper action after IED attacks
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Common Training 

of L-V-C components

*

*

C4ISTAR

RED Troops

HQ

Artillery

Close Air Support

Civilians

BLUE Troops

HQ

Artillery

Close Air Support

C4ISTAR



Vehicles

Vehicles
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SOLDIERS – LIVE Simulation

Highlights

		Modular System Design with upgrade path

		Differentiated Vulnerability – ROE

		 Training with very high precision

		Urban operations tracking and data operations: Real time data on indoor events

		Dynamic Medical Treatment 
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SOLDIERS – Immersive Training

*

*
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VEHICLES – LIVE Simulation

Main Battle Tank (MBT)

Driver, Gunner, Commander, Tactical Unit Commanders

Self Propelled Artillery

Driver, Gunner, Ammunition Members, Commander, 

Tactical Unit Commanders

Armoured Personnel Carrier (APC) 

Driver, Gunner, Vehicle Commander, Dismounted Infantry 

Group Commander, Tactical Unit Commanders

Infantry Fighting Vehicle (IFV) 

Driver, Gunner, Vehicle Commander, Dismounted Infantry 

Group Commander, Tactical Unit Commanders
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…….

DIS/HLA

Simulator 1

Simulator n

VEHICLES – VIRTUAL Simulation

Replicated Equipment



Simulated Environment



Instructor Station











Replicated Equipment



Simulated Environment



Instructor Station
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L-V-C Artillery Support
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Appended Gunner Training Simulator

		Quick installation of simulation components (gunner optic, weapon sensor) on original weapon system

		High fidelity 3D Models, animations and visual database quality

		Scenario creation and exercise control with After Action review (AAR) capability



VIRTUAL Simulation



RUAG Defence, Dr.-Ing. Sebastian Cichowski

*

		Note: Das AGTD Video kann nicht mit dem Windows Media Player gestartet werden (schwarzer Screen). Daher muss ein anderer Viewer benutzt werden, z.B. VLC. Dies bedeutet dann allerdings eine

		Anppasung der Aktionseinstellungen: Rechter Mausclick auf Icon / Aktionseinstellungen / Programm ausführen: “C:\Program Files\VideoLAN\VLC\vlc.exe "AGTS_check_point_movie.avi"”
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Appended

*

*
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Representation of VIRTUAL Simulator in real environment

*

*











MBT-Representation

Fully instrumented to act in LIVE Simulation 

Effect on soldiers

Effect on vehicles

Transfer of effect
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Close Air Support – VIRTUAL 

Helicopter VIRTUAL Simulator

*

*
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Forward Observer

VIRTUAL or LIVE Simulation

Mechanized Advanced Fire Control Officer Group



Motorized Advanced Fire Control Officer Group



		Replicated original interior

		360° display system

		Learning Management System (LMS)

		C4I: Original fire command and control terminal (INTAFF): 

Gateway between simulator and original terminal
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Training Services

*

All-round Service

		Installation, Operation and Maintenance of Training Centers

		Support for instructors from preparing training scenarios to After Action Review (AAR)
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CTC/MOUT

Fully instrumented

LIVE Simulation - Products
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RED Troops

BLUE Troops

Vehicles

Vehicles









Common Training 

of L-V-C components

*

*

C4ISTAR

HQ

Artillery

Close Air Support

Civilians

HQ

Artillery

Close Air Support

C4ISTAR































C

V

L
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Thank you for your attention!

Sources of pictures:

RUAG internal documents

http://defense-update.com/products/s/smart_entities.htm

http://www.e-com.cz

http://www.geomantics.com/le2000.htm

THALES, Séminaire minaire Simulation Interarmées 2011

http://www.marathon-targets.com
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Effective Simulation Support for 
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Outline

		Background & UAS Overview 

		Technology Gaps Related to Simulation Interfaces

		Using Coalition BML to Support UAS Automation

		Conclusions



This presentation is copyrighted by Pegasus Simulation and GMU C4I Center, except as noted on individual slides. 

Part of the work described in this presentation was done

In collaboration with Defence Research & Development, Canada. 







Background

		UAV platforms increasingly employed in growing variety of missions and roles.



		UAVs operators are faced with high workloads, that are not decreasing. The use of intelligent systems by operators has been suggested as a means to assist them in an increasingly complex and dynamic environment.



		Next generation UAS will require higher levels of Autonomy and Automation



		The introduction of Net-Enabled Capabilities (NEC), aided by the gradual digitization of the battlespace, imposes a review of current UAS architectures  that could benefit from augmented, automated information flows. 









UAV Systems Framework







Echelon

Class I – 	Small units

Class II – 	Companies

Class III – Battalions

Class IV – Brigades

Function

Reconnaissance

Target & Decoy

Logistics

Combat

R & D

Range

Tier n/a: 	Micro UAVs (MUAV), 

Tier I:  	Low altitude, low endurance (LALE)

Tier II: 	Medium altitude, long endurance (MALE) 

Tier II+: 	High altitude, long endurance (HALE)

Tier III-: 	HALE + low observability.

Types of UAV Classification

Copyright Pegasus Simulation Services 2011
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Unmanned Aircraft Systems 

Operating Conditions 
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UAS Control & Communication
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All UAS are not created equal !
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UAS System Components

ADatP-3

 USMTF

OTH-Gold

CCI – Command and Control Interface

DLI – Data Link Interface

HCI – Human Computer Interface



AV – Air Vehicle

GDT – Ground Data Terminal

L/R – Launch & Recovery

VSM – Vehicle Specific Module







		Operator workload reduction

		Multi-UAV, single operator control

		Intelligent UAV interfaces

		Increasing autonomy 

		Formal language in support of automated communication



UAV Interface Technology Issues







Challenges

Capabilities

Future UAS Employment Issues

Collaborative UAVs

Swarming UAVs – Inter UAV collaboration

Communication transmission support

Fighter-UAV Support – Extra-UAV collaboration

Airspace deconfliction

Dynamic Re-routing

Augmented Payload Capabilities

Automatic Target Recognition

Automated Weapons Fire

Legalities (e.g. Accountability)

New doctrine and TTP

Dismounted Soldier Systems

Localized reconnaissance

Size Weight and Power (SWaP)

Operator Interface, Info sharing

Enhanced Operator Interfaces

Lightened Operator Cognitive Load

Multiple UAV, single operator

Automation strategies

Higher levels of autonomy







OPERATOR,  OPERATOR – STAKEHOLDER,  PLATFORM



OPERATOR WORKLOAD REDUCTION



		Operator Interfaces

		Intelligent Interfaces to facilitate  situation awareness 			and decision-making 

		AV Monitoring

		Automated Reporting

		Multi-UAV single operator control



UAS Interface Technology Issues











OPERATOR-STAKEHOLDER COMMUNICATION



		Dynamic re-tasking of UAV during mission execution



		Chat – Currently extensively utilized in UAS operations

		BUT, represents an interoperability GAP

		Needs to evolve and to be factored into future concepts of employment

		May evolve into a digitized chat (e.g. like auto-fill IM)



		UAS Operations Agility 

		Responding faster, without increased risk

		Airspace Deconfliction (e.g. JASMAD)

		Integrated Dynamic Command & Control 



UAS Interface Technology Issues











PLATFORM 



		Platform Autonomy

		Collaborating, Swarming UAVs

		Human Supervisory Control 

		Sense and Avoid







Nearly all areas could benefit from the introduction of agent-based intelligent systems for semi-automated and automated  information exchange through the use of a formal language. 

UAS Interface Technology Issues







STANAG 4586 

Future Capabilities Focus Areas

		Sense and Avoid

		Weaponisation

		Collaboration/Swarming

		Support for Higher Levels of Autonomy

		Enhanced Support for Automated Missions

		Multi-domain Unmanned Vehicle Platforms

		Service-Oriented Architecture / Net-Centric Approach



STANAG 4586 Custodial Support Team (CST) works under the NATO Joint Capability Group on Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (JCGUAV)

The foremost UAV interface standardization body is already addressing these capability areas. 
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Increasing Autonomy Through the Use of Intelligent Systems







Automation versus Autonomy

*

Automation1 is the use of control systems and information technologies reducing the need for human intervention.

1http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Automation

2http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/autonomy 

Autonomy2 is Self-government [...]  The  capacity of a system to make a decision about its actions without the involvement of another system or operator.
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Command and Control & 

Automation/Autonomy

Command	

Authoritative act of making decisions and ordering action.

Control

The act of monitoring and influencing this action.

Autonomy

Automation

Tasks

Mission Goals

Using automation as an enabler for higher levels of autonomy requires automation strategies

Copyright Pegasus Simulation Services 2011
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Levels of Automation & 

Automation Strategies

Implementing  higher-level automation management strategies requires a  greater formalism than found in formatted text messages.

Sheridan and Verplank 1978







Formal Language Based Approach

Coalition Battle Management Language (C-BML)



Common Interface: for exchange of expressions 



Expressiveness: of all relevant actions to be performed by real, simulated or robotic forces. Intended to generate ATO, or to express the NATO 5-paragraph Operations Order (OPORD) and other tactical messages.



Unambiguous and Parsable: allows for a mathematical representation that supports automated processing.







Using Coalition Battle Management Language

To Support UAS Automation







		XML-based formal language for C2-Simulation-Autonomous Systems interoperability

		Expressive and precise

		Computable

		Understandable

		Multi-doctrine

		Multi-domain

		Information Exchange Mechanism independent

		Standardized



C-BML Overview









BML Example Order (1/2)

<OrderPush>

     <Task>

        <AirTask>

            <TaskeeWho>

                <UnitID>CA-UAV</UnitID>

            </TaskeeWho>

            <What>

                <WhatCode>CLARSP</WhatCode>

            </What>

*

   <Where>

          <WhereID>14010000784100000427</WhereID>

                ...

                GENCOORDINATE

                …

                <WhereLocation>   

                    <GDC>

                        <Latitude>40.062195</Latitude>

                        <Longitude>47.57694</Longitude>

                        <ElevationAGL>

	          3000.0

	    </ElevationAGL>

                    </GDC>

                </WhereLocation>

                ...

      </Where>

            









      <StartWhen>

                 <WhenTime>

                        <StartTimeQualifier>AT</StartTimeQualifier>

                        <DateTime>20091022141229.359</DateTime>

                 </WhenTime>

       </StartWhen>

  

     <AffectedWho><UnitID>OMF195-B12</UnitID>  </AffectedWho>

                  <TaskID>14099999000000000019</TaskID>

              </AirTask>

           </Task>

         <OrderIssuedWhen>20091022141443.000</OrderIssuedWhen>

         <OrderID>14099999000000000030</OrderID>

         <TaskerWho> <UnitID> 1-HBCT  </UnitID> </TaskerWho>

      ...

     <TaskOrganization>  <UnitID> CA-UAV </UnitID>  </TaskOrganization>

</OrderPush> 

BML Example Order (2/2) 







Simulation-based UAS Training, Concept Development & Experimentation







UAS Experimentation Capability









DRDC/CAE BML-Enabled Capability

Reproduced with the permission of the Defence Research & Development Canada







DRDC/CAE UAV-BML Capability

		Can task unmanned assets from C2 system during training exercise without simulation/UAV operators.



		Can be extended to include human operator intervention to support other automation management strategies (e.g. takeover to manual control for Time-Sensitive Targeting and subsequent turnover to automated mode).



		Can support concept development and experimentation





 







		









M&S Capability for UAV Training & Concept Exploration

C2 – Simulation - Autonomous 

Systems Interoperability







C2 – Simulation - Autonomous 

Systems Interoperability

Benefits

Explore the effectiveness of C-BML for the Command and Control of UAVs as a means to:

Eliminate/reduce some of existing air-gaps (and resulting potential errors)

Shorter decision making cycles - both the “commander” and the UAV operator(s) could have control of the UAV platform

		ex: UAV Dynamic re-tasking use case 



Explore new C4ISR concepts (and architectures)

Benefit from advances in UAV automation in order to achieve higher degrees of autonomy

		Operator (software agent) assisted control

		Multiple-vehicle, single-operator  control 
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Conclusions

		Increased use of UAS and operator workload results in clear need to introduce higher levels of automation and autonomy into current and future UVS; in particular with respect to the Human Computer Interface.

		This need can be addressed in part through the introduction of automated information flows between C2 stakeholders and UCS subsystems – including the elimination of air gaps and real-time information sharing.

		The use of formal languages is key to establishing these automated information flows.  

		 BML, currently being developed as a C2-simulation interoperability standard, is a formal language that also has potential for C2-UVS interoperability.

		BML is also an enabling technology for constructing simulation-based training and experimentation capabilities that can support Concept Development and Experimentation involving unmanned vehicle assets. 
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Thankyou for opportunity to present the work.



Introduce author and presenter.
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Why is this hard?  Complicating Factors

Emergence of LVC

Indicators for when to use Live vs Simulation

Implications and Conclusions



Outline
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-Nations are facing difficult decisions about how and when to use simulation.  



-Spectrum of applications:  R&D, concept development, acquisition support, test and evaluation, training, mission rehearsal, operations.



-we are interested in all, but the contents of this paper were in the context of the use of simulation for experimentation in support of concept development. 



- Main part of papers is # 3.   A list of 30 ‘indicators’

1



Why is it hard to decide between L, V and C?









More options than before on how to do experimentation and training

Lack of knowledge about capability of virtual and constructive 

Evolving simulation technology (sophistication)

Changing cost estimates, initial investments and maintenance costs

Cultural reliance on live exercises



V

L

C
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-Speaks for itself.  



-5 issues.  There are others.

2



Emergence of LVC

LVC offers a taxonomy of M&S 					(see the excellent wikipedia page)

Traditionally, simulation supports live, e.g. mission rehearsals, Hardware-in-the-loop

Appears to be a good marriage for an experimental campaign: 

Live has high validity

Simulation has high 					reproducibility

Offers interesting possibilities such  			as augmented reality





V or C?
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LVC, not a new term



Emphasize wikipedia page – it really is good



Evolution of the use of simulaiton (Bullet 2)



Why it looks good in an experimental campaign ….  We should spiral and alternate as needed ….  Also flexibility, adaptability on which tool to use.

3



Philosophy



Along the lines of Donald Rumsfeld*:

simulation is good at turning known unknowns into known knowns, 

simulation is not good at turning unknown unknowns into known unknowns, 

*Rumsfeld, D.  Press conference by US Secretary of Defence at NATO HQ, 6 June 2002, http://www.nato.int/docu/speech/2002/s020606g.htm. 





L or V?
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simulation is a good tool for optimization questions, to find the answer to that question, what are ideal parameters for a piece of equipment or within a defined tactic or even more broad questions regarding how much a new potential acquisition will improve a common operating picture.



simulation is not good at turning unknown unknowns into known unknowns, that is: simulation doesn’t help us discover what we don’t know.  This is because the design and build of the simulation itself embodies much of the domain knowledge surrounding the experimental question, and if we don’t have that knowledge originally, it is hard to build a simulation that will magically provide it.  It is difficult to provide the flexibility in a simulation at run-time, for human planners, or machine computation, to discover novelty.





SO:  know when to use sim and when not to:   for concrete experiments, yes, for brainstorming and free-thinking, maybe not



HOWEVER:  Things are changing and simulation is becoming better at the brainstorming as well!
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Indicators to support selection of LVC

A workshop at DRDC Ottawa sought to answer:

How should live and SE experimentation be coordinated?

Developed 32 indicators with 			name,   relevant question, and   suitability

		Indicator of Utility		ID #		Questions/Issues with respect to the Measure		Comments upon Dominant Suitability
Very suitable for SE (VSE), Suitable to SE (SE), Equal suitability between SE and Live (B), Suitable to Live (L), Very suitable to Live (VL)

		Iteration Ease		1		Are multiple iterations required for the experiment?		SE experiments are ideally suited, subject to computational complexity, to multiple iterations. For Live experiments this is challenging due to uncontrollable events. – VSE
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How to use the table:



-You have an experiment.



-Read the list, and for an indicator decide if it is important consideration.

-If it is, then look at the suitability for guidance on what to use (e.g. VSE means guidance is to use sim)



CAVEAT:

-The suitability has not been validated:  only the opinion of 12 scientists.

-Also has the context of an experimental trial with multiple platforms   (ALIX)
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How to use the following table of indicators



	If  indicator and question are of high value to your experiment, then the assessment indicates a recommended use, i.e. VSE implies simulation more appropriate.



	Caveat: assessments were made in context of a large trial, rather than a tightly controlled experiment.  The table itself needs to be validated.
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MORE CAVEATS:



Before drawing conclusions from Table 1, it is important to note the context in which it was developed.  First, the table is clearly only a preliminary discussion of these indicators.   Further analysis is needed to increase the confidence in the assessed suitability.  Furthermore, the table represents the consensus of a dozen practitioners with a specific concept of what constitutes an ‘experiment’.   The workshop followed a live trial to assess the value of a new sensor platform, and required the coordination of a large number of other platforms.  This is distinctly different from a tightly controlled experimental facility.  Table I provides a qualitative discussion of topic in the context of a large military trial, with all the biases that implies.   The discussion should be of value at the conceptual stage of experimental design, and may indicate components of a live trial that are better suited to simulation.
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Indicators to support selection of LVC



		Indicator of Utility		ID #		Questions/Issues with respect to the Measure		Comments upon Dominant Suitability
Very suitable for SE (VSE), Suitable to SE (SE), Equal suitability between SE and Live (B), Suitable to Live (L), Very suitable to Live (VL)

		Iteration Ease		1		Are multiple iterations required for the experiment?		SE experiments are ideally suited, subject to computational complexity, to multiple iterations. For Live experiments this is challenging due to uncontrollable events. – VSE

		Controllability		2		To what extent do external variables or events need to be controlled?		SE trials can be completely scripted, but when there are humans in the loop, i.e. virtual rather than constructive simulation, branching in the scenario execution still occurs. Live trials attempt to follow a script, but are much more susceptible to uncontrollable events such as weather can affect scripts. – B

		Credibility		3		Is it important for the results and conclusions to appear credible by decision-makers?
 		If both experiments are successful, results of Live will be seen as more credible.  If both experiments fail then failure for the SE experiment will generally be viewed as a problem in design/implementation or fidelity; whereas failure in a Live experiment is generally attributed to issues outside of experimental control (e.g., weather) and results will not be viewed as pessimistically. Staff may choose live experiments for this reason. – L 
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-NOT THE FULL LIST:  Only excerpts.
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Indicators to support selection of LVC



		Indicator of Utility		ID #		Questions/Issues with respect to the Measure		Comments upon Dominant Suitability
Very suitable for SE (VSE), Suitable to SE (SE), Equal suitability between SE and Live (B), Suitable to Live (L), Very suitable to Live (VL)

		Ground Truth		5		Is ground truth data required to support evaluations or calculation of metrics in the experiment?  (note this is not a validity question, but simply the availability of the data deemed “ground truth”.)		Ground truth is generally considered available for SE, when relative measures are needed.  All data is considered available in principle either through data recording or playback.  Ground truth data may not be available as readily for complicated Live trials that include multiple platforms. – SE

		Fidelity		6		Does the experiment need to match reality?		Considered variable for SE – though not always necessary, if, for instance, the experiment is based on a fictitious future world with conceptual systems.  Increasing the fidelity requires more modelling, cost and effort. Live experiments are assumed to be real and therefore maximum fidelity. – VL

		Cost		7		What is the cost comparison of an SE vs. Live trial?		For total costs of a single experiment, these are assessed as equal for SE and Live, due to the potentially high development cost for SE experiments. – B.   
However, for subsequent repetitions and when re-use in another trial is considered, there is an advantage to SE. – VSE
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Spend time on these.    Some are controversial.



Value is in the list – not necessarily the rating, which each experimenter should confirm for thmesleves.



Like a methodology for the decision making.
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Indicators to support selection of LVC



		Indicator of Utility		ID #		Questions/Issues with respect to the Measure		Comments upon Dominant Suitability
Very suitable for SE (VSE), Suitable to SE (SE), Equal suitability between SE and Live (B), Suitable to Live (L), Very suitable to Live (VL)

		Repeatability		8		Is it important that a repeated version experiment give identical results?  Or slight variations (as in Monte Carlo simulation)? 		Computer components can be repeated deterministically if identical results are needed, which is almost impossible in Live experiments – VSE, However, when controlling variables, live trials can result in only slight variations trial-to-trial. – SE

		Safety		10		Is human safety and risk a key requirement for the experiment?		Assessed as distinct advantage to SE, both in safety to participants and the ability to test risky operational scenarios. – VSE

		Ethics		11		Which of live experiments or simulation enables assessment of a broader ethical spectrum?		The live trial spectrum is limited, e.g. nuclear effects or explosive echo ranging cannot be tested easily.  Ethical dilemmas can be posed to participants as easily in an SE experiment. – VSE

		Environmental Impact		12		Which form of experiment has lower environmental impact?		For SE, impact comes from power consumption for manufacturing and at run-time, as well as obsolescent equipment waste.  This is considered minimal in comparison to Live trials, that may damage ecosystems and generate industrial-scale debris. – VSE
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Indicators to support selection of LVC



		Indicator of Utility		ID #		Questions/Issues with respect to the Measure		Comments upon Dominant Suitability
Very suitable for SE (VSE), Suitable to SE (SE), Equal suitability between SE and Live (B), Suitable to Live (L), Very suitable to Live (VL)

		Collateral Training		15		Is there ancillary training that was not designed in experiment?		Assumed unlikely in a SE, apart from machine learning, whereas highly likely mission-relevant training occurs within Live trial. – L

		Time Compress-ibility		16		Is it important to compress time in this experiment?  i.e. skip long transits or operational delays.		Not possible in Live trial – SE is well suited. – VSE

		Validation		22		To what extent is the experiment valid, or valid to a given specification?		For SE, validation can only be done based on an input specification.  Matching to reality requires SME assessment, or computational comparison to live experimental data.  Live trials are considered “real” so deemed valid for that moment in time and experimental circumstances. – VL

		Obsolescence of Result		26		How long will the results be of utility?		More dependent on the content of the experiment. – B







‹#›

Indicators to support selection of LVC



		Indicator of Utility		ID #		Questions/Issues with respect to the Measure		Comments upon Dominant Suitability
Very suitable for SE (VSE), Suitable to SE (SE), Equal suitability between SE and Live (B), Suitable to Live (L), Very suitable to Live (VL)

		Observability		29		How hard is it to observe (key) events?		Due to availability of ground truth data, observation of key events may be done with simple code additions.  In live experiments, key events may be obscured unless explicitly accounted for.  VSE

		Data Quality		30		How good is the data in terms of format, persistence, and coverage		May be easier to plan for and conceptualize in an SE trial. Also, there is the restart potential to restart SE experiments with additional data recording.  In live  trials, you “get what you get”, but if well planned, can lead to the ideal data set.  – B

		Sensitivity to Fraud		32		To what extent can the experiment be faked or misinterpreted? 		Assumed easier to manufacture results in SE trial. Also inadvertent manipulation of SE and results possible.  – VL







‹#›

Discussion and Implications

Cultural preference for live experiments / training still exists - perceived credibility / validity / acceptability all assess in favour of LIVE

Live experiments / training already perceived as more expensive.

Validity and reproducibility are polarities 

Collateral training in a live military exercise not to be undervalued. 









‹#›



-1   I think everybody accepts this and it won’t go away, however look at commercial aviation and high levels of training in simulators.



-2   It used to be the start-up cost of hardware and software made sim more expensive, but that is already not the case.   Mainly because the expertise now exists.  Capacity is still and issue.



-3   Polarity is an issue that won’t go away and needs to be MANAGED.    (as opposed to a ‘problem’ that can be solved once and done with).   Of course there is another topic:  importance  (or relevance)  In physics, when you have all three, then you get a nobel prize.   



-4   Yes, you want to train sleeping in a tent in the rain at the same time as figuring out if the new unmanned aircraft works right.   Big picture of employment is being tested.

12



Conclusion

A score-card approach to support the decision of simulation vs live was presented

This will remain a tricky question for some time because the decision space is evolving: 

Sims are more sophisticated,

Fuel and manufacturing costs increasing



Parting Thought:

Should LVC really be LVCA?  A=Autonomous = “M&S involving simulated people working real equipment.”







‹#›



Score-card appoach:    a list with values to be filled in, then weighted sum the list to make a decision.  



This should be just one tool to support the decision.  Availability of existing sims, and planned exercises, for instance would be other factors.



The overall trend will be to more sim in the future (guess).





Parting thought is from the Wikipage.  Think of quandrants:

Synthetic person, synthetic platform:  Constructive

Live person, synthetic platform:  Virtual

Live person, live platform:  Live

Synthetic person, Live platform:  ?   Autonomous system!!





Thankyou and questions can be answered or forwarded to author.
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Modeling and Simulation of Human Choices: from Utility Theory to Applications

Prof. Michel Bierlaire

Director – Transportation Center
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Introduction : Science Fiction



Psychohistory: Branch of mathematics which deals with the reactions of human conglomerates to fixed social and economic stimuli. Encyclopedia Galactica, 116th Edition (1020 F.E.)













Introduction: Prof. McFadden



Laureate of The Bank of Sweden Prize in Economic Sciences in Memory of Alfred Nobel 2000

Owns a farm and vineyard in Napa Valley 

“Farm work clears the mind, and the vineyard is a great place to prove theorems”













Introduction : marketing



Prediction of market shares

Choice of brand

Choice of product features

Choice of retail store

Etc.













Introduction : transportation demand analysis

Choice of mode

Choice of path

Choice of destination

Choice of parking

Choice of departure time















Framework

Data

Model

Simulation



















Data: questionaires 



Data about the respondent

Choice data

Revealed preferences

Stated preferences 













Data: smartphones

GSM, GPS

Accelerometer

WiFi

Bluetooth

Ambient sound

And more...















Data: scanner data

Detailed purchase information

Personalized

















Data: eye tracking

Where do people look?

Used in marketing research

Used in driving safety research

 Relevant for pedestrian models















Model : assumptions

Homo economicus

Rationality

Utility theory

Each alternative is associated with a utility

The alternative with the largest utility is chosen















Model : assumptions



Strong assumptions

Uncertainty and irrationality must be captured

Random utility models

Latent variables













Model : features

Disaggregate – market segments

Quantitative and qualitative variables

Can handle subjectivity - attitudes-perceptions



















Application : simulation of market shares



Policy variables (e.g. price)

Nonlinear effect













Application : market segmentation



Market shares per segment

Granularity depends on the data availability













Application : simulation of revenues

Concept of optimal price

Can be segment specific















Application : pedestrian walking behavior



Choice of the next step

Collision avoidance

Leader follower













Application : pedestrian simulation















Application : pedestrian simulation















Applications: route choice

Complex problem

Number of paths is huge

High level of overlapping

Shortest path not behaviorally meaningful















Application : electric vehicles



Market shares

Hypothetical choice

Importance of attitude toward the environment













Application : facial expression recognition

Automatic identification of the emotion

Potentially different across cultures 

Requires advanced image processing algorithms















Application : demand-supply interactions



Revenue management

Market equilibrium

Combination of operations research and demand models















Conclusion

Discrete choice models

Advanced and operational

Accomodate modern data sources

Wide range of applications

Complex models requires simulation tools













Short course : Discrete Choice Analysis: Predicting Demand and Market Shares 

January 29- February 2, 2012

Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne

Prof. Ben-Akiva (MIT) – Prof. Bierlaire (EPFL)
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ABSTRACT


Education training and experimentation networks (ETEN) are an important application area for the cloud computing concept. An ETEN is an infrastructure that consists of advanced distributed learning, collaborative working and distributed simulation systems, and can be designed as an intercloud of many global and private clouds. Intercloud approach introduces new opportunities to improve the performance and to increase the utilization of distributed simulation systems in an ETEN. These improvements also imply significant reduction both in the initial investment and operations/maintenance costs of ETEN. Our new ETEN intercloud concept including challenges and their technical solutions are introduced. We also carried out a large standalone experiment and tests during exercises. The preliminary results from these experiments are presented.


KEYWORDS: Simulation, training, shared scenarios, exercise, experiment, computer assisted exercise, cloud computing, virtualization.


1.0
INTRODUCTION


In recent years, modern armed forces have been developing their persistent networks for training, education and experimentation. The US Joint National Training Capability (JNTC) [5], which provides a persistent network for joint (i.e., multi-service, army, navy, air force and marines together) training services, is an example. The North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) is also designing a persistent training capability for NATO, its nations and partners, called NATO Education and Training Network (NETN) [1, 2, 10]. The NATO Modeling and Simulation Task Group MSG-068 has been tasked to develop NETN standards and recommendations and to demonstrate their practicality.


NETN will deliver to the Alliance and its Partners a persistent, distributed education and training capability that supports training spanning from strategic down to tactical level across the full spectrum of operations, leveraging national expertise and capabilities. NETN connectivity should be flexible in the sense that nations and organizations that have access to the NETN infrastructure will be able to perform exercises or experiments in different configurations. In some cases all nations may want to join a specific event, in other cases, a (small) number of nations may use NETN for a particular training exercise or mission preparation event. The preparation time to set up a particular event should be minimized as a result of the permanent character of NETN.


The following applications are foreseen in NETN:


· Simulation systems (including simulated radio and data links), possibly with hardware in the loop for training purposes.


· Event planning and management applications.


· Command and control (C2) systems, mainly identical to the applications that are used operationally.


· Video teleconferencing (VTC) for exercise mission briefings, mission planning and after action review. VTC is also used for technical briefings, technical planning and technical after action review.


· VoIP for technical management and control (before, during and after the exercise).


· Network remote management, control and monitoring.


· Network time synchronization (using Network Time Protocol NTP).


· Various e-mail, web and ftp applications.


The MSG-068 NETN TG has already completed its work and submitted its technical report [10]. The report can be obtained from NATO Research and Technology Organization, and include recommendations for the infrastructure, collaborative working environments and federation agreement and object model design for a distributed simulation reference federation architecture for NETN.


NETN can be designed as a global education, training and experimentation cloud (ETEC). NETN can be perceived as a very large cloud public to accredited sites in nations, and also connects other national private clouds like JNTC. It can provide:


· Shared resources applications like joint exercise management module (JEMM) and joint exercise scenario tool (JEST), simulation systems like joint theater level simulation (JTLS), joint conflict and tactical simulation (JCATS) and virtual battlespace simulation (VBS2)[4] in the form of software as a service (SaaS) [4].


· Central Runtime Infrastructure (RTI) component of HLA [4], HLA federation execution control tools, exercise logging services, database management systems and web services in the form of platform as a service (PaaS).


· CFBLNet [10], video teleconference (VTC), voice over IP (VoIP), network control and monitoring, network time protocol servers and other infrastructure elements in the form of infrastructure as a service (IaaS).


ETEC can provide not only IaaS, PaaS and SaaS but also other services like exercise/training planning and management. Therefore, ETEC is a very attractive concept for NETN. However security is a major challenge for the realization of ETEC concept. The security challenges and their solutions for a subset of these challenges are presented in our previous paper about ETEC [2]. In this paper we explain that ETEC is actually an intercloud. In Section 2, the conventional approach proposed by MSG-068 and our ETEC approach are introduced and compared. In Section 3, we explain why ETEC is an intercloud and how it is different from a typical intercloud. Virtualization of services that will be available in NETN ETEC has already been implemented and tested in large NATO exercises. Technical design of this test and experimental results obtained are given in Section 4. We also provide our results from a large international standalone experiment, which are related to intercloud approach, in the same section. We conclude our paper and explain future work in Section 5.


2.0
ETEC ARCHITECTURE FOR NETN AND ITS ADVANTAGES


In the first quarter of 2009, MSG-068 completed the technical recommendations for NETN, and the Taskgroup tested the practicality of the recommendations in experiments throughout 2009. The current design of NETN is depicted in Figure 1.




Figure 1: NETN as it is designed in MSG-068 [10].


MSG-068 recommends CFBLNet as the networking infrastructure for NETN. CFBLNet is a network built and maintained by its members [10]. The network consists of sites, national Point of Presence (PoPs), infrastructure, services and knowledge management. The national/organizational PoP is the connection from the national/organizational Wide Area network (WAN) to the international part of the CFBLNet WAN. The CFBLNet BlackBone (i.e., Black backbone) provides a common, closed, unclassified IP routed network layer implementation using a mixture of both ATM and IP bearer networks. Its primary purpose is to transport encrypted traffic throughout the network. Enclaves are the cryptographic protected networks on top of the CFBLNet BlackBone. Each enclave has a classification and a marking indicating security level and the countries allowed connecting. CFBLNet enclaves can be accredited up to NATO Secret level events. The classification, i.e., NATO Secret, NATO Restricted, NATO Unclassified and Unlimited, of an enclave can change from one event to another. However, an enclave can only have a single classification level at a time. It is possible to connect an enclave to other NATO networks. In this case guards (data-diodes) and firewalls are used to apply strict flow control mechanisms.


MSG-068 also recommends an RPR2 based FOM [1] and HLA 1516-2009 [8, 9] for federating live virtual constructive simulations. The Reference Federation Agreement and FOM Document (FAFD) for NETN was completed in May 2009. Since this topic is outside the scope of this paper, we do not give the details about FAFD. Interested reader can find more detailed information about FAFD in [1, 10].


The local area networks (LAN) of NATO Training Centers are important parts of NETN, and they consist of completely virtualized services. These networks and all the virtualized functional area services (FAS) running on them will be carefully designed and accredited for each event, i.e., an exercise or experimentation, through a process, which typically lasts 12 months.


Most challenging services in this environment are related to computer assisted exercise (CAX) support. There are four classes of CAX services: CAX planning and management, complex military simulation systems, interfaces between simulation and C2 systems and experimentation services. Especially the simulation tools are different from typical services. They are a very complex set of processes that work together and interact with each other. Therefore, NATO Training Centers are rigorously testing virtualization environments (VMware ESXi and VMware View) for the simulation tools. We provide the performance results from a major exercise where we tested virtualization for CAX services in Section 5. 


In the following years, a new set of services will be introduced with NETN. The services that include also the new tools can be categorized as follows:


· Advanced distributed learning tools and databases


· Shared scenario and database resources


· NATO training federation (NTF), i.e., an HLA federation made up of constructive and virtual simulation systems (Note that NTF was already successfully used in a major exercise) [3, 4]


· NATO live virtual constructive (NLVC) federation for high resolution tactical training [4]


· Exercise/experiment planning and management tools, such as joint exercise management module (JEMM) and joint exercise scenario tool (JEST) [4]


· All kinds of functional area services (FAS), such as command and control (C2) systems, logistics systems and operational planning tools


The infrastructure for NETN is already partly available in NATO Training Centers. NETN will extend it mainly with distributed exercise control (EXCON) capabilities and an architecture that allows national simulation and C2 systems to join NTF or NLVC. 


Figure 2 shows our ETEC approach for NETN, which can further increase the efficiency and flexibility of NETN. The facilities in NATO Training Centers and infrastructure allow quick adaptation of the ETEC approach. National private ETECs can also join the NATO ETEC to create more flexibility and extensive usage. Therefore, we can perceive the overall architecture as a hybrid cloud that has both public and private components. Propriety databases can also be used with this cloud. They may remain outside of the ETEC, but can become available through a controlled access from inside the ETEC. A NATO ETEC can reduce the cost of NATO exercises and experiments considerably because:


· Handheld devices and terminals cheaper than typical client workstations can use all the services in ETEC without any configuration requirement as long as they can gain access to the ETEC.


· Hardware for servers is procured for only one site.


· Software licenses are obtained for only one site. Licenses may be shared between users that don’t require permanent use. For example, VBS2.


· Software and hardware configurations and upgrades are carried out at only one site. Therefore operations and maintenance costs are reduced.




Figure 2: NATO education training and experimentation cloud.


Nations and Partners can use this architecture not only for NATO exercises but also to train their tactical forces for Alliance/coalition operations more efficiently and less costly. For example several nations can train their tactical forces for a coalition operation without involving any NATO Headquarters by using NATO ETEC. Moreover, such an ETEC can be opened for UN and other international governmental and non-governmental organizations, which cannot afford to procure and maintain such a complex training and experimentation cloud. 


Please note that the ETEC approach for NETN has many challenges and most of these challenges are related to security, especially to multi-level security. We explain the security challenges of ETEC in [2]. Please also note that most of those security challenges can be dealt with procedures and static solutions, which may hinder the utilization of all advantages introduced by ETEC concept. However, ETEC is still more advantageous and cost effective comparing to the conventional approach [2].


3.0
INTERCLOUD APPROACH FOR ETEC


From this point on, we call the intercloud approach for ETEC as the Intercloud. ETEC and the Intercloud are compared in Figure 3. In ETEC front end is a part of an individual cloud and services are designed and configured manually among the clouds. In the Intercloud the front end is connected directly to the Intercloud and the structure of the individual clouds and their interrelations are transparent to the front end. The services for the front end are autonomously composed from multiple service modules available in the Intercloud.




a. NATO ETEC




b. NATO Training Intercloud


Figure 3: Comparison of ETEC and intercloud for ETEC.

The additional capabilities introduced by the Intercloud comparing to the ETEC can be summarized as follows:


· Cloud transparent service set creation: End users (i.e., the front end) can subscribe and use a set of services composed of modules provided by multiple clouds in the Intercloud. For this the end users do not need to know which cloud offers which module. For example a user may need to simulate the consequences of a flood and may need a model for the flood, a model for internally displaced people (IDP) and a model for an epidemics in an IDP. The Intercloud may locate each of these models in different clouds and provide the service as a complete set.


· Intercloud service management: Intercloud autonomously composes the service for the front end from the service modules available in various clouds as explained in the previous paragraph. During the execution, service modules can be changed from the service modules in one cloud to the ones in another, or migrated from one cloud to another based on parameters, such as, the workload and quality of service provided by the underlying infrastructure.


· Intercloud platform mobility: Platforms such as runtime infrastructure (RTI) for high level architecture (HLA) [4, 8, 9] for the execution of a simulation federation can be started in one of the clouds for the execution of a simulation federation. In hybrid architectures, multiple platforms and exchange platforms (e.g., a gateway between HLA and distributed interactive simulation (DIS)) can be run in multiple clouds part of the Intercloud. Moreover, a hierarchical and hybrid architecture can be created by using multiple platforms and gateways. These platforms can also be migrated from one cloud to the other automatically based on the quality of service requirements and the execution performance of the federation.


These capabilities can introduce a breakthrough for simulation based experimentation and training both for military and civilian purposes because these capabilities imply the following improvements:


· Much better utilization of the hardware, platform and software services


· Promotion of interoperability and reusability


· Better collaboration and increased simulation capabilities for the individual front ends


They also exacerbate already well known challenges, as well as, create new challenges, which include the following:


· Composability/Interoperability: This is a field that has been studied extensively for more than a decade. A pure composability is seen to be unreasonable [7]. However, the composability requirements for the Intercloud can be addressed by interoperability, and modular approach in HLA 1516-2010 [8] provides new opportunities to tackle with this issue. Composability means more or less creating a simulation system by using models from different simulations. On the other hand interoperability allows using multiple simulations for the same event. Both composability and interoperability require compatibility in syntax, semantics, pragmatics, assumptions and validity [7]. We tested interoperability of 11 simulation systems from virtual and constructive domains in a large distributed standalone experiment by using NETN Reference Federation Architecture in October 2010 [10]. Once the interoperability of the simulation systems is established for a set of functionality, which took several weeks after developing the federation agreement and federation object model (FOM) design, composing a federation to simulate a vignette (i.e., a case) could be managed in a short time, in the order of minutes. However, the Intercloud requires further standardization (i.e., syntactic, semantic and pragmatic)  and ontology development in the following fields:


a. Standardized definitions of the functionalities: Front end should be able to define which functionalities (i.e., models) needed, and the Intercloud should clearly map these requirements to the service modules available in the Intercloud.


b. Standardized definitions of resolutions: The same function can be provided in various resolution based on different parameters, such as geographic information and entities. For example line of sight calculations by using a terrain model that has 1 meter accuracy is different from the calculation when a hexagon based terrain model with 5 km accuracy is used. Therefore, front end should clearly define the resolution together with the function.


c. Federation agreement and FOM design (FAFD): An internationally recognized FAFD is also required. MSG-068 NETN FAFD is an important step for this. However, MSG-068 NETN FAFD needs to be further developed. NATO Research and Technology Organization (RTO) is starting an MSG-068 follow on technical activity for this purpose.


· Data mapping and preparation: Data mapping is the most important issue noted during MSG-068 standalone experiment in October 2010. As stated also in the previous paragraph data mapping has five levels: syntax, semantics, pragmatics, assumptions and validity [7]. MSG-068 NETN FAFD can be accepted as a reference for the data mapping in the syntax level. However, the other levels still need to be addressed. One other issue related to data is the availability of data. NETN provides the architecture to share the data and collaborate for preparing the data. However, still front end needs to prepare data specific for the its requirement and the Intercloud should provide the interfaces and tools to prepare and validate the data.


· Service module registration and discovery: Service discovery has been extensively studied for more than a decade for the Internet. Techniques developed for service discovery in the Internet are also applicable for the registration and discovery of the modeling services available in the Intercloud. 


· Autonomous service and federation management: Federation management in the Intercloud introduce additional capabilities comparing to a conventional federation execution, which also imply additional challenges to tackle with. These challenges include the following:


a. Federation creation and initiation: Services (platforms and simulations) needs to be located and organized into a federation.


b. Joining and retiring federates to and from federations: During the execution new platforms and simulations can be introduced and architecture (i.e., the hierarchy of the platforms and simulations) can be changed.


c. Federate (i.e., simulation software part of a federation) migration from one server/cloud to another server/cloud: A federate can be moved from one cloud to another within the Intercloud.


d. Platform (RTI, exchange gateway, etc) migration from one server/cloud to another server/cloud: Platforms can be moved from one cloud to the other during the federation execution.


e. Management of entity ownership among the federates: The ownership of the entities or some attributes of the entities can be changed from a simulation in a cloud to a simulation in another cloud.


f. Registration and subscription for the entities simulated by the federates [9]: Federates can register and subscribe for new entities.


g. Perception management (i.e., registering and updating only the entities that other federates are interested in): To reduce the data traffic, federates only register and subscribe based on the need to know concept.


· Front end user interfaces: Finally user friendly interfaces, common tools and C2 consoles should be available as SaaS for the front end.


4.0
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS


NATO computer assisted exercise (CAX) support tools, which make the majority of future NETN services, were run in a completely virtualized architecture during major exercises. These exercises were the first step for the realization of the NETN Cloud concept, and proved that all NETN services can be virtualized. Moreover, the virtualization of these services is more cost effective, easier to prepare and administrate, and performs better than the conventional approach, i.e., not virtualized architecture. In this section we first explain the virtualized architecture for the tests, than provide memory and CPU utilization data from the exercise. 


The virtualized architecture used during the exercise is depicted in Figure 4. We used 6 servers each with 32 GB of RAM and 1 TB of HD in this architecture. One of these servers was for backup. Three of the servers were for the simulation server processes. The other two servers were for virtual desktops. VMWare ESX was used for server virtualization and VMWare View was used for desktop virtualization. We also used 27 thin clients to provide the end users with CAX services. Each virtual machine for end users were dedicated 3 GB of RAM in our server pool. In conventional architecture, i.e., not virtualized, we use 11 powerful servers with 16 GB of RAM and 512 GB of HD in the average, and 27 powerful PCs. 




Figure 4: Virtualized simulation services during a CAX.

After the exercise we recommended to increase the number of servers from 6 to 8, and use one of the additional servers as virtualized data center. Please note that five server architecture is already providing the required level of performance as shown in Figures 6-9. Additional servers are for further improving the performance and providing redundancy for fault tolerance.


Figures 5-8 give the hourly averages of memory and CPU utilization for servers day by day throughout the exercise. Some parts of the graphs indicates 0% utilization. Those parts of plots are for night, when the exercise stopped, and therefore servers were not utilized.




Figure 5: CPU utilization of one of the servers used for VMWare ESX.




Figure 6: Memory utilization of one of the servers used for VMWare ESX.

When the exercise was running, the CPU utilization of servers for CAX services was typically around 40%. The utilization was never close to 100%. The CPU utilization was flat, i.e., not bursty and in 35-55% band. On the other hand, the memory utilization was always above 85%. Still it never became over 95%. We can conclude that three powerful servers were sufficient to run the CAX servers comfortably.


The utilization of servers for virtualized clients was different from the utilization of servers for virtualized servers as shown in Figures 7 and 8. The load created by virtualized clients was burstier. The utilization was sometimes close to 100% both for CPU and memory. Still it very seldom became a bottleneck and for only short time periods. Moreover, the users could hardly notice that. 




Figure 7: CPU utilization of one of the servers used for VMWare View.




Figure 8: Memory utilization of one of the servers used for VMWare View.

Our tests show that virtualization is practical and more cost effective for distributed simulation environment. We also investigated the results of the intercloud approach for distributed simulation. There are important parameters that depend on the location of a service (i.e., software and platform), such as the time required starting a federation and the capability of federation to keep up with real time. These metrics is mostly related to the quality of service (QoS) parameters (i.e., delay, jitter, throughput and reliability) and especially delay as shown in Figure 9. Therefore, we designed also an algorithm that dynamically assigns the platforms and services to clouds within an intercloud based on the number of entities registered by a simulation and the delay in transferring a registration message among the clouds. Due to space considerations we cannot elaborate this algorithm in this paper. However, we can conclude that intercloud approach can improve the performance of distributed simulation because the intercloud approach allows selecting and migrating the platforms and software within intercloud based on the QoS parameters.




Figure 9: Time in minutes to start a federation.

In Figure 9, one of the horizontal axes gives the number of entities registered by a simulation and the other gives the average delay between the simulation and RTI. The vertical axis is the time in minutes to start a federation of two simulations if another simulation subscribes for all the entities registered. We assume that there is no delay between the second simulation and RTI. When there are 50000 entities to register and 500 msec delay between the simulation that registers the entities and RTI, it takes more than half an hour to start this federation. Therefore, if we can locate the simulations that register or subscribe for higher number of entities into clouds which has lower delay for the cloud where the RTI is, we can improve the performance of the federation. This is possible when we can migrate the simulations inter cloud.


5.0
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK


NETN aims to deliver a persistent network that consists of ADL, shared scenarios and live, virtual, constructive simulation capabilities. MSG-068 NETN TG developed standards and recommendations for the future NETN. Technical recommendations are completed and tested. Virtualization is also tested for NETN during large military exercises. Our tests and experimentations show that a cloud approach is viable and advantageous for large scale experimentation and training architectures. Moreover, if inter cloud collaboration and management is available the performance of distributed simulations can be improved further.
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Abstract


The live synthetic balance question has been in discussion since the first flight simulator was used for training.  Over many years, a number of studies have been completed that have claimed to have answered the eternal question about what is the optimum live synthetic balance.  This seemingly simple question has been repeatedly answered with a range of values, yet none of the resulting answers have gained traction and many have remained as "shelf ware" until the next study has been completed.  The complexity of this question has so many facets that makes it difficult to answer, not the least of which is the balance of what?  Pure total cost reduction, the best training outcomes, or simply the answer that meets economic drivers. The introduction of blended technologies in live and synthetic environments requires us to shift our attention to the Live Virtual Constructive (LVC) balance and to develop a methodology to assist decision makers in procuring effective training mixes.


1.0 IntRoduction


Aim of the paper 

This paper will outline why there has been no satisfactory answer to the seemingly simple question of what is an optimal live synthetic balance and will investigate the issues associated with teasing out how to address effective live synthetic blends.  As well as looking at the usual issues of terminology and technology, this paper will also discuss the personnel and organisational issues that can, and do, act as blockers to successful procurement and implementation.  It will provide an overview of an ongoing project which is being executed under the UK MoD’s Synthetic Environment Towers of Excellence initiative.  The project team, led by BAE Systems, consists of Quintec and QinetiQ alongside SCS and NSC.  


The project does not intend to examine a question that has been under consideration for many years, it strives to move the research on.  This paper forms the initial part of that research by looking at the issues in detail and really examining why the question frame may itself be the reason why it has yet to be successfully resolved.  In its totality, the project aims to produce a framework method or tool that is of practical use.  This phase of the programme will produce a description of the anticipated output, and critical to this is the identification of where such an output will be useful.  There is already a view that the acquisition process must be able to make an informed decision, especially as more modern procurement is concerned with through life support, for which training plays a major part.  In addition, curriculum developers and trainers must have support, especially where options exist, to allow them to make an informed decision and trade off between time, cost and training output, as well as highlighting the potential downsides of the various options.

UK Background – Strategic Defence and Security Review (SDSR)

We must recognise the main driver for increasing the use of synthetics within training which is that live training is costly.  Figures published in UK Hansard recognise that the Eurofighter Typhoon costs in the region of £70,000 per hour to fly and to complete the complex syllabus that pilots need in order to be fully competent, flying the entire syllabus is unsustainable.  The impact of the recent UK SDSR (2010) on one hand has taken an enormous amount of money out of the defence budget and we can see the impacts of this in the press in terms of platforms lost and personnel being made redundant.  On the other hand, the SDSR has directly benefited the development and implementation of synthetics because item 9.2 directly mandates the MoD to get maximum value from the use of synthetics.

However this is not just a UK centric question, it is a global issue for NATO countries. The USA’s National Training and Simulation Association report “Navy – Training 2015 (NSTA, 2010), confirms an annual defence budget approaching $660 billion, amounting to approximately 15% of the annual federal budget.  Training resources for all military services totals $35 billion each year, approximately 5% of the overall defence budget.  The US Navy alone spends approximately $1.5 billion per annum procuring new training systems, devices, services and training curriculum.  Furthermore the report indicates that, where appropriate, simulation has the potential to offer considerable cost savings in the training domain, suggesting that “On average, simulators cost about 10% of the cost to operate the actual platform (aircraft, ship, weapon system) that the device is simulating” (NSTA, 2010).  It is reasonable to argue that this huge savings potential should be exploited at every opportunity, although clearly not at the cost of safety, effectiveness and the capability to deliver the required military effect.  Whilst comparable figures for the UK were not releasable at the time of writing it is clear that training provision to ensure sustainment of military capability absorbs considerable sums of taxpayer’s money.  It is therefore important to be assured that this money is well spent and delivers the “right training capability in the right place, at the right time” 


The SDSR noted a requirement to introduce efficiencies and improvements into UK military training and requires enhanced use of simulated training, with the explicit purpose of producing a “more efficient and cost effective training environment”.  This study will offer a clearly defined contribution to this requirement.

2.0 Understanding the question

Given all of the above, it is therefore important that time is spent to ensure we clearly understand what the question is that we are trying to answer.  Failure to do this would result in this work ending up just like so many projects in the past, gathering dust on the shelf.  Indeed the impact of the world economic downturn and SDSR requires an urgent answer to assure safe and effective training for operations. 


We must determine why we want a balance in the first place.  All things being equal, we should use the best tool for the job regardless, but there are a number of motivating factors in the balance, for example is it the optimal balance to get the most effective training, or are we looking for an economic balance that accounts for fiscal constraint?

The term balance can be very misleading because the idea of a pure live/synthetic balance is a fallacy.  For example, the increasing use of emulation on live aircraft to reproduce training elements for sub systems and weapons adds complexity when it comes to categorising training as live or synthetic.  It is important to acknowledge that it is the blend of training that is central to the debate.  The key is to recognise those core elements of a training syllabus that demand live activities and those elements that can undertaken synthetically.  Once that is established then further analysis is possible to determine the most appropriate delivery medium, which in turn allows a consideration of the most appropriate training blend, within a given set of constraints.  It must also be recognised that it is not as simple as categorising one part of the syllabus against one way of delivering the training, because it could be the case that a single element may be conducted in the synthetic environment for some of the repetitions and a live re-enforcement activity is further required to ensure an appropriate training transfer into an operationally representative environment.

As such, it is clear that there must be a better understanding of the complex nature of the potential training blends across a range of mediums.  Significantly there needs to be an agreement on the definitions of each training domain:


Live:

Real person in real-world platform


Virtual:

Real person in virtual platform (simulator, role-player station)

Constructive:
Computer Generated Forces – could be fully autonomous or under control of a role-player

Clearly training now covers the live and virtual domains.  However, the boundaries between live and virtual are increasingly blurring, particularly with the increasing potential for the use of constructives, i.e. elements that only exist in synthetic databases.  It is believed that the live environment is understood and well defined.  Similarly the synthetic environment consists of activities that require trainees to use some form of simulation of a real world and develop relevant skills within a synthetic environment. The novel blends are becoming increasingly achievable and require our attention.


However when considering live training, with, for example, the increased use of emulation on aircraft, it is synthetic data being introduced into a live asset.  Similarly there is an increasing opportunity to exercise data through tactical data links, i.e. it is a synthetic manipulation.  Hence it is clear that the Live – Synthetic training boundary is becoming increasingly blurred.  Similarly we may think of synthetic as a dome flight simulator, but what of the fixed base simulator, what of the desk top simulator, the smart phone app?  They are all simulations, but are they of equal value?  This then moves to highlight what ratio should be used between live and synthetic, and is a live hour the same as a synthetic one?  The answer has to be maybe.  It depends on the competence or task being trained for and the ability to both execute the task in the live domain and if the level of fidelity of the simulator is at a sufficient standard to learn the required part of the syllabus.

Availability of assets

The question becomes further complicated when real world issues are added into the mix.  In particular, when it comes to training, there are often problems to be dealt with to overcome the fact that assets themselves are in short supply.  Not only are they engaged in current UK operations, there is Operation Ellamy and there have been Operation Telic and Operation Herrick, but many of the platforms have a calculated number of airframe hours.  This puts a very physical restriction on how many of those airframe hours can and should be used for training, especially with an increase in the UK operational commitments. 

This brings out two main points, not only do we need to ensure that every training mission is well planned and of value, and evaluated to see if it can be transferred to the synthetic environment and achieve the training aims, but also if it is flown live, then onboard simulation and emulation is taken advantage of in order to get the maximum training value out of every single hour flown.  Using simulation and emulation on live assets in a safe manner means that previously wasted transit time can now be taken advantage of and provide time to increase individual and team competence.

3.0 The Live Synthetic balance?


The optimal training mix has been described as a varying level of live and synthetic training. The live/synthetic balance can be illustrated in the following diagram (Figure 1).
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Figure 1 - Live Synthetic Balance (Dudfield, H.J. and Kearse, J. (2009))

Recently, technological solutions are enabling innovative mixes resulting in novel blends of Live, Virtual and Constructive (LVC) elements.  So selecting the right balance of LVC to meet training needs at the right cost is the critical question to be answered.  For example, the cost of an air package participating in a synthetic collective training environment, as demonstrated in the Mission Training through Distributed Simulation (MTDS) programme [REF Khetia, S.,  Distributed Mission Training, I/IITSEC Proceedings 2009], is an order of magnitude less than the live equivalent.  Moreover, experience in the same operational conditions in a live environment can only be achieved rarely in multi-national events or through actual operations. The recent introduction of links to live aircraft during collective synthetic training has generated a new realm of training possibilities such that future LVC blends will allow forces to “train [24/7] as they operate” by representation of real frictions and clutter across force elements. Further, LVC training has potential benefits of scalability, responsiveness to changing in-theatre circumstances, deployability and distribution. These will allow training to be delivered where it is needed, when it is needed. Finally, synthetic, and non-live environments, can be used to reduce the severity of skill fade and, if deployed with combat forces, can reduce the time and cost of post-ops recuperation.


Meeting these needs in the current climate requires an understanding of costs and benefits based on a scientific appreciation of training the forces - from recruitment through to deployment. Getting the LVC training blend right will require appraisals of each training option to maximise skill and knowledge acquisition in the context of the current economy. This requires an understanding of the key success criteria in achieving the right balance, e.g. cost, technology maturity, environmental impact, operational relevance, risk and training measurement, and resolution of potential barriers:


· Evidence – the proof that LVC blends are delivering the same, if not improved, training quality and output. How can this be quantified?

· Technology – resistance to increased use of virtual and constructive elements in replacement of learning in the actual asset controlled by the human trainer:trainee relationship. 

· Cultural change – in terms of organisational, across training organisations, personnel, delivering training in novel technological blends and process, changing the approach to training needs analysis.

· Pace – driven by economics and increased pace of decision making.

· Commercial – How will new blends utilise legacy training contracts and manage the IPR issues? 

· Future proofing – As new technologies emerge, how will they be integrated, how can reuse be maximised and how will refresh of COTS blends be realised?

· Risk – the risk that training needs in the live operational environment will not be fully met through LVC blends.


4.0 LVC Blends

Clearly part of this debate will include a consideration of a number of aspects associated with the delivery of training in a simulated environment.  Examples of issues that should be addressed within this debate include, but are most certainly not limited to:


· Training needs


· Cost benefits


· Training Standards


· Fidelity


· Quality of training


· Simulation for individual, team and collective training


· Incorporation of new technology


· Interoperability of training devices and systems


· Interface into live scenarios


· Return on investment


These examples are included to emphasis the complex nature of some of the drivers behind training decisions.  Indeed a considerable body of work, over many years has been undertaken to inform this debate, much of which has been considered by Brown et al (2011), when considering how to optimise cost effectiveness by balancing live and synthetic training.


This paper does not intend to focus on all aspects of the training simulation debate.  The intent is to take forward a specific issue that will help to inform a broader understanding of training in simulated environments and ensure a move toward cost effective, efficient training delivered in the right place, at the right time.  In particular the focus is on establishing an optimised blend of training across the LVC continuum.  This is becoming an increasingly important consideration within a military training context.  For example Magnuson (2010) notes that the American Army will conduct a major exercise in July 2012 that will create a complete battlefield training scenario, with its associated command and control elements and using in excess of 1,000 infantry soldiers.  A 20% reduction in training costs is anticipated.  


The intent of this paper is to establish a method by which decision makers, such as procurers of training systems, training managers or training designers, can make informed decisions that will ensure the optimum LVC blend based on ALL the factors and variables that are likely to influence this decision.  There is an expectation that, once this method is established, the delivery of a “more efficient and cost effective training environment” will be a realistic aspiration.


It is worth a consideration of the complexity of the problem within a military context.  Conventionally the UK military splits training into a number of cross-related phases and categories.  Training for individuals is progressive, moving through Phase 1 foundation training, enhancement of role based skills in Phase 2 training, with mission specific training occurring during (and beyond) Phase 3 training.  However training is also targeted at individuals, teams and collective groups; the collective requirement ranges from lower order team training to large scale multi-national events on a global scale.  Furthermore training will move from the generic, whereby key skills are established, to the specific whereby individuals, teams and collectives are trained and exercised for a specific mission or operation.


Figure 2 demonstrates some of this complexity, linked to the tailoring of training to satisfy generic requirements associated with the general principles of “the war”, to the training needs of a specific military operation.  Furthermore it is necessary to provide appropriate military training to individual recruits, (Phase 1 training) and develop the required military skills through Phase 2 and 3 training.  To achieve cost effective and efficient training it can be seen that the complete training requirement must be considered and should not necessarily be bounded by the phase or stage of training.  For example general military training (e.g. in Phase 1), skills based training (e.g. in Phase 2), or operational requirements (e.g. in Phase 3).  However there will also be occasion when the training requirement is very much linked to a particular military, skill or equipment need.  Clearly the blend of LVC, across all the military training domains must be developed with these complexities in mind.




Figure 2 – Military Training Phases (Fletcher et al (2001))

It is also worth a consideration of potential examples within the Land, Maritime and Air domains.  Figure 3 considers the training needs of a Fast Jet Pilot, a Ship’s Company and a Company of Dismounted Close Combat (DCC) (infantry), in terms of the intimacy of threat.  The diagram suggests that the single pilot, working in a highly controlled, but highly complex environment, is relatively remote from the threat.  A ship’s company may well be working in a less controlled environment, with little threat intimacy, but less control over environmental events, both within and outside the ship’s boundaries.  An infantry soldier is more likely to face very high exposure to threat, with high task variability within a constantly changing battlefield environment.  These examples are presented as a means to demonstrate the broad range of competing training needs, and are not meant to define the nature of battle within the Land, Maritime and Air battlespace.  However Figure 2 and 3 clearly demonstrate a complex training landscape, but one in which there is an opportunity for optimisation of the LVC blend, to ensure efficient and cost effective training, delivered at the right time, in the right place.




Figure 3 – Intimacy of Threat (Fletcher et al (2011))

Further more, these issues do not originate such that there is a blank canvass on which a solution may be painted.  There is a considerable amount of legacy simulation within the military training domain, most of it used with excellent effect, delivering useful training output that is a key contributor to military effectiveness.  In this instance there is a requirement to consider how existing LVC assets can be blended to deliver more efficient and cost effective training across the complete training landscape.


This study will consider how decision makers can optimise the LVC blend by establishing a method that relevant stakeholders can utilise as part of the overall drive toward efficient and cost effective training.  This study will not advocate a simple reallocation of training assets into simulation.  The primary objective is to support an optimised blend of all training methods, medias and assets across the LVC continuum. A method will be developed that will allow stakeholders to bring forward the most appropriate blended training solution, across all domains of the military training requirement, and allow a more efficient and cost effective delivery of training, with no compromise on the operational requirement or safety.


To ensure any such method is useful it is important that all communities of interest share a common understanding of the requirement, and it is likely that knowledge across all stakeholders will vary widely.  There is likely to be narrow, highly specialised knowledge pools in some areas, whilst broader, but less precise expertise may exist in other stakeholder communities.  Hence this study intends to offer a common language of understanding within the military training world to ensure that communication of the training need is based on a common understanding of the technologies, techniques and tools that are available.  It is acknowledged that this is a significant task; one that is not easily achieved over a relatively short span of time.  Furthermore, if a common understanding is established, it will need constant nurturing to mitigate against innocent misunderstandings that will limit the potential for the continued evolution of efficient and cost effective training solutions.


This study will begin by attempting to declare a set of definitions that are applicable across the LVC training domain, from the fairly obvious requirement to define the constituent parts of an LVC blended solution, to more complex definitions associated with underpinning technical descriptions.


A review will then be undertaken to establish all the factors that impact on training decisions.  This is a significant undertaking; a consideration of Figure 2 and Figure 3 serves to re-enforce the complex and integrated nature of the military training requirement.  The UK continues to engage in an asymmetric battlespace that, by its very nature demands an agile, flexible fighting force.  The training response must be equally agile and flexible to ensure it is able to deliver training relevant to operational demands.  However this is not a constraint but an opportunity for LVC blended solutions, based on current and emerging technologies, to deliver innovative and meaningful solutions.


Having established a baseline set of definitions and common terminology, this study will consult with military stakeholders, industry expertise and academic communities to determine those factors that must be considered when establishing the optimum LVC blend designed to deliver efficient and cost effective training.  At the outset of the study it is recognized that a “one size fits all” solution is not possible and that any method must have sufficient flexibility to respond to the needs of, for example, the educational demands of an individual learner, contrasted with a brigade level exercise designed to test command and control of combined Land, Air and Sea assets operating in a multi-national battlespace.


This suggests a method that allows users to select factors relevant to a given area of interest and apply levels of priority to each factor, perhaps on a scale between “an essential requirement” to “not required”.  Frank et al (2000) developed a tool to establish the right LVC training mix referring to the LVC blend as an Advanced Learning Environment (ALE).  In so doing they considered four key stages within the learning process, Familiarization, Acquisition of skills, Practice of skills and Validation of skills.  This is known as a FAPV model of learning.  Frank et al used this model as a basis for the development of a tool to help decision makers establish the appropriate mix of LVC training.  The tool allows dynamic trade offs across a range of variables based on an FAPV approach to training.  The tool is implemented as a Microsoft® Office Excel Spreadsheet for the specific use of Project Team procurement managers, as a means to purchase cost effective training.


This study will consider this and other outputs and consider how each may be used to inform a method of optimising the LVC blend optimisation.  It may be appropriate to extend the method such that it goes beyond the skills based training referred to by Frank et al (2000), and captures educational and knowledge requirements.  At this early stage it is suggested that consideration should be extended beyond the obvious requirement to inform specific project procurement requirements, and establish a method that supports the blending of existing LVC assets in support of a given training or exercise requirement.  This implies an urgent need for the MoD to establish a catalogue of existing LVC training assets, and establish a way of defining the capabilities of each asset and how it may contribute to an optimised LVC training blend.  Whilst this is outside the boundaries of this particular study, any method which is developed will attempt to make provision for input from a training asset database.


Although also outside the bounds of this study, it will be argued that a consistent and simple measure of Return on Investment (ROI) should be established to ensure that the purchase and/or refurbishment of expensive training assets is undertaken with increasing levels of fiscal responsibility and a commensurate reduction in assets unable to deliver against expectations. 


The intent is to establish a sufficient set of factors and variables that are important to determining the optimum blend of LVC training which will define a method that can be used by relevant stakeholders.  It is likely that the method will be of use to a range of stakeholders including:


· Training System procurement managers


· Training Designers


· Military Exercise planners


· Training Managers


· Training Planners


· Training Asset managers


For such a method and tool to be of value, it is critical that stakeholders contribute to the development of the method, and subsequently engage with it as a decision making tool.  This may demand some cultural re-alignment and willingness to engage with the potential of technologically enhanced training solutions, combined with some significant review of existing business and procurement practices.  For example procurement managers with project teams (particularly those associated with the delivery of urgent requirements) will need to take cognisance of existing training capabilities and consider how these may provide solutions, or part solutions, for new procurements.  That is why a cataloguing of existing training assets is considered essential. 


5.0 conclusion


In conclusion, the intention of this study is to establish the beginnings of a common understanding and language within the LVC training domain, based on a simple set of definitions that will be used by professionals and practitioners working in this field.  It will also engage with a range of military, industrial and academic stakeholders, and other relevant communities of interest, to establish a method that will allow people to make inform decisions regarding the optimum blend of training across LVC training assets.  Efficiency and cost effectiveness will be key drivers against the development of such a tool.


One of the main reasons that the question of Live Synthetic balance keeps emerging is the sheer complexity of a seemingly simple question.  This complexity mainly grows out of the definitions of terms that many use with confidence without realising that some use subtle (and not so subtle) differences in meanings. It is time for a new term to be considered, the LVC balance, to reflect recent technological advances and the ability for novel mixes in each environment. 
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Abstract:

 Question Enhance or Replace arises always whenever is handled the request to improve or to change the functionality of existing training facilities. Existence of common operational picture is essential for creation of a common decision in command and control systems. Czech C2 system uses “common” (for ground forces only) operational picture from 1997 but only in two dimensions. Three dimensional visualization of operational picture is the key enabler to get common understanding of the battlefield situation in more natural way. The article deals with the results of the first phase of project with code name VISUAL. This project is aimed on the tactical data visualization in 3D. First phase of the project analyze in detail type of data that is available from Czech C2 system and what type of tactical data is suitable for visualization in three dimensions. The first part of article introduces the project and its motivation from military commander perspective. The second part is aimed on the questionnaire that was disseminated in the Czech Armed Forces to get the right answers and ideas about tactical data visualization as:


· What type of 3D model should be used to represent the units at the battlefield?


· What type of information is essential for commander?


· The way of main tactical data representation.


· Visualization of unit movement prediction.


· The way of tactical overlays visualization in three dimensions.


The last part informs about potential use of NATO Vector Graphics format to transfer tactical overlays into 3D visualization system.


Keywords: Common Operational Picture, tactical data, analysis, 3D visualization.


INTRODUCTION


Question Enhance or Replace arises always whenever is handled the request to improve or to change the functionality of existing training facilities. During this decision must solve a number of aspects. The most serious, in addition to financial costs, can be included changes hardware and software. In modeling and simulation systems play a significant role the situation visualization system. The development of technology brings entirely new possibilities of improving visual perception, and therefore the question Enhance or Replace in this case has a unique solution - Replace. This article discusses the possibilities of 3D in the system command and control of the Czech Army.


A common operational picture (COP) of the battlefield is a key issue in the concept of Network Enabled Capability. COP availability is a prerequisite for joint decision making in command and control systems (C2). Czech C2 system uses "common" (for ground forces only) operational picture since 1997 in two dimensions (2D). Another way to increase the value of information derived from COP is three-dimensional (3D) representation of terrain and tactical data of the battlefield in real time. This feature was highlighted by successful defense research projects with code name VIRTUAL solved in 2007-2008 at the Masaryk University. One of the project outcomes was the software solution capable to display 3D terrain of the battlefield and the position of own units in real time. The position of the units is obtained by applying Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) for integration with the Czech C2 system [1][2]. In 2009 the military requested to incorporate the 3D visualization of the battlefield to the architecture of the Czech C2 system. This requirement covers the project: "Services for 3D visualization of tactical data of Czech C2 system" accepted to be solved in the years 2010-2012 with code name VISUALIZATION. This first phase of this project is focused on analysis of tactical data that are available in Czech C2 system to get the minimum set of information that must be visualized in 3D.


1.  CZECH C2 SYSTEM TACTICAL DATA


Czech C2 system stores data about tactical units and entities in databases of individual brigades that are main organizational units from the command and control point of view. Czech C2 system software is divided into two groups of applications. The first is the combat vehicle's information system (CVIS) and the second one is an automated command and control system (ACCS). Connectivity only with the CVIS is not sufficient. All tactical data is available only from ACCS. The most important application - Position localization as a part of ACCS visualizes positional information of units. This application is connected to following information resources:

· PSH database - to retrieve the current position of displayed objects.

· STDB - to identify the characteristics and current states of objects.

· GEO data repository, which contains the raster and vector electronic equivalents of topographical and geographical maps, aerial or satellite pictures and plans of cities and villages.


· Tactical vector data repository, which contains all vector drawings of tactical information, stored in individual layers. We called them tactical overlays.


To classify tactical data, following categories exist in ACCS:


· Main tactical data (unit name, combat efficiency, unit position, velocity, movement vector, altitude).


· Other tactical data (dose of radiation, availability, evaluation of ammunition, persons, fuel and weapons, readiness, operational status (destroyed, damaged, lost), fire regime, NBC equipment, level of training, emissions, deployment.


· Tactical overlays (Lines, Points, Areas, Tasks, Direction, Maneuver- terrain, Maneuver- anti enemy activity, Maneuver – own units, Reconnaissance, Special symbols for particular type of unit.


It is important to clarify that during the real fight the other tactical data is not available because of low band connectivity or totally jammed transmission.


2.  TACTICAL DATA QUESTIONNAIRE


To set how to display tactical data in a 3D visualization prototype a questionnaire was developed. The questionnaire was disseminated between commanders at the medium level of command. Total number of respondents was 30 within different military branches. For these reasons, the results of the conducted survey can be viewed as significant. For initial setup of 3D visualization is essential to find answers to following questions:

· What type of 3D model should be used to represent the units at the battlefield?


· What type of information is essential for commander?


· The way of main tactical data representation.


· Visualization of unit movement prediction.

· The way of tactical overlays visualization in three dimensions.

The findings resulted from the questionnaire:


· Units should be viewed as a spatial object that most closely describes the area in which the unit and its subordinated units are located.

· 60% respondents believes that it is necessary to show directly "without clicking" key tactical information about the unit.

· The basic tactical data cited in order of importance:

· Name of unit (symbol as part of the APP-6A).


· Operational status.


· Person status.

· Ammunition status.

· Direction of movement.

· Fuel status.

· If a parameter is in percentages, so it is suitable to display it in bar graph form.

· Other available tactical data must be displayed after a "click" on the unit.

· The history of the movement should be showed in the interval of 10h.


· The estimated unit movement should be showed in the interval of 2h in the form of arrows.

· Tactical overlays should use filters corresponding to the groups identified in chapter 1.


· Platoon and the company is adequate level to the brigade command and control process.


3.  TACTICAL OVERLAYS TRANSMISSION


The transmission of vector data (tactical overlays) from Czech C2 system into 3D visualization application will be based on NATO Vector Graphics (NVG) protocol [3]. This protocol was created to easy encode and transmit combat information between the command and control systems. The main effort was directed to the transmission of military symbols. NVG data format is an XML document. The document has a prescribed structure that is defined by the XSD file. The content of this document is a set of graphics primitives, from which a tactical situation can be made. Graphics primitives are only a small set and represent only the geometric primitives with a unique structure (e.g. point, line, polyline, polygon, ellipse, etc.). These graphics primitives are then mapped to the NATO symbols according to APP-6A, APP-6B and MIL-STD-2525B. Implementation of NVG was originally inspired by industrial SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics). The primary purpose of NVG format is presentation of battlefield information from multiple sources. This is enabled by viewing them in overlapping layers. To create a comprehensive and detailed view of common operational picture of a particular battlefield situation is then done by a combination of several simpler views. On the other hand, it should be noted that to obtain a real picture of the situation, the individual resources must be secured and their activities must be controlled.

CONCLUSION


The first phase of VISUALIZATION project was done. The tactical data available from Czech C2 system was analyzed. The most important data to visualize in 3D from the commander point of view are: name of unit, operational status, person status, ammunition status, direction of movement status, fuel status. These data must be visualized as 3D bars close to the particular unit. Tactical overlays were analyzed and the most important minimum set of these primitive followed: Forward Line of Own Troops (FLOT), Forward Edge of Battlefield Activity, Line of Departure, Probable Line of Deployment, Area of Operation, Attack Area, Assembly Area, Engagement Area Fire line and Axes of Advance of Main Attack of Army (AAMAA). The Figure 1 shows the tactical situation with tactical overlay in 3D with FLOT and AAMAA. Three units are visualized as 3D objects with mapped APP-6A symbol.



Figure 1. Visualized units and tactical overlays in 3D
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INTRODUCTION

SIMS aims to…

		 Prove the concept of innovative battlefield information dissemination 



to enhance mission planning, execution, assessment (including Lessons Learned) and training

		Focus:



Asymmetric threats

Possible countermeasures for force protection 

Operations in an urban environment

Closing the information loop within and between the various levels of command

		 End “product”: a demonstration and proof of concept in March 2012

		 Part of EDA Force protection program
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SIMS – Smart Information for Mission Success

*

From paper: 

“the SIMS consortium  is working on the delivery of a Proof of Concept on innovative battlefield information dissemination to enhance mission planning, execution, assessment (including Lessons Learned process) and training. Primarily asymmetric threats and possible countermeasures for force protection will be addressed, especially in an urban environment, with the specific focus on closing the information loop between the various levels of command”.



End product = ‘just’ a demonstration, proof of concept  not the system itself 
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CHALLENGES

		Quantity and complexity of the information regarding the mission environment grows 

		The growing need for supporting intelligent tooling (models, simulation, automated processing) 

		Human Factors as a priority for EDA

		SIMS identified six shortfalls, in the following areas: 



Asymmetric threat and behavioural modelling

Decision support tools

Mission planning support tools

Mission execution support tools

Mission Debriefing & Lesson Learned support tools

Novel training methods and techniques for asymmetric operations
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SIMS – Smart Information for Mission Success

*

From paper: 

“As the quantity and complexity of the information regarding the mission environment grows continuously, standard processes and systems can fail to keep pace and the need for supporting intelligent tooling (models, simulation, automated processing) grows. In this respect, the SIMS consortium has identified six shortfalls in the following areas:

 

Asymmetric Threat & Behavioural Modelling: There is a lack of standard asymmetric threat models and reference data usable for military decision aids. Specifically relevant for asymmetric operations, there is also a lack of behavioural and/or cognitive models, suitable for modelling the human terrain. 

Decision Making Support Tools: There is a lack of decision aids based on Artificial Intelligence (AI) models, machine based intelligence able to handle uncertainty, and little or no use of automation to conduct asymmetric threat analysis. Additionally, the level of confidence in such systems by operational users is low.

Mission Planning Support Tools: There is a limited availability of mission planning, training and rehearsal tools at tactical level, based on accurate recent information regarding asymmetric threats from the operational environment. There is a need for easily updatable, portable, interactive and user friendly support systems, including rapid, possibly on-line updates on the mission environment.

Mission Execution Support Tools: There is a limited availability of mission execution support tools, allowing distribution of (smart) information to mission executors in rapidly changing situations and potential asymmetric threats, and efficient re-tasking of operational forces. 

Assessment Methods: There is a lack of support tools and methods for structured gathering and recording of information acquired during daily mission execution and mission debriefing process. Also 

Training Techniques: There is a lack of means, methods and guidelines for (joint) mission training, planning, and execution for asymmetric threat defence 
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SIMS VISION

SIMS – Smart Information for Mission Success
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Prototype overall design

*

SIMS – Smart Information for Mission Success

*

C-BML interface 

to external C4I

for SIMS prototype





Operational level FP planning

Tactical level FP planning

SIMS KD management

SIMS KD client (KD content management)

Mission execution tool (PDA)

Monitoring tool













KD

		 Mission planning core tools



		Mission planning core tools

		Force protection means impact assessment







 Monitoring CP

 Deployed unit
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Operational Level Force Protection Services

		The interfaces of the GIS at operational level for force planning protections are intended to: 



Present the history of attacks in this area

Define the responsibility area at the operational level 

Present the calculated risk areas and the associated level of risk 

Position the tactical units on the ground and define their responsibility boundaries and their mission 

Position as better as possible the support forces (e.g., Quick Reaction Force)

Display the a priori risk according to the terrain characteristics

Display the hostility level of populations in relation to intelligence information





*









Other Display examples

*

Satellite view :

Initial positioning of tactical units

Map view : 

Initial positioning of tactical units

Risk analysis 

SIGnificant  Acts 







Tactical Level Force Protection services

		The role of GIS at the tactical level is to: 



Receive missions from the tactical planning tool, Populate the KD, Visualize the established mission plan 

Let the operator access the different parameters of the mission, the features of the resources used, the useful documents to the mission: rules of engagement, populations, geographic features, etc. 

View the history of attacks in the area of operation

Present the calculated risk areas and their levels of danger associated on the whole of the mission and also for each type of resources used 

Display the zones that may be under protection of the support forces

Present a geo-referenced evaluation for the mission residual risks and for each implemented measures.





*









Monotoring & Debriefing Tool

		From super PDA to a MultiTouch Table 

		Supporting both mission monitoring and debriefing.





*
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Multi-Media Mission Execution Support Tool 

*

 

Map  with mission information, voice, pictures, video, texts (orders, reports)

		Real-Time exchange between Mission level and CP Monitoring



		Real-Time or Post mission exchange with the KD (Dynamic part) including Human Terrain Data







*









Training Needs

		Mission Planning : SIMS as decision aids (individual)



Operational level (C-BML exchange with legacy C4I systems)

Situation and Risk analysis in Areas Of Responsibilities (AORs)

Force protection resources pre allocation to AOR/ Units (Bgd, Bttn)  

Tactical level (C-BML exchange with legacy C4I systems)

Mission planning considering risk areas (Cnie, Patrol/Convoy, …)

Supporting missions and force protection resources

Remaining risks and instructions in case of attacks

		Collective training: C2 Monitoring and Mission execution



Mission rehearsal (at the Command Post with mission leaders)

Simulation of the planned missions and review of individual missions

Possible attacks. what if ? Instructions and coordination between missions

Mission Training (Classroom or exercises)

Coord. with Command Post (Orders, Reports, Human Terrain Data “HTD”)

Coord. between missions (ex: support requester/ support provider )

*

SIMS – Smart Information for Mission Success

*
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Mission Training concept (Coordination with CP) 

*

*

Monitoring  Level (CP)   

Mission Plans  

KD





Environment 

Mission Level  





Multimedia

		 Orders

		 Reports 

		 HTD





PDA Injection









Collective Training (several mission rules) 

*

*

Requester 



KD

Support 

Support 









Toward coalition training

*

*



KD

HLA









Conclusions

SIMS is an innovative project to provide Smart Information:

Knowledge of the Significant acts in the area of operations

Risk analysis and decision aids for Force Protection

Multi-Media Support for Human Terrain Data collection



Provide conditions for new mission training methods and techniques 

*

*

“…communication gaps increase risks to life, resources and efficiency.” 

– Army Lt. Gen. David M. Rodriguez, Commander, International Security Assistance Force Joint Command







*
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Questions ?
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Abstract


Norway is in the process of replacing their F-16 aircraft. The ambition to make use of the multi-role capability of the new aircraft implies an extensive combat training program (CTP) with various missions and events the pilots have to manage. The introduction of advanced flight simulators allows a larger amount of missions to be trained in a simulator compared to the existing F-16 training program. Hence, establishing an efficient training concept with the desired balance between training in aircraft and in simulator is important. 

FFI has developed a simulation model of the combat pilot training concept, called TREFF. The main purpose of TREFF is to identify and comprehend factors affecting the pilots’ ability to maintain their status as combat ready with respect to the CTP.


The overall capacity of the training system is limited by the number of available aircraft, simulators and working hours. There is a variety of factors affecting the time needed to conduct all the missions and events required. One is the CTP itself, including the number of missions, their frequency and the ratio between training in the simulator and the aircraft. Another factor is the pilots’ daily training schedule with respect to how they combine live and simulator training.  


TREFF is implemented as a discrete event simulation using the AnyLogic simulation package. This paper introduces the simulation model and provides some example results.


1.0
Introduction


A modern multi-role aircraft, such as the F-35, requires a more extensive training program compared to e.g. F-16 due to new capabilities, while budget constraints and operating costs tend to reduce the number of available flying hours. On the other hand, the use of advanced mission simulators connected in a network allows for a larger portion of pilot training to be conducted in a simulator. Additionally, in the longer terms, an LVC (Live, Virtual and Constructive) capability will allow pilots in real aircraft to train with pilots in simulators and constructive forces. According to [1] the use of simulators to reduce live red air
 sorties is one important benefit of LVC. A discussion on balancing live and virtual training can be found in [2].


Increased number of training sorties in aircraft and simulator requires an efficient training concept in order to minimize pilot workload. In this paper, a training concept includes the pilots, the training system itself, comprising a number of aircraft and simulators, a combat training program (CTP) describing the training requirements, and other constraints regarding e.g. working hours and flight periods. Thus, finding a balance between all these factors to minimize the pilot workload is a complex task, and requires efficient scheduling
.


FFI has developed a simulation model, TREFF, based on a model of the training concept. TREFF is used to analyse how important parameters affect the training of pilots and utilization of available resources of the training system. Of special interest is the number of working days needed for a pilot to fulfil the CTP, and thus maintain combat readiness. It is also desirable to minimize the number of flying sorties in excess of the minimum requirements of the CTP e.g. due to scheduling efficiency and red air sorties. Description of similar work can be found in [3], where an aircrew training model for operational fighter squadrons is described. The model in [3] is used to estimate how much operational training is needed by different categories of pilots and the minimum number of sorties that must be flown to satisfy training requirements. 


The simulation model described in this paper is developed in the FFI project “Support to F-35 Program Norway”. TREFF is used to perform analyses of the planned training concept for F-35 in support to the F-35 Program Norway.


This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of a combat pilot training concept, while section 3 describes a model of the training concept. The implementation of the model, TREFF, is described in section 4. Section 5 gives some example output. Section 6 concludes the paper. 


2.0
OVERVIEW OF a combat PILOT TRAINING concept


Combat pilot training is conducted as a combination of live (aircraft) and virtual training (simulator). The development of simulator technology combined with cost requirements will lead to increased amount of training in simulators compared to the current situation.

Combat pilot training is conducted at the main operating bases. A training system comprising a number of simulators, briefing and debriefing facilities, is co-located with the combat aircraft squadrons. A major change in the training concept for F-35 compared to F-16 is the use of simulators for tactical training. The typical fighting unit for combat aircraft is 2-4 aircraft, thus a number of networked simulators is required at each training facility in order to conduct tactical training. 

A CTP describes the training required for aircrew at different experience levels to qualify as “combat ready”. A CTP lists a number of missions that must be accomplished with a certain frequency (e.g. once per 180 days), and the ratio of simulator training versus live training. The CTP also states the number of aircraft necessary to train a certain mission.


A training mission, in simulator or aircraft, has to be planned, briefed and debriefed. Before a live mission, the pilots also have to put on their flight gear and participate on a step brief, where the supervisor of flying briefs the latest updates. The activities necessary to perform a training mission are shown in Figure 1. Time to plan, brief and debrief depends on the complexity of the mission, and whether the mission will be accomplished live or virtual. 


 PlanningBriefStepbrief, preparationsTrainingmission(simor live)Debrief




Figure 1: Training activities.


Live training is allocated to defined flight periods, e.g. two time slots each day, and the other activities are laid out in time according to these. Simulator periods should be adjusted according to the flight periods in such a way that there is time for both virtual training and live training during a normal working day. In order to allow future utilization of LVC training, some of the simulator periods should coincide with the flight periods. 


3.0
Modelling the combat pilot TRAINING concept 


In the process of modelling the combat pilot training concept, there have been several meetings with experienced combat pilots from the Norwegian F-35 Program. A visit to one of the Norwegian F-16 squadrons was also arranged in order to get an impression of the everyday life at a squadron, and to consult their opinions on future challenges.


The model of the training concept mainly consists of a model of the training system, with pilots utilizing it based on a CTP and daily training schedules. In section 3.1, the model of the training system is presented. Scheduling algorithms determine how pilots and aircraft and/or simulators each day are allocated based on training schedules and number of trained sorties compared to the requirements in the CTP. The scheduling is presented briefly in section 3.2.


3.1
Modelling the Training System


As is the case for modelling of all systems, some simplifications are made. It is assumed that all pilots have the same average level of experience, in the sense that they have to fly the same number of missions, and that all pilots can take on every role in a fighting unit. The model does not take into account squadrons, which means that all pilots are assumed to be available when composing a fighting unit. The model also assumes steady state, i.e. no deployment, long term leave, etc. The effect of newly graduated pilots assigned to an operational squadron is not modelled. 


The CTP is represented in the model as a list of missions with information deduced from a proposed CTP. Instead of training frequency, the model of the CTP states the number of sorties per mission during one year. This simplification is made in connection with an assumption that the CTP can be simulated sequentially, starting with the first mission listed in the CTP. Such an approach simplifies the scheduling process, but complicates how the results should be interpreted regarding the number of days required to complete all sorties in the training program. Due to this simplification, the model can not be used to get information on the frequency of trained missions.

The model of the CTP includes time to brief, debrief and plan each mission, and number of pilots required for planning the mission. It also includes a proportion of flights where the roles of blue air
 and red air can be swapped, which means that the pilots starting out as red air on a mission can swap into the role of blue air, and the other way around. In this way, all pilots get valuable training. Table 1 shows the format of the model of the CTP. It is assumed that the pilots train one mission pr sortie.


Table 1: Format of CTP.


		MissionID




		Mission


Name

		Blue air

		Average sorties pr year

		Red air

		Time to plan [h]

		Time to brief [h]

		Time to debrief [h]

		Pilots planning

		Ratio of missions red/blue swap



		

		

		Min

		Des-ired

		LIVE

		SIM

		Min

		Des-ired

		LIVE

		SIM

		LIVE

		SIM

		LIVE

		SIM

		Min

		Des-ired

		



		1

		Mission 1

		1

		1

		2

		1

		1

		1

		1,5

		1

		1

		1

		1

		1

		1

		2

		1



		2

		Mission 2

		2

		2

		3

		1

		1

		2

		1

		1

		1

		0,5

		1

		0,5

		1

		2

		0,5



		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		n

		Mission n

		4

		4

		1

		1

		0

		0

		1,5

		0,5

		1

		1

		1

		1

		1

		2

		0





The training activities that can be performed by a pilot a given day, including combining aircraft and simulator training, are defined by a set of daily training schedules, as shown in Figure 2. The training schedules take into account flight and simulator periods, time to brief and debrief, and if necessary, planning. In addition the number of working hours per day limits how the activities can be combined.




Figure 2: Examples of alternative daily training schedules.


Aircraft and simulators are modelled as resources with certain availability. The number of aircraft available in each flight period is modelled as a Gaussian distribution with parameters based on results from the comprehensive model FLYT2# [4]

 REF _Ref302628623 \r \h 
 \* MERGEFORMAT [5]. There is also probability that all flights in a flying period can be cancelled due to poor weather conditions. The simulator availability is assumed to have a uniform distribution.


3.2 
Scheduling

Scheduling is a way of combining aircraft, simulators, pilots, missions and training schedules in the best possible way. This makes the scheduling process the most important and most complex process represented by the model of the training concept. The number of available aircraft, simulators and pilots vary each day, and the pilot’s achieved training hours are increasing, hence the scheduling is done on a day-to-day basis. 


The scheduling algorithms are based on the pilots being modelled as unique entities that each day go through a process mainly consisting of the activities in Figure 1. At the start of each day a pilot may be unavailable for training for reasons like attending a course, sick leave or vacation. The pilots available for training are prioritized according to their progression of the CTP.


The algorithm determines a mission based on a set of criteria for the pilot with highest priority. The first criterion demands that the pilot has not accomplished all sorties of the mission, either live or virtual. Second, the number of required pilots, aircraft and/or simulators has to be available. At last, there are criteria regarding the training schedules, e.g. whether the pilot can follow a given training schedule two days in a row. 


When a mission is decided upon, pilots and aircraft and/or simulators have to be allocated to the mission. As a main rule, pilots flying blue air are the ones with least accomplished sorties on this specific mission, while red air pilots are the ones with most accomplished sorties.


When a mission is set up with sufficient number of pilots and aircraft and/or simulators, the scheduling process starts all over with the remaining pilots. 


3.3 
Model Verification and Validation


Verification was performed by detailed examination of model output by tracing training progress for single pilots and a review of model output with experienced pilots. Validation of the model has been carried out by regular meetings with experienced pilots, where early results have been used as basis for discussion. In addition data for F-16 training has been used for validation by using the F-16 CTP as input to TREFF. 


4.0
TREFF


This section gives an overview of TREFF, which is the implementation of the model in the AnyLogic simulation tool. All input and output data is stored in a spreadsheet. 

4.1 
Simulation Model


TREFF is implemented in the AnyLogic simulation tool [6]. AnyLogic is a Java-based tool for simulation of discrete event models, agent based models and system dynamics models, or combinations of these [6]. TREFF is a discrete event model, based on objects from the Enterprise Library of AnyLogic. The library consists of objects such as queues, resource pools and delay objects that can be connected into a process that handles entities. An entity is a Java class that can be extended with variables and methods relevant for the system being modelled. 


Entities in TREFF represent pilots with variables such as the number of total live missions, the number of total simulator missions, pilot ID, etc. The top level view of TREFF shown in Figure 3 closely resembles the generic process presented in Figure 1. The four rounded rectangles are hierarchical models consisting of sub-processes, while all other objects are from the AnyLogic Enterprise Library [6].




Figure 3: Top level view of TREFF.

Each day, the pilot entities go through the process, starting with a decision on which entities go to “scheduling” and which will stay in “absenceORwork”. In the hierarchical model “scheduling” Java code is used to implement algorithms for prioritizing pilots, finding a suitable mission and keeping track of acquired resources. The mission and the training schedule are two of the variables set in the scheduling process, and these are stored within each pilot entity.


The training activities are carried out according to the selected training schedule. Mission planning must be done one day in advance for those flying in the first flight period. This is taken into account in the model by allowing pilot entities to move from “scheduling” to either “brief” or “planning”. At the end of the day, before entering the queue “offDuty”, the training missions are logged. 


Figure 4 shows the content of the hierarchical model “training” from Figure 3. Pilot entities enter the process at the select object “simORlive”, consisting of conditions that determine whether the pilot shall perform live or simulator training. The conditions are based on which training schedule the pilots follow.



Figure 4: Training process in TREFF.


For live training, the schedule object “flyingPeriods” makes aircraft available in the resource pool “aircraftPool” at a given flight period. In “liveTraining”, the pilots start training or wait for available aircraft. When live training is completed, the pilots go to “decision1”, containing conditions determing whether they move forward in the main process, go to live training or to simulator training.


Simulator training is simulated by the same principles as live training. Besides the possibilities of live and simulator training, the entities have a third option from “simORlive”. This is used for pilot entities flying red air when simulator and live training are combined. They wait in “redAirWait” until the other pilot entities have finished their simulator training. 


4.2 
Input and Output Data


The input parameters are based on what is currently considered to represent the training concept in a realistic way. One of the main purposes of the model is to investigate alternative ways of organising the training by performing sensitivity analyses. Some important parameters that can be varied in simulation experiments are:


· CTP: the number of required missions, the number of pilots that is needed to conduct a mission, proportion of missions trained in aircraft versus simulator


· Resources: availability of pilots, aircraft and simulators 


· Alternative daily training schedules, i.e. how the training is organized


To keep track of all input parameters, including their values in different simulation experiments, a spreadsheet is used for storing input and output of TREFF. As can be seen in Figure 5, each column of the spreadsheet consists of a set of parameters that define an experiment. Results from a simulation of a given experiment are written to the same column, below the input data. The results are processed in other sheets in the same spreadsheet. 


Simulationexperiment




Figure 5: Extract from the Excel spreadsheet with input and output of the simulation model.


Storing all data, including the CTP, in a spreadsheet provides an easy way to ensure traceability between input and output data during the analysis. This also allows for flexibility in presenting simulation results and performing off-line analyses.


5.0
EXAMPLE RESULTS/analysis


This section presents some example results from TREFF. Results are shown for two simulation experiments where none of the parameters, including the CTP, are from a real case. Experiment 1 uses a squadron of 20 pilots, a mean value of eight available aircraft per flight period, four available simulators and a CTP consisting of 24 missions. Experiment 2 has the same parameters, except that the mean value of available aircraft is set to six.


From each run, the time at which all pilots have completed all sorties in the CTP is stored, and a histogram shows the distribution of the finishing times from all runs. The histograms with results from experiment 1 and experiment 2 are shown in Figure 6, indicating larger variance in the results from experiment 2. The average time to all pilots have completed the sorties is 269 days in experiment 1 and 284 days in experiment 2.
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Figure 6: Time to complete all missions in the CTP 
(experiment 1 to the left and experiment 2 to the right).

To get a better picture of how the training was performed, it is of interest to take a closer look at each mission in the CTP. The number of blue and red aircraft required to train a mission is given as intervals in the CTP, as shown in Table 1. Figure 7 shows how many red and blue aircraft that actually were involved in each mission. It can be seen that the additional aircraft in experiment 1 make it easier to compose fighting units according to desired numbers of blue air and red air stated in the CTP. 
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Figure 7: Average number of blue air and red air at each mission in the CTP.

The number of sorties per mission is expected to be somewhat higher than required by the CTP, because some pilots have to participate in sorties even though they already have completed all sorties on the given mission (scheduling efficiency). In Figure 8 the number of sorties from the simulation of experiment 1 (blue) is compared to the number of sorties specified in the CTP (black). Some extra sorties occur, but overall the scheduling has been satisfactory.
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Figure 8: Number of sorties per mission compared to requirements in the CTP.

The choice of training schedule is made by the pilot scheduling process. Figure 9 shows how often each schedule was used in the simulations of experiment 1 and experiment 2. It should be noticed that when the number of aircraft decreases, number of days at work without training (“other” and possibly planning) increases due to lack of training resources. 
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Figure 9: Use of daily training schedules per pilot in simulation experiments 
with a mean of 8 and 6 available aircraft per flying period.

In addition to the plots shown, there are a lot of other possibilities when it comes to extracting results from TREFF. The number of blue air sorties, red air sorties and simulator sorties per pilot and utilization of aircraft and simulators are examples of additional results.


6.0
CONCLUSION


The requirements for pilot training for future combat aircraft exceed those of the F-16. It is consequently especially important to design a highly efficient training concept. FFI has developed the simulation model TREFF in order to analyse how various factors of the training system, including the number of resources, training schedules and CTPs affect pilot workload and training efficiency. The model is designed to be flexible, easily accommodating different CTPs and training facility characteristics like simulator and aircraft availability. TREFF is currently in use to support the F-35 Program Norway in planning the future training concept for F-35.


Possible future extensions of the model include modelling effects of qualifying inexperienced pilots assigned to an operational squadron and take into account different pilot roles (wingmen, flight lead and instructor pilots). TREFF can also be used to investigate potential effects of future LVC training.
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� 	Red air is a pilot playing the role of adversary


� 	Scheduling is the allocation of pilots to aircraft and simulators to train a certain mission


� Blue air is a pilot flying a training mission
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Car development – 

A flash history of the early days

*

		Technology push

		Wild ideas

		Driver concept

		Don’t change the operator / don’t change the old ways

		









LVC development – 

A flash history of the early days

		Technology push

		Wild (focus on) standards

		Training concept

		Don’t change the instructor / don’t change the old ways



*







Connecting LVC technology & training efforts?

		Technological development

		Training development

		A comprehensive framework for LVC development



*







LVC technology

		Training Range (L, LC)

		Datalink technology

		Instrumentation technology 

		CTIA

		TENA

		MTDS – Mission Training through Distributed Simulation (V, VC)

		Simulator interoperability



DIS/HLA

		Terrain generation technology

		ET - Embedded Training (LC) 

		Integrated (distributed) simulation in platform



*







Technological Development framework 

Service Oriented Architecture

Levels of Conceptual Interoperability Models LCIM

*







Service Oriented Architecture (Technology)

‘ hard’ training services & components

		Live assets

		datalink, ...

		Simulators

		scenario planning, on-board simulation, ...

		Constructive models

		tactics model, decision making models, ...





SOA (standard) principles

		Standardised service contract 

		interoperability, ...

		Service loose coupling 

		platforms, systems and locations, ...

		...









Training approaches

		Competency oriented

		Towards 

		Optimal cognitive load

		Reduction of ‘integration dips’

		Longer retention

		Flexible skills







*

Time 



Performance  

“Integration dip” 



Required performance 

Actual learning curve 

Optimal learning curve 

		Design & Development 

		Relate to LVC

		From process driven approaches to product oriented guidelines – ‘service oriented’ 





































Service Oriented Design (Training)

‘Soft’ Training Services & components

		Syllabi

		Operational conditions (assignment to training sorties)

		Assessment

		Performance measures

		Instructor guide

		Instructional strategy



*







Comprehensive LVC Development framework

linking services through SOA and SOD using LCIM

*

level 4







level 3







level 2







level 1

DIS, HLA, TENA

training objectives 

performance measures

operational conditions

performance measures

operational conditions

training approach

instructional strategies

Soft training services	LVC	Hard training services

syllabus, planning strategies		live , virtual , constructive components

ADL







Example 

Consistency of training design and LVC technology

		Training design 

		Design principle (LCIM level 4)



Ensure operational variability to foster flexible skills (deal quickly with block upgrades, new weapons, new ROEs, new threats, etc)

		Syllabus content (LCIM level 3)



Ensure (some) parameters vary between exercises (or modules) 

		LVC technology 

		Security concept (LCIM level 3) 



Apply varying set of weapon parameters, platform characteristics etc 

		Data exchange principle (LCIM level 4)



Ensure fair play









Comprehensive LVC Development framework

summary & benefits

		Service oriented / multi level framework for co-developing LVC training and technology

		Mutual benefits

		Training concepts <-> Technological concepts

		Using framework in operational LVC training

		More explicit decisions in training design and use of technology

		Lessons learned identified feed back to training and technology concepts/design

		Status of framework

		Initial concept





















*
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1. World financial and economic 
crises


2.  Global terrorism and international 
wars


3.  Political instabilities, revolutions
4.  Global environmental change, 


extreme weather
5.  Organized crime, cybercrime
6.  Quick spreading of emerging 


diseases
7.  Global disruptions of supply 


chains
8. Migration and integration 


problems


We Face Intensified and New, Global Problems


Problems:


3 mega-events in 2010, which may even 
change the global distribution of power:


1.  Financial Crisis
2.  Arab Spring
3.  Japanese Earthquake 


and Nuclear Disaster







Old Problems: External Threats to Society


FuJuuCT 







But the Challenges Humanity is Facing 
in the 21st Century are Novel


Lee C. Bollinger, president of Columbia University, 
formulated the issue as follows: “The forces affecting 
societies around the world ... are powerful and novel. The 
spread of global market systems ... are ... reshaping our 
world ..., raising profound questions. These questions call 
for the kinds of analyses and understandings that academic 
institutions are uniquely capable of providing. Too many 
policy failures are fundamentally failures of knowledge.”







New Problems: Self-Destabilization of Society


«Europa ist eine tickende Zeitbombe» 
       October 12, 2011 


DIE GELDBOMBE 
Wie aus einer groRen Idee 


eine Gefahr fur Europa werden konnte 







Derivatives as Financial Weapons 
of Mass Destruction





Buffett warns on investment 'time bomb'"

Derivatives are financial weapons of mass destruction "

Warren Buffett 
The rapidly growing trade in derivatives poses a "mega-catastrophic 
risk" for the economy ..., legendary investor Warren Buffett has warned. 

The world's second-richest man made the comments in his famous and plain-spoken 
"annual letter to shareholders", excerpts of which have been published by Fortune 
magazine. 
The derivatives market has exploded in recent years, with investment banks selling 
billions of dollars worth of these investments to clients as a way to off-load or manage 
market risk. 
But Mr Buffett argues that such highly complex financial instruments are time bombs 
and "financial weapons of mass destruction" that could harm not only their buyers 
and sellers, but the whole economic system.      (BBC, 4 March, 2003)




Contracts devised by 'madmen' 
Derivatives are financial instruments that allow investors to speculate on the future 
price of, for example, commodities or shares - without buying the underlying 
investment. 
Derivatives generate reported earnings that are often wildly overstated and 
based on estimates whose inaccuracy may not be exposed for many years. 
(BBC, 4 March, 2003)







As Coupling Gets Stronger, System Behavior Can 
Change Completely: Traffic Breakdowns


Thanks 
to Yuki
Sugiyama
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As Coupling Gets Stronger, System Behavior Can 
Change Completely: Crowd Disasters


===============- FuJuuCT 







Many Global Challenges Result from Cascading Effects


§  We have now a global 
exchange of people, 
money, goods, 
information, ideas…


§  Globalization and 
technological change 
have created a 
strongly coupled and 
interdependent world


Network infrastructures create pathways for disaster 
spreading!







Our World Has Become Strongly Coupled and Complex
1.  Faster dynamics
2.  Increased frequency of extreme 


events – can have any size
3.  Self-organization and strong 


correlations dominate system 
dynamics


4.  Unwanted feedback, cascade and 
side effects, counterintuitive 
behavior


5.  Predictability goes down 
6.  System optimization not possible in 


real time, even with supercomputers
7.  Possibilities of external control are 


limited
8.  Larger vulnerability to random 


failures and external shocks
9.  Old recipes do not work anymore
10.  Loss of trust
Our world shows all these features! 


The problem is the wrong perspective 
(component-, not interaction-oriented).
We need a science of complex 
systems!







Future ICT Systems Are Artificial Social Systems
§  ICT systems are made up of billions of non-


linearly interacting components (computers, 
smartphones, software agents, …). 


§  More and more of them take autonomous 
decisions, based on an internal representation 
(“subjective” interpretation) of the surrounding 
world and expectations regarding future 
conditions. 


§  This effectively makes them artificial social 
systems. 


§  Example: Computer-based automatic trading 
strategies now perform the majority of 
transactions in our world’s financial system.


§  Most ICT systems are not designed and tested 
for the collective behavior of their components. 


§  A lack of coordination, instabilities, an inefficient 
use of resources, conflicts of interest, cybercrime 
and cyberwar are the result.


§  Note that networking can destabilize systems!
§  An understanding of social systems is needed!








Different recipes, new solutions, and a paradigm shift in 
our understanding of the world are needed.


Too Much Networking Can Cause Self-
Destabilization: Breakdown of Cooperation


 


lmi a ·on of be neig bo 


- Al l r 
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Is the Fight Against Complexity a Lost Battle?
§  In a strongly varying world, strict stability and control is not possible 


anymore or excessively expensive 


§  Example: Public spending deficits
§  Hierarchically organized structures have a 


critical size, beyond which they become unstable


§  Examples: Decay of Soviet Union; many failed mergers in the last 
decade (Daimler-Chrysler, BMW-Rover, Allianz-Dresdner Bank, …) 


§  A paradigm shift towards flexible, agile, adaptive systems is needed, 
possible - and overdue!


Boeing 747: Constructed for stable flight Su-47: Utilizes dynamic instability







§  Use the natural tendency of complex systems to self-organize (yields 
robust and resource-efficient solutions)


§  Example: Social cooperation and norms, network of trust


§  Use emergent properties of complex systems (i.e. system properties 
that are not predicted/implied by its system components)


§  Examples: Innovation; collective 


intelligence, wisdom of crowds, 
prediction markets


§  Use adaptability and flexibility/agility


§  Example: Self-control of traffic lights


 


Properties of Complex Systems Can Be Utilized!
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Avoiding Crowd Disasters


October, 3rd, 2011 STS Forum, 8th Annual Meeting, Kyoto 


§  Avoiding crossing 
and counter-flows


§  Real-time flow 
monitoring


§  Adaptive rerouting


§  Contingency plans


 


Beneficial for all 
mode of transport 
and for the 
environment 


Situation in 2006 


Flow Monitoring in 2007


Resilient Flow Organization in 2007
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Self-Controlling Traffic


October, 3rd, 2011 STS Forum, 8th Annual Meeting, Kyoto 


Beneficial for 
all modes of 
transport and 
for the 
environment!


Measurement 
input


§  Decentralized, 
bottom-up self-
organization


§  Responds to real-
time measurements 
and short-term 
forecasts of traffic


§  Optimal compromise 
between flexible local 
adaptation and 
coordination with 
neighbouring traffic 
lights 


§  Better use of scarce 
resources (space 
and time)


 







A New Era of the Social Sciences
§  Experiments, Big Data and computer 


simulations generate many new insights
§  Models considering spatial and network 


interactions, heterogeneity, randomness 
(which can change the systemic outcome 
dramatically!)


§  Models of the emergence of social 
cooperation under unexpected conditions 
(social dilemma situations promoting 
tragedies of the commons)


§  Models for the formation of social norms, 
although individuals have to make a sacrifice


§  Models for the spreading of conflict and 
violence


§  Models of collective behavior (opinion 
formation, crowd disasters, revolutions)


§  Models considering emotions
§  Models explaining conditions for other-


regarding behavior
§  Models with learning and communication
§  Models considering cognitive complexity







Relevance of Scientific Progress and Use Cases


1.  Models of social self-organization and segre-
gation, strategies to reduce crime and conflict


2.  Models of social cooperation, recipes to 
overcome tragedies of the commons


3.  Opinion formation models, prediction markets
4.  Models of pedestrian dynamics, measures to 


anticipate and avoid crowd disasters
5.  Understanding of mobility patterns and traffic 


breakdowns, congestion avoidance, smarter 
cities


6.  Models of financial systems to increase the 
robustness of stock markets


7.  Simulation of supply networks, more stable 
and efficient production, business cycle theory


8.  Models to reduce war, insurgency, drug traffic
9. Network theory and conditions for resilience, Google’s page rank algorithm,


reputation, trust and recommender systems, semantic web
10.  Real-time measurement and simulation of pandemics, scenario-based policy


recommendations, immunization strategies 
11. Evolution of social groups and communities, social networking applications
12. Evolution of language, communicating robots etc.


 







Scaling It Up: The FuturICT Knowledge Accelerator


We need to create a techno-socio-economic 
knowledge accelerator - a large-scale multi-
disciplinary ‘Apollo program’ that uses current and 
future ICT developments to address the challenges of 
humanity, involving natural scientists and engineers







Knowledge 
Accelerator







Observatories and Exploratories
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Observatory for 
Financial Instabilities
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Observatory for Wars and Conflicts
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Observatory for Epidemic Spreading 
and Health Risks
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Transport and Logistics Observatory







Observatory for 
Environmental Change


Estimated Deaths Attributed to Climate Change in the Year 2000, by Subregion* 
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New ICT to Explore and Manage 
Our Complex, Strongly Connected World


Planetary"
Nervous"
System


Living Earth 
Simulator


Global
Participatory 


Platform


provides data


sets up measurement system


informs 
people






involves 
people


chooses data 
aggregation






specifies
virtual worldsunderstand                                  interact                                 forecast


measure                                    explore                                   model







Reality Mining with the Planetary Nervous System


Telecommunication

Prediction markets


Internet


Satellites


Web2.0


GPS


Social networks


Second life


Sensor networks


Remote sensing







How to Establish A Planetary Nervous System


1.  Goal: Measure the state of the world in real 
time


2.  Do real-time data mining (“reality mining”) 
3.  Use smartphones to establish a global 


sensor network (collaboration with Sandy 
Pentland of the MIT Media Lab)


4.  Provide incentives to voluntarily provide 
data (share benefits and profits 
generated with the provided data)


5.  Establish a reward system (people can 
collect points) and a micropayment system


6.  Provide users control over their own data 
and the use of their data


7.  Develop a privacy-respecting data mining 
approach


8.  Anonymize and aggregate data “on the fly”
9.  Examples: Open streetmap, earthquake 


sensing and warning



Compass


Bluetooth


WLAN


Accelerometer


Gyroscope


Camera


Microphone


GPS


Compass







Towards Collective (Self-)Awareness


§  Goal: Promote sustainability, protect the 
fabric of our society 


§  Idea: Create collective (self-)awareness
§  How? Measure the “social footprint”, i.e. the 


impact of human decisions and actions on 
our society


§  Aggregate incoming information
§  Detect possible threats and opportunities
§  Anticipate possible courses of events and 


likely consequences of decisions through 
“mental simulation”


§  Help resolve conflicts between incompatible 
demands, motives, requirements, functions, 
and goals


§  Help avoid harmful actions


Thanks to Andrzej Nowak


Painting by Maurits Cornelis Escher







Measuring the Socio-Economic Climate


Thanks to Jorge Louca







Happiness


GDP


§  Solidarity, cooperativeness,


§  compliance,


§  reputation, trust, 


§  attention, curiosity,


§  happiness, health,


§  environmental care…


Green = Happiest
Blue
Purple
Orange
Red = Least Happy
Grey = Data not available


Observatory for Social Well-Being, 
e.g. Measuring Social Capital


Goal: Creating
indices better 
than GDP







An Open, Transparent Platform for Everyone


§  Goal: Overcome “black holes” for 
data and data fragmentation


§  An open platform for everyone
§  Transparent data sources and 


quality, transparent algorithms, 
transparent results


§  Transparent, responsible use
§  A new public good, like our 


environment, air, and languages
§  Potentials: New services and jobs, 


less barriers for social, economic 
and political participation,  an age of 
creativity 


§  Problem: Mechanisms needed to 
avoid data pollution, manipulation, 
misuse, cybercrime







§  Require ownership and control of users 
over their data (see WEF document)


§  Need privacy-respecting information 
systems, hence pseudo-/anonymity


§  How to reach responsible use?
§  Requires a decentralized, transparent, 


and manipulation-resistant reputation 
system for information contents and 
providers


§  Principle: A self-organizing and self-
regulating system, something like  a 
socially adaptive and mutually beneficial 
information ecosystem


§  For a suitable design principle, we need 
to understand social systems, otherwise 
instabilities, coordination problems, poor 
system performance, conflicts, (cyber)
crime, and (cyber)wars will result


Towards A Trustable Web







§  >700 supporters
§  involves European 


science powerhouses 
(ETHZ, UCL, Oxford, 
Imperial, 5 
supercomputing 
centers) 


§  Communities in all 
major European 
countries


FuturICT:  Community, Facts and Figures







Policy Issues
Smart Cities 
Complex Systems
Education 


Knowledge 
Management


Contingency Plans 
Eastern Europe
Science & Arts


Innovation 
Accelerator
Exploratories of 
Society & 
Economics
Integrative Risk 
Management
Trustable Web


Network 
Theory


Living Earth 
Platform
Climate Impact 


Computational Social Science
Smart Grids & Energy


Reality Mining
Environment


Physics of Socio- 
Economic Systems


Visualization Domes
Future Studies


Social Science 
Economics


 Complexity Science


All  focus areas are internationally 
well-connected excellence 
centers, involving all the best 
experts in a  field.


Possible National Focus Areas and Responsibilities







1.  Financial crisis: Losses of 2.2 trillion $
2.  Conflict: Global military expenditures 


amount to 1.5 trillion $ annually. 
3.  Terrorism: 9/11 attacks caused  90 billion $ 


lost output of the US economy
4.  Crime and corruption: 2-5% of GDP, about 


2 trillion $ annually.
5.  Flu: A true influenza pandemic infecting 1% 


of world population would cause losses of 
1-2 trillion $ per annum


6.  Congestion: 7-8 billion £ only in UK
§  Even a 1% improvement would create 


benefits many times higher than project 
investments


§  For comparison: Weather forecasts cost 10 
CHF per citizen, but create a 5 times higher 
benefit.


§  Business opportunities: Facebook’s value, 
for example, amounts to 60-80 billion $





FuturICT‘s Benefits Scale with Societal Costs







A Galiean Paradigm Shift "
in Our Thinking Is Needed


Future challenges cannot be solved within our current paradigm!
This scientific paradigm shift has started – it is time to push it forward.


Separate or weakly connected 
system components, local or 
regional interactions 


Dominated by the (visible) system 
components 


Simple system behaviour 


Sum of properties of individual 
system components characterizes 
system behaviour 


Conventional wisdom works well 


Strongly connected and 
interdependent system 
components, global interactions 


Dominated by their (invisible) 
interactions 


Complex system behaviour 


Emergent collective behaviour, 
implies new (and often 
unexpected) system behaviour 


Counter-intuitive behaviour, 
extreme events are common 


Well predictable and controllable in Less predictable, management by 
top-down fashion setting rules for bottom-up self


organization 
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Abstract


The use of war gaming and other emerging technologies has become a standard practice for military training applications. Depending on the training goals, different approaches are available: virtual entity-level simulations that implement high fidelity physical models in small scale exercises for tactical training, or constructive aggregated simulations that implement macroscopic models in large scale exercises for strategic command-staff training. The emergence of standards such as HLA makes it possible to simultaneously use both approaches. Such inter-operability can be achieved by connecting an aggregated simulation to an entity-level simulation using dynamic unit control based on the position and status of the virtual units.


Using COTS simulation products, MASA Sword from MASA Group and VR-Forces from VT MAK Technologies, a proof of concept was prepared. The simulations were connected through HLA 15.16e using the RPR FOM 1.0. A terrain database was created from geographical data using Terratools, a terrain generation tool from Terrasim, which ensured terrain correlation among the two environments.


1.0 Introduction


The evolution of open standards in the Modeling & Simulation (M&S) industry, as well as efforts from suppliers of M&S products that provide open interoperable Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) tools targeting specific functional needs, gives end-users of training solutions the ability to use a variety of systems in a revolutionary way. By selecting COTS products corresponding to their explicit needs and integrating them into an open infrastructure, defense training organizations are able to reduce costs and gain technical control of their environments along with the added benefit of modernizing their solutions with shorter time cycles. This opens up unique ways of connecting together distributed training environments, resulting in increased efficiency and realism. Initiatives have already begun from the defense industry linking different training tools such as Command and Control (C2) systems, exercise management solutions, live- virtual- and constructive- simulation solutions into training federates.


In the past, MASA Group has experienced product to product specific integrations, heavily leveraging open standards when possible. However, the reach of these standards had been very limited and specific integration developments were always required. Nowadays, MASA Group is strongly pushing an open standards approach that allows the integration of different products from several domains in the defense training industry using interoperability standards and open product’s APIs when needed. MASA Group is also active in different standard initiatives working on the evolution of market standards. The solution presented in this paper is just an example and is only one of several potential multi-systems integrations.

2.0 Live, Virtual, Constructive and C2 Aspects


The issues in integrated Live, Virtual and Constructive (LVC) training environments are numerous; some of them are currently being addressed in the industry. The most important ones are coherency, disaggregation/aggregation and interaction between the different environments as well as the different levels of information. Modern C2 systems are able to handle the interactions on a command level between the different environments in a transparent way. Viewer applications based on web mapping services are becoming a commodity when several C2 systems are used on different levels in the training environment. Viewers provide a Common Operational Picture (COP) of available information to the training audience. The use of C2 systems integrated with aggregated simulation systems for training purposes is becoming more frequent. This allows the immersion of the trainee within their operational environment by allowing stimulation of their C2 systems. The results of this stimulation can be seen in real or accelerated time. 




Figure 1: WWW mapping viewer, different C2 systems with 
Live-, Virtual- and Constructive- training solutions.


2.1
Virtual and Constructive Simulations


The computing platforms used for Virtual and Constructive environments are continually becoming more robust in terms of the potential number of calculations per second. For Virtual simulations the additional computing power is mainly used to increase rendering quality of the environment. In Constructive simulations the focus is on increasing the ground area support, the number of simulated entities and the amount of information assigned to entities. Higher fidelity information about the simulated entities, down to lower levels of the simulated forces, makes it possible to handle coherence and interaction between aggregated units and virtual entities.


Both environments are specialized on specific parts of the simulated environment. The fact that they are both operating in IT based environment makes it very logical to link them together. There are many benefits of linking aggregate and entity level simulations. It provides an appropriate way to model scenarios, including a large amount of platforms and weapon systems, as well as to support training and operational analysis for higher command echelons at reasonable cost. It also provides the possibility to get a detailed view of specific parts of an engagement area. It additionally provides a broader context of a conflict scenario that is conducted for individual units and troops. 


Virtual simulation environments are not only providing better graphical realism, but also ease of use in the creation of complete solutions that can be integrated into complex simulation environments. Constructive simulation products with an aggregated approach do provide solutions integrating Artificial Intelligence (AI) and general, adaptable, behavior-, doctrine- and materials- content aiming to reduce the total cost of ownership (TOC, including the system acquisition, launch and deployment phases).


2.2
C2 – Simulation Interconnections

The use of C2 systems with automated AI behavior-controlled simulation systems has several potential applications. The Simulation systems can stimulate the C2 system by providing data that simulates training. The information provided will appear as it has been received from peer C2 systems. A simulated COP is created based on a simulation scenario. Another application is Course-Of-Action (COA) analysis or mission planning where the simulation provides the C2 operator with operational decision support by executing 'what-if' scenarios. A major advantage of using automated AI behavior-controlled simulations as a tool for stimulation of C2 system – as opposed to using real players-, is that the simulation has a doctrine-compliant behavior not controlled by operators that could quickly learn how to manipulate the system to influence the outcome of the training exercise.


2.3
Interoperability


Interoperability between different training systems can be measured by the degree to which entities are able to co-operate in attaining a common goal. A commonly used form of interoperability is “information interoperability”, since it offers ideal connectivity between systems while preserving maximum independence. Systems that have information interoperability have the capability of automatically exchanging and interpreting common information. The objective of using information interoperability is that systems are able to automatically exchange structured information (data models) to be processed in the interoperable common solution. Each of the system in the common solution handles specific tasks in a distributed model. They can complete each other tasks, be taken away or be replaced by others if they don’t fulfill the specific needs for the overall solution.

2.4
High Level Architecture (HLA)


The High Level Architecture (HLA) standard is designed for the reuse and interoperation of simulation systems. One important premise of HLA is that no single simulation system can satisfy the requirements of all use cases and users. Each individual simulation or the combination of simulations developed for one specific purpose can be applied to another application under the “HLA federation” concept. Ideally, this is a set of distributed components that can be reused contributing with capabilities from different simulators. This approach is reducing the cost and time needed to create a new simulated environment for a specific purpose and also the cost and time needed to modernize and upgrade existing simulators. HLA provides the specification of a common technical architecture across Virtual, Constructive and Live simulation systems with a structural basis for interoperability.


3.0 the Multi resolution model


Using COTS simulation products, MASA Sword from MASA Group and VR-Forces from MAK Technologies, a proof of concept was prepared. The simulations were connected through HLA 15.16e using the RPR FOM 1.0. A terrain database was created from geographical data using Terratools, a terrain generation tool from Terrasim, which ensured terrain coherence among the two environments. From the aggregated constructive simulation perspective, a specific zone of the terrain was defined as a “disaggregation area” (Figure 2). When a unit enters the area, the aggregated simulation (MASA Sword) gives the entity-level simulation (VR-Forces) an order to create the entities contained in the aggregated unit (through an API). Multiple levels of resolution are supported by the aggregated simulation so that detailed information about the entities at specific levels exists before the disaggregation. E.g., information like state of damage, level of supplies, and the last order given from the aggregated constructive simulation are transferred to these entities. The last given order is taken over by the virtual environment and it continues to perform it as long as no other orders are given. If the disaggregated entities share the same physical location at a given initial control-handover time (t0), then they are dispatched as they start moving in the virtual entity-level simulation using anti-collision and movement algorithms. The status of the entities is up to date at all times in both environments through the HLA connection. When the “center of gravity”of the entities leaves the disaggregation area, entities are removed from the virtual entity-level simulation and handed back to the aggregated simulation.



Figure 2: Disaggregation area in Sword.


		

		



		Figure 3: 2D view of the disaggregation 
area in VR-Forces.

		Figure 4: 3D view in VR-Forces.





3.1
Automation


One important component in the model is to have, as much as possible, an AI based automated behavior on the units and entities in the simulation. Thanks to this, many of the tasks that previously required operators to control them have been automated and the units behave based on doctrinal models taking into consideration terrain, motivations, material constraints and environment. Orders given on higher levels can be dispatched and performed automatically on lower levels. In this proof of concept the transfer of orders between constructive and virtual entities is achieved, but there is no implementation of AI in the virtual environment so entities need to be manually controlled when they are handled by the entity-level simulation.


3.2
Coherency


Important coherency issues were overcome in this proof of concept firstly by using a terrain generation tool prepared to ensure coherency. Further time, position and combat result correlation is achieved through the handover mechanism between the environments and the simultaneous update of the status of entities in both environments through the HLA connection.


3.3
Disaggregation / Aggregation


The support of multiple levels of resolution in the constructive simulation environment secures the conformity of the process: aggregated unit to disaggregated unit and back to aggregated unit. Additional layers of information could be used in the process to improve the quality of disaggregation as doctrinal layers, historical events, environment, internal and external operations.


3.4
Interaction


The interaction between aggregated and disaggregated entities that could occur between the defined zones was not an aspect that was included in the current experimentation. In the context of an operational implementation, these considerations would have to be addressed in order to avoid disaggregation of entities that don’t have interactions with each other, even if they are in the disaggregation zone. This avoids unnecessary calculations for the system.

4.0 RESULT


The integration was successfully and smoothly implemented through the use of COTS products, standard interoperability protocols, and open APIs. This proof of concept demonstrates the feasibility of having an entity-level simulation that renders a specific part of the battlefield with detailed 3D terrains and physical models without creating inconsistencies or disturbing the workflow. Multi-resolution simulation models can therefore become a powerful training tool: aggregated constructive simulations allow training of higher-level command staff on processes and decision-making, whereas the use of entity-level simulations makes it possible for commanders to focus on part of the battlefield and display high-fidelity data (such as UAV sensor technologies for example).


4.1
Potential Next Steps and Future Work

An interesting improvement to the current experimentation would be to implement advanced AI into all levels of the simulation system (such as the entity-level simulation). The virtual simulation COTS product used in the model above has already a AI simple model, but integrating with systems similar to the one used in the constructive simulation solution would open up more ways to increase realism in these multi- resolution based simulations that could automatically transfer orders among the different resolution levels. This would also take away tedious tasks for scenario operators and drastically reduce the manpower needed to run training sessions.


Other potential steps would imply using better disaggregation algorithms as well as handling interactions between units inside and outside of disaggregation areas.


5.0 CONclusion


The current work confirms the thesis that modern simulation COTS products built through the use of existing and upcoming interoperability standards can communicate in an efficient and realistic manner. This opens up a whole new set of possibilities of using best-of-breed technologies to address the different needs of a broad and large training audience (ground, navy, air, civil, law, medical, humanitarian aspects, …) at different levels (division, brigade, battalion, company, country, city, village, …).


The disaggregation is becoming much more feasible with improvements to simulation tools that are well designed and share common standards. The use of these types of integrations is encouraging and provides a broader perspective for joint operations and geographically unconstrained exercises. A master “display only” tool in an aggregated simulation could merge all the information and display the widest battlefield including multiple separate virtual players or live battlefields.

5.1
Other COTS Products


In the current work, VR Forces and MASA Sword were used as specific virtual and constructive entity level simulation COTS product. The model could be reproduced with other interoperable virtual (entity-level) and constructive solutions widely available on the market (such as JTLS, Stage from Presagis, VBS2 from Bohemia Interactive, …).


5.2
Standards and Cloud Computing (Distributed Simulation)


In this model product specific APIs are used to handle some parts of the interactions. Different standard organizations are working to specify structured data models with the objective of facilitating the interaction between diverse training environments. The ultimate objective is to make all training systems accessible in a “cloud computing” environment, providing the possibility of selecting and combining the available systems to easily set up a specific training configuration. This being said, the concept also makes it possible for training organizations to include additional systems and replace redundant systems to upgrade an overall training solution continuously using state-of-the-art technologies without forcing end-users to drastically and completely change complete training systems all at once.
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ABSTRACT: 

Distributed simulation is rapidly becoming a necessity for collective mission training. With missions being joint and combined, we will never fight alone. Thus we need to train together, within and between nations. However, in any such scenario it is likely that some or all of the information may be classified at some level and need protection, be it scenarios, weapon and sensor capabilities or doctrines.

In order for simulations to be interactive, one-way approaches such as data diodes will not work. Reclassification of systems using a “system high” approach has proven too time and resource consuming and too expensive. More flexible and responsive security approaches are needed. This is indeed one of the big challenges in realizing the full potential of distributed simulation for defence purposes. As part of the NATO RTO program, a new modelling and simulation taskgroup has been formed, MSG-080, to look at the problem space and investigate alternative security solutions. The team started its activities in October 2010. Initial members include Canada, Estonia, France, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, UK and the USA.

This paper summarizes the intermediate results out of this group, including an analysis of what makes ‘distributed simulation’ different from ‘live’ exercises with respect to security issues, a number of  typical use cases where security solutions are needed and some possible solutions that were investigated in a few recent (national) experiments and which were reviewed by the taskgroup. Finally, the paper describes some early conclusions from the taskgroup, for example the need to support both simulation protocols and IT protocols (VoIP etc), the need for adequate performance and the need to get accreditation offices involved.


1. Introduction 


Modelling and simulation is an important technology that enables NATO to perform training, analysis, concept development as well as test and experimentation. Some particular benefits on the training side include saving time, money and even lives, when training unsafe scenarios. M&S also facilitates joint and combined training. Simulation based training is not necessarily constrained by range limits, thus facilitating larger exercises. 


Development of distributed simulations is a complex process requiring extensive experience, knowledge and skill in order to design, develop and integrate systems into a federation that meets operational, functional, security and technical requirements. Interoperability among distributed systems is however a multifaceted problem. It ranges from technical exchange of data via semantic issues dealing with a common understanding and use of information to mutually accepted security measures. 


That latter aspect of information security is increasingly important as distributed simulation is rapidly becoming a necessity for collective mission training. With current-day missions being joint and combined, we will never fight alone. Thus we need to train together, within and between nations. However, in any such scenario it is likely that some or all of the information may be classified at some level and needs protection, be it scenarios, weapon and sensor capabilities or doctrines. Collective Mission Simulations need to satisfy accreditation requirements of more than one nation – this is a lengthy and time-consuming process with a high cost overhead.  In order for simulations to be interactive, one-way approaches such as data diodes will not work. Reclassification of systems using a “system high” approach has proven too complicated and expensive. This raises the need for true multi level security in collective mission training. This is indeed one of the big challenges in realizing the full potential of distributed simulation for defence purposes. NATOs Modelling and Simulation Group (NMSG) has formed a new working group, MSG-080, to investigate Security in Collective Mission Simulation. This paper summarizes the starting point for this group, including typical use cases where security solutions are needed. It describes a few recent experiments carried out by some participants.

2 Scenarios and Use Cases 


Security solutions may be required in many different types of collective mission training. This section summarizes some of the use cases that will serve as a basis for the studies of the MSG-080 group. These use cases have been contributed by several of the participating countries in MSG-080. It is worth noting that use cases from the different nations are very similar. The purpose of the use-cases is to identify the problem space of security within these environments with respect to information security and ultimately to identify the way forward in possible solutions within this domain. This also implies that security issues that today exist within the physical space (e.g. physical protection of the perimeter wherein simulators are located) are out of scope of the use-cases. 


A typical use-case is the Close Air Support (CAS) mission simulation which includes a Forward Air Controller (FAC), a fighter aircraft (F16), and a target. The overall mission goal is to get experience in international collective mission execution. 


In the CAS simulation use-case three nations participate: NLD is providing the fighter capability, USA is providing the FAC capability and UK is providing the target (including defence mechanism) capability. 


3. Risks and Threats 


It must be noted that many of the risks and threats to information security in the CMS domain are identical to those seen in all other IT systems, for example hostile code or eavesdropping on wide-area network links. In these cases the obvious solution is to use existing tools and procedures, for example antivirus software, authentication, encryption, etc. In addition to these general risks, all individuals need to be suitably cleared to see the outputs of the simulations. Even with controls in place to ensure the correct permissions are implemented and allocated, there remains a possibility of classified information being inferred from an aggregation of unclassified data. 


3.1 Risks in General for Training Systems

As with any defence system, one of the major risks is unintended disclosure or leakage of information. In the training case and even more so in the mission rehearsal case, this could relate to the planned mission, the performance or capability of systems (sensor, weapon, etc) or the location of facilities. The leakage of task force composition, tactics and doctrines are other types of sensitive information.


3.2 Information Disclosure in CMS 


Currently simulators publish information without being able to control the destination of the information and without being able to diversify in the frequency with which the information is published to different recipients. Based on the interactions, the information classification and the actual information being exchanged, the problem space can be described as follows.


-Disclosure of classified information. A first widely recognized problem is the disclosure of classified information through simulator interactions, e.g. sensor capabilities like the maximum resolution of the F16 camera’s. 


-Disclosure of information to (unknown) participants. A second problem with current simulation technology is the lack of control regarding which recipient receives the published information. In the CAS use case, that includes gathering of intelligence data. This requires communication between the NLD F16 and the NATO Headquarters. Only the NATO HQ should be able to retrieve the sensor data. In practice however every simulator can subscribe to this information and gain intelligence on the capabilities of the NLD F16s. 


-Disclosure of new information through combining information.  Information that may need to be protected and is not disclosed explicitly could possibly still be derived from unprotected released data. For example, the actual speed of the NLD F16's may be derived from its frequent location updates. Due to the amount of data many possible combinations can occur, which makes it difficult to analyze which information could be gained by combining data.


4. Common Security Approaches 


There are a number of approaches for handling data with different sensitivity and/or security classifications. This section provides an overview of them. They have different pros and cons and meet different requirements at different costs. 


4.1 System High 


In this approach all participating systems are reclassified to the same, highest level, for example “SECRET”. This means that all data and all systems are treated as if they were classified at the highest security level of any data in the simulation. This sometimes results in repeated reclassification of trainers, which may be cumbersome. 


4.2 Multiple Single Levels of Security (MSL) 


In this approach data and systems with different security classifications are processed in completely separated systems, for example one system for restricted information and one system for secret information. Information exchange is often delegated to a human-in-the-loop.


4.3 Multiple Independent Levels of Security (MILS) 


In this case data is also separated into different domains, depending on the classification. A one-way flow of data from lower to higher level is allowed, for example by using data diodes. 


4.4 Cross-Domain Solutions and Information Exchange Gateways 


In this case a gateway or guard is introduced between two different security domains. A set of policies controls which information is allowed to flow between the different domains. Labeling and release mechanisms can be applied to exchange information between different domains in a controlled manner. 

4.5 Multi-Level Security 


In Multi-Level Security (MLS) all information is stored in a ‘trusted system’ that is trusted to contain sensitive data of various levels. The trusted system can release data to each system (or user) based on “need-to-know”. The release mechanism, often referred to as Guard, may be based on the classification and information content. 

4.6 General notes on pros and cons 


Defining, verifying and maintaining proper security policies, in particular for guards, may not be trivial for many of the above solutions. 


When most of the previously mentioned security approaches are introduced this will limit the information that can be seen and produced from some or all trainers. It is important to verify that the training is still both valuable and valid with these limitations. 


Performance is another issue where it is necessary to verify that the introduction of security solutions do not have an adverse effect on the training goals. 


Another challenge is to perform debriefing using systems with different classification levels. In this case it is necessary to prevent leakage of classified information. Some participants may even have training goals, that need to be debriefed, that may not be disclosed to other participants. 

5. Early Experiments 


In recognition of the need for more flexible security solutions, some NATO and Partnership for Peace (PfP) countries have already performed some early experiments. The design and experiences from these experiments are one of the sources that MSG-080 builds upon. 


5.1 Netherlands: Labelling and release 


Within the Netherlands, a research program on information security defined a concept for the realization of a controlled information flow, including different topics within the information security work field. One of the mechanisms within this concept is the „release mechanism‟. This is based on determining a classification of information e.g. by interpretation of a label, and processing of a policy to decide whether the information may be released to the destination. 

The concept was able to interpret the information flow, determine the information „value‟ and based on this value determine whether the information should be (1) altered; (2) deleted; (3) released unmodified. The concept also shows the limitation of the technical solutions, e.g. the lack of context of the simulation and the complexity of the filtering in case „classified‟ information is not based on single information elements. 

5.2 Sweden: MLS demonstrator 


The Swedish defense has recently performed a Multi-Level Security study that included the development and demonstration of a prototype for a true MLS-solution that is compatible with the HLA standard. The initial study looks at four different use cases: national training, international training, simulation based acquisition and civil security. The first two use cases were prioritized. 


A demonstrator was developed that enables an HLA-compliant simulator to connect, without modification, to a trusted MLS-RTI. Policies (“need-to-know”) can be developed and maintained both from a technical HLA-perspective and from a role-based user-perspective. The demonstrator supports several topologies to support various requirements for physical security of trusted data as well as different requirements for encryption of data links. The design also guarantees that the host of each simulator will only receive information based on the need-to-know of the simulator and/or operator. 

6. MSG-080 Objectives

The overall objective of MSG-080 is to develop recommendations on how to create a collective mission simulation environment (procedures and processes, organisation and technology) that allows multiple security domains to participate. Sub objectives are: 


· Initiate a Knowledge Network or Community of Interest (COI) for Federation Architecture, Security and Design. 


· Investigate through thematic workshops with subject matter experts: 


· Results so far including NATO and national regulations and directives, standards etc 


· Use-cases 


· Threats and vulnerabilities 


· Possible procedural, organisational and technical measures 


· Develop solutions based on results from the investigation 


· Evaluate, if necessary, one or more solution as an experiment 


· Document and report experiences and results 


7. Early Conclusions 


The early meetings of MSG-080 have already provided a number of valuable discussions and conclusions. Here are some samples: 


Security solutions may need to support many types of protocols: simulation protocols, IT-protocols (file sharing, etc) and VoIP and similar media protocols. 


Security solutions must provide reasonable performance for most real-time or near-real-time simulations, in particular for tactical training. 


The need for acceptance of new security solutions from accreditation offices may be a particular challenge. This needs to be addressed by involving accreditation specialists early on in the activities of MSG-080. 


8. Road Ahead 


The road ahead for the project includes in-depth studies of selected use-cases in order to gain a better understanding of realistic requirements. 


One of the following steps may include a practical experiment between participants. The scope and scenario of this remains to be decided based on the priorities of the group. 
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Missionland

A Virtual Continent for Mission Simulation



NATO RTO task group MSG-071 “Missionland”
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Imagine a whole new continent is planted in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean. It is a continent with a variety of climate and eco system types: arctic cold, tropical green, hot deserts and more are represented in this intriguing continent that is populated with a wide variation of cultures. The most interesting feature of this new continent is that it has a very enthusiastic and well-equipped Modeling & Simulation Geodata Office that is capable of delivering whatever data you need to enable simulated exercises on their continent. Everything is available - remote sensing imagery, ground imagery, terrain elevation data, detailed vector data and all required model libraries - to give your simulators a kick-start into (networked) simulation exercises on this continent.

The name of this new continent is Missionland and its creation was initiated in 2008 by the task group MSG-071 Missionland. The aim of the Missionland task group is to create a common dataset of the static environment that can be used for simulation exercises. 
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		Background and Missionland objectives

		User needs

		Missionland design

		Missionland dataset

		Results and experiences from data generation

		Guidelines for Missionland use

		Conclusions



Contents



The presentation starts with a short explanation on the background of Missionland. Then I will outline the user needs for the Missionland data set and describe the design of Missionland. Next the paper will discuss the products that will be included in the dataset. The generation of the elevation data for the Missionland is described and some experiences and an approach to produce the vector data and imagery are discussed. The paper ends with some ideas, rules and guidelines for the deployment of the Missionland dataset at the end users. 
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Background

		Mission Training via Distributed Simulation has a great potential to enhance force readiness and operational effectiveness

		A simulation environment (SE) is a virtual representation of the real-world natural and cultural environment

		In joint and distributed simulations one COMMON environment is needed

		In exercise First WAVE:

		Creation of common environment took longer time than expected

		The process was expensive

		This gives challenges to the SE composers due to:

		Different requirements

		Different capabilities

		Correlation issues

		Political and security issues 





*

An example of such a problem, are the different requirements on the level of detail for different forces, while the databases these forces use should still be correlated for the joint simulation. But even if the requirements on the environment database are the same, the difference between the technical implementation in two simulators might still make the reuse of the same simulation environment impossible. Creating different environments for each simulator has its own problems, as it is then required that these databases are correctly correlated with each other. Other limitations arise from a political point of view. For example the distribution of high resolution geographical data of a specific real world area to other countries is often subject to export restrictions due to national security issues. 
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Missionland Task Group

		In 2008 Task Group MSG-071 ‘Missionland’ started

		Participating countries:

		Belarus

		Canada

		Germany

		Netherlands (Chair)

		Norway

		Sweden

		Turkey

		United Kingdom

		NATO Joint Warfare Centre

		Foreseen duration Task Group is 4 years





















In 2008 the NATO RTO Task Group MSG-071 ‘Missionland’ started. In the MSG-071 Missionland activity the following countries and NATO bodies are participating: The Netherlands (chair), Belarus, Canada, Germany, Norway, Sweden, Turkey, United Kingdom and the NATO Joint Warfare Centre. The foreseen duration of the task group is 4 years. 
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Missionland Objectives

		Shared coherent dataset to build environmental databases for:

		Out-of-the-window views

		Sensors (infrared, synthetic aperture radar)

		Terrain servers

		CGF applications

		Static parts of the environment, no dynamic elements

		Multiple climate zones

		Various elevation settings

		Coastal areas

		Large continuous land masses

		Fictitious environment to reduce problems with IPR or with political background

		Deployment and continuation process







*

The prime objective of Missionland is to make available a shared coherent dataset from which environment databases can be constructed for a wide scope of simulators. These environment databases are generally needed for visual out‑of‑the‑window and sensor views, but also terrain servers and computer generated forces applications often make use of such databases. 
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User Needs

Questionnaire structured around four main questions

		Who will be the stake-holders and end-users of Missionland?

		How will Missionland be used?

		What are the requirements for Missionland?

		How is Missionland going to be developed and maintained?



Questionnaire sent out in 8 NATO countries to:

		M&S decision makers and funds providers

		Simulation end-users







As a basis for the Missionland user needs analysis, the task group developed and issued a questionnaire. The purpose of the questionnaire was to identify potential users and their requirements for Missionland. To this end, the questionnaire was structured around four main questions:

Who will be the stake-holders and end-users of Missionland?

How will Missionland be used?

What are the requirements for Missionland?

How is Missionland going to be developed and maintained?

The first question was meant to get an overview of the relevant people and programs in the countries for a possible use later in the program. The latter main question included items on the expected capabilities of countries to generate and contribute content for the Missionland data set. The answers to these questions should provide an impression of the feasibility of Missionland.
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User Needs

A total of 40 questionnaire responses were received by the task group 



Characteristics:

Coast

Mountains

Urban, eastern

Sea

Urban western





Data types:

		Maps

		Vector data

		Terrain texture

		Medium resolution elevation data

		Medium resolution aerial imagery

		Terrain feature models





A total of 40 questionnaire responses were received by the task group. The respondents of the questionnaire show a good coverage over the nations participating in the Missionland task group and over the different branches of the armed forces. The level of experience with (international) distributed simulations varies a lot over the respondents, including novice and experienced users. Taking all the results together it can be concluded that the respondents to the questionnaire form a representative group to derive the user needs for the Missionland dataset from.

To satisfy the priorities of the different branches in the armed forces, Missionland should contain at least the following 5 terrain types:

		Coast

		Mountains

		Urban, eastern

		Sea

		Urban, western



It is no surprise that the users expect the Missionland dataset to provide a complete range of products. But to be useable the absolute minimum that should be provided is:

		Maps

		Vector data

		Terrain texture

		Medium resolution elevation data

		Medium resolution aerial imagery

		Terrain feature models
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Continent design

		Position in Atlantic Ocean



		Whole continent of 2000 x 2000 km

		Continuous land masses, islands and coastal areas

		Different climate zones

		Different elevation profile zones



		High resolution insets for areas of interest





Based on the results of the user needs elicitation, the Missionland task group started to create the design of Missionland. The Missionland continent will be located in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean, because that is a real-world location that offers enough space for a new continent. Besides that, the Northern Atlantic Ocean seems a suitable location for a NATO activity 

*
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Elevation Profile

Wide range of terrain characteristics



Elevation Profiles:

		 Mountains

		 Flat

		 Cliff/Fjord

		 Hilly









flat



hilly



mountainous



cliff/fjord













Flat



Hilly



Mountains



Cliff/Fjord
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Areas of interest

Tropical zone

		Oil fields

		Harbour

		River delta

		Mangrove forest

		Jungle

		Jungle airport
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Areas of interest

Arctic zone

		Tundra

		Fjords

		Rugged coast

		Cliffs
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Areas of interest

Arid zone

		Desert river

		Eastern town

		Market square

		Mosque

		Water facilities

		Oasis

		Mountain
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Areas of interest

Temperate zone

		River delta

		Harbour

		Oil / gas fields

		Coastal area

		Wetlands

		Rocky / cliffs

		Sandy beach

		Islands

		Urban

		Airport

		Industrial

		Communication lines

		Power plant
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Missionland Dataset







The dataset will contain a number of products: elevation data, vector data, 3D models, material textures, maps and imagery. To ensure that all the different products in the Missionland dataset remain correlated with each other, it is important to define which products are the core or master products. These master products can be edited directly when new content is added to the dataset, while all other products are derived from them. In the real world, imagery is usually used as the master, from which other data, like vector data, is derived. But since Missionland is a fictitious continent there is no imagery to start with. Therefore it is more practical to create the vector data first and derive the (multi-spectral) imagery products from the vector data, using a material library. Another benefit of generating the imagery is that features can be drawn into the imagery as well.
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Dataset products

		Elevation data

		30 meter resolution for whole continent

		Higher resolution for areas of interest





The elevation data defines the height of the terrain or the depth of the sea areas. The dataset contains different resolutions of the elevation data. The highest resolution elevation data is used for the areas of interest where land forces are employed, while areas of Missionland that are only observed from the air have a lower resolution. In future versions 
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Dataset products

		Vector data

		For example: land usage, borders, roads, railroads, feature placement







The vector data represents different features in the environment. Vector data consists of point, linear and areal features. The point features are used to define the location of objects, like a house. The linear features are used to define roads, rivers or power lines, while areal features are used to define areas with certain land cover types, for example forest or city, or to define the footprint of a building. 
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Dataset products

		Feature models

		Static models for environment, no moving models

		For example buildings, bridges and light posts 





		Materials properties

		Visual textures and data to enable simulation in multiple spectra





Man-made features, like buildings, bridges and light posts are represented by geometric 3D models in the Missionland dataset, as is also the case for vegetation objects like trees and bushes. The feature library contains all 3D feature models and their textures that are used within the static Missionland environment. 

The material library contains the textures and additional sensor information for the different feature types in the vector data. Material textures are used to give the environment and objects the right representation. This can be in the form of a texture used by the visualization, but also by providing the right parameters to be able to generate a sensor image. 
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Dataset products

		Imagery

		1 – 5 meter resolution for areas of interest

		Lower resolution for whole continent



		Maps

		For example military maps, nautical charts, aeronautical charts

		According to NATO standards for maps





		Country books, cultural and political data to ease scenario generation





The imagery of Missionland will be generated from the core products. The land usage as defined in the vector data and the textures from the material library are the main inputs into this process. 

The maps of Missionland will be generated mainly from the vector data. Elements like contour lines can be derived from the elevation data. Since real world maps are also generated from vector data, the process to generate the Missionland maps should be roughly the same.
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Generation of the Missionland dataset

Other process than normally used for generation of real-world databases



Missionland process:

Elevation data generation

Vector data generation

Imagery generation



Low level of detail for the whole continent and some areas with more detailed data



A major and challenging task for the task group is to generate the first version of the Missionland dataset. For real world environments geographical data is gathered by recording imagery and measuring the elevations in an area. From this data additional information, like vector data, is then derived. But since the Missionland continent is fictitious this approach of obtaining geographical data for the continent will not work. Therefore, one of the biggest challenges for the Missionland task group is to generate the data for this vast continent.

The task group adopted a basic data generation process for Missionland that starts with the generation of the elevation data. Next the vector data is generated, which has to conform to the elevation data. This helps to ensure that for example rivers are not flowing uphill or that large cities are not located on steep mountains. After both the elevation and vector data have been generated, the next step in the process is the production of the imagery data from these two products. So in a sense the Missionland data generation process is partly the reverse of the data generation process that would be used for real world areas.

The approach the task group has chosen is to generate data with a low level of detail for the whole continent and to fill some dedicated areas, spread out over the different climate zones, with more detailed data. These areas are divided between the participating countries for generating the high level of detail data to spread the work effort. 
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Elevation data generation

Procedural terrain generation techniques:

Large area using a limited amount of parameters in a relatively small amount of time

Any desired resolution

No political or IPR restrictions

Not many tools available for procedural data generation at the scale of a continent 

Current methods are hard to configure and control

Random nature of the algorithms does not model all the structures found in nature well enough



The task group first evaluated the possibilities to use procedural terrain generation techniques for the generation of the elevation data. The advantages of such techniques are that elevation data can be generated for a large continent using a limited amount of parameters in a relatively small amount of time, that elevation data can be generated at any desired resolution and that no political or IPR restrictions apply to the data.

The experience of the task group however was that there are not many tools available to generate procedural elevation data at the scale of an entire continent. Current procedural terrain elevation methods are hard to configure and control, which makes it hard to produce the intended results. Another drawback with current methods is that the resulting elevation data do not provide realistically looking areas for the different terrain characteristics of the Missionland design. For example the mountainous areas were not mountainous enough, while flat areas were still too hilly. Besides that, the generated procedural elevation data also does not represent large area geographic features, like valleys or rivers, well.
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Elevation data generation

Blending techniques using real world elevation data:

Much more realistic elevation data with the large area geographic features represented

Blending is a manual process and therefore requires more effort

L3DT tool used for generation of 30 meter resolution data for the entire continent

ITED, developed by FFI, used to enhance the elevation data by blending in real world data 



To overcome the downsides of the procedural elevation data, the task group investigated using a blending technique. This means that pieces of real world elevation data are blended into the elevation data. If an appropriate sample of the real-world elevation data is used, this results in much more realistic elevation data with the large area geographic features represented. However, this blending is a manual process and therefore requires more effort. 

Using the approach described above the task group has generated a set of 30 meter resolution elevation data for the entire continent using the Large 3D Terrain generator (L3DT) commercial tool. The task group enhanced this dataset further with the blending approach. For this the Norwegian Defence Research Establishment FFI has developed a dedicated tool, Interactive Terrain Editor (ITED). ITED is not a procedural terrain generator, but it provides a user the ability to produce fictitious terrains with use of real-world elevation data. 
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Vector data generation

Global features like rivers and main road networks



		Have to follow the terrain characteristics

		Rivers generated by GRASS plugin for QGIS

		Road network will be generated using GIS tools





When it comes to the vector data of the Missionland continent, two types of vectors should be considered. First there are global features that cover a big part of the continent. Examples of these are rivers or main road networks.  

For the global features it is important that they follow the elevation profile correctly. For example a river should take a natural path down from the mountains into the sea. Although these features do not have to be represented in very high detail everywhere, they do cover long distances over the entire continent. Drawing them manually would require a lot of effort. Therefore the task group is looking into the possibilities of generate such features with algorithms, based on the elevation data of the continent.

The river system for Missionland has been generated from the elevation data using the GRASS plugin for QGIS. Similarly, the task group will also try to use GIS tools to generate a basic road network for the Missionland continent.
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Vector data generation

Areas of interest



		Manually drawing vector data is difficult because these areas have many features

		Some tools to create cities but they have some drawbacks

		Blending in real world vector data





For generating the second type of vector features, the high detailed features representing areas of interest, the use of algorithms is also one of the options that the task group is looking into. There are for example multiple tools available that can create a random city using a set of rules. The road network and buildings for the city are then generated by the tool.

However, such tools do not exist for all types of areas of interest. For example a harbour is harder to generate with this approach. Besides that another drawback of such tools is that resulting cities will often look relatively similar. Since the Missionland continent provides a wide range of climate zones and terrain types, the vector data of the areas of interest is expected to differ in these different zones.

Therefore, the task group is also looking at alternative approaches to generate the vector data of the areas of interest. Manually drawing them is not an attractive solution, since these areas are typically very rich in features. Using pieces of real world vector data seems a suitable approach though. Real world vector data is usually already rich in features, so using it will ensure realistically looking areas. 
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Experiences from generation of the Missionland dataset

Imagery

		Use existing satellite imagery and blend them into the final imagery

		Use rule-based sets to generate imagery based on vectors and elevation data





The imagery is the last product of the dataset that needs to be generated. Different approaches are available here. One approach is to use existing satellite imagery and blend them into the final imagery. One area where care has to be taken with this approach, and a significant area of difficulty, is to ensure that the imagery matches the elevation and vector data. For example, a valley in the image should match with the elevation data; otherwise, false cues are provided to the end user of the environment dataset.

Another approach is to use rule-based sets to generate imagery based on vectors and elevation data. This approach allows the imagery to be changed for the time of year, or for sensor imagery to be generated. It also permits adaptive alteration of the imagery to match terrain features and ensures consistent imagery colours across the continent, a problem if imagery uses conventional satellite photographs.
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Missionland deployment and maintenance

Documentation and guidelines

		to build a runtime database in a structured manner

		to ensure that optimal correlation maintains between different databases build from the Missionland dataset 





Missionland Data Authority (MLDA)

		to keep control over the use of the dataset 

		to accept new data, make changes and establish ownership of the data 

		under the umbrella of MS3 (Modeling and Simulation Standards Subgroup) 





Generating the Missionland dataset is one major step, but to ensure the deployment and maintenance of Missionland for a longer term a set of rule and guidelines will be necessary. 

The task group helps the first users with the deployment and the actual construction of runtime databases for their specific simulators from the dataset. Together with these first users the task group will develop documentation and guidelines to enable the future users to build a runtime database in a structured manner and thereby ensure that optimal correlation maintains between different databases build from the Missionland dataset. After the life of the Missionland task group if is foreseen that the Missionland users are self-supporting in deploying the Missionland dataset. 

After the life of the Missionland task group the Missionland dataset has to be accommodated by a organisation or group that can control and monitor the distribution of the dataset. For this the task group proposes to install a Missionland Data Authority (MLDA). This MLDA could be placed under the umbrella of MS3 (Modeling and Simulation Standards Subgroup) which is a permanent subgroup of the NMSG. To keep control over the use of the dataset the task group has developed a set of use conditions that each user has to agree with. This will ensure that the data will only be used by the NATO countries and NATO PfP countries and that no commercial profits will be made of the voluntary efforts of the participating MSG-071 countries. These use conditions also provide a robust framework for accepting new data, making changes and establishing ownership of the data so that it is freely available to use for NATO purposes.
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Conclusions

Dataset generation

		Procedural generation needed for quantity

		Real data should be used for quality and high fidelity

		Not one single tool available that can handle the total generation of Missionland continent





Missionland will offer a versatile environment for simulations

		Whole continent with various geographical areas and climate zones

		Number of higher resolution areas of interest

		No politically or IPR constraints





Dataset is reusable and shareable within NATO and NATO PfP countries

		Creates opportunity to save resources





First version available end of 2011
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Contribute to the dataset

		First version of Missionland will not have high detail everywhere



		However new content can be added depending on end user needs

		Flexible modular design



		Improvements can be contributed back into the main Missionland dataset

		To the benefit of all Missionland users
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More information?



		Want more information? Would like to contribute? Contact:

		Arjan Lemmers (chair)		Arjan.Lemmers@nlr.nl



		Thanks to the members of the MSG-071 task group for their contributions
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Abstract

The last decade has seen explosive growth in use of military unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) and, in particular, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), due to their effectiveness in asymmetric warfare. As is common with such breakthrough capabilities, integration with other supporting technologies is only now beginning to catch up. This paper addresses effective use of simulation combined with live activities in the UAS domain. Consistent with the net-centric operations paradigm, timely information-sharing and reaping of subsequent benefits from using information obtained through UAS constitutes the information superiority that translates into agility and other advantages and gains for the warfighter. Already the employment of unmanned systems has provided clearly vital capabilities that have been deployed in recent conflicts, but lessons learned from theater have highlighted some deficiencies and areas requiring improvement. Although unmanned these systems still depend very much on human operators who often are faced with challenges associated with the increasing use of UAS. Introducing technologies and products into existing systems can help to address these challenges and networked, simulation-based capabilities are well-adapted for concept development and experimentation (CD&E) as well as for the subsequent training of new or modified systems. This paper identifies opportunities and concerns for simulation-based experimentation and training in UAS development and deployment.


1.0
Introduction

In recent conflicts, there has been a significant increase in the employment of Unmanned Systems (US) by military forces. Over the last decade in particular, the use of Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) has expanded greatly. Success of UAS in achieving mission objectives combined with increased technology capability has led to new operational requirements and the need to increase UAS effectiveness. However, one of the key limitations to increasing future UAS effectiveness lies in the human factors challenges associated with the UAV operators’ workload [1][2][3][4][5]. 


Additionally, a recurring operational requirement across the military services is the need to increase the levels of autonomy of UAS in order to optimize workflows for tasking, monitoring and disseminating information from these highly valued C4ISR assets [5]

 REF _Ref301947694 \r \h 
[6]. For example, with increasing levels of UAS autonomy, UAV operators are less solicited to exercise lower-level control tasks and are therefore able to focus on higher-level tasks, called Human Supervisory Control (HSC), that are more closely related to mission goals. Similarly, freed from lower-level tasks, a single UAV operator may be able to operate multiple platforms.


This paper addresses emerging options for simulation-based training and experimentation in today’s rapidly-evolving UAS environment. Based on the authors’ involvement in experimentation, our experience is that system-level simulation can greatly enhance development of UAS, saving extensive time and cost to determine the effectiveness of system features and capabilities. In turn, the simulations used for experimentation can become a very effective basis for operator training, which is essential to effective deployment.

1.1
UAV Systems Framework

Figure 1 depicts a notional UAS in a net-centric environment. The UAS is generally comprised of the UV Control Station (UCS), the Vehicle Specific Module (VSM), the Ground Data Terminal (GDT), the Air Vehicle (AV) and the Launch and Recovery (L/R) element. Military personnel that are typically associated with the UAS are shown in yellow: the Mission Commander (MC), the Vehicle Operator (VO), the Payload Operator (PO) aka Mission Payload Operator (MPO) and the Imagery Analyst (IA). 





The external stakeholders that interact with the UAS are shown in orange and include: the Air Component Commander (ACC), the Air Control Authority (ACA), the Intelligence Staff Officer (S2), the Operations Staff Officer (S3), the Forward Air Controller (FAC) and the Supported Unit; with the FAC present in the case of Close Air Support (CAS). 

1.2 
UAV Control Station (UCS)


The UCS may be ground-based (i.e. Ground Control Station), transported during operations in another air vehicle or in a ground vehicle or may be remotely located. The NATO STANdardization AGreement (STANAG) 4586 [6] defines requirements for a standard set of UCS interfaces. It has been developed over the last decade to promote interoperability among UAS manufacturers and coalition partners. Consistent with the STANAG 4586 functional UAS Architecture, figure 2 illustrates the four primary sets of UCS interfaces: (1) Data Link Interface (DLI); (2) Command and Control Interface (CCI); (3) Human-Computer Interface (HCI); and (4) a set of alternate/complementary communication interfaces providing capabilities such as radio communications and Internet Relay Chat (IRC). STANAG 4586 specifies that the CCI shall support a subset of standardized tactical messages formats used by participating nations: US Message Text Format (USMTF), NATO Allied Data Publication 3 (ADatP-3) and Over-The-Horizon-GOLD (OTH-GOLD).




The HCI allows VO and MPO to exercise low-level and high-level control of the Air Vehicle (AV) and the payloads. This paper assumes that introducing intelligence into the operator interfaces will most likely involve the use of intelligent agents. Proper and efficient use of agent-based technologies requires well-defined protocols, i.e. standard machine interfaces and message structures. The present study discusses the benefits associated with the use of formal languages for the communication of military information to standardized automation elements based on intelligent agents so that they can be introduced in the HCI to improve operator effectiveness. In this regard, the following concluding statement from reference [5] provides one of the underlying assumptions of this paper:


“...The design of an autonomous UAS depends not only on the addition of “smart” technologies but equally on the HCI and the nature, timeliness and relevance of the information presented to the operator together with the level of control afforded over the capability.”


This statement also is supported by the mission-centric philosophy of current design efforts for UAS operator interfaces that increasingly require greater levels of UAV autonomy as perceived by the VO and MPO [8].


2.0
Technology gaps related to simulation interfaces


Effective deployment of system-level simulation for UAS will require the filling of some technology gaps, which are identified in this section.


2.1 
Formal Language in support of Intelligent Operator Interfaces


This paper proposes a technical approach to support the experimentation of new UAS concepts of employment in a simulation environment using the Coalition Battle Management Language (C-BML), a formal language, as an enabling technology for the interoperation of simulation systems, C2 systems and UVS. This approach describes an experimentation capability that could be used to explore concepts for research, design, and rapid prototyping of next-generation UAV operator interfaces and involves the development of a simulation environment where real world C2 systems can interoperate with some of the simulated UAS subsystems using C-BML. The intelligence is introduced into the operator interfaces by applying automation management strategies, combined with the use of a formal language for effectively supporting automated information exchange between the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) operator and the UAS subsystems. 

In the remainder of this paper we discuss some of the identified gaps and requirements related to future UAS capabilities and then consider various automation strategies that could contribute to satisfying these requirements. A discussion follows on the employment of intelligent systems in order to increase UAS autonomy. Thereafter, an rapid overview of C-BML is provided with a discussion as to its relevance for UAS operations. Finally, we conclude this paper and discuss potential future work.  

2.2
Operator Workload Reduction


UAV information overload is a problem for many humans and machines in the UAS information loop [9]. In particular, UAV operator cognitive overload comes from several sources, including information from the AV (e.g. navigation, health system management) and sensors. Moreover, the required level of detail of the VO situational awareness increases with the operator requirement to execute lower levels tasks. Therefore, higher levels of AV autonomy translate into a decrease in operator workload through the introduction of automation that allows the operator to execute primarily higher level control (i.e. human supervisory control). 


Paramsuraman and Sheridan [10] have developed an automation model for Human Interaction based on decision-making functional areas: acquisition, analysis, decision-making and action implementation.  Each of these functional areas can be supported through automation and are used in the discussion below.


Increasing the level of control that operators exercise requires decision-making intelligence to be built into either: (1) the AV, (2) the UCS, or (3) both the UCS and the AV.  Advances in AV platform autonomy have sparked interest in extended message sets for communication between the UCS and the AV, which allows the AV to complete critical tasks in the context of unplanned mission-critical events, such as: critical fault management, collision avoidance and sudden changes in weather (e.g. adverse winds, temperatures beyond operating range, etc.). In the case that the UAV platform only executes low-level control messages, it still is possible to expose higher-level control functionality at the operator interface through the introduction of intelligence in this interface; that is a basis for our work. However, this greatly limits the operational capability during a communication disturbance between the AV and the GCS.


2.2.1
AV Status Monitoring 


UAV operator monitoring functions include monitoring: payload status, network communications, system health status, and sensor activity [11].  Effective monitoring requires mechanisms for prioritizing, notification and communication to the operator through aural and visual cueing.  


2.2.2
Communication with Stakeholders: the Role of Chat

Communication with the stakeholders described in section 1.1 can take place using formatted text messages (FTM), voice communications or chat. In addition to standard reporting using FTM (e.g. status reports, situation reports, intelligence reports and battle damage assessment (BDA), etc.), UAV operators also are required to use voice and chat to coordinate with stakeholders that are external to the UAS for activities such as: authorization of requests (e.g. fires support, airspace coordination), notification to ACA of airspace use (or non-use) and coordination with ground forces (e.g. Close Air Support (CAS)). Two areas of particular interest with respect to communication with stakeholders are: (1) the extensive use of chat in UAS operations and, (2) the benefits of automatic reporting.

The use of chat as a mission essential C2 tool to support real-time multi-user collaborative communication for military operations has been confirmed during recent conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan [12].  Chat is equally used in both military and civil applications, and chat technologies have also played an important role in antiterrorism, homeland defence and disaster relief efforts. However, the extensive use of chat systems, such as multi-user Internet Relay Chat (mIRC) has unveiled chat-specific interoperability issues, such as the use of incompatible systems by partners who could not communicate in the context of coalition military operations or multinational disaster relief efforts [12].

The use of chat for UAS operations has provided for an invaluable, direct communication link between the supported unit (e.g. Close Air Support, Direct Support) and vehicle and payload operators. Targeting officers, Forward Air Controllers, Air Component Commanders can communicate in parallel with UAV operators for missions requiring real-time collaboration, such as close air support involving time-sensitive targeting (TST). Chat has also been utilized for CAS and Joint Fires Support (JFS) deconfliction, to task UAVs directly, to allow UAV operators to coordinate with the ACA, for monitoring purposes, during Medical Evacuation (MEDEVAC), and for communicating Meteorological and Oceanographic (METOC) forecasting support.


In turn, perhaps the most significant negative aspect of chat is that it is not integrated into current C2 infrastructures and therefore represents a “parallel” channel. This creates an interoperability gap, as witnessed by the presence of a separate interface for UAV operators.  This has led to situations where an over-reliance on chat interfaces resulted in: (1) operators heavily focused on chat had a tendency to miss important cues from their primary interface and (2) units not equipped with chat capabilities did not receive important tactical information that was communicated solely through chat.


In terms of autonomous UAS operations, if automation is to be leveraged as a means to achieve greater operations agility by streamlining military business processes and workflows associated with the command and control of unmanned assets, then information that is currently flowing through chat channels will need to be made available to machines, in addition to and, in some instances, in the place of humans. As suggested by Eovito [12], it is of primary importance to clearly identify and analyse the requirements that are currently being satisfied by chat in a top-down approach. Only afterwards will it be possible to determine, in the context of intelligent systems and future concepts of employment, how these requirements can best be met. 


2.2.3
Automatic Reporting


The ability for UAV operators and imagery analysts to generate and communicate reports effectively is obviously critical to mission success. The ability to partially or fully automate report generation and subsequent dissemination is consistent with the general vision for net-centric operations. The fully automated generation and dissemination of certain reports, such as task status reports, will undoubtedly be easier to achieve than those requiring more complex workflows such as enemy situation reports that require additional analysis. Nonetheless, virtually all reporting can benefit from the introduction of automated processes.


2.3
Multi-UAV, Single-Operator Control


Increasingly, UAV are replacing fixed or rotary wing piloted aircraft, and are being used simultaneously in various roles and mission types.  Human and machine resource limitations are driving the requirement for developing operator interfaces that would allow a single operator to control several AV. Reference [13] proposes an architecture to support human supervisory control of multiple UAV by a single operator.  A pre-requisite to multiple UAV single-operator control is, of course, the ability for the operator to exercise HSC without having to address lower-level tasks.    


2.4
The case for Intelligent UAV Operator Interfaces


While long-term requirements for future autonomous UAS may involve operations with limited or even no UAV operators in-the-loop [6], technical, legal, social and other considerations confirm that UAV operators will be required for quite some time to come. Furthermore, in light of the requirements and issues highlighted above, these operators will require enhanced interfaces with built-in information management and decision-making capabilities. 




Intelligent operator interfaces are in a sense a disruptive technology and will impact not only the operator procedures, but will also impact procedures of external UAS stakeholders and possibly even the doctrine for autonomous UAS operations.  


The design of these interfaces will require collaboration and input from areas such as: human factors, behavioural psychology, control theory, military and civil law and others. As a consequence, the development of next-generation systems likely will be iterative and will benefit from experimentation platforms that leverage simulation technologies and that can assist in validating design approaches and verifying critical assumptions. 


The current study originates from preliminary work involving experimentation performed using actual C2IS and a simulated UAS [2][15][16]. This work leveraged the emerging C-BML standard in conjunction with the use of intelligent UAV operator software agents for the automated command and control of the UAV asset. Based on this work, this paper considers how similar experimentation capabilities can be useful in the design of intelligent operator interfaces. In addition to helping address challenges associated with the design process itself, experimentation capabilities also may prove useful in the development of future revisions of STANAG 4586. 


The remainder of this paper considers how simulation technology with machine intelligence, based on agent-based technologies in conjunction with the use of formal languages, can contribute to the development of future UAS design. In particular, the example of designing intelligent operator interfaces is considered. Before considering UAS interface design issues, the following sections provide a short description of terms in the area of automation, autonomy and intelligent systems.

2.5
Increasing Autonomy and the Use of Intelligent Systems


Increasing the levels of autonomy of complex systems such as UAS requires automation which must be introduced with great care. For example, automation management strategies must be developed and refined such that the advantages associated with the utilization of machine-based intelligent systems, systems capable of making decisions, are not outweighed by potential negative side effects, such as unintentional workload increase, reduced situational awareness, automation bias and skill degradation [10]. In other situations, such as in the case of operator intervention associated with a change in system automation mode, there is also a risk of mode confusion [5] that in the past has led to loss of aircraft.  

Intelligent system design generally involves the use of autonomous software components know as software agents. The use of Agent-Based Modeling (ABM) also known as Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) relies on the availability of information in a machine computable form and therefore these areas are closely tied to the field of knowledge representation, which is central to intelligent systems, as discussed below.


Intelligent Adaptive Systems (IAS) and Intelligent Adaptive Interfaces (IAI) are able to configure themselves automatically based on contextual information in the form of internal or external triggers allowing them to operate in an optimal manner as part of a system of systems or in conjunction with a human-in-the-loop [18]. Intelligent adaptive systems are able to modify their automation mechanisms based on context-dependent information, such as system health status, threat-levels and operator fatigue.


Another important aspect of intelligent systems is their ability to learn, store and re-use knowledge based on previous execution. Common to all agent-based design approaches (whether intelligent systems are adaptive or not) are the primary requirements for establishing the appropriate and necessary languages and protocols for representing domain knowledge in a form suitable for use by agents and provides the necessary support for communication among the agents. 

2.6
Formal Knowledge Representation of Military Information


Over the last decade, much progress has been made in the area of the formal knowledge representation in the military domain in support of such information exchange requirements to enable interoperability among system of system architectures, and more recently to support more efficient information sharing in the context of net-enabled and net-centric capabilities. Of primary importance becomes the ability to capture and share relevant, useful and current data and information in a standardized machine-consumable format so that it can be made readily available for use by other systems. 


It is possible to identify an evolution in the format of electronic formats for military information such as orders and reports over the past 30 years or so that is consistent with the parallel evolution of devices used by the armed forces to communicate this information. For instance, standards developed during the 1980s and 1990s employing military Message Text Formats (MTF), like the Allied Data Publication 3 (ADatP-3), often were developed with the teletypewriter as the intended terminal device [19]. Over the last decade, the transition to XML formats has become commonplace, either as a means to support Web Service Definition Language (WSDL) compliant payloads or as part of an overall standardization strategy [20]. More recently, many efforts have been working toward the development of ontology-based knowledge representations that will support requirements for military net-centric information sharing [21]
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[22] [23][24].    


The Joint Consultation Command and Control Information Exchange Data Model (JC3IEDM) that has been developed over the last decade by the Multilateral Interoperability Programme (MIP) is one of the most extensive and widely employed military IEDM. Due to its rigorous definition of an extensive vocabulary for military operations, it has influenced much of the recent work in military ontologies. As this category of work continues, we expect that C2IS likely will utilize tactical messages based on a formal knowledge representation and consequently, the UCS interface for the exchange of messages between the UAS and C2IS, the CCI, will need to evolve to support these message sets. 


2.7
Intelligent Agents and Net-Centricity Requirements for STANAG 4586


By many measures, the STANAG 4586 Standard for the interoperability of UCS interfaces can be considered a success in promoting re-use of system hardware and software components and fostering collaboration among coalition partners. Looking toward the future, the STANAG 4586 Custodial Support Team (CST) also has identified several focus areas to be addressed in future blocks, including: (1) the need for the UCS to be able to exercise higher-level control over AV exhibiting greater autonomy and (2) the capability to integrate the UCS as one system in a system of net-centric systems. 

Concerning the first goal, although the initial intent of STANAG 4586 was to provide both lower-level control and higher-level control (aka HSC) of UV platforms by operators, the focus thus far primarily has been on lower-level control.  However, initiatives are planned for defining extensions to the DLI to provide for the communication of additional information between the UCS and the VSM, as required to support higher-level control.

Toward this second goal, the STANAG 4586 CST has formed the STANAG 4586 NNEC/SOA Working Group to address how requirements for the use of Web technologies might best be integrated into future blocks of this standard.  This working group is currently addressing net-centricity requirements through the specification of a set of Web Services that would be exposed by the UCS CCI [25].  These services include: 


· Track (AV Status and Position);


· Asset Registration;


· Sensor Observation;


· Sensor Planning


· AV Route Planning;


· Motion Imagery;


· Still Imagery;


· GMTI Data; and


· ADatP-3 Messaging.


We suggest that although the information exchange requirements for many of the above services are satisfied by existing standards and have already been defined in sufficient detail, some of the services warrant further analysis to determine if a more formal representation is required. For example, the ADatP-3 message and AV Route planning services are excellent candidates for intelligent agent-based processing. This also has great implications on the C2 systems that are communicating ADatP-3 and similar messages to the UAS. This is not addressed in this paper. Also, the question arises as to whether Web Services technologies such as UDDI, WSDL and SOAP technologies for discovery, binding and messaging, respectively, provide sufficient expressiveness for describing services for subsequent processing by software agents [24]. 


Exposing services as Semantic Web Services is one means of addressing expressiveness gaps such that messages can be formulated using a representation that can be interpreted by machines.  This implies potentially developing more formal representations of existing standards. The validity of this approach may be confirmed by parallel efforts to generate ontologies for the JC3IEDM, (see for example [21]
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[22]).  


2.8 
Formal Languages and Intelligent Operator Interfaces

As established in reference [5], future UAV operator interfaces must incorporate increased intelligence to support operator needs. In addition, the authors of this study suggest that in order to support automation requirements, the UCS information exchange requirements may need to be extended to include the use of formal language to ensure that intelligent capabilities are, in fact, usable and useful. 


Currently there are several initiatives to create formal language based representations of military information such as orders, reports and requests by the operational C2 community. This study considers how the concepts and/or actual components of one such language developed by the Modelling and Simulation community, the Coalition Battle Management Language (C-BML), initiated nearly a decade ago [28], can be leveraged for the purposes of exploring how the use of formal languages will contribute to satisfying requirements for enhanced automation support associated with the development of intelligent operator interfaces.

3.0
USING COALITION BML TO SUPPORT UAS AUTOMATION

An interface specification between C2 systems and automated control interfaces, known as Coalition BML (C-BML) currently is being developed by the Simulation Interoperability Standards Organization (SISO) as an unambiguous, machine-computable language for the communication of tactical military information such as orders, reports and requests among C2, simulation and autonomous systems. Early experimentation using preliminary versions of C-BML has shown encouraging results concerning the use of C-BML for concept exploring involving the tasking of UAS by C2 systems and also for automatic reporting from the UAS to the C2 system [1][15]
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[16].


Introducing automation into the UCS can help to resolve many information management issues, including operator overload. However, while automation is certainly a part of the solution, there is still a need for operators in loop for some time to come. The key is to assist operators through the elaboration of intelligent operator interfaces. These augmented interfaces implement various automation management strategies that are required to automatically perform some of tasks for operators while simplifying other tasks. Decreasing the operator cognitive load and freeing up operators to perform high priority tasks while resulting in less human induced-errors.


As an ontology-based formal language, C-BML can link C2IS, simulation systems and autonomous systems and may prove useful in the development of future revisions of UAS interoperability standards, such as STANAG 4586. 


3.1
C-BML Overview


C-BML is an XML-based formal language for exchanging military orders, reports and requests among C2, simulation and autonomous systems. The NATO Modeling and Simulation Group Technical Activity 048 has conducted extensive experimentation with the purpose of confirming the utility and providing an operational proof of principle for C-BML. Their final report [29] presents C-BML in terms of characteristics which may be summarized as:

· Expressive and precise: unambiguous and valid expressions, based on formal grammar production rules

· Computable: military information that can be parsed, validated and processed in an unique manner based on a common reference model

· Understandable: expressions that can be interpreted by the consumer as intended by the producer

· Multi-doctrine: is not tied to any specific doctrine (i.e. doctrine-neutral), but supports NATO and national doctrines

· Multi-domain: BML should support air, maritime, land and joint operations

· Information Exchange Mechanism (IEM) independent: should not be tied to any one IEM and


· Standardized: should be an international standard to promote interoperability within and across national systems.

Many of these characteristics collectively can be found in message formats and protocols that were discussed in the previous sections. C-BML is being developed in three phases: (1) Data Model; (2) Grammar; and (3) Ontology. Currently phase 2 efforts are considering ontology representations to capture the grammar or production rules that allow for the construction of valid C-BML expressions.  The JC3IEDM is the underlying model upon which the phase 1 C-BML model has been developed, as shown in figure 4.


 


However, the JC3IEDM was not intended to be utilized as a formal language and it cannot be assumed that JC3IEDM information elements are adequate or sufficient for machine to machine communication. Thus, C-BML aims to leverage the richness of the JC3IEDM within the expressiveness and capacity for automation of a formal language.

While the C-BML data model essentially provides the vocabulary, the C-BML grammar is comprised of the production rules that constitute the set of valid C-BML expressions. Composites are logical groupings of basic information elements, based largely on the 5 Ws that form the basis for constructing expressions such as reports or orders.

3.2
BML-Enabled UAS Experimentation


Figure 5 depicts a BML-enabled UAS experimentation capability similar to the one described in [1][15]
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[16]. A BML interface acts as the common communication link between C2 and simulation systems and between C2IS and the UCS. The output of existing C2IS tasking (e.g. ADatP-3) readily can be translated into BML messages while maintaining the possibility to add additional information, such as rules of engagement and command intent, for potential use by intelligent agents within the UCS. Similarly, the enemy and friendly force situations and tasking can be communicated to the simulation for execution. Not shown in the diagram is the possibility to link sensor emulations within the UCS to the simulation such that the operator interacts with the virtual battlespace, thus closing the loop on the experimentation. In this manner, various algorithms for automation management strategies can be validated with the operator in the loop while maintaining the possibility to revert to traditional operations wherein the BML messages contain no additional information. 

The experimentation capability described above also can be adapted for operator training, as modified or new UCS are made available for use and also as new techniques and procedures are defined.


3.3
C-BML Example


The C-BML model is currently expressed as an XML Schema Description (XSD) document, and consequently, for simplicity the example below is based on schema screenshots. Figure 6 depicts a relatively simple C-BML expression: a task status report. Obviously a necessary element of a task status report is the task status shown in Figure 7. This example illustrates the basis structure of a C-BML expression. A task status report is comprised of three mandatory elements: a reporting who, a reported when, and reporting data; also, optionally, a task reference and a task status. The JC3IEM reporting data represents the pedigree of the information and can include information such as the accuracy, credibility and reliability of the information in the report. The task status is comprised of four mandatory information elements: an identifier, a category code, a completion ratio, and a planning indicator code. There are also four optional elements: a progress code, an amend timing code, an approval indicator code, and a feint indicator code. In addition to the readily evident mapping between the C-BML OID and a JC3IEDM OID, the task status category code also can be mapped to a JC3IEDM Action-Category-Code.











4.0
CONCLUSIONS

Use of UAS is increasing in number and complexity. UAV operators are routinely faced with the situation of cognitive overload due to excessive workloads. Future UAS operations require new capabilities and in return make new demands on UAV operators, thus further increasing their workloads. Standards for specifying the interfaces for future UAV control stations are evolving to support the need for increased UAS autonomy, as demonstrated by recent STANAG 4586 activities. 


The high-pressure, time-constrained environment in which the UAV operators are immersed requires near real-time information sharing. The lack of an integrated, real-time net-centric communication mechanism between UAV operators and stakeholders such as the Air Control Authority, the tasking authority or the mission commander explains the extensive use of chat. Although clearly a useful and highly used means of communications, in some ways, chat introduces an interoperability gap and an associated obstacle to net-centricity - since chat-based information currently cannot be shared in a systematic, digitized manner consistent with net-centric information exchange requirements. Although for practical purposes eliminating chat may not be a desirable or viable option, the future use of chat represents an excellent example of the need to rethink UCS architectures and communications procedures if UAS are to be truly integrated as C4ISR assets of a net-centric architecture. 


In addition to communication with the UCS, the judicious use of decision-making aides, such as Geospatial Decision Support Products, within the UCS also clearly represents an area where gains can be made. Making additional information available to the UAV operators through a separate interface during planning and re-tasking activities may be a first step. Ultimately, further work probably should be performed to consider whether such products could be integrated within the UCS itself as native capabilities. The use of a dedicated UAS CD & E capability could play a critical role in this process. 


From a training perspective, critical operator functions, such as dynamic re-tasking of UAV missions requires realistic training scenarios that can be enhanced through the use of the future technologies and products cited above (e.g. intelligent chat, geospatial decision support products and other intelligent decision-making aides) geared at increasing UAS autonomy. These products and technologies will assist the UAV operator, for example, in assessing the impact of proposed changes to the mission route in order to reach the current or modified mission objectives while respecting vehicle and payload performance limitations and airspace coordination constraints while taking into account platform vulnerability to enemy threats as well as the impact of external factors such as terrain, weather, time-of-day etc. 


4.1
Future Work

4.1.1
Real-time collaboration 


For at least the short-term, chat undoubtedly will be utilized as the primary means for real-time collaboration among UAS stakeholders. However, it is necessary to study how chat might be integrated in a manner that would not present air gaps.

4.1.2
Notification 


The information exchange requirements to support the semi-automated UAS workflows require that the information associated with the event triggers be acquired and processed automatically. Notification mechanisms such as the smart-push have been advocated by efforts such as the Valued Information at the Right Time (VIRT) approach [30] wherein conditions of interest are expressed by interested systems. The ability to specify and verify conditions of interest also supports requirements for a formal language representation consistent with those used to satisfy Semantic Web Service requirements.  


4.1.3
Operator Overload

This study has highlighted a set of requirements for future autonomous UAS operations and proposes several areas of interest that illustrate how introducing automation into the UCS can help resolve some of the information management issues, including operator overload. However, while automation is certainly a part of the solution, there is still a need for operators-in-the-loop for some time to come, due to technical challenges but also in light of political, legal and ethical considerations. This study suggests that simulation-based experimentation capabilities can be useful for exploring the use of advanced decision-making aides and other tools to assist the UAV operators as well as defining new concepts of operation and finally, the next-generation net-centric UAS architectures of tomorrow. 


4.1.3
Battle Management Language

This study also has described how Battle Management Language technology is well-suited for use in the UAS experimentation capabilities and related development efforts. Furthermore, a simulation-based, BML-enabled experimentation capability involving C2IS, UCS and UAV operators that communicate with relevant stakeholders has already proven useful in the understanding and demonstration of these new concepts, and will undoubtedly be utilized as the simulation testbed for the development of future operational capabilities. This same experimentation capability also could very well support the development, verification and validation of requirements and approaches for future revisions of standards such as STANAG 4586.
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Figure 4: C-BML Layers





Figure 5: UAS Experimentation Capability





Figure 6: C-BML Task Status Report





Figure 7: C-BML Task Status
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Defence R&D Canada Mission

To ensure the Canadian Forces are technologically prepared and operationally relevant.



		Advise on Science & Technology

		Conduct defence research, development and analysis

		Assess technology trends, threats, and opportunities

		Engage industrial, academic and international partners in the transition of technology

		Conduct S&T projects for non-DND clients
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CANADIAN ARMY TRAINING OVERVIEW

RECENT EFFORTS



		Institutionalization of the After Action Review (AAR) process



		Involvement of Observer-Controller Trainers (OCT)



		Modernization of CA Training Systems (TS)

		Virtual Battle Space 2 (VBS2)

		Canadian Weapon Effects Simulator (CWES)



VBS2

Virtual Training

CWES System

Live Training



1.0	INTRODUCTION

Canadian Army (CA) has invested efforts in the implementation and institutionalization of the After-Action Review (AAR) process within their training activities. This initiative aims to increase the benefit of training by providing independent feedback to commanders and trainees. CA has mandated the Observer-Controller-Trainer (OCT) personnel as a mean to accompany units in the application of the AAR process. Their duties include, among others, identifying training objectives, observing events, collecting data, controlling activities, performing data analysis, teaching doctrine, coaching and mentoring. Considering the workload they face, CA is looking for means to ease or simplify OCT’s duties. Emerging technologies such as smart phones, tablets and cloud systems are few examples that could bring opportunities to lighten OCT’s workload.

Meanwhile, CA is involved in modernization effort of their training systems where technologies and simulation are taking more space. The acquisition of Virtual Battle Space 2 (VBS2) simulator [9] for virtual training, and the deployment of the Canadian Weapon Effects Simulation system (CWES) [8] for live training are two examples that confirm the trend. OCT personnel should be aware of these new training capabilities in order to support the achievement of their responsibilities.

The working environment of OCT personnel is evolving. Emerging technologies and modern training systems do not only influence the way to do training, but also the way to perform the AAR. The Augmented After-Action Review project, led by Defence R&D Canada, aims to support the AAR process by taking into account of these technological improvements in order to develop OCT’s competencies and to enhance his efficiency. 

The next section presents a general overview of the AAR process as defined and operated by CA. Thereafter, a list of potential technological improvements is suggested to support the application of the AAR process. Finally, a conclusion summarizes accomplished work and presents future actions.
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AFTER-ACTION REVIEW (AAR) PROCESS 

THE CANADIAN ARMY DEFINITION

What do you mean by AAR? 

	Professional discussion of a training or operational event that focuses on identifying what happened, why it happened and ways to improve.



Why to conduct an AAR?

	Learning while doing → To improve ability to learn in the midst of action - To improve team-working 



Goal of an AAR (the spirit of an AAR)

	Improve soldier, leader & unit performance



Outcome of an AAR

	Increase confidence in leader & lead to a more cohesive & proficient fighting force

AAR is one of the most important phases of the training process ► Keystone of the evaluation process



*

2.1	Canadian AAR Process

The Canadian AAR process is a direct adaptation of the U.S. AAR process. The first documents related to the AAR process appeared in the 90’s and were written and published by the Canadian Army Lessons Learned Centre (ALLC) [3]. But since several months, the AAR process (and related activities) is no longer governed by ALLC but is the responsibility of the Canadian Manoeuvre Training Centre (CMTC). Documents and information are currently available on both websites [2][5], but a part is redundant due to the duplication of the effort on a certain laps of time.

Since its official introduction in the CA training, the Canadian AAR process has evolved to become a well-established sequential four phase process used as well for live, virtual, constructive as blended training (from the first Canadian documents [3][19] to the most official ones [2][5]). The AAR process can be applied at all levels, from individual to brigade and higher. The four phases are: Planning (before the Training Session – TS, in close collaboration with the training staff), Preparation, Conduct (both during the TS) and Follow-Up (after the TS). The Conduct phase, the AAR itself, is the most visible aspect of the process because leader and soldiers (TS audience) are gathered to discuss about the TS. This phase should not be considered as a critique, a typical post-mortem or retrospective. It is not a gripe session or intended to fix blame and embarrass anyone. The AAR goal is not to limit the discussion to an assessment of TS failure or success. The AAR is a living learning practice and has to be leader-guided, soldier-centered, focused on learning objective.

Figure 1 summarizes the Canadian AAR process, its phases and their key activities, as it is applied for each TS. Figure 2 presents some examples of available software systems used during the TS (Preparation phase) and during the AAR session itself (Conduct phase). CWES [8] captures the status and actions of units during a live training. VBS2 [9] training simulator integrates similar functionalities to address the virtual training purpose. Finally, Joint Conflict and Tactical Simulation (JCATS [10])-based exercises benefit of Aramis [11], a replay software, to analyse and capture key training events for constructive training. During the AAR session, some replay artefacts are used to support the discussion. Other supporting mediums are combined to support the discussion. 
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AFTER-ACTION REVIEW (AAR) PROCESS

4 STEP PROCESS



*

How to support an AAR?  

		 By using a process by which AAR is planned, prepared, conducted & followed-up;

		 Main intent – Allow participants of a training event or an operation to quickly and consistently learn the most from their experiences.
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THE OBSERVER-CONTROLLER-TRAINER (OCT)

		Experienced soldier who accompanies an organization

during training.

		(Normally) personnel who is not from the immediate

chain of command of the organization being supported.

		Ability to provide independent feedback as he has

no stake in the outcome of the training.

		Purpose – 

		Enable the participants AND the Army to LEARN

more from a training event;

		Enable the Exercise Director to monitor all facets

of the exercise (SA) in order to adjust the exercise

activities and tempo as necessary;

		Assist commanders in the conduct of confirmation.

		Duties – Pre-training, during the training & post training.

		Responsibilities – Observe; Control; Teach; Coach; and Assist in Confirmation.



OCT personnel

(2. Preparation phase)

AAR Session

(3. Conduct phase)



*

2.2	AAR Process and Facilitators - OCTs

Like all learning activities involving feedback and “formal evaluation”, the AAR process requires highly qualified personnel to help to dissect what the leader and soldiers do not have done adequately during the TS. In the CA, these qualified personnel are called Observers-Controllers-Trainers (OCTs). Generally, OCT is an experienced soldier who accompanies an organization during training. Normally OCT personnel are not from the immediate chain of command of the organization being supported. They have the ability to provide independent feedback as they have no stake in the outcome of the training. The ultimate purpose of OCT is: to enable the TS audience and the Army to learn more from a training event; to enable the training director to monitor all facets of the TS (training) in order to adjust the TS activities and tempo as necessary; and to assist commanders in the conduct of confirmation. OCT’s responsibilities are to observe, control, teach, coach, and assist in the confirmation. OCT’s duties spread over the AAR process, from the pre-training (the Planning phase) to the post training (the Follow-Up phase). OCT’s responsibilities require strong competencies in verbal and written communication, leadership, teamwork and also well-developed analysis and synthesis skills. Figure 1 details the tasks performed by the OCTs within the four phases of the AAR process. These tasks are realized either individually, in collaboration with the training staff itself, in synergy with the whole OCT team and finally in active participation with the TS audience. Further details about OCTs are directly available on the ALLC and CMTC websites [4][6].
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AAR PROCESS + OCT PERSONNEL = BENEFIT

AAR Process Benefit 

(Left) The necessary intricaness, (Middle) The right balance, (Right) The performance loss.





*

2.3	Benefit of the AAR Process

The AAR process is the cornerstone of the learning in training. The peak of the process is the AAR session, the most tangible aspect because AAR sessions gather the team, its leaders and the facilitators to address questions about actions during the TS. An AAR session is not a punctual activity occurring when time permits. It is an activity planned before the training (for each scheduled TS), from the perspective that learning and improvement must happen throughout the training. The AAR process is a continuing practice that is focused in the long-term, generating lessons to be learned and applied immediately (local benefits), in the mid-term, and over the long run. Figure 3 shows the links that can be drawn between the key players of a TS, the TS audience (i.e. the team and its leader) and the facilitators (i.e. OCTs). The TS supported by the AAR process identifies failures and proposes corrective actions appropriated to similar events / exercises or not. The course of a TS not supported by the AAR process (neither by the OCT personnel) will never lead a team to a level of experience as high as when the AAR process (driven by the OCT personnel) is applied [21]. 
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MSG-087: FINDING THE RIGHT LIVE VS SYNTHETIC BALANCE

LINKS WITH THIS SYMPOSIUM

		CA training environment is evolving



		Technology and simulation take more space within CA training activities



		OCT personnel should embrace the current shift trend :

		To enhance his assessment capabilities

		To reduce his workload
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THE IMPROVEMENT ROADMAP

Improvement proposals:

1.	Digitalize and Virtualize the AAR Process

2.	Improve Situational Awareness Capabilities

3.	Prepare Clear Evidences for Discussion (AAR Session)

4.	Conduct Effective AAR Sessions

5.	Develop and Maintain OCT’s Competencies

6.	Integrate Physiological & Psychological States Review



3.0	IMPROVEMENT ROADMAP

This section presents improvement trends aiming to assist the OCT personnel into their duties and to help them in their own learning. This section does not suggest any change to the AAR process itself. The proposed improvements are supported by technological innovation domains not limited to virtualization, mobility, augmented reality, visualization, e-learning and serious gaming.
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DIGITALIZE AND VIRTUALIZE THE AAR PROCESS

IMPROVEMENT PROPOSAL 1

Objective: Encourage the use of the AAR process



Past effort: Canadian Army Lessons Learned

Centre website. It provides: 

“A central source of common reference material and courseware for the AAR process and OCT to supplement and support the training.”











http://armyapp.dnd.ca/ALLC-CLRA/aar/aar_documents-eng.asp



3.1	Digitalize and Virtualize the AAR Process

The Canadian ALLC has initiated the digitalization of the AAR process by making available, through its website [2], several course packages, doctrine manuals, forms and presentations covering each aspect of the process itself and the OCT’s duties. This initiative encourages the Army to collect, analyze, assimilate and distribute experiences as lessons. Unfortunately, numerous of AAR sessions stay informal and do not generate any follow-up report because of the workload required to produce it. It results in a loss of knowledge where costly errors could happen again.

To mitigate the loss of valuable knowledge, three improvement steps are suggested. The first step is to pursue the current digitalization initiative while by introducing “mobile” versions. The intended effect is to encourage digital note taking habit, even in the field. Once data is in digital format, it becomes easier to share it and reuse it for subsequent phases (or sub-phases) of the AAR process, such as the Conduct or Follow-Up phases. In addition, this first improvement step should include efforts to develop intertwined links between documents, especially for forms, in order to avoid redundant information entries. Prefilled forms based on previous entries, predefined fields and auto-completion fields have the potential to reduce typo errors and save time required to generate the final follow-up report for instance. 

The second step consists to initiate the virtualization of the AAR process by adding a shared storage capability to the mobile one (i.e. private cloud storage). The intent is to increase the data accessibility as well for the OCT personnel as for the training audience. In one hand, OCT personnel could benefit of virtualization by simplifying their tasks related to centralize, merge and consolidate data gathered during exercises. In the other hand, training audience could benefit of virtualization by accessing the content of the conduct session and the follow-up report provided by OCT personnel. Of course, several software services should support this step in order to ensure data integrity, security and accessibility functionalities. 

Up to now, only the generic use of documents mentioned above for supporting the AAR process was considered. The last step is to initiate reflections about specific visualization requirements depending of the type (LVC), the scope (from individual to collective), the audience (intelligence, artillery, medics, supports ...), and the intent of the training. This complex step should offer to the OCT personnel the capability to obtain flexible and on-demand user interfaces that fit with its current needs. This step could get inspired by numerous video games and application interfaces designed for tablet devices. Some of these have developed esthetical graphics interfaces able to manage outstanding representations for large datasets.

*
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DIGITALIZE AND VIRTUALIZE THE AAR PROCESS

IMPROVEMENT PROPOSAL 1

1st phase : Pursuing digitalization effort by providing mobile versions

Encourage digital note taking habit, even in the field;

Digital notes become easier to share and reuse

for subsequent phases of the AAR process

Conduct & Follow-Up  phases



2nd phase: Initiate the virtualization of the AAR process

Simplify tasks related to centralize, merge and

consolidate data gathered during exercises.

Allow training audience accessing the content of

the conduct session and the follow-up report

provided by OCT personnel.

Cloud storage approach

Smart devices (US Army)



3.1	Digitalize and Virtualize the AAR Process

The Canadian ALLC has initiated the digitalization of the AAR process by making available, through its website [2], several course packages, doctrine manuals, forms and presentations covering each aspect of the process itself and the OCT’s duties. This initiative encourages the Army to collect, analyze, assimilate and distribute experiences as lessons. Unfortunately, numerous of AAR sessions stay informal and do not generate any follow-up report because of the workload required to produce it. It results in a loss of knowledge where costly errors could happen again.

To mitigate the loss of valuable knowledge, three improvement steps are suggested. The first step is to pursue the current digitalization initiative while by introducing “mobile” versions. The intended effect is to encourage digital note taking habit, even in the field. Once data is in digital format, it becomes easier to share it and reuse it for subsequent phases (or sub-phases) of the AAR process, such as the Conduct or Follow-Up phases. In addition, this first improvement step should include efforts to develop intertwined links between documents, especially for forms, in order to avoid redundant information entries. Prefilled forms based on previous entries, predefined fields and auto-completion fields have the potential to reduce typo errors and save time required to generate the final follow-up report for instance. 

The second step consists to initiate the virtualization of the AAR process by adding a shared storage capability to the mobile one (i.e. private cloud storage). The intent is to increase the data accessibility as well for the OCT personnel as for the training audience. In one hand, OCT personnel could benefit of virtualization by simplifying their tasks related to centralize, merge and consolidate data gathered during exercises. In the other hand, training audience could benefit of virtualization by accessing the content of the conduct session and the follow-up report provided by OCT personnel. Of course, several software services should support this step in order to ensure data integrity, security and accessibility functionalities. 

Up to now, only the generic use of documents mentioned above for supporting the AAR process was considered. The last step is to initiate reflections about specific visualization requirements depending of the type (LVC), the scope (from individual to collective), the audience (intelligence, artillery, medics, supports ...), and the intent of the training. This complex step should offer to the OCT personnel the capability to obtain flexible and on-demand user interfaces that fit with its current needs. This step could get inspired by numerous video games and application interfaces designed for tablet devices. Some of these have developed esthetical graphics interfaces able to manage outstanding representations for large datasets.
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Objective : Enhance capturing capabilities



For Virtual and Constructive training

It is not really a problem to capture data

from synthetic environments

But mergingVBS2, VBS2 (3D), Aramis and

Communications logs into an efficient video

still a time-consuming task

(See IMPROVEMENT PROPOSAL 3).

IMPROVE SITUATIONAL AWARENESS CAPABILITIES

IMPROVEMENT PROPOSAL 2



3.2	Improve Situational Awareness Capabilities

Besides taking notes or exchanging key information among themselves, OCTs usually take pictures and record videos of TS. These evidences of training actions are fundamental to justify their observations and gain the respect of the training audience during the Conduct phase.

The challenge is simpler for virtual and constructive training than for live training. Current simulator systems, such as VBS2 and JCATS (supported by Aramis) are able to generate snapshots or audio/video recordings. Here, OCT personnel have the opportunity to replay the mission and have the capability to add complementary data (such as geo referential positions, unit names, life status, line of shot...) over the evidences to strengthen their observations. The challenge here is not about getting access to the data, but more about figuring out what is the best visualization representation to present the evidence.

For live training, OCT personnel have to develop means to mitigate their limited situational awareness capabilities induced by the vastness of training field. OCT personnel have to synchronize their displacements among themselves in order to follow the training progress. Some OCT personnel have integrated the use of a smart phone within their activities. During the TS, they could benefit of many advantages such as taking pictures and videos, sharing information, consulting local map, referring manual procedures, recording personal notes and so on... Up to now the smart phone is use on an individual basis. The next step should regulate and institutionalize the use of smart devices to support OCT personnel.

With their camera and touch display, smart devices open widely the door to Augmented Reality (AR). AR superimposes a computer-generated image on a user’s view of the world, thus providing a composite view.  Numerous examples demonstrate the large potential that could offer the combination of databases, live tracking system and/or computer vision algorithms with smart devices [12][13][14]. For OCT personnel, it could open the way to new observation capabilities such as identifying units on the field (i.e. trainees, OCT personnel, vehicles, enemies, building, road ...), consulting information associated to these units, (i.e. health status, functions, location log, communication log ...), attaching personnel data (i.e. notes, time markers, videos ...), and even projecting actions or results by using artificial intelligence algorithms. The potential of AR applications for OCT personnel is very large and stay to be defined.
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For Live Training 

It is a real challenge to be at the right place at the right moment to capture training actions.

OCTs can benefit of CWES system

CA should institutionalize the use of smart

devices for OCTs.

Real time intelligence

Real time maps

Real time data

Augmented reality / Augmented virtuality

Potential stays to be defined...

Possibility to focus on particular

aspect during the training

IMPROVE SITUATIONAL AWARENESS CAPABILITIES

IMPROVEMENT PROPOSAL 2

Expected CWES evolution???

Wrist mounted computers (US army)

http://paper.li/Gitesh/2010/10/15 



3.2	Improve Situational Awareness Capabilities

Besides taking notes or exchanging key information among themselves, OCTs usually take pictures and record videos of TS. These evidences of training actions are fundamental to justify their observations and gain the respect of the training audience during the Conduct phase.

The challenge is simpler for virtual and constructive training than for live training. Current simulator systems, such as VBS2 and JCATS (supported by Aramis) are able to generate snapshots or audio/video recordings. Here, OCT personnel have the opportunity to replay the mission and have the capability to add complementary data (such as geo referential positions, unit names, life status, line of shot...) over the evidences to strengthen their observations. The challenge here is not about getting access to the data, but more about figuring out what is the best visualization representation to present the evidence.

For live training, OCT personnel have to develop means to mitigate their limited situational awareness capabilities induced by the vastness of training field. OCT personnel have to synchronize their displacements among themselves in order to follow the training progress. Some OCT personnel have integrated the use of a smart phone within their activities. During the TS, they could benefit of many advantages such as taking pictures and videos, sharing information, consulting local map, referring manual procedures, recording personal notes and so on... Up to now the smart phone is use on an individual basis. The next step should regulate and institutionalize the use of smart devices to support OCT personnel.

With their camera and touch display, smart devices open widely the door to Augmented Reality (AR). AR superimposes a computer-generated image on a user’s view of the world, thus providing a composite view.  Numerous examples demonstrate the large potential that could offer the combination of databases, live tracking system and/or computer vision algorithms with smart devices [12][13][14]. For OCT personnel, it could open the way to new observation capabilities such as identifying units on the field (i.e. trainees, OCT personnel, vehicles, enemies, building, road ...), consulting information associated to these units, (i.e. health status, functions, location log, communication log ...), attaching personnel data (i.e. notes, time markers, videos ...), and even projecting actions or results by using artificial intelligence algorithms. The potential of AR applications for OCT personnel is very large and stay to be defined.
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PREPARE CLEAR EVIDENCES FOR DISCUSSION

IMPROVEMENT PROPOSAL 3

Objective : Speed up preparation of self-descriptive

              evidences 



Fact: Based on the OCT expert observations, discussion topics

     brought to AAR sessions are often the same.

 Communication issues,

 Synchronization issues,

...



3.3	Prepare Clear Evidences for Discussion (AAR Session)

After TSs, OCT personnel must prepare the AAR session by identifying relevant topics for discussion. When available, OCTs use CWES, VBS2 or Aramis replays to create multimedia content, and prepare maps, graphs, charts, pictures, videos and references to support discussion topics. Usually, the created content is inserted into a slide presentation that respects an outline suggested by best practices.

According to OCT experts, discussion topics brought to AAR sessions are often the same. OCT personnel could benefit to use predefined visualization templates dedicated to support these recurring topics. The community of Visual Analytics [15] presents inspiring examples having the potential to enable the viewer to understand the information. This improvement could reduce time to prepare clear evidences. 

In order to accelerate the TS analysis, visualization templates could be fed in real time by tracking systems. Combined with mobile devices, it could offer to OCT personnel the possibility to consult various predefined visualization representations during the Preparation phase (directly during the TS). The intent is to inform the OCT personnel early in the training phase in order to let them the possibility to focus on particular aspects of the training or even to adapt the ongoing scenario. 

Semi-automated analysis represents another axis that could support OCT personnel in their task of preparing clear evidences. This approach aims at pointing out automatically, through training system logs, specific trainee’s behaviours or basic sequences of actions that might not meet military standards or procedures. Of course, results generated by this kind of system must be validated by OCTs before to be identified as a discussion topic. 
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PREPARE CLEAR EVIDENCES FOR DISCUSSION

IMPROVEMENT PROPOSAL 3

1st phase: Develop baseline presentation kit focused on recurring topics

Procedure manuals, examples of best practices or frequent errors … 

Augment presentation with specific evidences supported by visualization template fed by AAR System data

Inspired by the Visual Analytics domain



2nd phase: Develop a semi-automated analysis capabilities

Pointing out automatically, through training system logs, specific trainee’s behaviours or basic sequences of actions that might not meet military standards or procedures. 

Results generated must be validated by OCTs before to be identified as a discussion topic.



3.3	Prepare Clear Evidences for Discussion (AAR Session)

After TSs, OCT personnel must prepare the AAR session by identifying relevant topics for discussion. When available, OCTs use CWES, VBS2 or Aramis replays to create multimedia content, and prepare maps, graphs, charts, pictures, videos and references to support discussion topics. Usually, the created content is inserted into a slide presentation that respects an outline suggested by best practices.

According to OCT experts, discussion topics brought to AAR sessions are often the same. OCT personnel could benefit to use predefined visualization templates dedicated to support these recurring topics. The community of Visual Analytics [15] presents inspiring examples having the potential to enable the viewer to understand the information. This improvement could reduce time to prepare clear evidences. 

In order to accelerate the TS analysis, visualization templates could be fed in real time by tracking systems. Combined with mobile devices, it could offer to OCT personnel the possibility to consult various predefined visualization representations during the Preparation phase (directly during the TS). The intent is to inform the OCT personnel early in the training phase in order to let them the possibility to focus on particular aspects of the training or even to adapt the ongoing scenario. 

Semi-automated analysis represents another axis that could support OCT personnel in their task of preparing clear evidences. This approach aims at pointing out automatically, through training system logs, specific trainee’s behaviours or basic sequences of actions that might not meet military standards or procedures. Of course, results generated by this kind of system must be validated by OCTs before to be identified as a discussion topic. 
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Objective : Supporting the training audience to discover

         by itself what happened and how they should react

Avoid debriefing presentation style which limits training

audience participation

Explore benefit of on-demand presentation, where the training audience influences the course of the discussion

CONDUCT EFFECTIVE AAR SESSIONS

IMPROVEMENT PROPOSAL 4



3.4	Conduct Effective AAR Sessions

As mentioned previously, an AAR session is not a typical post-mortem. Training audience should discover by itself what happened and how they should react if the same situation happens again. OCT personnel must be proactive by disclosing prepared evidences or references that support the discussion. However, be proactive within a linear slide presentation requires preparation. Frequently, the presentation outline drives the AAR session which has the effect of curbing the discussions among the training audience. 

Instead of supporting an AAR session with a linear slide presentation, OCTs should have the capability to disclosure the appropriate information (charts, graphs, videos ...) on-demand. This shift would shape and personalize the course of the presentation in function of the training audience style. However, OCTs should have access to advanced presentation tools where they would be able to select and broadcast information on-demand using a tablet device and a large display projection system.
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DEVELOP AND MAINTAIN OCT’S COMPETENCIES

IMPROVEMENT PROPOSAL 5

Objective : Levelling knowledge for group training



















3.5	Develop and Maintain OCT’s Competencies

Large training exercises (such as Maple Guardian 2011 [7] ) require part-time OCTs. CMTC provides the essential foundations of AAR process theory through its OCT Academy class. Time required for this training could be reduced by introducing e-learning sessions focused on specific competencies (see section 2.2) that an OCT must have, improve or develop. Besides the fact that e-learning sessions could be used to suggest complementary training for future OCTs, these sessions have the potential to identify good candidates for key position. For instance, strong speaking and leadership competencies are required to conduct an AAR session in front of a military audience.
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Objective : Explore emergent monitoring capabilities

                   to enhance AAR

Future AAR session could benefit of emergent video game

mechanics in order to provide physiological and psychological

state reviews.

INTEGRATE PHYSIOLOGICAL & PSYCHOLOGICAL STATE REVIEW

IMPROVEMENT PROPOSAL 6 

Adaptive

Biofeedback

Affective

Synthetic training

Live training



3.6	Integrate Physiological & Psychological States Review

Future training systems look for adding biometrics sensors and affective dimension to exercises. These new training opportunities, based on human behaviours, are inspired from emergent gameplay styles of the video game industry (i.e. adaptive gaming, biofeedback gaming and affective gaming). Thereby, future AAR session could benefit of these new data sets in order to provide physiological and psychological states review of the training audience.

An adaptive game provides a more appropriate level of challenge, smooth the learning curve, and enhance the gameplay experience for players regardless of experience [16].

A biofeedback game exploits player’s biometrics measurements to modify the gameplay experience [17]

An affective game supports the recognition and expression of user and game character emotions [18].
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CONCLUSION

This presentation highlights that OCT working environment is influenced by technological breakthroughs. 

Technologies take more space within training activities and open opportunities to support OCT personnel in their duties.

Based on an initial issue identification phase, a first set of technological improvements is proposed to support the application of the AAR process.



4.0	CONCLUSION

This paper highlights that OCT working environment is influenced by technological breakthroughs. Technologies take more space within training activities and open opportunities to support OCT personnel in their duties. Based on an initial issue identification phase, a first set of technological improvements is proposed to support the application of the AAR process.
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FUTURE STEPS

Future project actions

Refinement of suggested improvement proposals

Endorsement of the Roadmap by OCT authorities

Evaluation of the benefit of using smart devices in the field

(IMPROVEMENT PROPOSAL 2) 

Development of a E-learning application prototype

(IMPROVEMENT PROPOSAL 5)



Future project proposal

Investigate tools to define and analyze the gap between training result and training intent in order to :

 Understand, represent & communicate this gap; 

 Capture, store & distribute lessons learned; and 

 Manage / control this gap. 	



Strongly support



The following step of the Augmented AAR project includes a refinement phase of suggested improvements and an official endorsement of the roadmap by Canadian OCT authorities. These efforts should lead to define the optimal implementation timeframe of the roadmap (i.e. today, tomorrow or future).

In addition, this project will initiate two exploratory works. The first one foresees the development of an e-learning application prototype aiming to support part-time OCT competencies. The second one wants to assess the benefit of using smart devices on the field during a live training. The upcoming results should help to assess the relevance of these improvements in function of CA organisational constraints.
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Introduction

		There is still a tendency in each separate unit . . . to be a one handed puncher. By that I mean that the rifleman wants to shoot, the tanker to charge, the artilleryman to fire. . . . That is not the way to win battles. If the band played a piece first with the piccolo, then with the brass horn, then with the clarinet, and then with the trumpet, there would be a hell of a lot of noise but no music. To get the harmony in music, each instrument must support the others. To get harmony in battle, each weapon must support the other. Team play wins. You musicians of Mars must not wait for the band leader to signal you. . . . You must each of your own volition see to it that you come into this concert at the proper place and at the proper time.*



Gen George S. Patton Jr., 8 July 1941

* Joint Fires Concept of Operations document, April 2006
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What does the CF need?





`

A capability to support coordinated joint effects for …





















































































































































STF/SOG 

Amphibious Operations

Non-Combatant

Evacuation

Three Block War
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Joint Fires Support Vision

		Assemble a net enabled decision support system that allows a Joint Fires Coordination Center to integrate time sensitive target requests and immediate calls for fire into an ongoing fires plan.  This system of systems would:

		Leverage available situational awareness;

		Display weapons and unit status and capability;

		Interpret commander’s intent;

		Follow the rules of engagement; and 

		Determine if a call for fire can be acted upon. 
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JFS Components

		Command & Control (C2)

		C2 is fundamentally the task of a military commander 

		Today's C2 systems/tools built in a stovepipe constraint/approach 

		Tools/Systems must survive interoperability in a joint environment and vertiginous pace

		Modeling & Simulation

		Key Goals:

		Test the entire JFS ‘system’ along with the JFCC command structure in a synthetic environment

		Validate the entire JFS C2 system including its command structure in a realistic warfare exercise

		M&S must provide:

		Simulation of forces (Red, Blue, Others)

		Realistic communication for C2 between players and controllers

		Simulation of warfare equipment (weapons, platforms, damage, communications, sensors, EW, etc.)

		Human element is behind the decisions/interpretations

		commander’s intent, 

		digesting various sources’ inputs, 

		creating a situational awareness (SA), and 

		passing this SA to the subordinates for execution. 





Disruptive innovations, various exigencies, and high operational tempo → Another look at C2 functionalities 

(update understanding of C2 purposes, circumstances, approaches, processes, and procedures)
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JFS Experiments

		Experimentations went through phases: 

		Capability Development



	Development of operational architectures used for preparation of a CONOPS. As-is architecture served as an important reference for developing the mid-term capability. To-be looked at future systems. Validate the ability of the test-bed to stimulate the JFS coordination process 

		Integrated Joint Fires Coordination series (I, II, III)

		Human Factor Integration



	HF experiments run to simulate the operations of a C2 HQ determining the technology requirements for a future battle command centre. HF experiments tried to shed more light on the human element and scientifically analyze its relevance

		Human Factor series (One, Two, Three, …) 
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Integrated Joint Fires Coordination Experimentation One (IJFiC I)

		Validate the test-bed infrastructure in preparation for follow-on collaborative experimentation to explore evolving tools and techniques for JFS. 

		Assess JADOCS as a potential solution to integrate the information required for Joint Fires Coordination.

		Ensure that track information generated 



	by the three environmental 

	command and control systems 

	can effectively populate COP 

	which was displayed using 

	JADOCS.  

		Introduced MUSIC Service 



	Framework 
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Integrated Joint Fires Coordination Experimentation Two (IJFiC II)

		Used a technical scenario outlining the exact requirements in terms of entities and interactions.

		Improvements to the CGFs to allow:

		Track filtering to TBMCS and GCCS-M  (JSAF);

		Adequate and valid data through OTHGMD gateway (LCSS); 

		Investigated the usage of one CGF (JCATS) for pushing air and maritime tracks to GCCS; and

		Representing Blue Force SAS feed (2015 timeframe) on JCATS. 

		Used the MUSIC Test Bed (MTB) to correlate the Joint COP from all three environmental C2 systems

		In depth JADOCS assessment

		Overlay information (LCSS-JADOCS)

		Mil Std 2525 symbology
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Integrated Joint Fires Coordination Experimentation Three (IJFiC III)

		Build on the lessons learned from previous experiments to validate the test-bed infrastructure against future collaborative experimentation

		Focus on trouble shooting, tracking information flow, and the ability to populate a JCOP

		Trouble shooting the MUSIC 



	Service Framework

		Provide an effective 



	environment to allow JFC to 

	occur effectively in a 

	simulated headquarters.
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Human Factor One (HF1)

		Sponsored by the Chief of Force Development (CFD) 

		Contributed to evolving Canadian C4I and associated Joint Warfare tactics 

		Baselined the entire architecture within CFWC, providing a solid foundation to move forward with Joint Fires experimentation and adding more complex pieces to the baseline in Joint Warfare
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HF1 Experiment

		Mission Statement

		Successful use of in service systems to incorporate issued plans and execute operations (simple and complex joint fire support requirements)

		Using JFS Prototype (based on JADOCS) to plan and execute an operation involving both simple and complex joint fire support requirements with a Joint COP

		Verification of Track completeness/user confidence

		Passing: fire orders/requests, target data, and targeting info

		Fires Support Coordination/De-confliction with multiple inputs  

		Hypothesis

		Using JFS prototype, Operators will make effective fire support decisions, faster and have better SA with near real time updates of joint blue positional data and understood joint OpFor picture than when using the in service environmental C2 Systems

		Outcomes

		Effectiveness of fire support decision making, timeliness, better SA, usability measures, utility ratings, measure passage of fire orders/requests, target data, targeting info

		Helped identifying/correcting deficiencies with the JADOCS application that will benefit the Joint and Coalition warfighter 

		MUSIC application has been removed from the architecture
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Human Factor Two (HF2)

		Sponsored by the Chief of Force Development (CFD) 

		Review and validate JFS decision making processes: 

		Targets Assessment/Prioritization, Synchronization of Effects, Effectors to Target (Weapon-Targets Pairing), Time Sensitive Targeting

		Identify potential gaps

		Assess existing decision aids and C2 applications (from HF perspective)

		Validate decision aids requirements to improve C2 applications
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HF2 Experiment

		Mission Statement

		The successful integration of as many tools as possible.  These include: 

		C2 related: LCSS, TBMCS, GCCS-M, ADSI, MIDB, CSD, …

		Simulation: JSAF, JCATS, and VBS 2

		Operator tools: JADOC, JTT, CSD client, TAIS, SimSpeak, … 

		Delivery of a successful JFS TDP and potential Joint Battle Lab to CF/DND senior leadership.  

		Hypothesis

		HF2 aimed at establishing a set of baseline data that assesses the agility and effectiveness of JFS operators in decision-making related tasks (e.g., coordination, de-confliction, targeting, weapon-target pairing) 

		Outcomes Better understanding of:

		Target folder preparation

		Collateral damage escalation process

		Judge Advocate General officer (JAG) interaction and requirements

		All-Source Intelligence Cell (ASIC) interaction and requirements

		Special Operation Forces (SOF) interaction and requirements
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Human Factor 3 (HF3)/

Coalition Attack Guidance Experiment (CAGE)

		Experiment sponsored by TTCP Aerospace Systems Group (AER) Technical Panel 1 (TP1)

		Large Canadian operational stakeholder community

		Focused on Afghanistan

		Secret x 4 eyes 

		Actively supported by:

		US Army Battle Command, 

		US Joint Force Command 



	(JFCOM)
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HF3/CAGE experiment

		Mission Statement

		Analyze Battlespace Management and integration technologies and processes to increase SA throughout the chain of command → freedom of maneuver & effectiveness of Fires (i.e. shorten the targeting cycle, and reduce the potential for fratricide, collateral damage and civilian casualties) in a JIIM/JIMP operational context.

		Integrate selected US Army Battle Command systems including the TAIS/DACT, AFATDS and CPoF, and the NATO ICC system to analyse the evolving coalition C2 configuration intended for ISAF.

		Hypothesis

		SA from integration of many digital interfaces and C3I platforms provides enhanced decision/action cycle in a congested battlespace 

		Outcomes

		Assessment of TAIS/DACT Concept of Employment (COE) and TTPs

		Assessment of evolving ISAF collapsed Centrix/ISAF network for coalition C2 and the potential impact on operations, personnel, training

		Support to JFS ESC in identifying coalition joint fire  issues  (focused on the integration of ISR and UAVs into Fires)

		Improved understanding of JFS battlespace management in a coalition environment  

		Advancement of the JFS test-bed to emulate coalition operations
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Employment Perspective of JFS test-bed





From “JFS HF-2 VIP Day Presentation” Dec 2009
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Project’s Achievements

		Erection of the Joint Battle Lab (JBL)

		BGen Matte was behind the transition of the JFS test-bed into the JBL

		Seen as the centrepiece and a pillar of the new warfare center

		CFD will invest ~$10M in JBL transition

		VCDS directs new JHQ(R) to leverage the JBL

		JBL is the cornerstone for developing the new JHQ(R)

		Long term underpinning of the JHQ(R) capability supporting technology injection, pre-deployment preparation, training, and as back-up capability

		Future experiments will support JHQ(R)
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JBL Exploitation

		CEFCOM Planning to field JADOCS as a technical solution.

		Requested JFS support in transition of technology

		Taking active roles in coming experiments

		Joint Information and Intelligence Fusion Capability Detachment launched a supporting options analysis for the JIIFC IOC using JBL

		LCSS interested in leveraging  JBL to facilitate the design of the future versions for the army

		DPDOIS (Air) saw in JBL a means to test systems in ways they do not have at their disposal
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Conclusion & Recommendations

		JFS is a threefold (process, people, and equipment) complex project

		Incremental process for edifying the test-bed

		Valid test-bed (right systems, tools, processes)

		Because of the adopted architecture, the test-bed could be tailored and adapted in various flexible manners

		Incrementally complex experiments

		More challenging scenarios

		More systems

		More consideration for HF element

		Spiral Approach helps focus on tasks and progress towards JFS requirements

		JBL & ITB Spinoff 

		M&S can be used to support the Operational Planning Process or the Military Decision Making Process (MDMP) in real-time
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Questions













	“Any intelligent fool can make things bigger, more complex ... It takes a touch of genius and a lot of courage to move in the opposite direction.”
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Introduction		09:00

Keynote 1		09:15

Session 1 		09:45

Coffee Break		10:15

Session 1 (cont’d)		10:45

Lunch Break		12:15

Session 2 		13:45

Coffee Break 		15:15

Session 3 		15:45

Close 			17:15
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Chair: Dr. Hans Jense (NC3A)
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Paper 19: Trends in Immersive Environments
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